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Preface
Cintamani was probably one of the
medieval Tamil epics but it has more than a
historical value.
Unless one studies the
whole

of

the

original

work,

it

is

difficult

fo get 1 complete and true picture of the epic.
If only

isolated portions are read one receives

the impression that it is only a series of
sensuous and erotic descriptions. It is therefore
necessary to make a thorough study of the epic
to get a unified picture of the hero Civakan.
When the epie is read as a whole, one clearly
perceives

that the intention of the author

was

fo give a picture of an ideal king, according
to the best Jin tradition for the benefit of
those living during the period when Tamilian
kings were trying to become ideal emperors.
Studied from this point of view, this epic has
got a modern value, for our world of the
Gandhian era.
The great commentary by
Naccinarkiniyar is also helpful.
We are
also fortunate to have a very good edition
of the text and the commentary.
However,
these are useful only for scholars and even so
their approach is not from the modern point
of view. They are also too superficial to be of
real use.
These are the reasons why this work
was taken up for critical study from a modern
point of view. In the main body of the work

xi
I have

not generally mentioned

of modern

critics,

because

they

the opinions
are

conflict-

ing. But the work is analysed according to
the principles of Tolkappiyar,
Dandin and
Aristotle.
1 submit, that the
original contributions:

following

are

my

1. Tracing the age of Tamil epics with
particular reference to Civakacintamani and
fixing the date of its composition as the
period between the closing years of the 9th
century and the beginning of the 10th century
A. D.
2.

Comparing the story of Civakacinta-

mani

with that of Kshattira

Cuftamani and

also

the

found

story

of Civakan

puranam and arriving at
Tiruttakkatévar

based

in

Sri-

the conclusion that

his

epic

story on the

traditional story of Civakan current in Tamil
in his times, and not on any of the other

books in view of the vast
the stories of Civakan,
in those Sanskrit works.

two

disparity among

which

are

depicted

3. Proving that Civakacintamani_
unique in its field, it being the first epic
Tamil
tions

Viruttam
such

as

Verses,

Katavu]

introducing
18/10,

is
in

innova-

Avaiyatak-

kam, description of a village, acityetc.,

which

served as a model for the later epic poets.
4, Analysis of the epic principles and
the story of Civakacintamani under the heads
of one action, a great action and entire action
and also an analysis. of the poet’s sentiments

or thoughts according to the principles
Aristotle and Tolkappiyar.

of

xii
5. Proving that Caccantan is a tragic
hero according to Aristotle's principles of
tragedy and also according to the principles
of Tolkappiyam.
6.

Proving that Civakan is a great hero,

an embodiment
of virtue in contrast to Kat tiyankaran, the villain,
fication of evil.

7.

who is

the

presoni-

Making a study of the characters of

Vicayai and Civakan’s eight wives and other
minor characters and showing
that each

character

is clearly

distinguishable

because

of its unique characteristics.
8. Showing that the epic contains various
emotional elements that sustain the interest
of the reader throughout as pointed out by

Tolkappiyar and analysed by Winchester.
9. Showing the poet’s richness of imagination with suitable illustrations from the epic.
10. Showing that the poet has adopted
different kinds of Viruttam verses to suit his
thoughts, i. e., showing that he has adopted a
particular form
of viruttam verse for a
particular thought.
11.

customs

Pointing

and

out

that the

social

manners

revealed

in the epic

reflect those in
Tiruttakkatevar.

vogue

during

the age

life,
of

12. The study of the personality of the
author as an ascetic and as a humanist which
is revealed in the epic.

xill

I think that a history of Cintamani criticism may be useful and this is attemped here.
Cintamani became famous almost from
the day of its publication, as is evidenced by the
quotations from the Yapparuhkalam commentary of the tenth century.
Reputed

commentators

have held it in great respect

as a great classic. All this is refered to in the
body of the thesis. Nagcinarkiniyar wrote a

commentary on this work in the sixteenth
century and it continues to be the best commentary up to date.

Cintamani is a Jain work but unlike other
Jain stories in Sanskrit, Prakrit and Tamil,
it is really a great epic praised not only by
native scholars but also by Westerners like
Beschi, Ellis, Pope,
Caldwell and Vinson.
Hence it is unique in Jain literature.
Rev. Bower printed the first Ilampakam
in the nipeteenth century. Portions of Cintamani were prescribed for the various examinations of the Madras University and scholars
like Subbaraya Chettiyar prepared text book
editions of the llampakams prescribed, espe-

cially Namakal Hampakam and Kantarvatattatyar Ilampakam. It was Dr. U.V. Saminatha
Aiyar who for the first time edited and
published the whole of Cintamani with
commentary on it by Naccinarkkiniyar.

the

His introduction conisting of (1) the concordance, (2) the index of difficult words
and their meaning, (3) References to quotations from Cintamani in other works, (4) his
notes and (5) printing of the portion relating to
this story in Sripuranam in Manipravala
style—is a monument to his patient research.

XIV

Other old) manuscripts were compared
with Dr. U. V. Saminatha Aiyar’s work and
a new edition of the text alone was printed
by the Saiva Siddhanta Samajam under the
editorship of Thiru. S. Vaiyapuri Pillai.
There are references to Cintamani in
other works as already mentioned. There have
been articles on the date of composition of

Cintamani by Gopinaha Rao in the Journal
“Sentamil” and on the sources of Cintamani
by Sri Kuppusami Sastri in the Journal
“Tamilakam’’. There are short notes, on Cintamani in all the histories of Tamil literature
both in Tamil and in English viz..
(1) Introduction to Dr. Caldwell’s: Comparative Grammar
in the — earlier
edition (English)
(2) Tamil Varalaru by Srinivasa Pillai
(Tamil).
(3) Primer of Tamil Literature by M.

S.

Purnalingam Pillai (English)
(4) History of Tamil Literature by M.S.

Purnalingam Pil lai (English)
(5) Tamil

Ilakkiya

Varalaru

Subramania

Pillai,

2nd

(Tamil)

Edition

by

K.

Ist Edition and

(6) Tamil lakkiyattérram by Govindasami of Annamalai University
(7) History of Jain and Saiva Literature

by

Varadaraja

University

Aiyar

of Annamalai

XV

(8) History
of Tamil
Adaikkalasami

Literature

by

(9) History
of Tamil
Balasubramaniam.

Literature

by

Language

and

(10) History

of

Tamil

Literature by S. Vaiyapuri Pillai.
(11) Tamil Kaviyankal
nathan.

by

K. V. Jagan-

(12) Camana Ilakkiya Varalaru by T. P.
Meenakshisundaranar.

Of
Pijjai’s

critical surveys Avvai Duraisami
“Cintamani Araycci” is the only

work deals with the entire epic.
only a summary of the epic.

But this is

The next important work is by the late
lamented scholar Sri. S. Vaiyapuri Pillai of
the
the

Madras
Tamil

remarks

on

University. His book covers all
epics
and
contains
critical

Cintamani as well.

He

is all

praise for the separate verses therein but is not
impressed with the epic structure of the
work as a whole.
A collection of essays by

scholars published under the

various

title

cintamani

Corpolivu Nigaivu Malar”

important

work

from

which

evaluates

Tamil

‘Civakais an

the

epic

various points of view.
For transliteration,

the

Tamil

Lexicon

way of Romanization of Tamil is adopted, but
this has not been followed in respect of
sanskrit

words.
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masterly
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1
The Age of Tamil Epics
I

“An epic poem is by common consent a narrative of some
length and deals with events which have a certain grandeur and
importance and come from a life of action, especially of violent
action such as war.

It

gives

a

special

pleasure

because its

events and persons enhance our belief in the work of human
achievement and in the dignity and nobility of man”. }
—

(C. M. Bowra)

“The true epic, wherever created will be a narrative poem,
_ organic in structure, dealing with great actions and great characters,
in a style commensurate with the lordliness of its theme, which
tends to idealise these characters and actions and to sustain and
embellish its subject by means of episode and amplification’’.?
—(W.

M. Bowra, From Virgil to Milton, Ch.
. M. Dixon,

M.

I, p. 1.

English Epic and Heroic Poetry ch.

I.

Dixon)

2
II
The epic age dawns only when society has developed
the primitive stage.

beyond

In that stage the individual feels and lives as

part of the tribe without any assertion of his individuality.1 As
society develops, the man who possesses outstanding physical
strength, beauty,

personality,

prowess,

valour

becomes dominant and is praised, admired and

and

generosity

revered

for his

individual greatness.
He becomes a hero.
The epic age is thus
the heroic age. The poetry
and
songs of
the
primitive
age slowly develop into narrative
poems
and epic
poetry,

showing the progress from tribalism to individualism,
by intellectual and imaginative freedom.

Epic poetry is not, therefore, primitive

characterised

It is the

poetry.

result of a continuous process of development.? It is a treasurethe ideas,
house of knowledge of varied themes, expressing
thoughts and sentiments of the heroic age, and, in that way, itis a
historical record of the cherished activities of the people of that

age, preserved in poetry with all its grandeur.
Chadwick distinguishes four different stages in the development towards epic poetry.
Leaving behind primitive tribal
poetry, the heroic age proceeds to assert itself, in the first stage of
development through its court poems—poems singing of the victories

of living princes and heroes and mourning the death of kings in
elegies. Perhaps having in mind Anglo-Saxon poetry, Chadwick
is doubtful whether any of this type
of poetry
has
survived.
The Cankam works,
in Tamil,
especially
Purarnfniru
and
Patirruppattu amongst others, are anthologies of court poems

celebrating victories
death of heroes.

and

giving expressionto desolation

From various kinds of Tamil poetic

at the

moods, two

can be selected for special mention as corresponding to these two
great occasions, aracav&kai, dealing with the victory of kings and
kaiyarunilai, the elegy. These Cankam poems according to the
views of the majority of Tamil scholars, belong to a period begin1. Lascelles Abercrombie, The Epic, ch. I p. 9
2. W. P. Ker, Epic and Romance. p. 13
3. H. Munro Chadwick, the Heroic Age, Edn. 1912, ch. 5, p. 94

3
ning somewhere about the time of the dawn of the Christian era
andending at the close of the 2nd century A. D.
It is not
necessary, here, to enter into the details of the controversy about
the age of the poems but scholars have more or less agreed that
these poems are the earliest poems now extant in Tamil literature.

To the second stage of development, according to Chadwick,

belong narrative poems based on court life. The Vaficikk&ntam
in Cilappatik&ram is similar to this type of pgetry but it really belongs
to the age of literary or secondary epics and not to that of primitive
or primary epics. Some of the
longer
verses
in Pattupp&ttu
where
the bards go to the royal
courts and praise their
king’s and chieftain’s valour and victory, their
generosity and
righteousness, may have some relation to this stage of development.

The third stage is represented by ballads in which
complex
stories are simplified and the emphasis shifts from specific events to
general biographical narration, and where, thanks to the introduction

of nameless characters and the absence of any detailed acquaintance

with court life, there is a general approximation to the characteristics
of folk tales.
Here, therefore, is something reminiscent of the first

stage, but what one finds here is not the communism of tribal life
but the first signs of the universalism of real poetry. No ballads have
come down to us from the ancient Tamils, though there are

ballads of a later age, such as Técinkurfjan katai of the 17th or
18th century.
There may be traces of this stage of development in Pattupp&ttu and Patirruppattu.
The

fourth

stage

is represented,

according

by epic poems which both in form and spirit
of the age in which they were composed.

are

to

Chadwick,

characteristic

It cannot be said that the

heroic age everywhere produces epics, for ,as W. P. Ker has pointed
out, “many nations instead of an Iliad or an Odyssey have had to
make shift with the conventional repetitions of the praise of

chieftains without any story”.2

1. W. P. Ker, Epic and Romance, ch. I, p. 13

4
II
Epic poetry is divided into two
classes, primitive and
artificial. These classifications are also termed respectively as
“Authentic” and ‘Literary’.
The European poems such as the
‘Odyssey’ the ‘Iliad’, the ‘Beowulf’, the ‘Song
of Roland’ and

the ‘Neibelungenlied’ are classified as ‘Authentic’ epics; and the
poems of Apollonius, Rhodius, Virgil, Luncun, Camoens, Tasso
and Milton

are

classed

as

‘Literary’

epics.

Generally

it

is

considered that those that were written during the Heroic Age are
‘Authentic’ epics, and that those of later ages are ‘Literary’
epics. Hence it may be said that the spirit of the primitive period,
which
epics,
epics
hence

is believed to be the folk spirit, is reflected in
authentic
and that the spirit of sophistication pervades the literary
of later ages. The first epics were intended for recitation, and
only traditional matters are glorified in them. It is easier to

listen to the recitation of familiar stories than to quite new and
unexpected tales. To fix the attention of listeners more firmly
or to stir them when they drowse,

epithets,
than

the well known

set phrases etc., recur in those epics

in literary

epics

which

are meant

to

syllables, stock

more
be

frequently

read.

Lascelles

Abercrombie after labouring much to draw a line of distinction
between
the two
divisions of epic poetry in his book
‘The Epic’ concludes thus :

“We find

certain

conceptual differences and certain mechani-

cal differences between ‘authentic’

and

‘literary’

epics. But

are not such as to enable us to say that there is, artistically any
difference between the two kinds.

Rather,

these

real

the differences exhibit

the changes we might expect in an art that has kept up with consciousness

developing and civilization

becoming more

intricate.

“Literary” epic is as close to its subject as ‘‘authentic”, but
general rule ‘authentic’

hasa simple and concrete subject, and the closeness
to this
(again

take

as a

epic in response to its surrounding needs,

of the

poet

is therefore more obvious than in ‘literary’ epic,
which
in response to surrounding needs) has
been driven to

for subject

some

great abstract

idea

and

display

this

in a concrete but only ostensitle subject............... We may, then,
in a general survey, regard epic poetry as being in
all ages

5
essentially
though

the same

kind

of

art,

fulfilling

always

a_

similar,

constantly developing intention’”.!

C. S. Lewis regards the division of epic into

Primitive

and

Artificial as unsatisfactory, because no surviving ancient poetry
is really primitive and all poetry is in some sense artificial. He says,

“I prefer to divide it into Primary Epic and Secondary Epic—the
adjectives being purely chronological implying no judgments of
value. The secondary here means not ‘the secqnd rate’ but what comes
after, and grows out of, the primary”’.”
IV

(a)

Even the earliest epic in Tamil poetry, Cilappatikaram, is not
a primary or primitive epic, and therefore Chadwick’s remarks,
which were concerned only with the development of the primitive
epic, and his theory of development cannot be applied to the literary

or secondary Tamil epics which are at present in existence.
These
secondary epics are of a much later period than the four stages
described by Chadwick.
fifth stage.

Their development may be classified as the

IV (b)
Tolk&ppiyam

is the earliest work, in Tamil,

now

available,

and the commentators on Tolk&ppiyam have said that this book is
anterior to the

Cankam

works

because

the

specific

usages

of

‘viyankol’, ‘uvama urupw’ and of the roots ‘cel’, ‘vi’, ‘t8” and ‘kotu’
had fallen into disuse by the time of the Cankam
present writer feels, with the commentators that

poetry. The
Tolkippiyam

represents the earliest work in Tamil.
Tolk&ppiyam speaks of eight kinds of poetic composition
of which Tonmai and TOI are relevant for our present purpose.
As interpreted by commentators, Tonmai and T6l indicate that
longer poems based on traditional legends, if not epic poems of a
true nature, were in vogue during the period of Tolk&ppiyar and
1. Lascelles Abercrombie, the Epic, 1922 Edn, ch. II p. 47
2. C. S. Lewis, A Preface to Paradise Lost, Ch. III p. 12
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before.
Tonmai, according to him,is a work
verse are
interspersed
and a traditional

subject.

Tol, again according to the

where
legend

prose and
forms its

commentator,

is

a work
and

Porul, Inpam

which deals with the noble subjects of Aram,

It also applies to a work written
Vitu written in sweet words.
elaborately and having a large number of lines.2 The commentator
Pér&ciriyar states that Tdl is a

the

legend forms

traditional

literary work where a

If the commentators

subject.2

are

correct,

this evidence shows that there are narrative poems which, though
not be talled epics, go to form the nucleous
may
they

ofan epic. We may classify the narrative poems existing in
of Tolk&ippiyar and those before that period
days
the
as epics in the formative stage—the seeds of epic poetry. Tonmai,
as we have seen before,

is

a

as

having

work

subject a

its

traditional legend couched in a mixture of prose and verse.
This form of literature is considered to be the oldest form of
epic

poetry.

H.

of

Mr. Winternitz quotes the following words

Oldenberg in support of this opinion. “The oldest form of epic
poetry in India was the Akhyana, a tale in a mixture of prose and
verse, the speeches of the persons

only

being

in

while

verses,

the events connected with the speeches were narrated in
This theory was supported by the fact that not
௮௮
றா...
only in Indian but also in other literature the mixture of prose and

verse is an early form of epic poetry”.4

Tonmai and Tél cannot te taken to apply to the
later ages,

though

Naccin&rkkiniyar

1. Tonmait&né collunk&lai
Tol. Cautram 539

related

T6l to

the

epics of
epic of

uraiyotu punarnta palamai mérré

—

2. Ilumen moliy&n vilumiyatu nuvalinum
paranta moliy&n atinimirn tolukinum

Tol.

Cutram

550

tdlena molipa tonmolip pulavar’
3. Pér&ciriyars commentary on Tol. Cittram 550
4. M. Winternitz, Some Problems of Indian

Indian Ballad Poetry, p. 44

Literature,

Ancient
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Civakacint&imani.!
TOl relate
traditional
apply to
elements as

We can

safely conclude

that

IV

and

(c)

Because of the atmosphere thus created the

rewrite

Tonmai

only to narrative poems
or story poems
having
legends as their subjects.
They
cannot be taken to
well developed epics.
The definitions of these two
stated by Tolk&ippiyar imply no more than this.

their earlier mythologies.

composed the Mah&pur&na

Gunabhadra

in verse.

Jains began to

is said

Cintmani

to have

is a story found

in this Purina of the Jains.
Here in this story is the royal
ideal of winning the whole world and then renouncing it all to
attain salvation.
This gives us the picture of an ideal Jain King
who captivated the hearts of the people without minimising the

principle

of renunciation.

Cint&mani has all the marks of a

literary epic—in its

ideals

its unity, and its literary excellence. In this way Cint&mani may
be the first epic now found in Tamil in its entirety which
paints the life of a hero and a king who finally becomes a saint.
The other epics in Tamil such as Cilimani,
yanam, etc., are decidedly later than Cint&mani.

Kampa

R&mi-

V (a)
Having surveyed briefly the age of Tamil epics in general,
let us now proceed to study the age of Civakacint&mani, the
subject of the thesis, in particular.
Nothing is known definitely
about the age, place of birth of Tiruttakkatévar, the author

of Civakacint&manti.
But Naccin&rkkiniyar,

the commentator,

has stated that the

Akattiyam and Tolk&ppiyam were two types of grammar extant
in the days when Civakacintimani was written, and that the
author has followed the principles of those two types of grammar.?
1. Civakacint&mani, Naccinarkkiniyar’s commentary,

Dr. U. V. Saminatha Aiyar’s 5th Edn. p. 2.
2. Naccin&rkkiniyar’s commentry to Civakacint&mani, S. 1
p. 1—Dr. U. V. Saminatha Aiyar’s edition.
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It is clear from this statement

that

the

Cint&mani

was

written in an age earlier than that of the later grammatical works

such as

Pufapporul

yalank&ram,

since the

Venp&m&lai,

Viracdliyam

work

and

Nampi

Nannul.

is composed in

Akapporul,
At

Viruttam

the

Tanti-

same

verses,

time

it is

also

evident that it could not have been produced in the Cankam age
or immediately after it.
It must have been written only after
Viruttam verses had been evolved perfectly and had
become
popular by that name.
Viruttam verses were first used during
the Pallava age
or the age
of Tévaram.1
Most
of the
devotional songs of Appar, Campantar, and Cuntarar
are in

Viruttam verses. These Caiva saints
during the period from 570 to 700 A.
the
and

are known to have lived
D.2 We may say that

Viruttam
verses
gradually gained
popularity
during
after this time.
Civakacint&mani, an epic containing 3145

Viruttam verses must

have

been

written

only

during the

period

when Viruttam verses had gained high popularity.

V (b)
Linguistic evidence supports the fact that Civakacintamani
does not belong to the earliest age.
A number of words that
became current in the middle ages are found in the work.
To
mention a few of them will suffice. Let us take the period from the

end of the Cankam age to the fall of the Colas (i. e., 250 A. D.
13th Century A. D.) as the middle ages.

to

“Ennalar pirarkal yiré yinnavai porukku nir&r”.3
Inthe word
denote

plural.

denote plural
added only

“‘pigarkal”
Adding

the

the

suffix

suffix

was not in vogue in the

Cankam

to the neuter (ahrini) nouns.

‘kal’ as suffix to uyartinai nouns

‘kal’

is

added

‘kal’ to uyartinai

age.

‘kal’

The usuage

came into

vogue

nouns

1. K. Subramania Pillai, akkiya Varal&ru, Part II, p. 307

pp
S. 259

304 & 306.

to

was

of adding

only

the middle ages.

2.
Ibid.
3. Cint&émani,

to

during
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‘“Manniya
The word

kurucil

‘ndkkukinrn’

kontu)
is a verb

marapin&

ndkkukinrtn”.2

in the present tense. ‘Kinru”

is the present tense sign, which is found

rarely in the

works of

the earliest ages.
The sign is used more frequently in the works of
the middle ages and after.

‘Atw’ is the sixth case sign used in Cankam age.

We

find

‘utai’, ‘utaiya’, ‘tan’, and ‘tam’, asthe sixth case signs (collurupu)
which
became current in the middle ages in addition to ‘atu’ in

ச

Civakacint&mani.

“Orunira vévilanku
“Cirramurra

t&mutaiya

mannartam

tunpam’?

cenni pantatippana’’?

The first person nouns ‘y&n’ ‘yin’ and ‘n&n’,

person nouns
the Canam

bo et

‘ni,

age.

‘nin, nivir,
But in later

and‘num’
ages

‘nn’,

wereonly
‘n&nkal’

and

second

current

in

for

first

that Civakacint&mani

is a

person and ‘un’, ‘unkal’ for
second
person came into more
frequent usage. These later usages are found in Civakacint&mani.
“unnai

y&n pirinta

n&loialiyé

ponratu’’4

“‘Nulavaiy&rpol ninkal nokkuminé”5
It is clear from these evidences,
work written during the middle ages.
the probable date more specifically.

Let us

now attempt to fix

V (c)
by

The Viracdliyam is a work on grammar which was written
Puttamittirar.
Its commentator is Peruntévan&r.
It is said

that he is the disciple of the author Puttamittirar.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Cint&mani 5. 842
Ibid. S, 2777
Ibid S. 152
Ibid S. 2100
Ibid S. 1045

Therefore both
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of them must belong to the same age.
Puttamittirar had the
patronage of Viraricéntiran the Col& king in whose
honour
the book was written. The title of the book viz., Viracdliyam
is evidence forthe above contention. Virar&céntiran reigned from
1013 A. D. to 1070 A. D. and it can be presumed
Viracdliyam was written in the 11th century A. D.

that

the

The commentator on Viracdliyam has quoted many stanzas
and Citrams from other works as illustrations in his commentary.
He has also quoted from Y&pparunkalam, a treatise on grammar
written by Amutac&karar.
Y8pparunkalam is therefore the work

of an earlier period than that of Viracdliyam.!

3 (6)
The author of Cintimani is said to have composed a minor
poem called “Nari Viruttam”.
Jains are famous for their animal
fables expounding great moral truths.
Nari Viruttam is such a
story.
Tirufanacampantar

refers

to

the

Eli

Viruttam

and

Kili

Viruttam composed by the Jains.
Appar refers to Nari Viruttam (though
there is another
reading Nari Viruntam)®.
On this evidence it has been argued

that Tiruttakkatévar was anterior to Appar. However, we know
that in the age of Appar and till late in the 8th
or
9th
century of Namm&lvar, Viruttam was the name
Kattalaik-kalitturai, and thereforeit cannot be

given only to
the same work

mentioned by Appar. Viruttam came to have a different meaning
by the time of YSpparunkalam in the 10th century.
Perhaps
this extension of meaning or generalisation was earlier than
Y&pparunkalam, but in any
case Appar could
not have
referred to

the

céliyam

we

Viruttam

which

author’s

have

work.

quoted

are

In

verses

the

commentary

said

in Kattalai-k-kalitturai.

to

Vira-

from

This must

1. Viracéliyam, K. R. Govindaraja Mudaliar’s Edn.

_

on

be

1942

Nari
be

an

pp. 277 & 278

2. Appar Tév&ram, Atipur&nat Tirukkuruntokai, S. 7
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earlier work of that name.

Therefore

the

reference

must be to this earlier work and not to
by the author.

that

of

the

by

Appar

same

name

V (e)

The inscriptions of Sravana

Belgdla mentions the author of

Cint& mani and the author of Calamani,

people feel that the two books referred
the

Tamil Jain epics.

Gunabhadra

after Gunabhadra.

Some

to here are no other than
composed his

Purana from

which our author is said to have taken this story. Gunabhadra
belonged to the same period as the father of Catyavayka
Amogavarsa,

the patron of

Gunabhadra,

who

lived in the closing

years of the 9th century.
In

the

Cirappuppiyiram

(prefatory

verse)

of

Civaka-

cint&nani an encomium is bestowed on Tiruttakkatévar. It

states

that “Tiruttakumunivan of pure wisdom has the unique honour
Here Tiruttakumunivan
PoyySmoli.”
of being praised by

means

Tiruttakkatévar.

Some contend that

the

term

Poyy-

moli denotesa poet by thatname.
But T. A.
Gopinatha Rao
and Dr. V. Saminatha Aiyar are of opinion that the term stands

for the Sanskrit name Cattiyavikkiyan who was
Ganga country, and ruled from 908 to 950 A. D.1

a king of
Since it is

stated that Tirutakkatévar is praised by him it is evident that
the poet was a contemporary of Cattiyavikkiyan or PoyySmoli.

Vv (f)
It is claimed that the author was a Call prince,

conversion

to

Jainism.

described as belonging to

Vicayai,
the

before

his

is

the

mother

of

Civakan

Royal

family

of

Arificayan.?

Arificayan is the name of the father of

Rajaraja but

he

could

also have received that name through some relationship with the
can,
We
Kannada country where such names were common.

1. T. A. Gopinatha Rao, Centamil Vol. V. pp. 98, 99
2. Cint&mani 5. 201
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therefore,

conclude that Cint&nani

was written during the rise

of the Vijaylay& line of Colas, perhaps

in the 9th century.

V (g)
Cint&mani and Culamani are quoted in the commentary on
Y8pparunkalakk@rikai
by Amutac&karar.
The
commentator,

Kunac&karar is said to be his contemporary.
author of K&rikai was given a village,

Amutac&karar the

Kulattur,

in

recognition

of his services to Tamil literature and the village itself was
therefore named ‘K&rikai-k-kulattur’
Since R&jéndra Colas
inscription mentions the name of this village, the book must
have been written at an earliet date
than the inscription.
Mr. M. Raghava

Aiyangar traces references to Amutactkarar and

Kunac&karar in the inscriptions of the 10th century. If so,
author and commentator of the K&rikai must belong to
and half of the 10th century.
This evidence supports
conclusion that Cint&nani was written before this period,
therefore

that it probably belongs to

the
the
the
and

the period from the closing

quarter of the 9th century to the beginning years
century.

of the

10th

1. Epigraphia Indica. Vol. XIII pp. 64-69 M. E. R. No. 534 of 1921.

2
The Story and Its Sources
I
Caccantan is a great king of Em&nkat&n&tu.
The capital
city of his country is Iricam&puram.
Caccantan falls in love with

his uncle’s daughter, Vicayai, and marries her.
ty her that he yearns to be in her

company

He is so fascinated
every

hour of the

day. Consequently he entrusts the administration of his state
to his chief minister KattiyankGran. Kattiyank&ran plots treacherously to seize the throne. Caccantan discovers Kattiyank&ran’s
villainy too late. He sends away Vicayai, who is by that time
pregnant, in Mayirpori (a contrivance in the form of a peacock
which could be made to move in the sky and down by a mechanism).

Kattiyank&ran attacks Caccantan and kills him.
The

Mayirpori

carrying

Vicayai

descends

and lands

in a

graveyard. Vicayai gives
birth
to a son there. She grieves
for her miserable plight. The angel of the graveyard comes in
the disguise of Canpakamf@lai, Vicayai’s companion, and consoles her. Kantukkatan, a merchant comes to the graveyard to bury
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his dead child.

Seeing him, the angel and Vicayai hide themselves

behind a tree. Kantukkatan’s eyes fall on Vicaiyai’s child. With
great joy he takes him home and brings him up. The angel leaves
Vicayai in a Jain hermitage.
Kantukkatan and his wife Cunantai name the child

Civakan

and he grows into a lovely boy under their care.
He learns
several arts at the feet of his master Accananti Aciriar and attains
perfect proficiency in all of them. He also learns the true story
of his life from his tedcher.
He wants to avenge his father’s death
immediately by attacking Kattiyank&ran.
Accananti makes him

promise to restrain himself for a period of one year.
One day the hunters of the forest steal away the cows belonging to the &yars (cowherds). The Syars find that it is impossible
tor them to recover the cows from the hunters who are too strong
for them.
Nantakon, the king of the Syars, therefore, proclaims
that he will give his beautiful
daughter,
named
Kd6vintai, in

marriage, to him who recovers the cows from the hunters. After
hearing the proclamation Civakan, attacks the hunters and brings
back the cows.
Nantakon, being pleased with Civakan’s heroic
deed, gives his daughter to him, but Civakan marries her to
Patumukan, one of his comrades.
K&ntarvatattai

king of Vity&tarar.

is the daughter

of Kalulavékan,

who

She is under the care of Citattan,

is the

a wealthy

merchant.
Citattan proclaims that whoever defeats K&ntarvatattai
in y&l (a string instrument) competition can marry her. Several
men skilled in music compete with her in vain.
Finally Civakan
defeats her. KattiyankSran
grows
jealous of Civakan, and

instigates the other kings to attack him. They are depressed because
of their defeat in the y&l competition and agree to attack Civakan.
Civakan and his comrades repulse their attack, eventually gaining
a complete victory.
K&ntarvatattai is then married to Civakan.

A dispute arises between the two maidens, Curamaficari
and Kunam§lai, as to whose scented powder is better in quality.
The dispute is taken to Civakan

prepared by Kunamf&lai is better.

who

decides

that

the

powder

Curamaiicari thinks that the
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decision is not just and leaves Kunam&lai in anger.
returns home,
and

runs

the state elephant named

to catch

hold

of

Kunam&lai.

springs upon the elephant and

after

As Kunam@lai

Acanivékam

turns rogue

Civakan,

controlling

seeing

it,

this

dexterously

escapes unhurt.
Kunamélai falls in love with Civakan, her saviour.
Her parents marry her to Civakan.
Kattiyank&ran
15 enraged at Civakan when he learns that
Civakan has wounded the pride of his state elephant, and atonce
orders his men to produce Civakan before him.
Kattiyank&ran’s
men arrest Civakan.
But Cutaficanan, a celestial being who is

friendly with Civakan carries him away without any one’s knowledge,
by using his supernatural power.
Cutaficanan gives direction to
Civakan for his travel in different places and also teaches him three
mantirams (divine hymns). The first will enatle Civakan to change

his appearance, the second will render him immune to deadly poison
and with the third he can gain a charming personality,

Civakan goes to Pallavan&tu.

Patumai, the daughter of the

king of that country, is bitten by a cobra. Civakan

and cures her.

She falls in love with him.

rushes to her

Her father Tanapati

as a mark of gratitude for saving his daughter marries her to
Civakan.
Civakan after staying with her for two months,
leaves her. He reaches Kémam&puram, the capital city of Takkan&tu.

Cupattiran,

a

merchant

and takes him home as a guest.

of

that

attiran runs away, because she is shy and
sees Civakan.

city

meets

Ké€macari, the daughter

Civakan
of Cup-

hides herself when

she

Cupattiran is extremely happy over this, because his

astrologer has already foretold that Kémacari would be overwhelmed
with shyness when she encountered the man who was fit to be her
husband.
She is, therefore, married to Civakan.
After two
months have passed Civakan stealthily leaves her also.
He reaches
Emam&puram, the capital city of Mattimantu, where he undertakes to teach the art of war to the five sons of Tatamittan, the
king of that country.
As a recompense, Tatamittan marries his

daughter

Kanakamalai

Nantattan,

Kanakam&lai

at

to Civakan.

Civakan’s comrade

learns that Civakan

Mattiman&tu and goes there with the

is with

aid

of
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K&ntarvatattai’s supernatural power.
Civakan’s other comrades
also learn from K&atarvatattai that he isat Emam&puram and set out
to meet him there.
On their way they meet Vicayai ina grove where
she is leading the life of an‘ascetic.
They learn, from her, that she

is Civakan’s mother and that Civakan is really a prince and not the
son of the merchant, Kantukkatan.
to her as quickly as possible and

They promise to bring Civakan
take leave of her. They meet

Civakan at Emam&puram and tell him of their encounter with his
mother.

Civakan

immediately

takes

leave

of Tatamittan

and

Kanakam&lai and sets out, with his comrades, to meet his mother.
Mother and son embrace ardently and both acquaint each other
with the story of their lives.
Vicayai advises Civakan to attack
Kattiyanktran with the help of his uncle KGvintan,
and thus
recover the throne. Civakan promisestodoso.
After sending his
mother, Vicayoi, to his uncle’s house, in the company of other
ascetic women, Civakan sets out with his companions and reaches
Iricam&puram, and stays at a camp in a grove.

- The people of Ir&cam&puram and Kattiyank&ran, the
think that Civakan is dead.

self until the supporters are stronger.
Next day
down a street he
who has run to
and Vimalai fall
time in the shop

king,

Civakan does not want to reveal him-

So he camps in the grove.

Civakan sets out to see the city. As he is walking
encounters Vimalai, a young and beautiful maiden,
pick up her ball which has fallen there.
Civakan
in love with each other.
Civakan stays for someof CSxaratattan a merchant, who is the father of

Vimalai. To the delight

of C®&karatattan

all the

articles

in

his

shop, unsold for many days, have been sold
out instantly
because of Civakan’s presence in the shop. This reminds Cakaratattan of his astrologer’s prophecy that the unsold articles in his
shop would be sold only when the man, who was destined to be

Vimalai’s husband, cametotheshop.
C&karatattan feels extremely
happy and gives his daughter Vimalai in marriage to Civakan.
Civakan after staying
the grove.

with

her for two days, joins his comrades at

His comrades are filled with joy when they learn of Civakan’s
marriage with Vimalai.
They congratulate him and praise him as
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“Kaman.”
Putticénan persuades Civakan to marry Curamaiicari
who has taken a vow that she will not look ata man.
He says that
if Civakan succeeds in marrying her, he will acknowledge him to be
“Kama Tilakan” (the gem of KBiman).

Civakan goes to Curamaficari in the guise of a very old man
and pretends to be extremely hungry.
Curamajiicari takes pity
on him and feeds him with delicious food.
After eating he takes
rest on a luxurious bed.
When he has feigned sleep for a while,
Civakan sings a song which thrills Curamaficari.
She is reminded
of Civakan since the song and voice both resemble those of Civakan.
She goes to the temple of Kaman (God of Love) the next day and

prays for Civakan.

Putticéman who is hiding in the temple, as

previously arranged, speaks out, saying ‘“You will have Civakan,
you can go”.
Curamaficari believing that these words are spoken
by the God K&man, feels extremely happy. Civakan appears before

Curamafnicari without disguise and she is greatly surprised and filled
with joy. The following day he marries her. After staying with her
for one day, he joins his companions.
He meets his foster parents
Cunantai, and Kantukkatan, and also his wives KSntarvatattai and

Kunamalai and consoles them. Thereafter he leaves Em&inkatantitu
in the guise of a horse merchant with his companions. He
reaches Vitaiyan&tu which is his uncle K6vintar&can’s country.
He meets his uncle.
Together they devise a plan to attack
KattiyankSran.
Civakan returns to Em&nkatanStu with his uncle
and his army and camps at a place near Iricam&puram.

KO6vintan sets up a machine in the shape of a whirling pig,
and proclaims that the man who shoots down the pig with his
arrow is entitled to marry his beautiful

daughter, Nlakkanai.

The

princes who desire to marry Ilakkanai attempt to shoot down the
pig, but they are not scucessful. Finally, Civakan arrives on an
elephant.
Kattiyank&ran, who is under the impression that Civakan
is dead, is shocked to see him.
Civakan gets down from the ele-

phant, takes his bow and arrow and shoots down the pig. K6vintan
discloses, to those who areassembled there, that Civakan is the son of
Caccantan. Thereupon KattiyankSran with the aid of his hundred

sons and his other allies, prepares to attack Civakan and his army.
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the two armies. KattiySa\8can’s

A terrible fight ensues between

army is routed and ultimately Kattiyan..dran

himself is killed.

Civakan enters the palace and takes the rightful throne.
He then marries his uncle’s daughter Mlakkanai as his eighth
his country most benignly for thirty years.
He rules
wife.
As a result of his benevolent rule his land abounds in peace
and prcsperity.
One day, while -he is strolling with his wives in the grove,
he sees the garduer snatching away a jackfruit from the hands of a
This sight makes him think about the intransciency
female monkey.
He realizes that worldy pleasures are not
ct this mundane world.
iasting and ke ulti nately renounces them. By dcit.g a severe penance
His mother, his foster garents, his wives
he attaias salvation.
and

companions

also

follow

his

footsteps,

but

they

become

Té.8; aad eajoy tie pleasures of “SwarkalOkam”.

I

mani.

This is the outhne of the story narrated in Civakacin §Civakan’s story is also found in the latter portion of Mah&-

puiSnam, called Uttirapui nam which was written by Gunamittirar
in Sanskrit,! and also in Srivartam&nar PurSnam of Sripuranam.?
Sripuianam

is a translation

Manipra.&lam

a mixture

of Mah&)u கறம.

of Sanskrit

and Tamil.

in

=It is written
In addition,

the

Sanskrit works ‘Kshactiracut& nani’, ‘Kattiya Cintf nant’, ‘Jivantara
N&takam’ ‘Jivantara Campu’ deai with the story of Civakan.
However, the stories narrated in these four works differ from that

of Civakacin & nani.4
It is telieved that Civakan's story narrated in the Sanskrit
work Mah&. Snun is the source for Tiruttakkatévar’s epic story.>

1. Centamil, Vol V. p. 96
2. Sripursinam, V. Venkatarajalu Reddiar’s 2nd Edn. p. 521
3. Ibid Introduction p. 42

4. Civakacint&nani, Dr. U. V. Saminatha Aiyar’s Sth edn,

Introduction p. 8

5. K. Subramania Pillai, akkia Vara‘aru P. I, 2nd Edn. p. 247
ஆ
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Mr. T. A. Gopinatha Rao

is also of the same opinion.)

Mr.

Vaiyapuri Pillai seys,““The Tamil poets attempted to produce beautiful works basing them on the stories of Mah&purinam.
The first

work so produced is Civakacint&nani”.?
Dr. U. V. Saminatha

Aiyar in his introduction to the first

edition of Civakacint& nani states that the Jains
cut& nani to be the source for Civakacintamani.3

hold Kshattira-

Since Mah&purSnam or Kshattiracut& nani

is believed te be

the source for Civakacint& nani, let us compare the story

cint& nani

with

that

of

Mah®ourfnan

and

of Civaka-

Kshattiracit&mani.

For the sake of brevity only the differences are mentioned telow.
Except for those differences the rest of the narration is more or less
the same in all the three works.
Since the Sripurfinam

is

the

translation of Mahipuranam

the story in Sripur&nam is referred to here.
III (a)
In Civakacint&nani it is narrated that, after the king,
Caccantan, entrusts the entire administration of his knigdom to
Kattiyank&can, the latter becomes so avaricious that he covets the
the throne

itself.

Accordingly

he kills

the king and

fulfils

his

desire.
In

Sripurinam

this narration differs. One morning the
state priest Ruttiratattan goes to the king’s palace to see the king.
He meets the queea and tells Fer that he wants to see the kirg. The
The
queen replies that as the king is in bed ne cannot see him.
priest considers that thisisa bad omen.

He goes to KSsht8nkSrikan

K&sh(Kattiyan'.8-an) and secretly instigates him to kill the king.
his
puts
He
tiaktrikan is shocked at the priest’s suggestion.
from
hands over his ears so as not to hear such treacherous words
the priest, and says, “you have sinned by instigating me to kill
Even though I was only the son of a man who carries
the king.

wood, he entrusted the entire administration of the kingdom to me”.
1. Centamil, Vol. V p. 97

2. §. Vaiyapuri pillai, K&viyakflam, p. 172
3. Dr.

U. V.

Saminatha

Aiyar’s

Introduction

to Civakacint&mani, p-8.
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Thereupon the priest replies, “You are destined to be killed
by the king’s son.
Under these circumstances, do what is best
fer yourself’,
and then takes leave of him......... On the third
day the priest contra.ts a dreadful disease and dies. The thought,
that he will be killed ty the king’s son, simmers in K&shtankrikan’s
(Kattiyank&ran’s) mind and makes him nervous.
Eventually he

decides to kill the king.?
In Kshattira-cut&mani

that

in

Civakacint@mani.

covets the throne himself,

this part of the story is the same as

K4&sht€nkSrikan

(கரடு க்காக)

and with his nephew

Matanan

attacks

the king Catyantiran (Caccantan).?
III (b)
In Sripuiinam it is stated that the machine that carries
away Vicayai isin the shape of a Brahminykite (Karutayantiram)?.
In Kshattiracut& nani the machine is said to be in the shape of a
peacock (Kékayam)? as described in Civakacint&mani.

111 (6)
ற $ர்றய கரக
it is narrated that Yakshi Tévatai (a celestial
being serving Arukan) helps Vijayam&iévi when she gives birth to a
baby

in a graveyard.

Then,

Kantdtkatan

(Kantukkatan),

who

comes there to bury his dead child, finds the baby and with great joy
takes it home and gives it to his wife.
He pretends to be angry
and chides her for having told him to bury the child without properly

testing whether it was dead. Cunatai, seeing that her child is alive,
receives him with great joy believing it to be her own son.® In Civakacint&mani the story is more or less the same as this. There it is
stated that

the

Goddess

of

the graveyard

(instead

of

Yakshi

Tévatai) helps Vicayai. But in Kshattiracut&nani this part of the
story is entirely different. While the king Catyantaran (Caccantan)

is prepering to fight Kattiyank&ran’s army,
swoons

and

becomes

unconscious.

The

king

the

queen, Vijayai

treats her

1. Scipurinam, V. Venkatarajulu Reddiar’s Edn. P. 522.
2. Kshattiracut& nani, the manuscript copy of the Govt.
Oriental Manuscript Library.

3. Sripurinam, Srivartam&narpuranam, p. 523.
4, Kshattiracutimani, Sarasvatilampam.
5. Sripurainam, SrivartamBnarpuranam, p. 523

and

she
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regains consciousness.
Suddenly he realises
of this mundane world and decides not to
Next day Vijayai gives birth to a boy. A
before her, in the guise of her companion,
how and where the child is to be reared and

the ephemeral nature
fight Kattiyan\&ran.
celestial being appears
directs the queen as to
disappears.
The king

with great joy blesses the child and hands him over to her.}
Here there is a gap in the continuity of the story in Kshattiracut& nani.
The child is living with Cunatai, the wife of Kantot-

katan,? when next we hear of him.

Ill (d)
Civakan’s chief companions, according to Civakacint& nani
are, (1) Nantattan, the son of Civakan’s foster parents Kantukkatan
and Cunantai, (2) Patumukan, the son of Tanap&lan, (3) Putticénan,
the son of Acalan who is the commander-in-chief of Caccantan’s
army (4) Napulan, (5) Vipulan who are Civakan’s brothers, but not
sons of Vicayai, (6) Tévatattan, the son of Vicayatattan and (7)
Citattan.
According to Sripuranam, Civakan’s chief companions are:-

(1) Maturan, (2) Vakulan who are the sons of the king Catyantara
by his two wives p&narati and Anankapat&kai, (3) Tévacénan,
the son of commander-in-chief, Vijayan, and his wife Jayavati,
(4) Putticénan, the son of the priest C&caracénan and his wife
Srimati (5) Varadattan, son of Tanap&la Ciréshti and Sridévi,

(6) Matumukan, the son of the minister Matic&karan and his wife
Anubamai and (7) Nant&ttiyan, the son of Kantétkatan and Cunatai

who are the foster parents of Civakan.?
III

(e)

Civakan’s recapture of the cows from the hunters and the
restoration of them
follows:

to the Syars are

narrated

in

Sripur&nam

as

“KSlakudan, the chief of the hunters, captures the cows
belonging to the Byars and takes them to his own place. G6t&vari
1. Kshattiracut&mani Saraswathilampam,
2. Ibid.
3. Sripur’nam, Srivartam&narpur&nan, pp. 523-524.
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is the daughter of Gdpéntiran, the head of the Byars, and his Kdbasri.
Gdpéntiran proclaims that he will marry his daughter to the hero
who

recovers

the

cows

from

the

hunters.

Jivantiran

(Civakan)

hears the proclamation.
He and his comrades fight the hunters and
recover the cows.
Then Jivantiran makes Gdpéntiran give his
daughter,
Gdt8vari, in marriage to Nant&ttiyan who has fought

the hunters with great valour’.+

and

The names, Gdpéntiran, and GdiBvari stand for Nantakén
Kévintai, found in Civakacint&mani.
Sripur#nam narrates,

as stated above, that the daughter of the chief of

the

married to Nant&ttiyan, whereas in Civakacint&mani

that she is married to Patumukan.

Syars

it is

is

stated

Further the Sripurinam and the

Kshattiracut&inani both state that Civakan waged a violent battle
against the hunters.
On the other hand
Tiruttakkatévar in his
Civakacint&mani, describes the fight as being non-violent and _ there-

by adds dignity to his work.

Ill (f)
In SripurSnam and Kshattiracut&mani the name of Civakan’s
teacher is stated to be Aryananti. In Civakacint&imani it is stated as
Accananti, which is the prakrit form of Aryananti. Therefore really
there is no difference.

111 (ஐ
About

the dispute between

Curamaficari

and

over their scented powder, and about the controlling
elephant by Clvakan,
Sripurfinam narrates as follows:

Kunam&lai
the state

“One day the citizens of Rajamah&nagar assemble at the
grove, called Suramalayam, and enjoy the celebration of the spring
season (Vacantdtcavam). Curamaficari, the daughter of Vaisrivanatattan,

and

Kunam®lai

the daughter

of Kum&ratatttan

Vimalai participate in the celebration.
1,

Sripurinam,

Srivartam&narpurSnam, p. 525.

and
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A dispute over their respective scented powder arises between
Cantrdtayam is the name of the scented powder prepared
them.
The name of the powder prepared by Kunan. Sai
by Curamaficari.
is Cury6tayam. Curamaficari hands over her powder (Cantrécayam)
to her servant maid named Cy& nalatai and asks her to ascettain
its true quality from one who is an expert in judging the quality
Likewise Kunam&lai sends her servant-maid
of scented powders.
Both the servantVityurlatai with her powder (CuryOotayam).
are not able to
they
but
persons,
maids show the powders to several
s learn that
servant-maid
Finally the
judge their true quality.
of scented
quality
the
Jivantara Kum&-an is an expert in judging
powders
the
both
takes
He
powders and they show them to him.
and throws them in the air. The bees, being
attracted by the
belonging to Curamaficari, fly round it
Cantrdtayam powder

as it falls.

When

Civakan decides that this powder is the best.

Curamaficari and Kunamlai

learn of

Civakan’s

they

judgment,

are reconciled”.! This narration is slightly different from the same
episode in Civakacini&nani. Therein it is told that Civakan
judges that Kunam&lai ’s powder is the best. Thereupon CuramafiShe thinks that Civakan has
cari grows jealous of Kunam@lai.
been partial in his judgment because of his love for Kunam&lai and
leaves in anger.
In Sripurfinam it is narrated that Jivantara Kum&-an

saves

Curamajiicari from the clutches of the state elephant Acanivékam by
controlling it with his great strength. Curamatficari falls in love with
Her parents come to know of her love for Jivantara
him.
Kum&ran,

and

marry

her

to tim.?

In Civakacin!& nani

we

read

that Civakan saves Kunam&lai from the state elephant and atfterwards marries her.

The dispute over the scented powders of Curamaficari and
Kunam&lai, and the incident of Civakan rescuing one of the maidens

from the state elephant also find a place in Kshattiracut&mani.
simply tells the stroy thus:

1.

Sripuranam.

2.

Ibid p. 529.

Srivartam@narpurfnam,

p. 528,

It
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“Both Kunam&lai and Curamaficari fall in love with Civakan.
They grow jealous of each other. Kunam@lai’s companion goes to
Civakan and speaks highly of her lady to him. Likewise Curamai-

cari’s companion goes to him ard speaks in praise of her Jady.
Civakan begins to love Kunmflai, tut those who prefer Curamaiicari speak ill of Kunamalai, and Civakan begins to hate her. A
person by the name of Kiran tells Civakan of the

noble

of Kunam&lai and eventually Civakan is convinced

qualities

of her good

character and marries her”. 3

11 ௫
In Sripurinam
Civakan

it is told that K&sht&nk&rikan, angry with

for having wounded

the pride of his state

elephant

by

controlling it, sends his troops, under the command of Candatandan,
to arrest Jivantaran.
Jivantaran fights the troops and routs them.
He then expects that Kasht&nk&rikan will come and fight with him.

Since he does not appear before him Jivantaran thinks of his celestial
friend, Cutarcanayatshan (Cutaficanan) who comes and carries
him home. In Civakacint&mani it is stated that Civakan refrains
from fighing with Kattiyank&ran’s men, when they arrest him, thus

keeping the promise made to his teacher

and

heeding his

perent’s advice.
He then thinks of his friead Cutaficanan,
comes and carries him away home.

foster
who

The narration in Kshattiractit&mani is quite different.
K&sht&nkSrikan, having grown jealous of Civakan because he
married K&@ntarvatattai and Kunam&lai, sends his troops to arrest
Civakan

and

produce

him

before him.

troops and puts them to flight.

Civakan fights with the

He is attempting to kill

k&rikan when the promise which he made

to

his

Kasht&n-

teacher

that

he would wait for a year, suddenly flashes into his mind. He
abandons the idea of killing K&sht&nkarikan, for the present, and

sets out on his travels.?
1.

Kshattiracit&mani in M&nuscript, Govt. Oriental
Library, Madras, Kunam&lélampam,

2,

Ibid Patm&lampam,

Manuscript
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HIT (i)
Sripuranam narrates the story of Kémacari as follows:
Kshémacundari is born to the merchant Cupattiran and his
wife, Nisparuti.
Cubattiran approaches the ascetic, Vinayantarar,
and requests kim to predict who will be the hustand of Kshémacudari.

The ascetic tells him that as soon as the,.man who ts destined

to marry Ksbémacundari

reaches the temple

of Arukan

called

Kshémapuram, the sweet smell of campaka flowers will fill the air;
the cuckoos will raise their sweet voices; the ponds will be filled with

water and the flowers therein will bloom and emit a sweet fragrance;
the bees will fly around and the temple doors will open automatically.

After leaving Pallevatécam, Jivantaran reaches Kshémapuram.
To his great astonishment the prophecy is tulfilled when
he arrives at the temple of Arukan.
Overjoyed at the mysterious
happenings, Jivantaran offers prayers to Arukan.
Cubattiran’s
friends and relatives, having witaessed the miracles at the temple,
run to him and report them.
Cubattiran rushes to Jivantiran

and cordially welcomes him. He takes him homeand on an auspicous
day he gives

his daughter

In Civakacint&mani

in marriage

the

story

to Jivantiran”.1

of Kémacari

is

different.

When Kémacari is born, the astrologer foretells that she will only
recognise him, who is destined to be her husband, as a man; any
other male will not seem to be a manto her. The father Cubattiran,
therefore, invites guests to his house regularly and watches whether
One day, Cubattiran
his daughter regards any of them asa man.

meets Civakan, and as

usual

takes

him

home

as

his

guest.

When she sees him Kémacari becomes very shy and falls in love
Cubettiran feels very happy and gives her in marriage
with him.
to Civakan.

1.

Sripurinam, Sri Vartam&narpurBpam.

pp. 530-31.
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The

story

of Kémacari

seems

as told in KshattiracutS nani

After leaving Kémacari, it
to agree with that in Sripu:anam.!
um&ran is journeying
Jivantarak
ut&mani,
Kshattirac
in
is written
asks him where he
and
him
meets
Virushalan
when
through a forest,
of happiness.
search
in
going
is
he
that
replies
Jivantaran
is going.
kinds of
eight
from
happiness
derive
can
“One
Virushalan says,
wives
many
having
by
gained
be
cannot
It
deeds (karmas).
Follow
sacrifice.
of
deeds
to
mind
your
divert
and children, so
Be non(grahasta darmam).
the path of domestic virtue
sacrifice
to
prepared
Be
scrupulous.
very
and
violent, truthful

your wealth, house and wife, and refrain from drinking wine or
This advice from Virushalan does not find place
eating meat.”
either in Sripur&nam or in Civakacint& nani.

111 (j)
In SripurSinam it is narrated that Civakan, after marrying
Kémacari, goes to the city of Hem&pam where he marries Hém@bai.
She is the daugther of the king Trudamitran and his queen Nalini.

The astrologer predicts that he, who is such a talented archer that he
can make the arrow return to him after it has hit the target in the
grove of Mandhardttvinam will be her husband. Jivantaran reaches
the grove of Mandhardttayanam where many princes are practising
archery.
The princes, espying Jivantaran, offer their bows and
arrows to him.
He selects one of the best bows and shoots at an

object. The arrow after piercing through the object comes

back to

him.
He is immediately taken to king Trudamitran. The king is
overjoyed and marries his daughter, Hém&bai, to him.”

In Civakacint&mani we are told that Civakan, after his
marriage with Kémacari, goes to Emam&puram, the capital city
of Mattimatéyam.

1.

2.

He

stays

for

a

while

in

a

Kshattiracutfmani, Kshémacundari lampam.
not complete in the manuscript copy available
Oriental Manuscript Library, Madras.)
Sripurnam,

Sri Vartam&narpursnam

pp.

grove,

near

(The story is
at the Govt.

531-32
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Emam&puram.
There he sees that Vicayan, one of the five sons
of Tatamittan, the king, is shooting at a mango but cannot hit it.
At the first attempt Civakan hits the mango and the arrow,

bearing the fruit returns

to

his

hand.

Vicayan,

impressed

by

this feat, takes Civakan to his father who requests Civakan to
train his five sons in the art of archery.
Accordingly Civakan trains
the five princes in archery.
The king is very much pleased with
Civakan and gives his daughter Kanakam&lai, in marriage to him.
The story of Civakan’s marriage with Kanakam&lai
narrated

in Kshattiracut& nani agrees with that in Civakacint&mani.

Ill (k)
In Sripu:3nam, the marriage of Nant&ttiyan

with

Sricanti-

riyai is elaborately embellished with stories of their previous births.
In Civakacint& nani
found.

and

Kshattiracut&nani

such stories are

not

Ill (1)
In Sripur%nam the story of Civakan’s marriage with Vimalai
is thesame as that in Civakacin‘@.nani with one exception.”

Civakan’s meeting with Vimalai when she is running to pick up her
ball is only narrated in Civakacintimani.
This episode is not
found

in Sripurinam.

The

story

of

Civakan’s

marriage

with

Vimalai, told in Kshattiracut& nani, is quite different. Patrac&karan,
hears

deeds.

from several people, Civakan’s

noble qualities and

mighty

He remembers his astrologer’s prediction that his daughter

will marry the mightiest man.
He is overjoyed to hear of Civakan’s
mighty deeds and gives his daughter in marriage to him.?

Ill (m)
Sripuiinam tells us that Civakan goes to K&sht&nk&rikan
disguised as a hermit and asks for food and shelter. K&sht&nkSrikan
1.

Sripur&nam,

pp. 532-36.

2.
3.

மம்
p. 539.
Kshattiracutimani,

Vimal&lampam.
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extends a warm welcome to him and entertains him with a feast.
Civakan believes that it is to be a bad omen for K&shtankSrikan
and! leaves the place.
Civakacint&mani and Kshattiracut&mani
do not include this section of the story.
ல
The narration of Kunam&lai’s marriage with Civakan, in
Sripurinam, is more or less, the same as that found in Curamajficari Ilampakam in Civakacint&amani.
In Sripuranam it is written
that Jivantaran goes"to an assembly of princes and their people

disguised as an old man and tells them that he has such a wonderful prescription for preparing scented
powders that they wiil
attract everyone. They tell him that Kunam&lai has become a
hater of men because of her hatred of Jivantraran who judged her
scented powder to be inferior. They promise that if he is able to
attract

her with

his powder, then they

will

Thereupon Jiventaran goes to Kunamflai.
asks where he is going.

meaning.

prescription.

He replies with words that have

She invites him to eat.

to her bed-room and

use his

She invites him on and

sleeps

After taking his meal

there.

Early

the next

a double

he

morning

goes
he

starts singing. Kunam®lai is entranced by his melodious song.
She is surprised to find that the songis the same as that sung by
Jivantaran, in the music competition with K4&ntarvatattai. She
goes to him and finds that he has great knowledge of all the arts.
At her request he teaches her how to prepare

scented

powders,

and other arts. After a few days he appears before her in his
true form. She falls in love with him. Her people marry her

to him.?
In Kshattiracutimani the story of Curamaiicari’s marriage
with Civakan is mostly the same as in Civakacint&mani.g

Ill (0)
SrIpurSnam further relates that, after afew days, Jivantaran
riding on the elephant named Vijayagiri goes to the house of his

1.

Sripurfinam,

ந. 539.

2.

Ibid

pp. 539-40,

3.

Keshattiracitimani,

Bumitévilampam.
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foster parent, Kantotkadan, surrounded by his army and comrades.
This news reaches K&sht&nkarikan who becomes angry with
His ministers warn him that
Jivantaran and wants to fight.
yatshan, who is a
Cudarcana
of
Jivantaran has the support
to rise against him
that
and
friends
celestial being, and other mighty

will bring about
their advice .t

K&sht&nk&rikan

fall.

K&sht&nk@rikan’s

takes

There it is

This is differently related in Civakacint&mani.

told that Civakan, after his marriage with Curamaficari goes to
He also meets
Kantukkatan’s house and meets his foster parents.

K&ntarvatattai
he

and

Kunam&lai and

leaves Em&nkatan&tu

consoles
as

disguised

a

Afterwards

them.

horse

merchant in the

company of his friends.
III

The Sripurinam
Ratnivati as follows :

Gopéntiran

narrates

(p)

Civakan’s

last

is the king of Vidéhavishayam.

marriage

with

Prutvicundari

is his queen and Ratnavati is their daughter. The king Godpéntiran
goes to RajamahSpuram and sets up a machine called Cantrakavya-

tanam there, and proclaims that the hero who shoots down the
machine with his arrow will be allowed to marry his daughter

Many kings and princes unsuccessfully attempt to
Ratn&vati.
Finally Jivantarakum&ran aims at the
shoot down the machine.
Ratn&vati garlands him. K &sht&nk&ridown,
it
shoots
machine and
to attack Jivantaran with the
prepares
and
jealous
kan becomes
Jivantaran discloses that he
allies.
his
are
who
aid of the kings
also tells those who are
and
mah&r&ja
is the son of Catyantira

assembled
Then,

riding

battlefield.

there

about

K&shtank&rikan’s villainous

on his elephant Vijayagiri,

Jivantaran

treachery.

reaches

the

K&shtahk&rikan, riding on his elephant Acanivékam,

The other kings
kills him.
Jivantaran
Jivantaran.
attacks
of Em&nkatam.
king
the
becomes
he
and
surrender to Jivantaran

He then marries Ratn&vati.?

1.
2.

Sripurinam,
Ibid.

SrivartamBnarpurinam,

p. 541.
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This resembles the story told in Manmakal Hampakam of
Civakacin:& nani.
It is related there that KOvintan, the uncle of
Civakan, sets up a machine in the shape ofa pig and proclaims that

he would give his daughter,

Ilakkanai,

in

When Civakan shoots
shoots down the pig.
discloses that Civakan is the son of the late
battle ensues between the armies of Civakan
Civakan kills Kattiyank&-an and ascends the
his uncle, then marries his daughter Hlakkanai

marriage to him who
it down, K6vintan
king Caccantan.
A
and Kattiyank&-an.
throne.
K6vintan,
to Civakan.

The narration in Kshattiracutimani of this part of the story

also resembles the episode in Civakacinta nani.!
111

60

In Sripu. Snam, the incident which leads to Civa‘:an’s renun-

ciation is different from that found in Civakacint& nani.
One day, while Jivantaran is walking wit. his courtiers in
the grove Acdkavanam, sees a group of monkeys fighting with each
other. He is shocked at the sight. Subsequently he learns about his
previous existence from C&ranatapotanar.
He goes to Jirdlayam

and offers prayers to God.
He makes his first son born of KBatarvatattai, king and renounces the throne.”
In Kshattiracut&mani the incident is narrated as follows :
While
Jivantaran is
(Jalakkridai) he sees a male

playing
with his wives in water
monkey, who suspects that his mate

has been unfaithful, attempts to kill her. The female monkey talls
to the ground and pretends to be dead until the gardener comes
and saves her. Seeing this incident Civakan becomes reflective

and decides to renounce the world?.

when
1.

In Civakacint&mani as already stated, it is
Civakan sees the gardener
snatching away
KshattiracutSnani,

Bumitévilampam.

2. Sripurinam. Sri VartamBnarpuianam,
3. Kshattiracit&mani. Muktilampam.

p. 542.

narrated that
the jackfruit
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from
mind

the hands of a female monkey, true wisdom is instilled in his
and that he longs for renunciation.
These are the main

Sripurinam,

differences found

in the stories told in

Kshattiracut& nani and Civakacint& nani.
IV (a)

Dr. U. V. Saminatha Aiyar is of the opinion that

we

cannot

say for certain which work is the source for Civakacint&mani.t
As there is no evidence either in Civakacint& nani or in other
works, the source cannot be decided specifically.
classic

Chakravarthi Nayinar states, “It is assumed that the Tamil
(Civakacint& nani) is based
upon the Sanskrit Kavyas,

Kshattira Chiia& nani and Gadya Chinifinani.
foundation for this assumption.

earlier, because

There is no real

The story of Jivaka must be

he was a historical personage

much

a contemporary of

Mahavira Vardham&na.
Both the Sanskrit version and the Tamil
version were probably, derived from such earlier sources”’.?

IV (b)
Kshattiracut% nani which is often considered,

by some,

the source of Tamil Cint& nani is by Vaiibha Simha.

to be

His patron

was R&jarBja, but the question arises as to which
of the three
R&jaraja Colas this refers to. R&jamBpuram is the name of the city
mentioned in this work.
Perhaps the author has introduced a
reference to his patron and his city, though it is true that R&jam&-

puram is the very name found in the Tamil Cint&mani. R&jam&puram, as we find in the concluding verses of Takkay&ka-p-parani,®
was the modern T&rSsuram near Kumbakonam, beautified by Rajathe Second, the patron of Ottakkuttar.

Dr. Saminatha Aiyar

is wrong in taking this term R&jam&puram

rija

in Takkay&kapparani

as referring to Tanjore

of R&jar&ja

the

Great.4

As

Ottakkutter

1. Civakacint&mani, Sth Edn. by Dr. U. V. Saminatha Aiyar,
Introduction, p. 8.
2. Civakacint& nani Sorpolivu

N:naivu Malar, foreword by

A. Chakravarti, p. 11.
3. Takkayiika-p-parani, Ch. 10. Kalank&ttal stanza 778
4. Takkaytika-p-parani, 1930 Edn. Dr. U. V. Saminatha Aiyar’s
Commentary, p. 264.
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was praising his patron R&ja R&ja the Second there was no need for
him to refer to the Tanjore of R&ja Raja the Great.
The Editor of the recent edition of the work by V&dibha
Simha also gives its age as approximatey 12th century.
If this is
correct, instead of the Tamil epic teing based on Kshattiracut& mani
the latter must be based on the former.
This is eminently proved by
the following points: The names of the chapters read like mere
copies of the Tamil names.
V&dibha Simha also calls
his

chapters Ilambam wailst the Tamil work calls them Ilampakam.
It has been shown that except in very few

places,

the Kshatti-

racut&imani follows the Tamil Cint&mani version. This conclusively
proves that V&dibha Simha is indebted to Tiruttakkatévar.

IV (c) 1
Any difference in Vadibha Simha’s story have a purpose. The
Jain author is anxious that Satyantaran should be portrayed as a
king, who attained true wisdom and who, therefore, died a true
Jain, practising Ahimsa.
He sees his own child and blesses his
wife.
In that calmness of the spiritual equanimity, he dies with-

out fighting

his

enemy

KattiyankBran.

Thus

we

see

that

the

changes introduced by V&dibha Simha are an improvement upon
the Tamil story, which was also written to portray an ideal king.

{V (c) 2
One wonders why V&dibha Simha should
make Civakan
fight a violent war against the hunters who stole the cattle whereas
Tiruttakkatévar relates that Civakan being
a true Jain who
believes in Ahimsa, used non-violent methods to retrieve the
cows.
Perhaps V&dibha Simha wanted to show a gradual development in the character of Civakan.
Perhaps, in his age, the idea
of a non-violent struggle which could be brought to a successful

conclusion, was not yet envisaged.
IV (c) 3
Similarly Vadibha Simha makes Civakan fight with the army
sent by K&sht&nkarikan after his marriageto Kunam@lai. He also
makes Civakan defeat K&shtakank@rikan.
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IV (c) 4
The introduction in Vidibha Simha’s work, of Vrishalan’s
advice to Jivakan in the forest, after he has left Kémacari, is used

to propound Jain truths and to show how these

truths affected the

thoughts and actions of Jivakan.
IV

Any one who

(c) 5

reads Cint&mani

must be surprised

at

the

sensuousness of the descriptions. W&dibha Simha wrote his work
in such a way that all the sensuousness was overshadowed by the

morals which he emphasised in the last half of every verse.
placates

the critics who

condemned

the

story

of

He thus

Cint&mani

as

being sensuous and immoral. This new version of the Cint&mani
story probably appealed to the imagination of the then ruling Céla
R&jarija II,

who was himself

a

great

scholar.

It may

be

this

Cola king’s admiration for the Cint&mani story written by V&dhiba
Simha that is referred to in Cékkilar Pur&nam.
Vv
Sripur&énam, in the Manipravala style, probably belongs to
the 16th century, and was probably written by Mandala Purushar.
Therefore it cannot be the source for Tiruttakkatévar.
The
prakrit Adipur&ina must have been written before Sripuranam.
Sripurinam simply tells the story which was current among the
Jains for many generations. A portion of that story was written
in verse in Sanskrit by Gunabhadra.
One may therefore conclude
that Tiruttakkatévar was inspired by an oral tradition which was

prevalent in his time.
He elaborated the original story so that
it propounded more effectively the Jain philosophy and portrayed
an ideal Jain king.
The Sravana Belgdla inscription refers to an
author called Cintamani Ac&riya and highly praises his work. If
Tiruttakkatévar had only copied Kshattiracutamani or any other

book his work would not have been praised so highly.
1.

“Cintamani

which

(Darmartta kama

deals

with

moksha) was

virtue,

wealth,

love

very popular throughout

How can those who derived great
refrain from praising its celebrated

benefit
author

and

salvation

the country.

by the study of the
Cintamani Munivar”.

— Centamij.

book

Vol. V, p. 98

3
The Place of Cintimant Among
Tamil

Epics,

I (a)
Among

Tamil

epics, Cilappatik&’ram,

Manimékalai,

Cint&-

mani, Valaiyipati and Kuntalakéci are considered to be the major
epics or Perunkappiyams.
‘The first two are the earliest works.
The last three belong to later ages.
Of these five works, only

Cilappatik&ram and Cint&nani can be deemed to be major epics.
The rest, namely Manimékalai, Valaiy&ipati and Kuntalakéci do
not deserve to be called epics, because they lack epic characteristics
and excellence.

Manimékalai

deals only with Aram

(virtue) and

Vitu (salvation) as positive values, whilst Poru! (wealth) and Inpam
(love) are emphasized as negative values. Further, besides containing mainly the teachings of Buddhism, it condemns other religions.
The work deals with the story of Manimékalai after she is converted
to Buddhism and therefore it has a definite religious bias.
Sufficient particulars about Valaiy&pati are not known, since it is Jost.

The Kuntalakéci is not extant now, but from the Jain work, Nilakéci,
it is obivous that it was a work dealing mainly
with
Buddhist
philosophy. Nilakéci contains a chapter by
name Kunfalakéci
Vata-c-carukkam wherein the Buddhist philosophy of Kuntalakéci

is criticised’.
mainly

1.

an

We can surmise from this that Kuntalakéci was

account

of the philosophical

discussion

in which

Nilakéci, Prof. A. chakravarti’s edition (1938) pp. 57-86.

the
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heroine Kuntalakéci was victorious.
work

having

epic

It therefore could not be a

characteristics.

Cilappatik&ram distinguishes itself as an epic by
style, diction, noble sentiments etc.
Being composed of
kinds of verses suited to the content, it has an added charm.
theless, the story itself does not satisfy the epic condition
is not an heroic epic.
The story of Kdvalan practically

an end with MaturaikkSntam.

Vaficikkantam

its grand
different
Neverfully.
It
comes to

mostly deals

with

the story of Céran Cenkuttuvan.
The epic hero
according to
Dandin must be good and his character unblemished.! Although
KOovalan is good, he is not perfect. Deserting his noble and charming

wife who is virtuously chaste, he lives with his paramour for many
years. This unfaithfulness is the flaw in his character.
Is not this
blemish the reason for his tragic end? The character of Kovalan

conforms to the principle of Tragedy, but not to that of epic.
Lucas says, “‘Of the characters of tragedy
they must be ‘good’ (but not perfect), ‘true
or true to themselves”.? Cilappatikaram is
(N&takak K&ppiyam). We cannot deem it
sense, in the sense in which the Iliad,
R&miyana etc., are epics.

F.L.

Aristotle stipulates that
to type’ and ‘consistent’
in fact, a dramatic epic
a pure epic in the strict
Aneid, Paradise
Lost,

I (b)
Just as the above mentioned works are termed as major
epics, another five works are named as minor epics or Cirukappiyams.
They are (1) Utayanakum&ra Kiviyam, (2) Nakakumara K&viyam,
(3) YacGtara KAviyam (4) Cul&imani and (5) Nilakéci.
Here again
these works, except for Cul&mani, lack epic characteristics.
The
word K&ppiyam is applicable to the work of a poet but it usually
applies to narrative poetry of some eminence.
It may not always
be correct to equate epic with K&ppiyam, but most of the epics
of India are stories of heroes.
Therefore, there may be justification
for this identification. Dr. U. V. Saminatha Aiyar in his introduction to Utayanakum&ra Kiviyam says, “Though this work bears
the name of K&viyam, it is not written according to the principles of

epic.

There are grammatical errors

in the

1.

‘Tannikarillat talaivan’ —Tantiyalankaram.

2.

F.L. Lucas, Tragedy, Ch. v., p. 106.

work.
v. 8.

There

is no
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poetic diction nor the good treatment of the subject.”
Naka
Kum§rakiviyam and YacOtara K&viyam are also of the same type.
The former has not yet come out in print.
The latter YacOtara
K&viyam deals with the sin of killing animals.
All these three
works preach Jain philosophy.
Nilakéci is a work of philoso-

phical disputation. It deals with the teachings of Jain philosophy.
Only Culimani deserves to be called an epic. It is written in the
epic style in Viruttam verses. Its author’s name is said to be
Tolamolittévar.
Since Jain philosophy is found in the work, it is
evident that the autuor was a Jain by faith.
It must have been

written immediately

after Cintimani came into existence.

Since

some of its stanzas are quoted in the commentary of Y&pparunkalam? it is apparent that it must have been written before the commentary came into existence.
It is considered that the commentary was written in the 10th century A. D.® It is found that the form
of the

Viruttam

verses

Cint&mani verses.
Cint&mani

in Cul&mani is more exquistite than

that

of

Evidently the author of Cul&mani who, having

as a model must have improved

upon the form of the

verses. Therefore we can infer that Cil& nani must have come into
being after Cintamani. Perhaps both belong to the same age,
Cint&mani coming into existence first, and Cul&imani immediately
afterwards.
Culamani relates that Pay&pati, the king, has
by name Vicayan and Tivittan, by his wives Mik&pati
respectively.
Acuvakrivan is the enemy of the two sons.
the younger son, marries Cuyamprapai, the daughter of a

king.

Acuvakrivan

becomes

the king.

fights with

Tivittan

His father Payfpati

and
and

his

two sons,
and Caci
Tivittan,
Vity&tara

dies.
elder

Tivittan
brother

Vicayan renounce the world. Cul&mani deals with this story in a
grand style. It is written in Viruttam verses of various kinds.
I (c)
Perunkatai is another epic which was written by Konkuvélir
after
1.
2.
3.

Cilappatikfram

and

prior

to

Civakacint&amani.

It

is

Dr, U. V. Saminatha Aiyar, Introduction to Utayanakumara Kaviyam,
p. iv.
Yapparuikalam, Vol. 2, Edited by S. Bavanandam Pillai, 1917,
. 487 &
488.
Ibid
Introduction, pp. 6 & 7.
Pp
யு
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considered that

the Sanskrit work Brihatkata which

was

written

Perunkatai.
Hence the

is the source for
king
Ganga
by Turvinita,the
Brihatkata was written in the 6th century A. D.!

Perunkatai must have been written after the 6th century A. D.
The epics that flourished before the advent of Civakacint&mani
were generally written in Aciriyappa verses. Since Perunkatai
is composed in Aciriyappa verses, its age can be taken to be anterior
to that of Civakacint&mani.
We may assign it to the period in
between the 6th century and 9th century A.D.
The
author has

treated the subject in a grand
conform

to the epic

found in the work.

style and its” other characteristics

conditions.

Jain

philosophical

The epic deals with the story

ideas

are

of the prince

Utayanan who is cunningly imprisoned
by the king of Ujjain.
By an artifice, Yuki, the minister of Utayanan effects the release
of
Utayanan.
Utayanan
then
marries
Vasavatattai

daughter of the king of Ujjain.
Subsequently he
marries,
several times. He goes to the land of Vity%tara to recover his
daughter-in-law who was carried away there by a Vity&tara, fights
with the Vityatara and returns victorious.
Finally he renounces
the throne after entrusting his kingdom to his son.
Perunkatai
is probably the story of this son.
But unfortunately this part of the
epic has not been handed down to us.

I @)
Another

great epic which

cannot

be

igonred

is

Kampa-

ramByanam.
We have already stated that it was written in the
12th century. Kampan composed the epic ina most superb and
wonderful style. The treatment of the subject and its diction
are marvellous.
We may say that is a display of the excellence of
Viruttam verses.
] (9)

From what we have discussed so far, we find that CilappatikBram,

Peruikatai,

Culamani

and

Kampar&mayanam

are

of

outstanding merit. Civakacint&mani can be placed on a par with
these epics. When compared with these epics, it is unique in many
respects, if not an epic par excellence.
1.

K. V. Jagannathan,

Tamil-k-kappiyaaka],

1955 Edn. p. 235.
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II (a)
Cintamani began a new era in the history of Tamil epics.
It was the first epic written in Viruttam verses.
All epic poems
that came into existence prior to Civakacintimani were composed

in Aciriyappa.
Only in Cilappatik’ram
we find
Kalippa,
Kalivenpattu, Varippattu in addition to Aciriyappa. During the
age of the Caiva saints and Alvars, the devotional poems were
composed

in Viruttam

verses.

We

can

came into vogue during their times.

say that

Viruttam

ventured first to write a great epic in Viruttam verses.

kinds of Viruttam verses used in Civakacint&rnani
author’s adroitness and genius in perfecting the
verses.

That he was the

verses

It was Tiruttakkatévar who

pioneer of Viruttam verses

The various

speak for the
new kind of
so far as the

epic poem is concerned, none can deny.
Civakacint&mani served
asa model for subsequent epic poems.

11௫)
various

Another outstanding feature of Civakacint&mani is the
kinds of Viruttams used appropriately according to the

context.

This will be explained in detail under the head of

The poets of suceeding

ages

have

followed

the

Metre.

footsteps

of

Tiruttakkatévar in applying the particular kinds of
Viruttams
in particular contexts.
To quote one cr two instances will suffice

here.
1) On his way to Pallavatéyam, Civakan reaches a temple of
Arukan on the hill of Aranapatam and sings in praise of the Lord.
“Muranaviya

venrulaka

raranimér rantalitta

minfrinaiyu

tattuvanrain

munrir

y&ré

taranimér rantajittan ranmatipO némi
aranulakir k&ya varivarani yanrée”!
The substance of this verse is as follows:

“Who is He that has given the

three

Holy

Scripts

viz.,

Ankakamam, Pirvakamam and Pakucurutiyakamam to the three
worlds and interpreted the philosophy contained in them? It is
1.

Civakacintamangi, s. 1246.
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thou who hast the moon-like wheel of virtue (A ram) and who art

the image

of Supreme

Knowledge”.

This is a Kaliviruttam verse whose lines are in the following
formula:

“Karuvilankiy

kuvilankay

kuvilankay

ரகக”,

Tolimolittevar has adopted the same type of verse in his
epic in the context of singing in praise of God.
The Caranars
sing as follows in praise of God at the Jindlayam situated in the
garden of Mandvanam.

“Viraimananta tamaraimél vinvanankac cenrdy
uraiymaganti yimparava vunmakilva = yallai
unmakilva yallai yeninu mulakéltan
kanmakila ninrSykat k&taloli 366”.
The

substance

“O,

Lord,

of this verse

thou walked

is as follows

:

on the sweet smelling lotus flower

while Heaven bowed to thee.
We worship thee, singing songs in
praise of thee; but thou never seemest to rejoice at our songs.
Nevertheless, we will not refrain from loving thee.
Our eyes
enjoy

thy

presence’’.

(2) Kémacari at her separation from Civakan is filled with
profound sorrow.
Being unable to bear the pangs of sorrow she

sobs saying, “Civakan, the one decked with
garlands, perceiving thy unbounded love, towards

sweet smelling
me, my people

were praising me saying that I would ever continue to be loved
by thee. They never for a moment thought that thy love would

vanish.

Even though my body melts at the intensity of my grief .

thou hast not come to take pity on me’’.

the following verse
1.

Cijaimani,

:

Iratanipuraccarukkam,

s. 69,

This is the substance of
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“Peruman

pinalen

patupé

cinal&l

aruman

pinalen

raraiva

rilaiy&l

iyumen

potinain

tunaivér

karuli

narumen

kamalt&

ravané

nanukiy.’?!

Each line of this verse has four feet in the following formula:
“Pulim&

pulim&

pulima

pulim&”

Tiruttakkatévar has used the verses in this formulain
context of grief arising out of the separation of lovers.

the

Kampan, following the example of Tiruttakkatévar has
also used the same kind of verse in the same context. Citai when
imprisoned at Acdkavanam is strictly watched by arakka girls.
They
fall fast asleep under the magic influence of Anuman

when Citai, unable to bear the sorrow of separation from her dear
husband, utters the following words:
“Taruvon

riyak&

varuven

cilan&

nataiv&y
linilm&

tavirni
nakarvay

iruven ranaiyun narult&n ituvo
voruven taniy& viyaiyun nutiyo.”2
“My dear, when thou were about to start for the jungle from
the city of Aydrti, thou came to bid me farewell. Then thou said
to me, ‘I will return in a few days, you remain here in this great
city’. This is the kind of Jove thou cherish for me! Now the pangs

of sorrow, caused by your separation, are eating the vitals of my
very soul”.

This is the substance of the above verse.

Note that

the form of this verse is similar to that from Cint&mani quoted above.
(3) The

belligerent

forces

of Civakan

attack each other. Tiruttakkatévar
verses one of which is as follows.
1.
2.

Civakacintamani, s. 1516.
Kamparamayanam, Cuntaraka ytam,

describes

and

Kattiyank&ran

the war

in many
்

Urukkat¢tuppatalam,

s. 7.

4]
“Porunkalat
arumperar

t&tavar poruvil paintalai
kanniyO

tarru

vilvana

karunkanip pennaiyan kanan k&lpora
irunkani corivana ponra venpave’”.!
The

substance

of this verse is as follows

:

“In the battle field the warriors’ heads, that are cut off by
spears, fall down, like tig palmyra fruits falling down from the top
of palmyra trees’’.

This verse indicates that Tiruttakkatévar

has adopted the

kaliviruttam verse in the context of two forces fighting each other.

The first foot, second foot and the fourth foot of each line end

in

Vila-c-cir and the third foot in Ma-c-cir.
Ativirarima
Pantiyar in his work, Naitatam
written in
the 16th century A. D. has applied the same form of verse in the
context of the fighting of two forces.

“Calaiuyirt
kolaivati

tuyirppali
vélinin

kavarun
rurappak

tinkanai
kuficara

malaiyenak kaviltalu matahka lérenap
pulavuva lotumavan puviyif pSyntanan”.?
This verse describes the fight between the king of
técam and Najan. “Najan shoots arrows so strong and

Kampilipowerful

that they kill the elephant carrying the king of Kampilitécam.
Immediately the elephant falls down like a mountain and succumbs.
Thereafter the king of Kampilitécam holding
the
ground”.
This
is
the
substance

Note

the

context

and

form of the verse.

his sword jumps to
of
the
verse.

They are as same

as those of Cint&mani verse having first, second and fourth foot
ending in Vila-c-cir and third foot ending in Ma-c-cir.
1,
2.

Civakacintamani, s. 2227.
Naitatam, Porpuripatalam,

s. 52.
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Il (c)
Though the poets of later ages have adopted the method

of

Tiruttakkatévar using the
Viruttam
verses in
consonance
with the context, they have not done so slavishly. At times they
have used the same kind of Viruttam verses throughout the chapter.
For instance Cékkil&r has used only Arucirkalinetilati Aciriya
Viruttam
throughout
in
Meipporul Nayanar Puranam.
In
Amarniti Nayanar Puranam he hasused Kalitturai verses throughout.
Kampan has used only the verses of Arucirkalinetilati

_ Aciriya Viruttam in Kulamurai Kilattu Patalam.

IIT (a)
Cintamani

is the first

epic

to

introduce

an

invocation

to God as the necessary begining of an epic.! Cilappatik’ram begins
with invocations to the moon, the sun and the rain tut these are
really in praise of the Céla king, rather than invocations to Gods.
Manimékalai does not begin with any invocation.
The invocatory

verses attached to Cankam anthologies are not accepted by all
scholars as belonging to the Cankamage.
This practice of beginning
with an invocation probably came into vogue in the Pallava period,
and there is no other epic of earlier times which begins with an invocation in Tamil.

II (b)
It has become a literary tradition in Tamil to describe the
country, the river and the city of the story as ideal ones in whatever
story, epic or Purinam the Tamil poets write. The beginning chapter
of narrative poetry generally describes Natu, Aru, and Nakar of the
utopias as they are conceived by the poets of the Tamil land.

The basis of this description goes back to the Cankam age where we
have the description of the five fold natural geographical regions
viz., the mountains, pastoral region, the sea coast, the agricultural
lands and the desert.
Tinai Mayakkam describes the juxtaposition

of all these regions, so that all the produce from the various regions
can be enjoyed at one place. This description is also found in the
Cankam verses and in the epics. The description of the city with its
1.

Civakacintamani,

ss.

1-3.
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forts and moats and the various streets and inhabitants is also found

in all these works.

What is important however is that Cint&mani

introduces the ideal description of what may be called an utopia
as the very beginning of every epic. This is a literary tradition
followed as something sacrosanct by the epic poets, who came after
Cint&imani, of such stature as Tolamolittévar, Kampar, Cékkil&r,
not to speak of the number of pocts who
have
written
Purinas in Tamil.
This way of beginning a narrative poem is not
found either in Cilappatikfiram or in Manimékalai or in Perunkatai.

It is therefore right to conclude that Cint&mani was the source of
this tradition.
III

(c)

Tiruttakkatévar has also introduced Avaiyatakkam in his
epic, which is another novelty unkown to the poets of previous ages.
Avaiyatakkam means the expression of the authoc’s humbleness
or modesty to the readers.

“Avaiyatak

kiyalé

ariltapat

Vall&
kurinum
vakuttanar
rell& mintarkkum valimolin

Cul&imani

that

came

into

teriyin
konminen
tanré’.?

existence

immediately

after

Civakacintimani was written with the latter as a model.
It is
written in Viruttam verses.
It begins with an invocation to the
Almighty (kappu) and Aviyatakkam followed by the description
of the country (Nattuccarukkam), and city and the high qualities

of the king Pay&pati

(Nakaraccarukkam).

Likewise all the epic

poets or Pur&ina poets of successive ages have followed Civakacint&-

mani in respect of form and method. All of them have written
their works in Viruttam verses. Cékkil&r after beginning his work
with Katavul Valttu describes Célanatu in a chapter named
Tirunattuccirappu and Tiruvarir city in another chapter named
Tirunakaraccirappu.

Kampan

has

elaborated

in his

epic

the

description of River, Country, City aud the king’s qualities assigning to each a separate chapter viz., Yar ruppafalam, Naf} fuppa talam,
1,
2.

Civakacintamani ss. 4 & 5.
Tolkappiyam, Ceyyuliyal, Citram

109.
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Nakarappatalam
and
Araciyararpatalam
respectively.
subsequent works have followed the same tradition.}

Other

IV (a)
There is another tradition which the author of Cint&mani
is responsible for, i.e. to incorporate the words and ideas of earlier
writers in one’s own work. This is not plagiarism but a humble and
grateful acceptance of the greatness of the earlier writers. That
this is a tradition and a sacred tradition at that, is proved by what
Pavananti writes.
“Munnor moliporulé anri avar moliyum
ponnépdr porruvam enpatarkkum—munporin
véruntl ceytumenum mérkdlil enpatarkkum

kurupalafi cuttirattin kol”.?
“*Not only the ideas of earlier poets but also their very words

can be adopted in the works of current poets to avoid the criticism
that the work lacks evidence from the works of previous poets’.
This is the substance of the above verse. The tradition shows the
literary atmosphere in which the people of the age lived. These
well known phrases and ideas were probably recognised atonce
by readers and in this way the poetry gained depth. It avoided
unnecessary repetitions and
elaborations.
become powerful vehicles of economy.

The

allusions

thus

IV (b)
We find in Cint&imani
abounds in phrases and
1.

the influence

ideas from

of

older

Catikam literature,

Naitatam which is believed to be a work

dated

works.

It

Tirukkural

16th century A. D.

like-

wise begins with the invocation stanza followed by Nattuppatalam
describing the Nitutanatu
and Nakarappatalam describing the city life

of Mavintanukaram.
Similarly Kantapuragam, Tiruvijaiyatal Pura nam
and Tanikaipura nam which are believed to be the works of 17th, 16th, 18th
century respectively begin with Katavu|vajttu and Avaiyatakkam followed
by Tirunattuppatalam and Tirunakarappatalam. In Ariccantirapura yam
also which is the work of 16th century there are Invocation, Avaiya-

takkam, Nattuccigappu and Nakaraccirappu before the narration of
the story proper begins.
Since all these works are posterior to Civakacintamagi, it is obvious that the authors of those works adopted the new
literary tradition introduced by the author of Civakacintamani.

2.

Nagnil,

Potuppayiram,

Cutram

9.
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and Perunkatai.
also from Cilappatikiram, Manimékalai
each work and
from
instances
two
or
To be concise let us quote one
and

compare

them

‘Villaka
is a phrase

with the Cint&mani
viralir

verses.

porunti’!

found

in

Kuruntokai.

villaka

‘Vittitantorum

viralpog

porunti

ninru™

ஆ

This is the line in Cint&mani.
‘Nayi

ranaiyan

tol’

nerufici yanaiyaven

perumpanai

tole’

The ideas in these lines of Kuruntokai is adopted in Cint&mani,
‘Nilcutar

neriyai

ndkkum

niraiyital neruficip ptppol’*
The following are the lines of Pattinapp@lai
“Mamalai

yanainta

konmtp

:

pdlavum

taymulai taluviya kulavi polavum’”®

These words are adopted in Cint&mani as follows :

“Taymulai taluviya kulavi polavam
m&malai taluviya maficu pdlavum”.®
“Nérilai makalir unankun&k kavarum
koli yerinta kotunkar kanankulai
pork&r putalvar puraviyin Fututtum
mukk3r cirutér munvali vilakkum

Reyer

vilankupakai

yallatu kalankupakai

Kuruntokai, s. 370;
Civakacintamagi, s. 2110.
Kuruntokai, s. 315;
Civakacintamyi, s. 461.

5.
6.
7.

yariya”’.”

Pattinappalai ll. 95-96;
Civakacinta magi s. 100;
Pattinappalai ll, 22-26.
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The ideas of these Pattinapp&lai lines are found in the follow-

ing verse of Cint&mani.
“porciru
narcirar

térmicaip paimpor pdtakam
irtalin nankai m4&rvirli

urravar kolimél yerinta onkulai
marrattér urulkot® valamai canravée’.!

“Kannir aruvi yaka
alumé

tdilyavar palamutir

These lines of Narrinai
follows

kunré”.?

are incorporated in Cint&amani as

:

“K6luluvai

yannirkuk

kunramumnin

ralutanavé”.,

“Nellum uyiranré nirum uyiranré
manna puyirtté malartalai yulakam
atanal yinuyir enpatarikai

vénmiku
The

tanai

véntarkuk katané”.4

idea of this Puran&nuru verse

ing verse of Civakacint&mani
“Nelluyir m&ntark

is found in the follow-

:

kellim niruyi rirantufl ceppir

pulluyir pukaintu poiku mulankala lilanku vitkai
mallalan kalirru m@lai veikutai mannar kantay
nalluyir Adlan tannul n&mvél

nampi enran’”.®

TV (c)
*Tolutakai yullum

pataiyotunkum

onn&r

aluta kannirum anaittu.” 6

ச

சூக்குமம்

The phrases and idea of this Tirukkural are adopted inthe
following Cint&mani verse:
Civakacinta mani, s. 89,
Narrinai, s. 88.
Cintamani, s. 1226.
Purananiru, s. 180.
Civakacinta mani,

2908.

Tirukkura], Kitanatpu, s. 8.
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“Tolutata
kaiyin ullum turumuti yakattufl céra
alutakan nirii nullu manikalat takattu mayntu

palutukan narintu kollum pataiyuta notunkum parra

tolikay&r kannun térran telikurrar vilikur rare.”?

IV (d)1
“Kuralkura
This

lika

varumuraip p&laiyil’?

is Cilappatikiram

2

line

“Kuralkura likap pannik
kotai tal kufici yanran’’?
Note the words of Cilappatikaram are adopted in the line of

Cintamani.
‘Irunitik kilavanum perumanai kilattiyum

arumani yilanta

nakam

The

in these lines is adopted in the following

simile found

ponratum’’.4

CintSimani lines.
‘“Nanmani

ilanta nakar nallilam patiyarpola

inmani yilantu cimpi irunila mivarka leyta’’®
Tiruttakkatévar has adopted the Cantam (note) of Kantuka-

varippattu

of Cilappatikaram in his Cintamani.

“Ponni lanku pinkoti polaficey kétai villita
minni lahku mékalaika larppa varppa venkanum
tennan

valka valka venru cenru panta tittumé

ayayye

téva rara m&rpan valka venru panta tittumé’”.§
Civakacintamani,
Cilappatikaram,

Civakacintamani,
Cilappatikaram,

Civakacinta magi,
Cilappatikaram,

s. 1891.
Natukankatai

line

23.

s. 723.

.

Puraiceriirutta

s. 1098.

Katai

_

Va]ttukkatai,

s. 20.

Il. 57-58,
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The following is Cintamani

stanza :

“Kulanma linta kotai m&lai ponka venkatirmulai
nilanma linta nérva tanni larpa tappu taittara
elinma nikku laivil vica vinpo ndlai minceya

alanma nikka l&pa maifici lampo tarppa vatumé”?
Note the cantam or the note of this verse is the same as that

of the above verse of Cilappatikaram.

IV (d)2
“Ankava luraikét tarumperan mimani
onkutiraip perunkatal viltt6r ponrn’.?
These are the

lines of Manimékalai.

The simile found in

these lines are adopted by Tiruttakkatévar in his work.

“Vilaipperu

maniyai

munnir natukkatal

viltta tottan”.®

Tiruttakkatévar has adopted several ideas from Perunkatai
in his epic.

Perunkatai

speaks of preparing

the betel-nut

to be

given to the kings as follows:
“Painkarun
nanpakar

irunkan
vaikaraik

k&lic cenkali
kamainta

m&laikkup

yalaii

ventuvark kafyum

perumpaluk kiyum

kamaiyak

kaipunaint

tiyrriya

inrén alaiiya ilampacun k&yum
paintalir atukkum palamuta l&kiya
manperu vacamotu nanpala atakkiya
payilvinai atappaiyotu patiyakan tirutti.”4

The contents in these lines are faithfully
the following Cint?imani verse.

incorporated in

fen>

“Ankarun k&li civi yuravait tamaikkap patta
cenkali viraya kiyufii cempaluk k&yun tintén
Civakacité mani, s. 1952.
Manimekalai, Ch. 2. Il. 72-73.
Civakacinta mani, s. 2884.
Perunkatai,

Makatakantam,

Ch.

14, Il. 81-88,
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enkanum

kulirtta inni

tankali ceyyak

rilampacun

kayum

munrum

kittit taiyalfir kaicey tare’.

Tiruttakkatévar has adopted in his epic a beautiful

story from Perunkatai.

imaginary

‘‘A crab, while he is playing in the black

sand (of a field full of water) accidentally touches the body of young

female fish of .he ‘valai’ species with his sharp claws.

The fish

thinks that she has lost her chastity by being touched by a male crab.

Aggrieved at this, she refrains from taking food. Cayantiyampati
possesses such fertile lands”. This is the substance of the follewing lines of Perunkatai :
“Arilara

lakavayin

variykat

talavan

Stuta lana
valluki

rurrenak

kanni valai yunn’ totunkum

tanpanai

talliya

vanpanai valanitu’?.

Tiruttakkatévar has adopted the same idea in his epic in
the

following

verse’

“Vantuval

kotunturaik

kanni

vailaimél

nantukir urrena natunki naninal
vintolit tinturan totunkum vilpunal
kontaptn kitankani nakaram kiruvam’’s.
So far we have quoted instances to show

early literature on Civakacintamani.
stay.

the

influence of

This tradition also comes to

V (a)
It has already been pointed out that certain
tions have

been

Tamil literature.

established

by

the

greatness

of

convenin

There is yet another way in which subsequent

poets have been influenced by this great epic.

Even as the author

1. Civakacinta magi, s. 2473.
2.
3.

epic

Cintimani

Perunkatai, Uncaikkagtam,
Civakacintamagi, s. 1443.

Ch. 58, lines 99—102.
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of Cint&nagi paid homage, according to the well established tradition of Tamil literature, to the older works, which he had read,
admired and revered, by embellishing his own work with beautiful

phrases and ideas taken from them, so the poets who came after
Tiruttakkatévar paid the same kind of homage to his work.

There is not any consensus of opinion about the dates of the
various epics.

But the following relative chronology is assumed in

this thesis in the following order,(1) Cilappatik&ram,(2) Manimékalai
(3) Perunkatai, (4) Cint&nani, (5) Cul&mani, and (6) Kamparam. காவா, and there is a consensus of opinion about this relative
chronology.
Let us cite instances in support of this theory.

V (b)
“Tanp&l

innl

manaiy&l

ayalfntalai kantu pinnum

aticir kivarkinrakaip péti po.am

nanp&l pacuvé turant&-pentir p&lar pa-ppar

en-&-ai yompé

n-nin, Bnava n&ka venran”?.

“Civakan challenges saying, ‘If I fail to protect cows, sages,
women,children and iearned persons let me be deemed as a coward
who, even after finding his wife with another man, without taking
any action, enjoys delicious food”.
The same idea is adopted by

To:Bmolittévar in his Cul& nani.
“Ninnaiyari vanperitu ninmufaiya Ifya
kanniyaiyér k&laipira neytuvatu kantum
mannumana villulvayi r&-avayil kinr&’k
kinnumvli

voputiya venrumika

விப்ர”?

* (6)
Tiruttakkatévar has used the quality of stubbornness or immovability of a big lizard (utumpu) for a simile in Mutti Ilampakam.
If one, holds the tail of a big lizard with a firm grip and attempts to
1,
2.

Civakacintamani, s. 443.
Cijamangi, Arciyar Carukkam,

s. 156.
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pull it out of its pit, it will not move a fraction even if its tail snaps
into two by the force of the pull.
The quality of people who
refuse to budge an inch from their enjoyment of this worldly life
despite any amount of persuasion is compared to this tenacious
lizard, the

utumpu.

“Tanakkirap

paritta pdtum

t&najai vituttal cella

ninapputai yutumpa nBrai y&tin’ nikka likum”!,
Cékkil&ér has adopted this simile in “his Periapurinam.
Kannappa N&yan&r has embraced the idol of God at Tirukkalatti
malui very firmly because of boundless love.
His firm embrace
is compared to the firm grip of an wfumpu in its pit.

‘““Ankivan malaiyil tévar tammaikkan tanaittuk kontu
vankinaip parrip pdta vallutum penna ninkin’’?.
When

Patumukan, a friend of Civakan learns that Civakan

is bound with a rope by the men of KattiyankGran, he laughs
with rage and utters: ‘When a tiger is nearby, is it possible to eat
its cub? The details of this news, that Kattiyank&ran, the
fool
of an ass, has pounced on our Civakan, the tiger, must be
ascertained”.
Then he sends a spy to ascertain the real state of

affairs.
“Nattavar kurra kétté patumka nakku margor
kuttiyait tinna [&mé k6tpuli puratta t&kak
kattiyan kara nennun kalutainam puliyaip pBya
ottiyih tunara 1amé

yuraivallai yarika

venr&n’’,

Kampan has adopted the same idea in his epic. After
is disfigured by Ilakkuvan who cut off her ears, nose

Curpanakai

and the nipples of her breasts, she cries uttering thus : “O, R&van&,
it is said that while a tiger is nearby, its cub cannot be caught. Has
this saying become false now? Thou, who art mightier than the
1,
2.
3.

Civakacintamani, s. 2887.
Periapuragam, Kagnappa Nayagar
Civakacintamani, s. 1134.

Puranam,

s

116.
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Three Great Lords, Tévas and Acuris, will not thou come and see
my grievious plight?’’.

“Pulitiné

purattatikak kuttikot

voliyali yulakuraikkum
caliyita mivarkkum

valiyane

who

patatenna

uraipoyy6

uliyinum

tanavarkkum vanavarkkum

y&npatta valik’na

varayo”.?

The Illupaittervam (Domestic God) takes pity of Kémacari,
is suffering because of separation from her lover, Civakan,

and utters words of sympathy. The Teivam itself simply wonders
at the bewitching beauty of Civakan saying, “Ifeven Kaman, the
God

ous

of Beauty

possesses such marvell-

and Love sees Civakan who

beauty that it affords a feast to the eyes of all who see him, he

would long to become a damsel so that he could embrace him”.
“Kannavém

vanappi

nanik kimane

kanta poltum

pannavam pavalac cevvéyp patimulai paravai yalkul
eee eeeeeeeeeeeereeeeees oa a
pennave, nirkum.......
Kampan has applied this idea in his epic, modifying

it very

While describing the abominable
skillfully to suit the occasion.
qualities of Tatakai, Visvimittirar addresses R&man thus: “Thou,

who possess such brawny and beautiful shoulders that those who
look at them yearn to become maidens so that they may enjoy
embracing them.”

“Atavar penmaiyai avavu tolinay’’?

V (d)
The tables in Appendix I and II give further illustrations of
this trend in Tamil literature. The illustrations are arranged in
First are given the ideas borrowed from
the following way.
1,
2.
3.

Kamparamiyagam, Cirppanakaipatalam, s. 102.
Civakacintamayi, s. 1528
Kamparamayanam, Ta takaivataippatalam, s. 23
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Cintamani and next the phrases borrowed

from Cintamani.

The

CeONDAARwWN>

authors are arranged according to the relative age in the following
order:

Tdlaimolitévar’s

Calamani

Kampar’s Raimayanam
Villi’s Pairatam
Ativirarama P&ntiyar’s Naitatam
Ativirar ma P&ntiyar’s Kirma Purinam
Paraficoti’s Tiruvilaiyatar Purinam

Kacciyappa Civiccariyar’s Kantapuranam*
Civafiina Muniver’s Kaficipuranam
Kacciyappamunivar’s Tanikaipuranam
VI (a)

One
which

the

may pause to review
later

generations

felt

the

reverence and admiration

towards

Tiruttakkatévar

and

Cintamani.
These are not critical statements but praises
expressed by loving hearts moved by the poetry of Cintimani.

VI (b)
Before going on to describe such praises one may consider
a story which condemns Cintimani. The story is found in the
work of Cékilirpurainam.
Here is the relevant portion as
given in verses 20 and 21 of that work.
“The Cola king was very much

interested in Cint&imani.

He praised the work very much.
Cékkil&r, the minister could
not tolerate the king praising Cintamani, the work of a Jain.
He

wished to make the king dislike the poem.

He said to the king,

““CintAmani is a worthless work of the Jains.

The study of this work

Only the stories of Civanatiyars can
will never benefit humanity.
have the power to lead humanity to salvation’.
*A Tanippa tal is said to have been composed by Antakakkavi Virarakava
Therefore
Mutaliyar at the time of Kantapuragam by Kacciyappar.
It
Kacciyappar is taken here to be a contemporary of Antakakkavi.
Kantathat
hold
will
who
people
are
there
that
out
pointed
be
must
purayam is anterior to Viracojiyam of eleventh century.
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Though it purports to assert that Cékkil&r condemns this
work, it admits the great popularity of Cint@mani in the age
of Cékkil&r itself. As will presently be seen even after the
composition of Periapuranam,
Caivaite poets like Civappirak&car

continued to admire Cintamani. The Cékkilarpus&nam is attributed to the great Caiva philosopher Um&paticivam of 14th century
but scholars like Tiru. Vi. Ka. do not accept that tradition!. It has
been recently suggested by Professor T. P. Meenakshisundarnar
that the Cint&mani referred to in this Purana is the Sanskrit work

of Vadibha Simha of 12th Century.”
VI (c)
Before passing on to consider the tributes of Cint&mani
one important point may be noted.
The great commentators
considered this as a work of established usage. Naccinirkkiniyar
has written a commentary on this work.
All the great commentators have quoted from Cint&mani to establish either grammatical

theories or poetic conventions. One example in each is given from
these commentators viz., [lampiranar, CénSvaraiyar, Atiyarkkunall&r, Teivaccilaiy Sr, Parimélalakar, Mayilain&tar, Cankaranamac-

civ@yar, Civaflanacuvimikal, the cominentator on Takkay®kaparani, the commentator on Hakkanakkottu, Cokkappanavalar and
Mayilérumperum&] Pillai. See Footnote.?
1.

Periyapuraanm,

2.

Preface to Kshattira Citamani.

Tiru.

Vi.

Ka’s

commentary,

Introduction

(1934)

p. vi.

_ 3. (1) In his commentary on rule No. 98 of Tolkappiyam Ceyyuliyal viz., ‘Terintagar virippig varampila vakum’, IjJampiranar has quoted
the following Cintamani verse to illustrate the ‘Acitaiyetukai*
“Kaymaata teikig pajam vijak kamuki gerrip
pimanta tintén totaikiri varukkai pojntu
tema kagicitari vajaip pajanka] cintum

8108ம் katameg ricaiyar ricaipdya tunté”

— Cintamagi, s. 31

(2) Cénavaraiyar gives ‘Nay tévanayirru’ as an example in his commentary on the rule No. 102 of Tolkappiyam Collatikaram indicating therein
the story of Cutaficanag narrated in Cinta magi.

“Urupu totarn tatukkiya vérrumaik kijavi
yorucop nataiya porujcen marunke”

— Tol. Col.

102
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Naccin&arkkiniyar includes all the varieties of metres found
under Koccakam of Tolk&ppiyam. The commentators
Cint&nani
in
from
profusely
quote
K&rikai
and
Y&pparutkalam
on
place
eminent
the
by
seen
easily
is
Cintamani and its importance

which they give to it in their series of quotations.
VI (d)
Turning to the praises showered on Cintamani
author, one may start with Civappirakaca Cuvimikal,

and _ its
a Vira-

caivaite, and therefore not in any sense of the term an admirer of
Jain stories and Jainism.
which has two meanings

There is a verse in his Tiruvenkaikkovai
one as applied to the heroine and the

In this place the latter mean-

other as applied to the literary work.
ing alone is of interest to us.
Atiyarkunallar

(3)

Cilappatikaram

(12th

explains

the

that

occuring in

‘Purampagai’

word

line of Kanattiramuraitta

katai)

means

‘marutanilam’

He states that since marutanilam is
j.e., the place having cultivable lands.
—
situated on the outskirts of the town it is called Purampayai (pusam
outskirts;

Cintamani
word

agai—adjoining).

line “Purampagai

‘purampagai’

has

the

In Support

iyampu

of

his

quotes

the

s. 85) wherein

the

interpretation

mécai” (Cintamagi

he

meaning.

above

(4) Teivaccilaiyar quotes the Cintamani line “Marratika] kagtarujic
used
ceyka malaratikkij’’ (Cintamani s. 1873) as an illustration for ‘magru’
as

‘acainilai’

in the commentary

on

the

following

“Marren kijavi vinaimar racainilai
appl irantena mojimagar pulavar”

rule

of Tolkappiyam:

— Tol. Col. 258

a(5) In his commentary on the following Tirukkuga] verse, Parimélaj
virtue), tugantor
kar interprets the word ‘takkar’ to mean ‘aravor’ (men of
(ascetics), antagar (learned men) etc.

“JTajja vilaiyujum takkarum
celvarum cérvatu nau”

tajvilac

— Tirukkura],

Natu

s. 1

possession of such persons will be
He states that the country which is in
Cintamayi line in support of his
ing
deemed ideal. He quotes the follow
view :ceyvarkkum ahtitam”
“Narevam ceyvarkkitam tavam
— Cintamagi s. 77
இ
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“Though it is possible to study Cintamani and Tirukkovai,
it is hardly possible to
those works”.

“Cint&maniyum
nanta

uraiyai

comprehend

fully

Tirukkovai

yumeiu

elutaley

varu

the subtle meaning

of

tikkolinum

navinrarule”?!

Mayilainatar, in his commentary on Nannul Citram dealing
with the rules regarding the naming of books mentions Cint&mani

and Culamagi
(Tanmai)*.

as examples

Among

This speaks of the
Culamani.
1.
2.

of

naming

these two works

greater

merit

works

on

their

merit

Cintamani

is placed

of Cintamani

than

that

first.

of

Civappirakica Cuvamika] Triuvenkaikkovai s. 107.
Naggiul, Mayilainatar’s commentary on citram No. 48.

(6) In his commentary on the following rule of Nannidl, Mayilainatar
has quoted the Cintamani line “Navirrirunta pulama makajotum nanpor,
Pivirrirunta tirumamaka] pulla najum” (Cintamani s. 30) to show the
case

sign

‘otu’

“Migra

used

in the

conjunctive

sense.

vatanurupu ala nototu

karuvi karutta

utanika]

vatan

poru}”

— Peyariyal 40

(7) In his commentary on the following rule of Nagnal, Cankaranamaccivayar quotes the Cintamani line “éé ivajorutti petiys venrar”
(Cinta mani s. 652) to illustrate the Icainirai ékaram.
“Pirinilai vipaen irracai térram
icainirai ena arekaramme”

— Nanni!

422

(8) In the commentary on the following verse of Takkaya kaparayi the
word “Mokumoku” is defined as ‘Irattaikkijavi’ in support of which the
word “‘vajuvajuttu”? occuring in the Cintamani line “Vajamar nintum
po]tu vajuvajut tojiyu manré” (Cintamani, s. 257) is quoted.
“Nakunakua katavu] ittakaiya matarnakaipoy
mokumoku egrakila lokamum mujaakuvagave”
— Takkayakaparayi, Dr. U. V. Saminatha Aiyar Edn., 1930, p. 39

(9) The
commentator
Cokkappanavalar
interprets the word ‘ney’
occuring in the 3rd stanza of Taficaivanankovai as ‘pujuku’ (civet) and
quotes the following lines of Cintamani in support of it wherein the
word ‘ney’ means ‘Pujuku’.
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VI (e)
One may consider the remarks of western authors and
modern writers. They are not blind admirers but critics of repute.

VI (e) (1)
Dr. U. V. Saminatha Aiyar praises the work as follows :
“Cintamani which is placed first among the five major
epics of Tamil, was written by the Jain saint Tiruttakkatévar.
It is one

of the

standard

works,

from

which

have quoted profusely in their commentaries on

the

commentators

ancient literature

and grammar.
Its beautiful style is on a par with that of the
works of the First, Second and Third Cankams.
Since it contains
various kinds of descriptions as in Vanmiki Ramayanam it is
called Mahakaviyam.
It set up certain epic conventions and has
served as a model for the

later

poets

when

composing

their epics

or Purana’.+
1.

Dr.

U.

V. Saminatha

Aiyar,

Introduction

to Cintamagi

“Neyyotu kunkumamnirainta naginir
poykaika] pimpatam portta ponrave”

V Edn.

p. 7.

— Cintamani

s. 80

(10) In the commentary on the following rule of Hakkanakkottu the
Cintamani line “collarum cirpacum pampin” (Cintamagi s. 53) is quoted
to illustrate the verb being used as noun...(Ilakkanakkottu, 3rd Edn. p. 56).
Here the verb ‘col’ is used as noun.
(ii) Civaiana Cuvamika], in his
commentary

to

mean

on

the first rule of Tolkappiyam

‘kajital’

Cintamani

verse

‘kajital’ or passing
Edn. p. 39).

or

passing.

wherein

the

In
word

interprets

support of this he
‘vaikinru’

is used

(Tolka ppiya-c-cittiravirutti,

kitu kolat titcuvaik kola yaja ravamum|
vaikigré

in

Civaiana

“Ata linna ravvamu mankai kotti neficunap
pata ligna ravamum pagaimu javva ravamum
va ta lilla vocaiyal vaika najum

the

word

‘vaikutal’

quotes the following
the

meaning

Cuvamika],

atamani.
— Cintamani,

of

3rd

15
156

(12) Mayilérumperuma] Pillai in his commentary on Kalla gam verse
ceppalurrép
No. 11 quotes the Cintamani line ‘téntra nigru terun{araval
‘tég’ meaning
word
the
to
explanation
his
of
support
in
1)
s.
(Cin. Patikam.
‘sweetness’ occuring in the 12th line of the verse.

‘Tégurai tamijum tiruvurai kitalum’

— Kallatam s. 11
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VI (e) (2)
S. Vaiyapuri Pillai says, “I would like to point out here the
contributions of Cintamani to the history
of epic poetry. It
possesses a wonderful variety of verses
style which is never monotonous.
The

written in an excellent
metres used are befitting

the context, emotion and ideas and this hightens the beauty of the
epic.

The

book

contains

“Cintamani

fine language

contains

only

throughout...............

beautiful

and

sweet

oF

words,

selected by the author as if he had tasted them.’

VI (f)
That Cintamani had captured the minds of even the Western
scholars is evident from the following tributes
the work.

paid by

them

to

VI (f) (1)
Father

Beschi

says,

‘“Tiruthakkatévar

is a prince

among

Tamil poets’.

VI (f) (2)
“Jeevaka Chintamani”, says Dr. G. U. Pope, “‘is the greatest
existing Tamil literature Monument.
The great romantic epic
which is atonce the Iliad and Odyssey of the Tamil languaze,
is one of the great epics of the world”.
VI (f) (3)
Julion Vinson states: ‘“Chintamani is the oldest of all

Tamil works, and it has

been

written

for preaching Jainism.

the

It

would have disappeared if it had not great literary value.”
1.
2.

S. Vaiyapuri Pillai, Kaviyakalam, 1957 Edn. pp. 178, 179 & 183
Quotations in Civakacinta magi Corpojivu Nipaivu Malar. Jaipattami]
Iiakkiya Manram Edition, p. 256.

.
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VI (f) (4)
Dr.

Caldwell

says,

““The compositions

that

are

universally

admitted to be the finest in the language viz., the Kural and the
Chintamani, are perfectly independent of Sanskrit, and original in

design as well as in execution”.}
Thus Cintamagi has captivated the heart and mind of many
a savant since the day it came into existence. Its style, diction,
noble sentiments, fascinating descriptions and
above all its
grandeur have endeared the minds of many readers to it.

1.

Dr. Caldwell, Comparative Grammer of the Dravidian Languages,
Edn., Introduction, p. 48.

III

4
The Plan of the Epic and its Message
EPIC

PRINCIPLES.
I

Tiruttakkatevar, as a study of Civakacintamani will reveal,

wrote his epic according to the principles of epic poetry, which had
been codified by his predecessors. Naccin&rkiniyar, who wrote a
commentary on Civakacintamani, is of the opinion that Tiruttakkatevar has followed the principles of Tolkappiyam in composing his
epic. He classifies the Civakacintimani under the term To! which
is one of the eight elements (vanappu) of literaturel. T6/ is the work
which deals with the noble subjects

of Aram, Porul,

Inpam,

Vitu

written in sweet words. It also applies to an elaborately written
work running to any number of lines?. The commentator Péraciriyar states that To/ is a treatise, the subject of which is a

traditional legend.®
II (a)
However some of the principles of epic poetry which Tiruttakkatevar has used in his work,do not find a place in Tolkappiyam. They are identical with the principles mentioned in Tanti1.

Civakacintamagi,
stanza

2.

3.

Kagavu}

Vajttu,

Naccigarkipiyar

commentary

to

1.

‘Ijumen moliyan vijumiyatu nuvaligum
paranta moliyan atinimirn tojukinum
tolena mojipa tonmo}p pulavar’.
Peéraciyar’s commentary on Tol. Ciitram

— Tol. Cutram
550,

550
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yalankaram.
Besides Tantiyalaik&ram, the Tamil works such as
Maranalaik&ram (a treatise on figures of speech), Pannirup&ttiyal,
Navanitappattiyal, Citamparappittiyal, Vccanantimalai (which
are the treatises on prosody) deal with the principles of epic.
The definitions found in these works are the same as those in
Tantiyalankaram}.
Navanitappattiyal
includes the definition
Tacankam i.e., the ten parts of the body relating to a here?
which never find place in Tantiyalank&ram and other works.
The Tamil work which goes by the name of TantiyalankGram is assigned to 12th century A.D.
This is an adaptation
of the Sanskrit K&ivyadaraha written by Accariyar Dandin who
belonged to the 7th century.
He was a poet of the court of
Rajasimha Pallava.
His Kavyadarsha was also translated as

Alankarapatalum
Tamil

country,

in
had

Viracoliyam.
a

great

and

Dandin,
lasting

who

influence

visited
on

the

Tamil

writers.
Tiruttakkatévar’s work is definitely anterior to the
Tamil translation but posterior to Accariyar Dandin’s original
treatise. Therefore we can surmise that Tevar was familiar with
Kavyadarsha. Even if Tiruttakkatevar did not actually know
Dandin’s work he must have been familiar with the principles of
epic poetry which were propounded by the critics, who lived in
the 7th century and had framed

Sanskrit epics.

their

rules by

Kavyadarsha was a summary
II

studying

earlier

of these principles.

(b)

epic into two divisions namely
He defines Perunkappiyam as

Tantiyalankaram divides
Perunkappiyam and Kappiyam.

follows: It should commence with any one or more of the three
Valtt. or a song in praise of God, Vanakkam
kinds of worship.
or obeisance, Varuporul-a description of God or a suitable intro-

duction of the subject matter.
1.

2.

Maragalaakaram
Vaccanantima lai
Navanitappa t tiyal
Citamparappa ttiyal
Pannirupa ttiyal
Navanitappa ttiyal

The four subjects namely

Citram
Citram
Citram
Citram
Cittam
Citram

72 to
40 to
62 to
41 to
226
62

76
43
65
42

Aram
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(virtue), Poru] (wealth), Inpam (love), and

Vitu

constitute the contents of the epic poem.

It should have a hero of

(salvation)

should

unparalleled greatness.
It should contain descriptions of the
mountains, the sea, the country-side, the city, the six seasons of the

year and the six parts of the day, the rising of the sun, the rising
of the moon, etc. It should also describe the consummation of a
marriage, a coronation, the enjoyment derived from the beauty of a
flower garden and that derived from playing water games of frolic
nature.
The pleasure of intoxication, the bearing of children,
love quarrels, sexual love, and similar experiences should also

find a place.

In addition the State Council, comprised

of the king

and his ministers, diplomatic missions, invasions, battles and
victories should also be portrayed.
It should be an interesting
story infused with emotional elements, divided into chapters called
Carukkam or Ilampakum or pari-c-cétam.
\t must be a work of

a savant.t
Kappiyam or Cirukappiyam is that which deals with any one
or more, but not exceeding three of the four subjects — Aram,

Porul, Inpam, Vitu.2 The rest of the elements relating to Perunkappiyam, apply to Kappiyam also. It must be noted that the only
1.

“Avarrul
Perunkap

piyanilai pécua

kalai

Va\ttu vagakkam varuporuj ivarripog
rérpputait taki muavara viyanru
narporu} payakku natainerit takit

tannika rillat talaivanai yutaittai
malaikatal natu vajanakar paruvam
irucutart torramen ripaiyana pugaintu
napmanam pugartal pogmuti kavittal
pimpo]i nukartal pugalvijai ya tal
témpiji matukkaji ciruvaraip perutal
pulaviyar pulattal kajaviyir kajittaley
rinnana punainta nagnatait taki
mantiram titu celavikal vegri
cantiyir rotarntu carukka milampakam
pari-c-céta mennum pagmaiyig vijanki
nerunkiya

cuvaiyam

karror pupaiyum
2.

“Aramutal
kappiyam

pavamum

virumpak

pegriya teppa.”

— Tantiyalahkiram

nagkinum kugaipa tutaiyatu
epru karutap patumé.” — Tagtiyalaakiram

Citram
Citram

8.
10°
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difference between Perunkappiyam and Kappiyam is that the former
deals with all the four subjects of Aram, Porul, Inpam,
Vitu
whereas the latter deals with not more than three out of those
four subjects.

I (c)
In other

words

Perunkappiyam

aims

at

a

picture

of all

round perfection and attainment of the ideal life as distinguished
from Citukappiyam which does not aim at such complete perfection
and harmony.
Aramis moral perfection. Civakan slowly develops
this perfection.
Poru] refers to Society and Government and
Civakan achieves this social, and political perfection as the ideal
king.
IJnpam is the perfection of domestic love and happiness.
Civakan is certainly the happiest lover and father. Vifu is the final
release and salvation. Civakan finally attains this spiritual release

and perfection.
According to the definition of Tantiyalatikaram, Civakacintamani is a Perunkappiyam, since it deals with all the four subjects
of Aram, Porul, Inpam and Vitu.
It has Civakan as a heio of
unparelleled greatness. It contains descriptions of the mountains?.

the sea®, the country side®, the city4, the six seasons of the year®,
(Irutunukarvu), the rising of the sun®, and the rising of the moon’.
The eight marriages of Civakan are described in addition to the
description of the marriage of Patumukan, Civakan’s comrade,
with Kovintaiyar.
Three battles, fought by Civakan are described
in Civakacintamani. Civakan fights the first battle with the hunters
to recover the cows of Ayars.
His second battle is fought against
the kings who have been instigated by Kattiyankaran to attack
him whilst he is winning the hand of K4antarvatattai, by defeating

her in the Ya! competition.
Kattiyatikaran and kills him.

He

fights

the third

battle against

Subsequently he regains his father’s

1,

Civakacintamagi,

2

Ibid

s. 1238

3.
4,
5

Ibid
Ibid
Tbid

ss. 31-77
ss. 78—140
ss. 2668—2706

6
7

Ibid
Ibid

s. 1943
s. 1541

s. 502
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kingdom and ascends the throne.
He plays water games, with his
eight wives, in the pool specially built for that purpose.
He enjoys
the beauties

of nature

while

he

strolls in the grove with his wives.

He is blessed with eight children.
Sexual love and love quarrels
are elaborately described in the epic.
Every chapter in the epic is
called Ilampakam as termed in Tantiyalankaram.
Thus we can
see that many of the epic elements mentioned in Tantiyalankaram
are found in Civakacintamagi.

III (a)
It is gratifying to note that Tiruttakkatévar’s treatment

of

subjects also conforms to the epic principles of western critics as
the following will show.

CHOICE

OF

STORY

Poems in general have a human value and the poets’ message
of this value of truth is the basic factor underlying the subject of
almost every poem

of real worth.

Human

from epic which are objective in nature.
these ideals.

ideals are inseperable

They give concrete form to

The epic story must be a traditional one, founded deep

in the general experience of men. The poet chooses a story
consciously or unconsciously because he finds his own ideals or
values in it.
Western
cations.

critics lay much stress on the fable and its qualifi-

But in many of the definitions found in Tamil works, there

is no mention of the story at all. In Tolkappiyam the author
mentions the story when he defines Tonmai and Tél stating that
each of them should have a traditional legend as their subject?.
Tonmaiand Tol can be deemed as basic elements from which
the epics of later types were evolved. It is surprising to find that
many of the subsequent works dealing with epics donot mention the

story at all,—a surprising omission of such a vital requirement.
This, we may say, is a defect. Perhaps the story itself is taken for
granted or, it may be, that when the hero is dealt with the story of
the hero is also included.
1.

Tolkappiyam, Citrams 549 & 550
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. Maranalafkaram states that the Peruzkappiyam must tell
the story of a hero of incomparable greatness of character, but there
is no further elaboration of his qualifications.
The primary requirement of an epic is the story. It must be
well told. This is the view held by all the critics of epic poetry.
“The first thing to be considered in an epic poem’, says Joseph

Addison “‘is the fable”.?
As we

stated

at

the

beginning of this chapter,

the

story

itself or the way in which it is told must be based on human values
and ideals. Ancient stories and legends have a-lasting appeal because
they probably represent the rare memory of man. Therefore, they

have a special significance for mankind of any era. They appeal to
the

whole

man

consciously

or

sub-consciously

and

create

a

harmony and unity which is not easily achieved.
This aspect of the

epic

story

as contrasted

with

newly

conceived stories is spoken of as the quality of reality.
The poet who composes an epic story escapes the bondage
of well-known history, and is able to stretch his wings; his portrayal
of lofty virtue becomes more credible and more real than that

which comes from the vulgar realm of the past.

To the ancient

plant of reality the poet can graft as much appropriate invention
as he chooses to elaborate his central subject.?
The

story

of Civakan,

(the

subject of Civakacintamani)

is a traditional one. It is considered to be a holy or devotional story
by the Jains. We have already noted that the story is found in
Mahapuranam and Sripuragam, which are the ancient Jain works,
and that the four Sanskrit literary works viz. Kshattira Citamani,
Kattiya Cintamani, Jivantra Natakam and Jivantra Cambu deal

with Civakan’s story. It is, therefore, clear that the story of Civakan
has been told throughout the ages certainly and it was well known
1.
2,
3.

Maranalatkaram, Citram 73
Milton's Criticism, Edited by James Thorpe, 2nd Edn. p. 23
Lascelles Abercrombie, The Epic. p. 55
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in the post Cankan period in Tamil Natu.
because of the Jain influence of that time.

It was very popular

THE MESSAGE OF THE EPIC
Ill (b)
Let us now see why Tiruttakkatévar, the author of Civakacintamani, has selected the story of Civakan as the subject of his epic.
A close study of Civakacintamani reveals the reasons for it. First
of all it is a story which sprang from the depth of human experience.

Secondly it emphasises several human truths that are dear to the
author’s heart. Of the many truths that ilumine the epic, the
following four are significant:

(1) It is necessary that humanity should enjoy and experience
this earthly li.e to the full, without totally surrendering to passion,
to enable them to realise the illusory nature of this transient world.
This realisation will eventually awaken a sublime desire
to search
for the higher truth that will lead to blissful eternity. It is
because
of the emphasis of this outlook that the Jain Story has
risen to
epic heights.

(2) True spirit of heroism lies in following the path of non

violence at all times.

Cintama ni describes a life of a hero who can

be judged a hero by any standards—an
description is successfully done the

epic hero. Because this
emphasis on ahimsaas

Civakan’s guiding principle raises the Story to the
level of the epic.

(3) Under any circumstances of trial

and

tribulation man

should not fail to do his duty. The real man in that eternal struggl
e
between good and evil, may suffer so much that evil is transformed

into good.
Though the hero may at times succumb to misery
he
will never surrender to Satan.
This struggle between good and evil

is portrayed more dramatically in our epic than in other Jain stories.

(4) For the perfection and elevation of the human soul
a
spiritual outlook is imperative. This is the primary message of the
epic. It is the spiritual message which raises the story to the level
of universally important poetry.

Our hero is inspired by ideas which

are over and above purely material values.
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tevar.
truths,

These truths shine resplendently in the epic of TiruttakkaIt is obvious therefore, that to emphasize these great
he has specially selected the story of Civakan as his

instrument.

The following episodes illustrate truths listed above.
III (¢) i

beauty

Civakan marries eight wives, all of whom possess exquisite
and immaculate virtue.
He loves them immensely.
He

plunges deeply into sensuous pleasure and greatly enjoys

himself.

It must be noted that his wives belong to different castes and that
four of his eight wives viz., Patumai, Kémacari, Kanakamalai and

llakkanai, belong to different kingdoms or States. The rest, except
Kantarvatattai, are the inhabitants of Civakan’s native city. His
sphere of love is therefore, varied and not imbarred by any political

and social barriers. His wide travel, over a period of one year, enriches his experience and knowledge.

His succour to a wounded dog

that is struggling for life in a deep pond full of water,

his act of

bedecking Anankamalai, the charming dancing gir! in recognition of
her wonderful performance, his resistance to her amorous advances,
his philosophical discourses with the Munivers of Cittirakitam,
his encounter with a way-farer and his philosophical teachings to

him after giving him valuable presents and such other incidents
speak of his wide experience, extensive knowledge, deep wisdom,
kind heart and spontaneous generosity. As a careful study of the
epic reveals, the underlying factor, which leads to the sublimation of
his soul, is his thorough enjoyment of earthly pleasures. After
regaining his kingdom from the villain, Kattiyankaran, he lives
the life of a great emperor with his eight wives for thirty long years
and in the end attains the perfection of an ideal Jain.
A trivial incident of the monkey brings him true wisdom.
How was Civakan inspired by such an insignificant and trivial
as that he witnessed in the grove and was elevated to higher

realms

of spiritualism?

His

mind

must have been

ripe for it.

Besides his extensive learning, wide travel etc., his thorough enjoy-

ment of mundane pleasure, had brought his soul to maturity.
Every time he enjoyed the fruits of worldly pleasure, an inner
revulsion must have been developing.

The monkey incident merely
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released the trigger which enabled his stored up energy of knowledge
or wisdom

to explode in the right direction.

The subconscious is

linked to the divine spirit at this particular juncture.
Ill (c) 2

Now let us see how Tiruttakkatévar has emphasised his
second doctrine viz., the true spirit of heroism has the perfect
expression of non-violence in all circumstances of life.
The hunters capture all the cows that are grazing in the
forest. This news reaches the cowherds. They rush to the spot and
attack the hunters to regain their cows but the hunters prove too
strong for them and they are repulsed and utterly defeated. The king
Kattiyaikaran comes to know this and sends his army to attack
the hunters and recover the cows.
A battle ensues between the
hunters and the king’s army; and at length the army is crushed.
In desperation Nantakon the leader of the cowherds proclaims
that the hero, who recovers the cows from the hunters, will be
entitled to claim the hand of his daughter Kovintai.
Civakan

comes to know of all these happenings, and because of his great
compassion for the cowherds, he sets out with his comrades to recover the cows from the hunters. He threatens the hunters with his
arrows.

The thundering noise of his moving chariot cows them.

Yet all of them, with firm determination, gather together and attack
Civakan. They shoot arrows at him like torrents of rain.

Civakan

without taking even a slightest offensive action only defends himself
by counteracting their attack. He takes meticulous care that none
of the hunters shall be wounded by his actions. Ultimately they
become exhausted and take to their heels throwing their bows
and

arrows

in the battlefield.

Another incident that speaks of Tiruttakkatevar’s spirit ©
of non-violence is Civakan’s heroic act when he saves Kunamialai
from the clutches of the state elephant that turns rogue. While
Kunamalai, a most beautiful maiden, is walking down a street of
the capital city, the state elephant named Acanivekam, turns rogue
and rushes at her. Civakan who is nearby sees Kunamalai’s
pangerous plight, and immediately runs towards the elephant. He
dulls off his ear-ring and

throws

it at the face

of

the

elephant,
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thereby diverting its attention to him.
Enraged at his act, the
elephant rushes to Civakan and seizes him with its trunk. Civakan
slips beneath its trunk and quietly escapes through the passage
between its legs without hurting the elephant.
Ashamed of its defeat, the elephant sinks into despondency.
Its mental anguish is so intense that it refuses food. Kattiyankaran

ascertains the cause of its giiet. When he comes to know that
Civakan has wounded its pride by defeating it, he flies into a temper
and orders his warriors to produce Civakaa before him. The
warriors arrest Civakan

who

is angry when

he knows

warriors are arresting on Kattiyankarn’s order.

that

the

Civakan who is

always kind and considerate to people, cannot feel any goodwill
towards Kattiyanikaran, the hardened villain. The thought of the

villain’s cruel act of treachery to his father flashes into his mind
whenever Civakan thinks of him.

He deems it his duty to avenge

his father’s murder. His mother also commands him to do so.
Hence his benevolent heart has no place for such an abominable
villain. There is, therefore, ample justification for Civakan’s
detestation of Kattiyaikaran. He vows to destroy the villain.
For Civakan, the incomparable hero, it is not an impossible deed
but the foster parents of Civakan try to appease him by saying that

a subject should not rise in revolt against his monarch. Civakan
also remembers his promise to his teacher Accananti Aciriyar, that
he would not take arms against Kattiyankaran until the period of
one year had elapsed.
He therefore controls himself. Tiruttakkatevar then devises a way to effect Civakan’s escape from the king’s
warriors without himself doing violence to them. Civakan thinks of
Cutajicanan, a celestial being whom, while his spirit was in the body
of a dog, he (Civakan) had rescued from the deep water of a pond.

Cutaficanan rushes to Civakan and with his supernatural power
creates a2 pandemonium, by causing a heavy downpour of rain
and claps of thunder so that he can carry away Civakan without
anyone’s knowledge.

Though
the epic in an
the hero does
and killing his

the author is careful to avoid involving the hero of
act of violence, there are two violent battles in which
take part and he emerges victorious after wounding
enemies. One of those battles is that which Civakan
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wages with the several kings who having suffered defeat in the yal
competition with Kantarvatattai become jealous

victor,

and

subsequently,

of Civakan

at the instigation of the

the

villain king

Kattiyankaran, they attack him. The other battle is the final one
in which Civakan kills Kattiyaik&ran,
who is the personification

of evil.

The author has to introduce these violent battles to give

strength

to the plot of the story and to illustrate the truth

always evil dies while good
Kattiyank&ran, Civakan,

survives.
like

king

Immediately
Asoka

cries,

that

after killing
“Let

violent

battles not be fought hereafter”.1
III (c) 3
The next doctrine viz., that changes of circumstances or trials
and tribulations, are but tests of our moral greatness, is well stressed
through the depiction of Caccantan’s fall and Civakan’s keenness

to avenge his fathers death despite his other varied activities.
Caccantan the king of Emankatanatu because of his boundless
love for his charming wife, Vicayai falls a victim to passion.
Consequently

he neglects his state duties. He

decides that he will

wash his hands of all his duties so that he may enjoy his wife’s
company without being interrupted. Ultimately the entire responsibility of the state administration is entrusted to his Chief Minister,
Kattiyaikaran whom the king holds in high esteem.
In fact
Kattiyanikran

is the

worst scoundrel.

Before

long

he

attacks

the king unawares, kills him and takes the throne. The author
clearly shows by telling this tragic story of Caccantan, that he
who fails to do his duty, will inevitably fall.
Civakan, the posthumous son of Caccantan, learns the tragic
story of his father’s death from his teacher Accananti Aciriyar and
is anxious to avenge his father’s death immediately. His teacher
advises him to wait for a period of one year and to wreak his
vengence later. Civakan visits many places during this period
and marries a girl of exquisite beauty in each place, but unlike
his father he never falls a prey to passion. The thought of his
1.

“Pattavip pakamai

niakip patait toli lojika venna”
— Civakacinta magi, s. 2323
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main duty of regaining his kingdom by overthrowing the villain
Kattiyankaran,

is always

in his mind.

This prevents him from

straying under the powerful emotion of love. It is the motive that
makes him run away from each of his wives within a few days of
his marriage to her. Through this part of Civakan’s story the
author Tiruttakkatevar splendidly portrays the
good fortune
that attends on him who is always conscious of his duty.

IIT (c) 4
The spiritual outlook gives significance to the story. The
specific outlook of Cintamani is the first truth described in (c) 1.

The author does not miss an opportunity to emphasise
Jain principles. However it cannot be said that he emphasised
them at the cost of his poetry. Perhaps his epic may not have been
accepted by Jain savants if Tiruttakkatévar had not emphasised
the tenets of the Jain faith. The ethical idealism of the Tamils
has always attempted to portray the perfect
Jain story bows to that tradition.

moral

man

and the

The author Tiruttakkatévar being a Jain saint propounds
the doctrines of the Jain religion from beginning to end. Accananti,
Civakan’s guru, teaches him all the necessary arts.
Civakan
becomes highly proficient in them. Thereafter Accananti teaches
him the religious doctrines. We may cite here one or two of his
teachings.

“The soul that imbibes the qualities of Arukan, called
Rattinattirayam, attains perfection. Those who follow the path
of virtue reach the Ocean

of Bliss;

to the pleasures of the five senses
Kirruvan, the God

and

sink

those

into

who

the

fall

a victim

ocean of

woe.

of death, has already thrown his net over us.

Although we know this, we do not strive to disentangle ourselves
from the net by treading the road of renunciation that can lead us to
salvation”!. Further Civakan’s elucidation of the sin which is the
1. Civakacinta magi, ss. 374—376

.
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outcome of eating meat,! his preachings of Jain philosophy to the

Munivers of Cittirakiitam who are all of Brahmanical faith,? his
highly philosophical teachings to the wayfarer whom he meets on
his way back from Kemam&puram*
Vanacaritan’s exposition
of the transient nature of the human body and its unworthiness,4
Civakan’s prayer to Arukatévan at Srikéil which is situated on a

mountain that he climbs on his way to Mattimatéyam® are all based
on Jain philosophy. Finally Rattinappirapai, one of the C&ranars,
lectures Civakan on the eve of his renunciation on the ephemeral
nature of this mundaze world the four stages of woe viz. Narakakati, Vilankukati, Makkalkati and Teévakati, that a soul passes
through, the values of Cilam and Tanam and their divine effects,

and the nature of Blissful Eternity.6 All these are examples of
Tiruttakkatévar’s eagerness that man for the development of his
soul should be wedded to the Jain religion in which he possessed
relentless faith.
It has been stated that Perunkappiyam covers all the four
aims namely, Aram, Porul, Inpam, Vitu. It has been already
explained how these became the basis of the epic.
Ili
Tolkappiyar

outlines

three

(d)
Purusharthas

or

human

goals

that a poem should give expression to. A poem can deal with
any one of the subjects or with all of them. They are Aram
(Virtue), Poru] (wealth) and Inpam (love).? He has treated these
three subjects under two main heads-Akam and Puram.
He
includes Aram and Poru], in Puram and Inpam in Akam. The
later Tamil

works

Panniruppattiyal,
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

such

as Tantiyalaikaram,

Navanitapp&ttiyal,

Maranalanikaram,

Citamparappattiyal,

Civakacinta magi, ss. 1233—1236
Ibid
ss. 1426—1436
Ibid
ss. 1543—1553
Ibid
ss. 1574—1585
Ibid
ss. 1609—1611
Ibid
ss. 2747-—2890
“Annilai maruakig aramuta lakiya mummutar porutkum uriya veppa”
— Kajakam pub. Tol. Ilampiragam, Poruj Ceyyujiyal Cuitram 102
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Vaccanantimalai etc., while dealing with the definitions of epic
emphasise that a great or major epic poem should give expression
to the four

chief sentiments—A ram

(virtue), Porul (wealth), Inpum

(love) and Vitu (salvation).1
Every thought expressed in
can be classified under any one of these four subjects.

an epic

The poets of Tamil N&tu, the land of Tirukkura], which
deals with the trivarga, have fascination for describing the details

ot these four branches of life. Our poet has particularly emphasised
the moral life. We must emphasise that by Yescribing these four
aspects of life, our poet is following the great tradition laid down
by his predecessors.

111 (6 1
The sentiments relating to Aram, Poru], Inpam, and Vitu
pervade Civakacintamani.
Two kinds of Aram are employed in
Tirukkura].
They are (1) J/laram or the virtues of domestic life
and (2) Turavaram or the virtues of spiritual life. I//aram is the
life of one who in the company of his virtuous wife, enjoys himself

by conscienciously performing the duties of a domestic

life.

The

quintessence of I//aram is hospitality. In other words, it is incumbent
on the part of the man and his wife who embrace Jlaram to

extend their generous help to those guests who approach them.
They should be affectionate to each other and share their food with
unstintingly with their fellow men.? Tiruttakkatévar who has
incorporated

several of the ideals

stresses this paramount duty of

of

Tiruvajjuvar

domestic

life.

in

his epic,

The citizens

of

Iracamapuram who are leading a virtuous domestic lite invite
the passers-by to their house to share their delicious food. The

words with which they persuade them are really touching.

They

cry out, “Please step into our house to enjoy the food; there is pure
1.

Tantiyalatkaram,

Citram

Maranalaakaram,
Pagnir pa t tiyal,

»
»

7
226

8

Navanitappi ttiyal

»
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2. Tirukkuga}], Chapters Ivajkkai and Viruntompal.
3. “Anpu maranu mutaittayi nilavajkkai
— Tirukkura],
Pagpum payagu matu.”

Ilva|kkai, s. 5
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white rice which looks like a conch shell cut into minute particles,
the side dishes are cooked in an immeasurable quantity of ghee and
tasteful paste made with excellent curd.
Valuable ornaments will
be presented to whoever partakes of the food in our house”.?
Emankatanatu, ot which Iracamapuram was the capital city,

abounded with so much wealth that guests were seldom available.
If the citizens, who deemed it their duty to offe. their hospitality
to strangers, happened to encounter one or two of them, they coaxed
them into their houses.
In another instance, Tiuttakkatévar

threatens those who fail to share their things with others. Caranan,
in the course of his preaching to Civakan who expressed to him
his desire to renounce the world states as follows:
“Those who deride great men, whose moral stature is as
high as mountain, those who fail to b= hospitable and do not share

their things with others and those young and beautiful women w 10
sell thei: bodies for carnal pleasure will be born as beasts in their

next

birth”.?
When

Civakan

acquaints

he teaches them many ideals.

his wives,

with his renunciation

He states :

“It is only in the mountains, which abound in contending
streams that the diamond is found; the water-lily flowers only in a

deep pool and not on a dung-hill; they who only eat after having
distributed food to others are worthy

of life.

Those who do not give food before they eat will
stand shrinking with fear, holding

begging alms.
1.
2.

a potsherd

in their

hereafter
hands and

In the cold month of Maci they will be clothed in a

Civakacintamangi, s. 122
“Mallag malaiyanaiya matavarai vaituraikkum
pallavaré yanrip pakuttunap pavikajum

alkul vilaipakayu maitotiya ratiyar
vilporuto] manga

vilaikaip pirappave.”
— Cinta magi, s. 2789
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garment

of dirty

rags,

sown

together

with

thorns

instead

of

needies”’.1
Note how impressively the poet, through the above instances,
expresses his sentiments on hospitality.
As extending generous
help to the needy is an essential virtue of the domestic life, so the
observance of the principle of non-violence, not killing any being,

is the foremost virtue of spiritual life or asceticism.
“The chief of all the moral precepts, formulated by those
well-versed in scriptures”, says Tiruva]juvar, ‘‘is the virtue of
sharing a meal with the needy and protecting every living being”.
“The

right path

to spiritual liberation

is that path which

leads us to believe that the preservation of life in all its forms is the
chief virtue’’.2
These sentiments are echoed by Tiruttakkatévar in his epic.
The

Caranan,

who

bestows

spiritual

enlightenment

on

Civakan speaks to him thus:
“Those who ruthlessly commit the

supremely

sinful act of

killing, those who state that there is no other birth than the present
one and no such thing as a soul, those who have no faith in
penance, and those who say that charity will not yield any return

will sink into the Infernal riding on the chariot of ill-fate.?
1, “A¢tuni raruvik kugrat tallatu vairan tonra
kuttanirk kuJatti nallary kuppaimér kuvajai piva
vittunir vinavik kégmin viluttakai yavarka jallal
pattatu pakuttun parip parmicai illai kag¢ir
Macit tiikan macina cinnat tunimujjin
Ucit tunna miciya vatai yutaiyakap
pécip pavay piccai yenakkai yakalentik
kicik kici nirpar kotuttun tariyatar.”— Cintamani,
2. “Pakuttugtu

palluyi

romputa

ss. 2925

& 2929

nilor

Tokuttavarru le|jan talai.”
— Tirukkura],
3, “Kolvaté kanri ningar kotiyavar katiya nirar
illaiyé immai yalia lummaiyu muyiru megpar
allatun tavamu millai tanamu milaven parum
celpavan narakam toggu] tivigai térka Jurnte.”

Kollamai,

ss. 2 & 4

—Cin.

s. 2776
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Civakan by the ordeal of his penance is filled with the
Divine light. His wives prostrate before him and worship him.
They entreat him to enlighten them about True Bliss.

Civakan says,

“If a man daily protects all the living things of this world
just as he protects himself, he becomes the monarch of all the sweet

souls and the image of bliss.

He ultimately attains salvation”.
III

(e)

2

We must note:that the virtue of not harming other living
things, which is one of the essential tenets of Jainism is stressed in

the epic wherever

possible.

The term Porul means wealth but it includes anything that
helps to promote material prosperity. Tiruva] Juvar in his Tirukkura]
under the head of Porutpal deals with state craft and allied subjects.
The nature and function of the sovereign, the indispensable qualities
of the ministers, the nature of the military organisation, finance

and education are the main topics which he deals with under this
head. Tiruttakkatévar’s views on those topics are also found in
Civakacintama
ni.

Through the description of Caccantan’s character the poet
expresses his opinion of the qualities that a king ought to possess.
According to him a king should be as dangerous to his enemies
as the venom of the cobra. To those who approach him with
humility he should be as pleasant as ambrosia. He must not allow
poverty in his country by extending generous help to his subjects.
With his prowess and valour, and his skill in the art of war, he
must destroy his strong enemies. He must be an abode of knowledge and

many

fine arts.

He must possess captivating

beauty.

His reign should be so benevolent that he is deemed the father of
his subjects. Subjects who are loved by their sovereign will always

be

happy.”
1. “Tagguyir tagparin tompu marupol
manguyir vaikalu mompi vajumél
innuyirk kiraivana yigpa mirtiyayp
ponanuyi rayppigan tuyarntu pokums.”
2. Cintamagi, ss. 157—160

— Cintamagi,

s. 3107
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One of the chief qualities that a minister should possess is
that whenever the king errs, he should not hesitate to offer advice.
If need be the advice should be couched in severe and strong terms

with a view to make the king pursue the correct course and administer justice.
“Suppose the king neither seeks advice, nor realises his own
error, and even jeers at the minister who offers him advice, even

then, it is the minister's duty to advise
says Tiruva]|uvar.1

him ,as to what

Bare statements of truth are not effective.
blossom in our mind as we read the story.

is best”,

The truth must

This sentiment is well illustrated by Tiruttakkatévar by the
character of Nimittikan one of the ministers of Caccantan. When
Caccantan abrogates his state duties as a result of his overwhelming
love for his wife, he entrusts the whole administration of his kingdom to his chief minister Kattiyaikaran, an evil man. Nimittikan
points out, to the king, the impropriety of this action. The king,
because he has confidence in his chief minister, does not heed
Nimittikan’s warning.
But Nimittikan does not refrain from
Without fear, he continues to dissuade
discharging his duty.
the king from entrusting his kingdom to Kattiyafikaran, and
at the same time lectures him on the meanness of lust and

passion, illustrating their consequences profusely.

Ultimately

he

fails in his attempt and he did not like to continue in his office under
the villain Kattiyankaran. He resigns?. When Civakan goes to the

hermitage of the ascetics (tapatar) to meet for the first time his
mother Vicayai, who is staying there she ardently embraces him
and cries because she had forsaken him soon after his birth. Civakan
entreats her not to grieve. Then she, being eager that her son

should attack Kattiyaikaran and regain his kingdom, enumerates
the functions of a king, and explains the state diplomacy and the
value of wealth.
1, “Arikon rariyan eninum uruti
ujaiyiruntan kiral katan.”
2. Cintamani, ss. 204—214

— Tirukkuga],

Amaiccu,

s. 8
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“A king should collect tax at the rate of one-sixth of the
income of his subjects in accordance with the king’s code.
He must
always be aware of his old and powerful enemy.
As the thorn is
extracted by using another thorn, he should try to sow seeds of
discord between two allied enemies so they might fight each

other; he must alienate one of the allied kings from the other and
make an alliance with him himself.
“Instructing his spies to watch the activities of the enemy
spies, holding his learned ministers in the same high esteem as he

holds his precious eyes, increasing the number of able ministers
and diplomats after mature deliberation in accordance with the
needs-these are the codes of state craft of a king who is bent on

achieving victory”’.
The mother then dwells on the value of wealth.

She

says:

“Wealth is so powerful that it brings forth victory, gives its possessor an eminence,

education and beauty, raises those who are reduced

to nothing to such prominence that they are as conspicuous asa
mountain.
“By having wealth one can maintain a strong army; with the

aid of that army one could become king of many lands which in
due course would yield him vast wealth. Therefore when one gets
wealth, there is nothing that cannot be achieved or be attained”.}
After his decision to renounce this mundane world, Civakan

makes his first son, Caccantan, the king and speaks to him about the
duties ofa king. He tells him that if he rules his country un-erringly,
. Protecting his ministers and virtues when he is king, all pleasures
and prosperity will attend on him. If an elephant is regularly fed
with the correct quantity of rice from the crop of a field, it can
have food for many days since nothing wasted. If the elephant
gets into the field and feeds itself on the crop it will tread on the rice
and much will be wasted; consequently it will be short of food
later. Similarly if a king collects taxes from his subjects regularly,
in accordance with royal ethics, his people will

his wealth will increase.
2.

support him

On the other hand, if he collects

Cintamayi, ss. 1920—1923

and

taxes
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by harassing his subjects he will not be successful. It is generally
believed that food and water are the necessities of life for the people
of this world, but Civakan is of the opinion that the

life of his people.

A king should rule

Otherwise not only his kingdom

his

king

is the

country righteously.

but he himself will be destroyed.

He should wait patiently, without betraying his enmity towards his
foes, until the opportune time for destroying them comes. A king
should rule
ill of him;
must have
protect his

his country so benignly that his subjects
he should not utter even the most trivial
thorough knowledge of several arts; he
able ministers. If he possesses all these

do not speak
falsehood; he
should always
characteristics,

the other kings will bow to him.
These instances reveal Tiruttakkatévar’s
State Craft and State Administration.

sentiments

on

III (e) 3

We

Tiruttakkatévar’s treatment of love in the epic is unique.
have already discussed his view point viz., that unless an in-

dividual enjoys

worldly

pleasures

or

cirrinpam

to his

heart’s

content, it is well nigh possible for his mind to aim at a higher life

or périnpam. Moreover we may say, that a man’s mind is educated
by experiencing worldly pleasures. The more he enjoys them the
more he is convinced of their transiency. With this end in view
Tiruva}juvar, in his exposition of Aram, first dwells on the virtues

of a domestic life and then as a second step
Turavaram.

on

renunciation

or

The fact that he devotes the third section of his book

purely to his conception of love shows his desire that pure and
genuine love should be deeply rooted in the domestic life of the
people. Tolkappiyar under the heads of Kalaviyal and Karpiyal,
in his book, has laid down principles relating to the conduct of
true lovers.
Sentiments of love expressed by Tiruttakkatévar bear

the influence of Tolkappiyam

and Tirukkura}.

His epic abounds

inloveincidents. All the Ilampakams except Manmaka] Ilampakam
and Pumaka] Ilampakam contain examples of deep love. Of the

thirteen Ilampakams
1,

Cintamani,

of the

ss. 2906—2910

epic,

nine

viz.

Kantarvatattaiyar
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Ilampakam, Kugamalaiy&r Ilampakam, Patumaiyar Ilampakam,
Kemacariyar Ilampakam, Kanakamalaiyar Ilampakam, Vimalaiyar
Ilampakam,
Curamaficariyar
Hampakam
and
_Ilakkanaiyar

Ilampakam, tell the stories of Civakan’s marriages. Kovintaiyar
Ilampakam narrates Patumukan’s marriage with Kovintai. The
Namaka]

Jlampakam,

Maygmaka] Ilampakam and Pimaka|

pakam that deal with Civakan’s

Ilam-

education, Civakan’s recapturing

his kingdom from Kattiyank&ran and his reign over the kingdom
are metaphorical names meaning Civakan’s union with the Goddess
of learning, Goddess of earth and the Goddess of wealth respectively.
Civakan’s joy in married life is elaborately dealt with the earlier

part of the Mutti Ilampakam. Thus we see a stream of love running through the epic. For this reason the Civakacintamani is
called ‘Mana nial’
As we have already pointed out

Tiruttakkatévar’s

strong

conviction is that an individual who deeply enjoys earthly pleasures
acquires a maturity of spirit that enables him to aspire to higher
things. Accordingly, Civakan, during thirty years of married life,
thoroughly enjoys himself in the company of all his eight wives.
He plays with them, diving and swimming in the swimming pool
and other love games. His young and charming wives, while playing attack Civakan with flower garlands, and throw scented powder

at him.
He in return sprays water at them, with his hand pump
(Civizi) so forcebly that they, unable to withstand his counter attack
Tun helter-skelter.
In their excitement their clothes, ear-rings and

garlands slip off from their body.?

Then Tiruttakkatévar describes the intensity of Civakan’s
happiness with his wives during the six seasons of the year ——
mutuvépil (summer), kar (winter), kutir (cold season), Mup pani
(dew fall), Pin pani (a later stage of the season

Ilavénil (spring),
1. Cintamani, Introduction by Dr. U. V. Saminatha
2. “Vikkinap rarai veytac cantanat tajirnan malai
okkinér kanni cunna mutarrina ruruvac cantir
pikkama] tukilun totu malaiyua coriyap portor

of dew

fall)

and

Aiyar, p. 26

rakkiya anatkan cégai yarala rayir rants.”

— Cintamani,

s. 2661
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“As

Kitir or the cold season has set in, the young

wives

of

Civakan try to keep warm by smearing scented paste on their breasts
drinking wine, putting on sweet smelling flower garlands, burning,
incense and applying sweet scented powder to their bodies. Kaman

(Cupid)

shoots

wives

look

like

his

five

real

arrows

of

flowers

ambrosia

to

him

at

and

Civakan;
he

enjoys

his
them

throughout the kitir season”.+
The poet subsequently

narrates

how

Civakan

natural beauties of the grove in the company of his

dear

enjoys the
wives.

He plays with them in the grove which abounds with beautiful flowers just as Lord Indira played with his wives in the grove of
Karpaka trees. His presence and that of his beautiful wives give

lusture to the grove.”
This immense material enjoyment develops the mind and
soul of Civakan to such an extent that he is able to do a rigorous
penance

wives

successfully

also renounce

and

the

attain

world

salvation.

and do penance

Subsequently,

his

but they do not

attain salvation.
Instead they become Jntiras and go to Swarkam
the land of the Tévas.
There they embrace the celestial women and
enjoy sensuous pleasures with them.®
Nantattan, Civakan’s brother and Civakan’s comrades also
renounce and do penance, as a result of which they become Tévas
1,

Kitirvan tulavalir

kuvavu

vetucey

veyya

cantamum

menmulai
téralum

potavi] malaiyum pukaiyui cuggamum
katalit tarkarua kuvajaik kaggipar
Curumpunig
arumpu

raramalart tonka

kiprarkata

lamirta

larkavin

méyena

virumpukin ragija venil ventanain
caranka]cen raluttalir raragi mappans.”
— Civakacinta magi, ss. 2675—76
2.

Ilaskupog para marpi gigtira gurimai cijak
kalaatapor kavu kanpan kamurap pukka tépol
alaikupor kompa aru Mappagu mata mato
nalankavin konta kavu nalloji nantir paprs.”
— Civakacinta magi, s. 2710
3. Civakacinta mani, s. 3122
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and go to Swarkam
the celestial women.

and

enjoy themselves

with

the

Tévamakalir,

We must consider here why Civakan alone is able to attain
salvation or Eternal Bliss, while others, his wives and comrades,
are only able to reach Swarkam, and not Eternal Bliss.
Civakan

has had his fuil share of sensuous enjoyment by marrying eight wives.
He has also enjoyed Tecikappavai, a dancing girl!, and the young
maids at his camp at the grove of Iracamapuram.2
Thus
his

enjoyment has been complete and the maturity of his soul effected.
Therefore his renunciation and penance lead him straight to Eternal
Bliss.

On the other hand Civakan’s wives and

comrades

had

not

so much pleasure as Civakan. We may say that their enjoyment is
incomplete, and therefore they lack maturity or refinement of soul.
Hence they are not able to attain salvation immediately.
Instead
as a result of their renunciation and penance they go to Swarkam,
where their sensuous enjoyment attains perfection.

Ill (e) 4
As for Vitu or salvation, Mutti Ilampakam deals with it
elaborately. In the vivid description of Civakan’s renunciation and

his attainment of salvation the poet’s sentiments are well expressed.
At the temple of Arukan, Caranan preaches to Civakan, who

has decided to renounce the world, on the ephemeral nature of the
body, the pain and pangs of the four stages of birth viz., Vilanku
Kati, Makkat kati, Naraka kati, and Téva kati, good conduct and
charity and salvation.®
To know the true things is N@nam; to realise, as in a vision,

the true nature of things is Kafci; to impress Nanam and Katci
in thought and in action is olukkam. These three will extirpate
the effects of good and evil deeds (nalvinai and tivinai) of the soul.
1,

Civakacintamani,

2.

Ibid

3.

Tbid

ss. 2594—95

s. 1942
ss. 2749-—53
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The eradication of the effects of good and evil deeds, from the

soul,

is salvation.}
Civakan bows at the feet of Srivartamanar and tells him
that

he

will

renounce

the

world.

Srivartamanar

says,

“It

Civakan prostrates himself at
is good that you renounce.”
He then strips off
him.
worships
the feet of Arukan and
Soon
his body.
from
garments
the
all his ornaments and
He reaches the top of a hill. He
afterwards his tuft is shaved off.
does penance by standing motionless on top of the hill. For the f irst
four months he endures rain and thunder; for another four months
He cuts off his five senses
he fasts and withstands a chill gale.
the trunk of the banana
or
just as a sugar cane is cut into pieces
tree is split. He extirpates his three enemies viz. Ai, pittam, vali, just
as a doctor kills diseases. His Iruvinai (two kinds of good and dark
The four enemies of his soul
karmas) disappear from him.

kurotam, Manam, Mayam and Ulopam attack him. Civakan kills
them with his arrow of Nirétanai. Ultimately he raises the victory
flag of four parts viz. Anantananam Anantataricanam,
viriyam and Anantacukam and attains Divinity.

Ananta-

This is a very brief summary of Tiruttakkatevar’s account
From our previous discussions we can
of Civakan’s salvation.
understand Tiruttakkatévar’s sentiments regarding Aram, Porul,

Inpam, and Vi fu.
IV (a)
SENTIMENT

OR

THOUGHT

Sentiment or poetic thought is one of the essential requireAccording to Aristotle it is the third point
ments of an epic poem.
for consideration, the first two being the story and the characters.
1.

UjJporu] ituvepa ugartal 18 namam
te]jiti gapporu tejital katciyam
vijjaga virumaiyum vijankat tangulé
Oljitiy garittalai yojukka megpave.
Kitiya mumaiyua cugarnta kontajal
nitiya vinaimaram niraittuc cugtita
vitenap patumvigai vitutal perratan

ss. 2845—46
katelig rojiga yananta na gmaiys.” — Civakacinta mani,
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“Third comes the element of thoughti.e., the power of saying whatever can be said, or what is appropriate to the occasion”,

says Aris—

tole!
A very clear exposition of his sentiments is given in the
following words of Joseph Addison: “The sentiments in an epic
poem are the thoughts and behaviour which the author ascribes
to the persons whom

he introduces,

and are just

when

they

are

conformable to the characters of the several persons. The sentiments have likewise a relation to things as well as persons, and are
then perfect when they are such as are adapted to the subject.”?
These words of Joseph Addison indicates that the sentiments

expressed in relation to things or characters of the story, should be
appropriate to the quality either of the things or the characters as
the case may be. They should also suit the particular situation.
says, “If in either of these cases the poet endeavours to argue
explain magnify or diminish, to raise love or hatred, pity
terror, or any other passion, we ought to consider whether

He
or
or
the

sentiments he makes use of are proper for those ends”.3
If sentiments are improperly or inappropriately
Story ceases to be poetic and becomes melodramatic.

used

the

IV (b)
Tolkappiyar

has enunciated

several principles

with regard

to the expression ot sentiments or thoughts. He gives an enumeration
of thoughts or sentiments in relation to each character who has
to give expression to them.* He also prescribes the context suitable
for expressing each sentiment. The chief characters that he mentions are Talaivan (the hero), Talaivi (the heroine), Pankan (a companion to the hero), Té/i (a female companion to the herione), Tai
(mother of the heroine), Cevili (the foster mother of the heroine),

Kamakkilatti (the paramour of the hero) A rivar (the men of knowledge), Kitrar (the dancers), Viraliyar (women dancers), Pa nan (the
1,

2.
3.

Aristotle on The Art of poetry —Translated by Ingram Bywater
Edn. p. 38
Milton Criticism, Edited by James Thorpe, 2nd Edn. p. 33
Ibid

4.

Tolkappiyam,

Porujatikaram,

Cutrams

99, 109, 112 & 113.

1954
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muscian) Patti (wife of the Panan)
and Parppar (the learned men).

The Citram

Ilaiyar (those who do service)

No. 234 of Porujatikaram in

Tolkappiyam

states that the expression of sentiments by the hero (Talaivan),
as well as those expressed by the heroine (Talaivi), should be of a

high order. The hero, dazed by the bewitching beauty of the
heroine when he first catches sight of her will utter words of doubt
as to whether she is a celestical being or a human being.
Such
expression of doubts should not emanate fromthe heroine when she
is struck by the beauty of the hero.!
IJampiranar, the commentator, interprets the first line of
the Citram viz, ‘Uyar molik kilavi uralun kilavi’ to mean that both
the hero and the heroine can express words of praise in respect of

each

other.”

From this rule of Tolkappiyam it is clear that the hero and
heroine should express sentiments in keeping with their dignity.
Another Citram emphasizes that poetry should adopt
worldly

usages, Since they are nothing but the
persons.
In other words
high or noble ideas.

it means

words

of high

that poetry

or noble

should

express

Though the rules of Tolkappiyam are formulated in respect

of poetry in general, they are also quite applicable to epic poetry in
particular. A few instances given below will show that Tiruttakkatevar has followed these principles in his epic.
IV

(c)

There are two kinds of sentiments, the natural and
sublime, which are always to be pursued in an epic poem.*

the

1.

“Uyar mojik kijavi ugajua kijavi
iyak kijavi atuvir kuritte.”

2.

Tolkappiyam.

3.

“Uyarntor kijavi vajakkotu pugartalig
vajakkuvajip patuttal ceyyutkuk katans.”
— Tolkappiyam, Porujatikaram, Citram
Milton Criticism, Edited by James Thorpe, 2nd Edn. p. 35

“

4.

234

:

— Tolkappiyam,

Porujatikaram,

Porujatikaram

Ijampiranar’s

commentry

Citram

to

234

வேகா

213
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Cutaficanan, Civakan’s celestial friend, acquaints him with the
course he must take to reach Pullava Natu, Takka Natu, Mattima

Natu etc.
way.

He describes many things that he will encounter on his

He describes a straight path which Civakan must take thus:

“The path is covered with the Mullai and Kattikai flowers.

The

surface of the path thus covered with fragrant flowers would look as

if garlands of flowers have been laid there. The path is as straight
as the mind of a chaste woman.
He who walks on the path will
teel as if he is walking ona bed of flowers. He will seldom feel

the ground”.+
The sentiments expressed here in relation to the straight path
covered with flowers will not only be beautiful but it will also have a
pleasing fragrance.

Likewise the chaste woman’s mind is pure and

filled with the most virtuous thoughts.

As the path is perfectly

straight, the chaste woman does not deviate, even slightly, from
the path of righteousness.
Just as it is very pleasant to walk on
such a path he who is fortunate enough to possess a chaste woman

as his wife, will always lead a very peaceful and happy life.

All

these noble and high sentiments are condensed in the stanza relat-

ing to the straight path.
of the sublime.

The stanza thus gives a concrete picture

Anankamalai, a charming dancing girl, falls in love
Civakan.

forcibly takes Anankamalai to his palace and embraces
poet

with

Kattiyaikaran, the villain king comes to know this, and

describes

this

as

follows :

‘Just as the crow

her.

that lives

The
on

corpses despoils the lotus flower, which is overflowing with honey,
Kattiyankaran

forcibly

tarnishes her chastity”.

Here

the poet's

detestation of Kattiyaikaran is obvious. Kattiyaikaran is a
villain and he commits an atrocity.
The poet expresses his
abhorance by comparing Kattiyaikaran to a crow which feeds on
corpses.

To

illustrate

instance may be
1.

the poet’s

sublime

sentiment

the

following

examined.

“Kotaivijn tatuvega mullai kattikaip
potuveyn tigamalar pojintu karputai
matarar mapamegak kitanta cenneri

tatigms natantator tagmait tegpave.”

— Civakacintamagi, s. 1028
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““A male swan, having quarrelled with his mate, leaves her

and takes his seat inside the lotus flower. He looks like a saint,
who has extricated himself from the bonds of love of family and stands
in the midst of a fire and does penance to expiate his past sins i. e.
Karma”.
What does the word sublime denote? A. C. Bradley defines
it as follows : “Sublimity is harsh and hostile to sense.
It makes us
feel in ourselves and in the world the presence of something

irresistibly superior to sense. And this is the reason why it does not
sooth or delight, but uplifts us”.?
Is not the final renunciation described in Cintamani truly
sublime?

IV
Beauty

is quite

different

(d)
from

sublimity.

beauty, it has been said,’ says A. C. Bradley,

“Grace

“though

and

not

of

course merely sensuous, are yet friendly to the senses. It is their
essence, in fact, to be a harmonious unity of sense and spirit, and

so to reconcile powers which in much of our experience are conflicting dissonants”.?

Since beauty appeals to our senses,

it

delights

us. But sublimity is that which transcends the senses and therefore it does not give us pleasure. Since it is superior to the senses it
elevates us
saint having
not delight
presence of

to a higher spiritual region.
The above sentiment—a
renounced everything—is in no way beautiful. It does
us. On the other hand it fills us with awe.
In the
that glorious rigorous penance we feel small.
Its great-

ness gradually awakens
are uplifted.

our

Eventually

we

imagination
identify

and

ourselves

emotions and
with

the

ideal, and share its infinite greatness. We have been prepared
1.

2.
3.

“Cigaiyanap petaiyind titic cévalpoy
arupata vantina marppat tamarai
ugaivatu kujuvigi niaki yokotu
kagaiyaga muyalvator katavu jottats”
Oxford
p. 55.
Ibid

Lectures

of

Poetry,

A. C.

Bradley,

we

hero’s

for

— Civakacinta magi, s. 96
2nd

Edn.

The Sublime,
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the hero’s final consummation by the clarity with which our poet has
portrayed the life of Civakan. “All sublimity has unmeasured greatness and no greatness is sublime which we apprehend as finite”)

In Civakacintamani the poet has given expression to sublime
sentiments in many stanzas.

In the section that deals with Civakan’s

renunciation, the poet has expressed sentiments in such a high order
that they carry the imagination and emotions of the reader to a
highly spiritual realm:
“The bird in the grip of a hunter may at times escape from

his grip. Likewise those who perform virtuous deeds may escape
from the clutches of the God of Death”.?
“The moon, by its example of waxing and waning proves to
the world that birth and death, the growth and withering of the body

are unavoidable phenomena.

If people neglect to do deeds of virtue

even

truth,

after recognising

this

one

can

only

attribute

that

remissness to their ill fate’’.?
Civakan mounted on the elephant of spiritual knowledge,
stands motionless on the summit of the mountain for a period of
four months, just as a fine gold pillar stands.4
“Will he, who is sheltered by the tree of Karpakam, approach
any other benefactor for wealth? Likewise those,who have heard
the Aram of God seated under the Acdka tree, will not covet other’s

wealth.5

V (6)
THE

MAIN

ACTION

OF

THE

STORY

The critics hold that the action of a story should have three
qualifications.

First it should be but one action.

Secondly, it should

இக
மு

be an entire action, and thirdly, it should be a great action.® The
Oxford Lecturers on Poetry, A. C. Bradley, 2nd Edn. The Sublime, p. 60
Civakacintamayi, s. 2931 8. 2932
Ibid
s. 3070
Ibid
s. 3110
Ibid
Milton Criticism, Edited by James Thorpe, 2nd Edn. p. 23
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term one action refers to the unity of action. The story can have
several incidents but all of them should be centred on the main
action. The following words of Aristotle explain the unity of action:
“The truth is that, just as in other imitative arts one imitation
is always of one thing, so in poetry the story as an imitation action,
must

represent,

one action,

a complete

whole,

with

its several in-

cidents so clearly connected that the transposal or withdrawal of
any one of them will disjoin and disolocate the whole.
For that
which makes no perceptible difference by its presence or absence

is no real part of the whole”.
W.

M. Dixon metaphorically stresses

unity of action.
poetic monstor,

the

importance

of

‘“‘There is no greater horror than the sprawling
of which one can view the parts but never the

whole’’.?
These quotations stress the importance of the unity of action.

Let us see how far the story of Civakacintamani conforms to the
Principles of main action. Civakan’s recovery of his kingdom
from the atrocious villain, after avenging his father’s death, is the

dominant action of the story.

All the other actions are so arranged

that they are subservient to this main action. Caccantan’s tragic fall
and Kattiyankaran usurping the throne are the two adversary forces
that cause the birth of the main action.
When Civakan learns,
from his teacher Accananti, of Kattiyankaran’s treachery which

brought about his father’s death and the loss of his kingdom, the
main action is born.

Civakan is enraged at the villain’s abominable

deed, and wants to wreak immediate vengence.

His teacher appeases

him and advises him to be restrained for one year.

He also takes a

promise from Civakan to the effect that he will not take up arms,
against Kattiyankaran, for a period of one year.

Why does the

author introduce an interval of one year prior to the fulfilment of the

main action? The main action is nurtured

during this period.

It

grows from strength to strength till it is fulfilled.
1.
2.

Aristotle on the Art of Poetry, Translated by Ingram Bywater,
Eda. p. 42
Ch. I
W. M. Dixon, English Epic and Heroic Poetry,

1954
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Kattiyankaran’s army suffers an outright defeat at the hands

of the hunters whom they have attacked to recover the cows of the
Ayars (cowherds). When Civakan learns of this, he rises against the
hunters and recovers all the cows from them without
wounding

even a single man.

Civakan’s noble heroism excites envy in the

heart of villain king Kattiyankaran.
He is tortured by jealousy.
The author compares the pang of jealousy to the shooting pain

caused by a spear (va/) when its head breaks off and is burried

in

the hole previously caused by a sword cut.1 The author has created
several situations to show Civakan’s noble acts of heroism. With

each of Civakan’s magnificent herioc deeds Kattiyankaran’s heart
burns with increasing envy.

In his music competition with Kantaravatattai, Civakan has
the unique distinction of defeating her. He wins, thereby, the
rightto marry her, This excites Kattiyaikaran’s boundless jealousy
and he instigates the other kings who are depressed
at their

defeat in the competition, to attack Civakan. When they do so,
Civakan and his comrades repulse their attacks. Eventually the
kings are defeated. This episode intensifies Kattiyank&ran’s envy
of Civakan.

On one occasion Civakan who is an expert

in the art of

embellishing is called for to bedeck
Anafkamilai, a most
charming damsel, for one of her dancing performances.
Civakan
does so. Anank&malai, as she dances, casts amorous glances at

Civakan. Kattiyaikaran, who is enamoured of her beauty notices
this and it further intensifies his jealousy of Civakan.
Further, Civakan’s courageous feat of controlling the state
elephant, to save the maiden Kunamalai, and his miraculous escape

from the king’s warriors when they have arrested him
him

before

the

king,

incense

the

villain

and

his

to produce
envy

grows.

Thus the author allows the villain’s hatred and enmity for
Civakan to develop with each episode, until the consummation of
main action takes place. He has dexterously chosen incidents
1.

“Vajurra punnuj vativélerin tirra tépal
na jurrulantan vekuntanaka rartta tanré.”

Civakacinta magi, s. 455
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The
which show the process of growth of the villain’s jealousy.
action
main
the
more
the
become
deeds
more atrocious the villain’s
Finally every reader gets an impression of Kattiyanis justified.

karan as the personification of evil and Civakan becomes an incar—

nation of divine virtue. Civakan’s final fight with Kattiyankaran
is synonymous with the battle between good and evil. When
Kattiyankaran is ultimately struck down by Civakan we feel
supremely satisfied that evil has fallen and good has gained a

glorious victory.
We find that only two of Civakan’s eight marriages relate to
intensifies
His marriage with Kantaravatattai
the main action.
in his
root
takes
Kattiyankaran’s enmity towards Civakan (which
after
hunters
the
mind, while Civakan recovers the cows from

defeating them in a bloodless fight). His marriage with Kunamalai
after saving her from the rogue elephant further incenses the villain.
The rest of the marriages do not seem to have any relation

main action,

but a careful

study

to

the

of the incidents, that lead to

each marriage, will disclose the fact that they have been narrated

to display Civakan’s

versatile genius, his divine

personality, his

chivalrous disposition, his boundless love, his abounding kindness
be dealt with in detail in our
to other beings etc. These will
All these qualities blended
later.
character
study of Civakan’s

in the character of Civakan, present him as an exquisite figure
of greatest virtue in contrast to the vile figure of Kattiyaa-

Insomuch as these incidents help us to discern the true
karan.
to the
benign nature of Civakan, they can be deemed to be related
indirectly.
but
directly,
not
main action to a certain extent, of course
KattiAs we have already mentioned, the fight between Civakan and
It is,
evil.
and
good
of
yankaran is but a fight between the forces
enable
that
incidents
therefore, not inconsistent if we consider the
nature of the
us to discern the good qualities of the hero and thevile
allianmarriage
Further his
villain, as related to the main action.
merchants
wealthy
ces with other royal families and the families of
to strike down
campaign
his
in
him
to
strength
of
are sources

Kattiyankaran, the mighty monarch.

the main action.
Let us now examine the consummation of
has named the
He
toit.
r
chapte
The author has devoted one full
rical name
allego
an
is
which
chapter as Magmaka| Ilampakam,
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meaning

Civakan’s

marriage with Manmakal

or the goddess of

land.
Civakan with his comrades reaches Vitayana tu. Kovintaracan, who is the maternal uncle of Civakan, is the king of that

land. The citizens of Vitayanatu warmly welcome Civakan.
Kovintaracan is extremely happy to see his nephew Civakan. He

embraces him ardently.

He remembers Caccantan’s

he sheds tears of sorrow. On anauspicious

tragic fall and

day Kévintan makes

his son Citattan, king of his country. He gives many valuable presents to Civakan and his comrades and entertains them with feasts.

He then orders his seivant Viricikan to read out the

to him by Kattiyanikaran.

message sent

The message runs as follows:

“This message of Kattiyankaran

is addressed to the king of

Vitayana tu. There is a false rumour being spread everywhere that
I am responsible for the death of king Caccantan.
All my

endeavours
to convince
people
that it is a false slander
on me have proved fruitless.
The real story of Caccantan’s
tragic end is as follows.
The state elephant Acanivekam, turning

rogue, killed all the hundred mahouts who tried to bring it under
control. As Caccantan heard the sad news, he rushed to the

elephant, jumped upon it and succeeded in bringing it under control.

As he was tying up the animal, it roared, caught hold of him unawares and killed him. I beseach you not to give credit to the false

rumours spread about me. May I request you to come
assume the right of reigning this kingdom.
You are

hereafter.

here and
my Lord

I am prepared to sacrifice my life for your sake”

As Civakan

hears the full text of this

message,

he bursts

into laughter. He understands Kattiyankaran’s insidious plot to
kill his uncle Kovintan.
He says, referring to Kattiyankaran,
“Lo, the poor fellow, invites his own death!? Let us make use of

his invitation to put an end to his life’.

Kovintan

approves

of

Civakan’s suggestion. He instructs everyone that everything they
have heard is strictly confidential. He then orders his men
to proclaim to his subjects and those of Kattiyankaran an
edict
1.
2.

Civakacintémangi, ss. 2146—~—47
“Kalapai yajiyantane kaiyinil! vijikkum”
— Civakacinti magi, s. 2148
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about

his

good relationship with Kattiyaikaran.

He

starts

for

Emankatanatu with his four kinds of efficient armies. Civakan and
his men go with him. They reach Emankatanatu and camp at a
place close to the fortress wall. Kattiyankaran learns of Kovintan’s

arrival and rejoices within himself that Kovintan has fallen for his
trick and is now within the precincts of his country and can be
defeated without much trouble.
Kovintan now devises a plan to kill Kattiyankaran. He sets
up a machine
in the shape of a pig, called tiripan ri, which automati-

cally moves on a big ring which revolves very swiftly. He proclaims,
with the beating of muracu, that the hero who, stands on the
revolving ring,

and shoots

down the fast moving pig will be given

his most beautiful daughter named Ilakkanai, in marriage. A
host of kings, kings of Vinitai, Attinapuram, Kampili, Kocalai,
Avanti,

natu,

Mahatam,

and

Kalinkam,

Vicayan

Varanavaci, Potanapuram, Pantiya-

the brother

of Kanakamalai

attempt

to

shoot down the pig but they are not successful. All of them
suffer utter defeat. Finally Civakan comes, riding majestically on
an elephant, to take part in the competition.
Kattiyankaran is
greatly shocked to see Civakan. He is paraylsed just as a dear
is paralysed at the sight of a tiger!
He repents his blunder of
allowing Civakan to escape on the occasion of the dance performance of Anankamalai.
Civakan gets down from the elephant,
and arms himself with a bow and arrow.
He observes the moving
pig intently and waits till he finds the vulnerable point.
At the
right moment he jumps on the ring and shoots down the pig.
In ecstacies of joy Civakan’s army raises shouts of triumph. K ovin-

tan discloses that Civakan
An Iyakkan,

is theson of the late king Caccantan.

a celestial being, appears in the sky and

prophecies

saying. “The lion of Civakan will swallow (the life of) the elephent
Kattiyankaran

of Kat tiyankaran”.”
1.

“Pullin
olla

2.

kaggi nokkip
nolla

லை

naki

்

pulikay

yuyirpo

kalaiyir

yiruntan

in reply

says to

Civakan

pulampi

mato.”

.

— Civakacinta mani,

“Ténutai yalankal vejvér Civaka nenoum cinkam
kanutai yalankan marpir kattiyaikara nennum
vénmitai colai véjat tinnuyir vijuiku menran.”
— Civakacinta mani,

s, 2196

s. 2206
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“I will not be cowed by your powerful army. You do not know my
might. Your father knows it. Beware? I wil) crush all your valour
and your power and your foul plot against me when I fight with
you”.
Soon Kattiyankaran prepares for a battle against Civakan

with his armies of elephants, chariots, cavalry and infantry.

His

hundred sons, who are all well trained spear fighters, join him. The

number of elephants and chariots in Civakan’s army is four
half

Kuccam

of each.

The

number

of horses

in his

and

cavalry

is

seven hundred thousands; the number of warriors in his infantry
is seven Tevak6 gi, Kaccamand Té.ak6ti are very high denominaticns
of numbers.
Kattiyaikaran’s army of chariots and elephants

contain five and a half
seven

hundred

thousand

Kaccam
horses;

each;
his

his

cavalry

infantry

consists

numbers

of

seven

Tevakosgi of warriors.
The beating sound of the muracam and pampai
and the
blowing of the conch, fill the air like the bellowing of an ocean.
The rising of the armies of two belligerent kings and the great uproar
they make, is called ‘‘/yankupayai aravam”’ by Tolkippiyar.4 The

armies of Civakan and Kattiyaikaran attack each other. Vicayan
the brother of Civakan’s wife, Kanakamalai, fights with Matanan,

the nephew of Kattiyank&-an and kills him. Enraged at this,
Matanan’s brother Manmatan shoots three arrows at Vicayan’s
forehead.

As Vicayan

approaches to attack Manmatan

with his

sword, his elephant drives its tusk into Manmatan’s body and kills
him. Tévatattan, Citattan, Kovintan, UlokapSlan, Patumukan
and Cinkanatan, the celebrated warriors supporting Civakan, fights
valiantly against their opponents—the king of Makata, the king
of Kalinka, the king of Marat ta, the king of Kampili, Kamukan and
his brother

Komukan,

Puranacénan,

the commander-in-chief of

Kattiyankaran’s army. The king of Kalinka, the king of Maratta,
and the king of Kampili, are killed in the battle. The valiant warriors
Napulan, Vipulan, and Calaniti also fight against the enemy with
bravado and rout them.
Then Civakan, in a chariot attacks the

enemy with his arrows. Rivers of blood flood the battle field. The
enemies get terrified when their elephant’s tusks and trunks are cut
by Civakan’s arrows. Ariccantan, Kattiyankaran’s minister infuses
1.

Tolkappiyam,

Purattinai Iyal, Citram

7.
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courage into his warriors with his spirited words. Emboldened
by his powerful words of encouragement, Kattiyankaran’s army
with a great uproar, approaches to attack Civakan. Civakan shoots
arrows at the warriors so rapidly that it looks as if a torrential rain
is falling. As a result of this attack the warriors’ heads are cut

off by the arrows, and they fall down. As the heads fall, they are
caught by the arrows which are stuck all over the bodies of their
elephants and become impaled on them. The heads impaled on
the

arrows

are

described,

metaphorically,

by

Tiruttakkatévar,

as lotus flowers—the heads being the flowers, the arrows being the
stems and the eyes glistening in the heads being the bees drinking
honey from the flowers.1 Subsequently, the sons of Kattiyanikaran
riding inchariots, attack Civakan with their arrows.
Civakan,

shoots his arrows.
the sun.

The arrows of both sides fill the sky and shroud

Ultimately

Civakan’s

all

of

powerful arrows.

on his state elphant,

Kattiyankaran’s

Thereafter

Acanivekam,

son

succumb

Kattiyankaran

his eyes

burning

to

appears

with

rage.

He speaks to Civakan thus: ‘Everything which comes to pass
in one’s life is dependant according to one’s fate. Do not think
that what has happened hitherto is due to your might. When good
fate leaves, wealth also leaves. Who can retain it when he loses

his luck.’”2

to him,

Civakan to exasperate him further laughs loudly and says
“Behold, you are nervous” Thereupon, holding his bow

in his hand, Kattiyankaran roars like thunder and utters a vow
thus:

“If my courage fails Jet me be considered as

low as he who

refuses to entertain a guest because he is afraid of his wife.? So saying
Kattiyankaran fixes an arrow in his bow and aims at Civakan.
Before the arrow leaves his bow, Civakan dexterously shoots an
1,

“Agruvi] talaika] yanai yutalinmelajunti niara
porratin carattir kotta porucaran tajka |akat
terrimér pitta centa maraimalar ponra cefkay
magrattd

2.

turifici yuggum

vantiga

motta

vanré.”’
— Civakacinta magi,

s. 2305

Civakacintamagi, ss. 2314—16

“[llajai yaiici viruntinmukan konra neficig
pullaja naka magantogpin...............
— Civakacintamani,

s, 2319
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arrow which breakes Kattiyank&ran’s arrow, his bow and its string.
Kattiyankaran,
thus deprived ot his bow
with fury, and

taking

out

and

arrow,

grows

wild

sword he springs on Civakan’s
As he does so, Civakan shoots an arrow at him which
chariot.
He falls dead, as if the moon is falling from the
pierces his chest.
sky. Overjoyed with the victory the warriors beat the drum.

They raise cries of victory.
ascends the throne.

his

Then Civakan enters the palace

and

As the fight between Civakan and Kattiyankaran is the main
action, the author devotes one full chapter to it, dealing with it
elaborately. This fight can be classified under Vajicittinai which
applies to a fight against one who

land

belonging

actuated
his_

to others.1

possesses

Civakan

burning

greed

for

fights Kattiyaikaran who,

by unsatiable greed, has killed

Caccantan

and

usurped

throne.

There are some
that this epic is great
think that the author
truction of the epic as

who see no unity in the epic. They fee
in parts and not great as a whole.
They
has not paid so much attention to the consto the perfection of the individual verses. In

as much as the epic is the story of the

hero,

one

cannot

say

that

there is no unity, but it must be admitted that the various stories
of the marriages can be looked upon as independent stories. The
epic from this point of view is a collection of all these stories, but it

cannot be said that these stories are linked together as loosely as
the stories in the Canterbury Tales of Chaucer.
The fect that
the hero is the bridegroom in all the marriages gives sufficient
unity, especially as each of the stories bring out the varied aspects
of the hero’s character.
1,

“Vafici tané mullaiyatu purané
efica mannacai véntanai ventan
aficutakat talaiccegru atajkurit tanré.”
— Tolkappiyam,

Purattigai Iyal, Citram 6
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Vv ()
THE ENTIRE ACTION OF THE STORY
An entire action, which is the second qualification required
in the action of epic poem, is that which is complete in all its parts.
Aristotle describes it thus: ‘‘Now a whole is that which has beginn-

ing, middle, and end.
A beginning is that which is not itself
necessarily after anything else, and which has naturally something
else after it; an end is that which is naturatly after something
itself, either as its necessary or usual consequent, and with nothing
else after it; and a middle is that which is by nature after one thing

and has also another after it”.!
It is clear from this description that the parts of the action
must be told in a distinct manner, and that they grow out of one
another in the most natural order.
The Ciitram No. 224 of Pannirupattiyal,a book on prosody

States that the narration of the hero’s story should comprise three
parts viz., Vittu, tuJi, koi, which mean seed, tender shoot and
creeper

respectively.

These

terms

are

used

metaphorically

to

mean the beginning, the middle and the end of the story and correspond to the definition of the entire action explained above.?
In the Namaka] Ilampakam the incidents from the begin—
ning upto Civakan’s education viz., Caccantan’s glorious rule, his
marriage with Vicayai and falling a prey to passion, his consequent

indifference to state duties, and his entrusting the complete res—
ponsibility of the state to his villainous chief minister Kattiyan—
karan,

and

Kattiyankaran’s

perfidious

action

of killing

Caccantan

usurping the throne, the escape of the queen and the birth of

Civakan and his education—all these are preliminaries to the birth

of the action.
1,
2.

Aristotle on the Art of Poetry, Translated by Ingram
Edn., p. 42.
Pannirupattiyal, Commentary on Citram 224.
See
kunallar.

Bywater,
also

1954

Atiyark-
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Caccantan reigns his country with so much kindness that
his subjects deem him to be their parent and venerate
him.

Such a great king commits a blunder after marrying Vicayai.

His

love for her is so great that he falls a prey to passion and abrogates

his kingly duties. In addition he commits another irretrievable
blunder by entrusting the administration of his kingdom to his
chief minister Kattiyankaran, a heinous man. The irony of fate
is that the king has genuine confidence in his minister and thus
paves the way for his own destruction.
usurps the throne after killing the king.

leading up to the main action.

Finally Kattiyankaran
All these happenings are

At this point the birth of Civakan,

and his mastery of many arts and crafts, are narrated, since he
is the hero of the action. The action actually begins when Civakan
learns from his teacher Accananti of the perfidy of Kattiyankaran,
when he makes up his mind to avenge the villain. This is the
beginning of the main action.
Now as to its middle,
we find
that this extends from Civakan’s recovery of the cows from the
hunters after a non-violent battle with them, (which act of superb

heroism causes intense mental pain to
Civakan’s arrival at Vitayanatu which
Kdévintan.

Kattiyankaran)
belongs to his

We have already dealt with the incidental

upto
uncle

incidents to

show their relation to the main action. Civakan’s fight with
Kattiyaikaran
resulting in latter’s death is the end of the
action.
Vo
THE

GREAT

ACTION

The third qualification of an

OF

THE

STORY

epic story, namely its great-

ness includes the nobility of the subject, its largeness and its duration

(i.e. that it should
Civakan’s

have sufficient length).
fight

with

Kattiyaikaran

which

results

in

Kattiyankaran’s death and Civakan’s regaining of his kindom is
indeed a great action. We have already shown that Kattiyaikaran
1,

K6tai nittilai cijkujir vegkutai
Sta

nirula

koppa

nijarralar

ratai yeyavag ranijar rankiya
kata larkajik kigrativ vaiyamé.

— Civakacint imagi,

s. 159
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is the personification of evil and Civakan is the personification of
good.
It is superflous to say that the extirpation of evil by good is
a magnificient action. Only by the destruction of evil, good is enable
to help humanity to grow to prosperity and ultimately to its salva-

tion.
The largeness of

the

action

of Civakan’s

discerned in our discussion of the beginning,

story

can

be

the middle, and the

end of the action. About the largeness of the action, Joseph
Addison quoting Aristotle says thus: “The just measure of this
kind of magnitude, he (Aristotle) explains by the following similitude.
An animal no bigger than a mite cannot appear perfect to
the eye; because the sight takes it in at once, and has only a confused idea of the whole, and not distinct idea of all its parts; if,

on the contrary, you should suppose an animal of ten thousand
furlongs in length the eye would be so filled with a single part of it,
that it could not give the mind an idea of the whole. What these
animals are to the eye, a very short or a very long action would be
to the memory.

The first would be, as it were, lost and swallowed

up by it, and the other difficult to be contained in it.”1 This description, as we see, lays down the normal quantum of magnitude of
action which

is neither diminutive

nor over-large.

If the action

is too short it will be insufficient to engage the memory; If it is too
long, it will overtax the memory. The action of Civakan’s story
as the foregoing discussion has shown is neither too short nor too
long.

As regards the duration of action, which means the space of
time which is covered by the action of epic poem there are diversi-

fied views among the critics. Aristotle fixes no limit of time.
Minturno permits only the events of a single year. According to
Giraldi the whole biography of the hero is an indispensable requisite.2

A

study

of various epic poems will convince us

that it is

not plausible to lay down rules to circumscribe the action of an
epic poem by determining the number of years which it should
cover.
1.
2.

Milton Criticism, Edited by James Thorpe, 2nd Edn. p. 26
English Epic and Heroic Poetry, W. M. Dixon, Ch. I
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Civakacinta mani

deals with the whole biography of thehero.

He is brought up by Kantukkatan until he is fourteen.

For the

succeeding period of one year, i.e., during his fifteenth year, he
travels extensively and contracts many marriages. After regaining
his kingdom from Kattiyaikaran he reigns for thirty years. At

the end of his forty fifth year his renunciation takes place.t
To say that an epic has a moral is not to suggest that it is an
ethical treatise. Poetry is a criticism of life. The poet lives in
this world, which makes various impressions on his mind, naturally
those in keeping with his mental outlook are uppermost.
There
is naturally action and reaction between his mind and the world.
His poetry is therefore the expression of his mind, its vision and its
message.
Epic poetry is the reflection of the pattein of his mind and

the harmony he has seen in his picture of the world. This harmony
may be the world as he sees it, or it may be the ideal he dreams of.
Alternatively it may be the lesson which he learns. Itisastory that
he tells but in the way that he tells it he reveals the lessons he has
learnt and the message he wants to deliver. Poetry need not be
merely poetry of nature or poetry of man.
Nature and man become
poetry when they become an expression of the impression on the
poet’s mind.
It is his poetry and that is why different poems,
describing nature or telling a story, differ widely from each other.
The poet may, in a similar way, give his experience of a_ religion
or a philosophy as he has experienced it. That poetry is also a
criticism of life. This experience may be embodied in a story, which

the poet feels is a fit vehicle for his expression of it.

This kind of

unity of epic as the expression of a moral vision or message is called

Bhavika or Pavikam. It is the sentiment or thought unifying the
epic. It is spoken of by Dandi as the characteristic feature of
an epic.”
similes.

The

moral do’s and do not’s of Védas is like the order cof a king.

The Indian critics explain it with a series of

The

Smriti, or legal codes are like 9 friend clarifying the issue. The
Puranas emphasising these morals through stories are like persua-

sive appeals to children.
1.
2.

Civakacintamayi,
Tagtiyalaikaram,

The poetry is like the beloved who

s. 2076 and Naccinarkkiniyar’s commentary
Poruliyal Ciitram 65

never
on it.
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asks for any thing but her love, yet makes her lover do and say
things which will please her. In this way poetry by its suggestive
force sets men and women on the moral path.

VI
To sum up, Tiruttakkatévar has based his epic largely on the
principles of Tolkappiyam.
His treatment of subject conforms to
the principles of western critics. The reason for his choosing
Civakan’s story is that it is well suited to illustrate the human
values that are dear to him.
The main action of the story is
Civakan’s recovery of his kingdom from Kattiyankaran, the atro-

cious villain, after avenging his father’s death. This is one action, the
entire action and great action of the story. The epic abounds
with the poet’s natural and sublime thoughts. His sentiments are
appropriate to the nature of the characters and to the situations. His
chief sentiments are in

relation

to

the

four

subjects viz. Aram, Porul, Inpam and Vi tu.

noble

and

sublime

9
A Study of Characters
Part

7

GENERAL
I
“Whatever Epic may mean, it implies some weight
and
solidity” says W. P. Ker!. Story, characters and episodes are the

three main constituents that lend weight and solidity to anepic.

Of

these three components, characters are most important for an epic.

The narration of mere fables and events will be monotonous, It is
the variety of characters that make an epic lustrous, lively and
impressive.

They contribute varied interest to an epic poem,

they are also the medium

and

of expression of the poet’s sentiments.

“Where the characters are true, and dramatically represented, there

can be no monotony”.? Aristotle, in his discussion of tragedy, lays
stress upon the plot, the story. On the other hand in the epic he
considers that the characters are more important than the story.®
“Great actions and great characters impart that dignity, the
uplifting strain, without which the poem lays no claim to epic
a certain elevation of tone, proper to the theme and conduct
honours,
of the theme”. W. P. Ker further stresses the importance of the

PPP

characters thus.

“Without dramatic representation of the characters

Epic and Romance, Ch. I, p. 4
p. 20
Ibid
Aristotle, On the Art of Poetry, translated by Ingram Bywater, p. 38
W. Macneil Dixon, English Epic and Heroic poetry.

W. P. Ker,
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epic is merely history or romance, the variety and life of the epic are
to be found in the drama that springs up at every encounter of

the personages”.!
universal

elements

worthily embody the

‘“‘Without characters who
in

human

nature,

on the

narrative remains

hither side of the epic in the realm of romance”.”
These quotations reveal the importance of characters.
Aristotle stipulates four points with regard to characters.
“First and foremost, that they shall be good......... The second point

is to make them.appropriate............ The third is to make them like
the reality.

throughout”.

The fourth is to make them consistent and the same

Although Aristotle prescribed these four

relation to the characters of Tragedy, they apply to the

of Epic also.

points in
characters

For Aristotle himself says, “Epic poetry must divide

into the same species as Tragedy”.*
Of the four points the first strikes us
ordinary demand. All the characters in an
Several critics have attempted to interpret the
F. L. Lucas states, “‘ ‘Good’ for Corneille

at once as an extraepic cannot be good.
word ‘‘good” suitably.
meant ‘Magnificent’.

Thus his Cleopatra was wicked, he observed,
For Dacier and Metastastic,
ness of soul”.

but she had greaton the other hand,

‘good’ meant “well marked”. The real point is, however, that
Aristotle is clearly insisting that the dramatic personae shall be as
fine in character as the plot permits”.5 We may interpret Aristotle’s
point of “good” to mean that the characters of Tragedy or Epic
must be such as to contribute to the grandeur of the work.

wp

yo

Another point to be noted with regard to the character
is that the author who is interested primarily in his characters will
not allow them to be obliterated by the story, or by its diffused impersonal sentiment. Elaborate diction, however, is required only
W. P. Ker, Epic and Romance, Ch. I, p. 17
E. M. W. Tillyard, the Miltonic setting, 2nd Edn. p. 143
,
Aristotle, On the Art of Poetry, Translated by Ingram Bywater
55-56.
Ibid
p. 81
Ch. V, pp. 106—107
,
Tragedy
F. L. Lucas,

pp.
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in places where there is no action, and no character or thought to
be revealed. Where there is character or thought on the other hand
an over-ornate diction tends to obscure them’.

Tolkappiyar in his PoruJatikaram has dealt with the characters
that are requisite for love poemsin general.

The principal characters

found in his treatise have already been mentioned in the previous
chapter. They are, Talaivan (the hero), Talaivi (the heroine),
Pankan (the companion to the hero), To/i (the female

to the heroine), Nar

companion

zay (the mother of the heroine), Cevili (the foster

mother of the heroine), Kamakkailatti (the paramour of the hero)
A rivar (the men of knowledge), Kittar (the dancers), Viraliyar (the

women dancers), Panan (the musicians), Paf ti (the wives of Pagan),
IJaiyar (those who do service) and Parppar (the learned men).

these

Tolkappiyar also deals with the
characters.

characteristics of each of

The hero must be a man of noble nature and
wisdom.?
To be meek (accam), shy (nag) and innocent (magan) must be the

predominant qualities of the heroine. Tolkappiyar then states the
qualities that are common to the four principal lady characters
viz., Talaivi, Toli, Nar ray and Cevili. They must love each other so
intensely and be so intimate in their conduct that
like four persons with one soul. They must also

they appear
be shy and

innocent.4 They should also have self-restrained (cerivu), be calm
(niraivu) and unperverted (cemmai), be able to reply fittingly
(ceppu), be wise (arivu) and be so clever as not to divulge their
real intentions (arumai).5 Pankan the hero’s
companion will

reprove the hero at first for his clandestine love affairs and
disapprove of his habit of frequenting the abode of courtesans.®
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

Aristotle, On the Art of Poetry, Translated by Ingram Bywater, p.
‘Perumaiyum uragum ati ména’
—Tol. Poru}, Citram
‘Accamum najgum matagum munturuttal
niccamum pegpar kuriya egpa’.
—Tol. Poruj, Citram
“Uyirum nagum matagum enrivai
ceyirtir cirappig nalvarkku muriya.”
—Tol. Poruj, Citram
“Cerivum niraivum cemmaiyum ceppum
arivum arumaiyum pegpa lana.”
—Tol. Poru], Citram

“Moliyetir mojital paikag kuritté”

85
95
96
191
206

—Tol. Poruj, Citram 180
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Ilaiyars

The

are

the

men

who

guard

companion of the heroine (T6/i), the

and

(Tay),

mother

The

service!

do

the

learned

man (Parppan) the companion of the hero (Pankan) the musician
(Panan) the wife of the musician (Pazzi), the men who do service

(IJaiyar) the guests (Viruntinar), the dancers (Kiattar), the wives of
dancers (Viraliyar) and the men of wisdom (A rivar) are those who

do service by mediation and offering advice.”
These characters with their
generally adopted in Tamil poems.

respective

characteristics

are

The Tamil grammatical works, Tantiyalankaram, M&ranalankaram, Navanitappattiyal and others which specifically define

the epic poem do not deal with the
mention

characters.

They only make

of the hero stating that he must possess a personality of

incomparable greatness.?
Tiruttakkatévar who

has basically followed

the principles

characters
of Tolkappiyam in his epic, has created male and female

which conform to characteristics prescribed by Tolk&ppiyar. The
r.
evidence will be cited in the course of the study of each characte

Tiruttakkatévar has made his epic great by the multitude
n,
and variety of his characters. Caccantan, Vicayai, Kattiyanksra

ri, KanaCivakan, Kantarvatattai, Kunamialai, Patumai, Kémaca
principal
the
are
kamalai, Vimalai, Curamaficari and Ilakkanai

characters.

Nimittikan, Uruttiratattan, Matanen,

Tarumatattan,

Cutaicanan,

Teécikappavai,

the guise of
Kantukkatan, Cunantai, Citattan, the Goddess in
vekan,
Kalula
on,
Accananti, Kovintai, Nantak
Canpakamalai,

Taran, Anafkamalai,
1
2.

3,

Nakamalai,

tor
“Ujaikkurun tojiluA kappum uyarn
natakkai yellam avarkat patume.”
“Toi tayé parppaa patkan
panag patti iJaiyar viruntinar
kittar viraliyar arivar kantor
yatta cirappip vayilka] enpa.”
Citram 8
Tantiyalaikaram
Citram 72—76
am
ikar
Maranala
மேகா 62—65
Navanitappattiyal

—Tol.

Poru], Citram

169

—Tol.

Poru], Ciitram

191
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Ulokapalan, Cupattiran, Tatamittan, Vicayan, Cakaratattan

and

Civakan’s companions Putticé nan, Napulan, Vipulan, Patumukan,
Tevatattan, Citattan and Nantattan, Kovintaracan, Irattinap—
pirapai are the minor characters, besides the hunters, cowherds, and
This multitude of characters
a host of kings and maidens.

possessing varied characteristics imparts life, dignity and
ideals to the epic.
ParT

A.

THE

TRAGEDY

uplifting

II

OF

CACCANTAN

Caccantan is portrayed as a most dignified king of EmanIracamapuram is the capital city of that country.
katanatu.
‘Thanks to his efficient, benevolent, and righteous reign, his country

abounds in peace and prosperity.
If the coconut falls from the tree, it only falls to the ground
after passing through branches of the arecanut trees, the jack—
fruit trees, the mango trees and the bananatrees.
Asit falls through

the branches it damages the honey-comb on the top of the arecanut
trees, it splits the jack fruit, it causes the mangoes to fall down and
the bananas to be thrown down from the tree.!
This indicates the fertility of the soil and the corresponding
abundance of produce. The city of Jracamapuram is very rich. Even
though valuable jewels are lying here and there in the streets no one

cares to pick them up. The jewels injure the feet of those who, without noticing them, walk swiftly along.” These and other such descriptions speak of the rich and happy life, lead by the citizens of
Iracamapuram, which was the outcome of the benign rule of
Caccantan.

Caccantan is a great king with very noble qualities. When he
attacks his enemies, he is as ferocious as the venomous cobra. If
one is bitten by a cobra

he is sure to die.

attacked by Caccantan he is sure to
ர்,

Civakacintamagi,

2.

Ibid

s. 31

s. 117

Likewise if en enemy is

be destroyed,

but,

if one
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approaches him submissively he will be very gracious.

him any necessary help with the utmost

He will give

kindness and compassion.

In short his reception will be as pleasant as ambrosia.
If one
drinks ambrosia, it will not only be very palatable but will also
help one to live happily for ever.
Likewise those who have the

favour of Caccantan, live happily for ever.?
His eyes are as beautiful and pleasant as the lotus flowers.
His personality is so captivating that Tirumaka], the Goddess of
wealth and beauty, is always eyeing his broaa'and beautiful chest.
He is well versed in several arts. The poet pays glowing tribute
to his learning by calling him ‘an abode of many fine arts’.

With his bountiful generosity and boundless charity, he has
extirpated poverty from his land. With the might of his spears
(vel), he has destroyed his enemy’s invincible army of chariots.”

As he rules his country with utmost justice, his people regard
him as their father.

In fact, the whole world wishes that they could

He is regarded as Taruman for his

have the benefit of his rule.

kindness, Varunapn (the god of rain) for
Karruvan (the God of death) for
destroying his enemies, Arukan (god)
knowledge, and Magmatan (the God

a man of great physical beauty.
every inch a king.

his generous help to the poor,
his valour in fighting and
for being an abode of rare
of love and beauty) for being

He is thus a

towering

figure,

TRAGEDY
I

ARISTOTLE
(a)

1.

Such a great and benevolent monarch commits a

blunder, a

His
single blunder, which, alas, results in his downfall and death.?
them.
in
fear
and
pity
story makes the reader shudder. It excites

According to Aristotle, the story of Caccantan is pure tragedy.
“Tragedy, then”, he says, “is the imitation of an action that is serious
1.

Civakacintamagi,

2.

Ibid

s. 157

s. 158

3s

Ibid

ss. 159—60
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and also, as having magnitude, complete in itselt; in language
with pleasurable accessories, each kind brought in separately in

the parts of the work; in a dramatic, not in a narrative form; with
incidents arousing pity

and

fear,

wherewith

to

accomplish

its

catharsis of such emotions” +
F. L. Lucas
ing words:

explains this definition more clearly in the follow-

“‘Tragedy is a representation of

serious, complete

an

action

which

is

in itself, and of a certain limited length; it is

expressed in speech m.ade beautiful in different ways in different
parts of the play; it is acted, not merely recited; and by exciting
pity and fear it gives a healthy outlet to such emotions.

Although this definition is laid down by Aristotle in respect
of tragedy (drama) it may also be applied to the tragedy in eyic.
For, as has already been stated, the principles laid downfor Tragedy,
in the opinion of Aristotle himself are generally applicable to epic
also. In the above definition, it may be noted that except for the
clause, ‘it is acted’ all the other conditions are applicable to the epic.

Aristotle’s opinion that the Tragedy, by exciting pity and fear,
gives a healthy outlet to such emotions, must be examined

how far it is true.

Suppression of feelings is not desirable.

to find

The

psychologists believe that the rigid suppression of feelings affects
the mind a great deal.? The emotional part of the soul should not
be killed or starved lest the balance of our nature is upset. S. H.

Butcher, quoting Aristotle states that the regulated indulgence of the
feelings serves to maintain the balance of our nature.
Tragedy

arouses pity and fear and ultimately it tranquillizes the mind.4 This
may seem to be a paradox, but in truth this is the effect of tragedy.
“In the process of tragic excitation’, says S. H. Butcher, “they (pity

and fear) find relief, and the morbid element is thrown off. As the

tragic action progresses, when the tumult of #fe mind, first roused,
1.

Aristotle, On the Art
Edn.,

BY

2.
.

of Poetry, translated

by

Ingram

Bywater,

1954

p. 35

F. L. Lucas, Tragedy, 1949 Edn., p. 13
Dr. T. E. Shanmugham, Environment and Man. Ch. Vi, pp. 69—70
S. H. Butcher, Aristotle’s Theory of Poetry and Fine Art, Ch. IV,
The Function of Tragedy.
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has afterwards subsided, the lower forms of emotion are found
to have been transmuted into higher and more refined forms. The
painful element in the pity and fear of reality is purged way; the

emotions themselves are purged.

The

curative and

tranquillizing

influence that tragedy exercises follows as an immediate accompaniment of the transformation of feeling’.! To show how the mind is
tranquillized by the excitement of emotion Butcher cites Plato’s
analogy of Homeopathy as it were, that the nurses lull their babies
not by silence but by singing, not by holding them quiet but by

rocking them in their arms.”
the child to sleep,

so

the

Just as musical sound or rocking lulls
mind

under

the

sway

of emotions

is

ultimately tranquillized.
Poetry according to I. A. Richards is great because of the
harmony which brings to all passions, giving free play to all of them
without restraint except perhaps the restraint of harmony and concord,? Tragic poetry is the greatest, from this point of view, because
it harmonises feelings like fear and pity which are not otherwise
harmonised. In the story of Caccantan we have the harmony of
allthe major emotions, the Navaracas of Indian poetics.
(a) 2
Let us now

examine

how

the story

of

Caccantan

excites

pity and fear. Caccantan falls in love with his uncle’s daughter
Vicayai who is a maiden of bewitching beauty. He marries her.
He develops an unsatiable passion for
He loves her immensely.
her and he always likes to be in her company. The carnal pleasure
that he enjoys with her is described by the poet in several stanzas,

in the most urbane manner.

“Vicayai is like a beautiful

and sweet

fruit and Caccantan

is like a bird that tastes the sweet fruit with its sharp beak”.4

_

VI.
S. H. Butcher, Aristotle’s Theory of Poetry and Fine Art, Ch.
The Function of Tragedy.
;
.
. Ibid.
on 1952, pp.112
3 I. ட் Richards, Principles of Criticism, 13th Impressi
_
டட
& 113.
4. “Ojikkavin kogta kamat tujuru kaniyai yotta]
;
alittayil kinra venta gaiiciraip paravai yottan.”
— Civakacintamani, s. 192
்
wey
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His love for her is so intense that he never leaves her company
even fora moment.

In consequence he neglects his duties as a king.

To love his wife intensely is not, after all, a mistake.

In fact itis a

virtue in a husband. The blunder was that he neglected his state
duties and it was indeed a grave blunder.
Here our pity is aroused.

We are full of pity when we think such

a great monarch,

sucha

valiant hero, the protector of his people has become indifferent to

his royal duties as a result of his intense love for his wife.

It is his

duty as a king to be constantly mindful of his responsibilities, but
alas, he has forgotten it!
His excessive susceptibility to sexual
emotions makes him blind to his duty.
He therefore decides to
entrust the entire administration of his state to his chief minister,

Kattiyankaran,

in whom

he imposes full confidence.

Kattiyankaran is the worst villain. He is not worthy

confidence even in the slightest degree.
confidence in him.
He says to
keep away from Vicayai who is
be yourself the king of this land
the kingdom to him.
This is

In truth

of the

king’s

But Caccantan has full

Kattiyankaran, “I am unable to
as sweet to me as ambrosia.
So
and rule gloriously”, and entrusts
another blunder that Caccantan

commits. If he is not disposed to attend to his state duties, he
could at least have entrusted them to a person of noble nature. He
unknowingly chooses the wrong person for the task. Our pity is
further aroused at this blunder of the king. Since he has placed his
confidence in a most unscrupulous person, we havea premonition
that the consequences will be very grave.

mind in addition to the feeling of pity.

(a)

This causes fear in our

3

Nimittikan, a noble minister of Caccantan’s court who is
sincerely interested in the king’s welfare and the state, hearing the
news that the king entrusted the kingdom to thecare of Kattiyankaran, rushes to the king and advises him that-it is not proper to

entrust the kingdom to one man’s care and that it will result, in the
loss of his kingdom and wealth.2_ The king does not heed his words.
He replies to Nimittikap
1.
2.

thus:

Civakacintamagi, s. 20
Ibid
s. 204

““Kattiyankarag is as precious

to

11]
me as my life. I love him so much. Who else can be his benefactor

but myself? Even before he was the recipient of state honours, he
had fought many a battle for me and destroyed my enemies. I am
so deeply indebted to him that I must offer him the greatest honour.

Ihave done it.

I am not concerned as to what he will do for me’.

But Nimittikan does not cease offering his good advice. He
continues to protest more emphatically than before.
He feels very
sad that the king is bringing about his own downfall.
He quotes

to the king, many instances to prove that his overwhelming sexual
desire will lead to his destruction. He exhorts the king to rule his
kingdom justly.” The king turns a deaf ear to the words of the noble

minister.
Finding that the king is not heeding the good words of
Nimittikan,
Uruttiratattan, another minister and well-wisher

of Nimittikan

reproves the king for not heeding the timely advice
and warns him that he is only bringing woe

upon

wife by making Kattiyankaran the king.* The

himself and

his

king curtly replies

“The number of years of one’s life and the amount of pleasure are
determined, when one is in the mother’s womb. I do not need any

advice from you on the matter.”4
no avail, Nimittikan leaves the king.
are intensified.

Finding that his advice is of
Here again our pity and fear

(a) 4
Another

and

final warning

is given to the

king.

But

this time it is not by way of advice from person like Nimittikan.
His dearest wife Vicayai dreams three dreams.
The first dream
foretells Caccantan’s fall and end.
All the flowers ot the Acoka

tree wither away and finally the tree itself fallsdown.5
the first dream,

it portends

the king’s fall.

This being

Caccantan

realises

He
Even then he is not cautious.
the meaning of this dream.
explains the meaning of the dream to Vicayai.
She is shocked
to hear it and swoons. Caccantan lifts her up and embraces her
1.

Civakacintamagi,

2;

Ibid

s. 205

3.

Ibid

4,

Ibid

s. 213

5,

Ibid

s. 223

ss. 206—211
s. 212
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ardently.
He says to her, “‘After all itis a dream.
You believe
it to be true. How innocent you are’”.1 These words of his indicate
that he has not taken the warning given in the dream, seriously,
But the thought of the dream is always in his mind.
An intuition
that something untoward may happen forms in his mind. Therefore he orders the construction of Mayirpori
(a flying machine
in the shape of a peacock) with the idea of effecting the escape
of his beloved wife, Vicayai, in case of emergency.
It must
be noted that Mayirpori is made not for the sake of Caccantan’s
escape.
He never tries to safeguard himself.
All these factors
intensify our pity for Caccantan.
Our fear is excited to a greater
intensity as we feel that his actions are gradually leading him to
his end.

௫

Caccantan has imposed full confidence in Kattiyankaran
with a firm belief that the latter is a man of exemplary character.
He has entrusted the kingdom to his care believing that he will
rule benignly.
The result is contrary to his expectations. Katti-

yankaran turns against Caccantan and kills him. This course of
action, i. €., one that produces results contrary to the intention, is
called Peripety by Aristotle. He explains it as follows : “A peripety
is change from one state of things within the play to its opposite

of the kind described, and that too in the way we are saying in the

probable or necessary sequence of events’.2 F. L. Lucas interprets
it in the following words: “tA Peripeteia occurs when a course of

action intended to produce a result X, produces the reverse of X.”3
He further clarifies his interpretation saying, ‘‘the Peripeteia in
short, isthe working blindly to one’s own defeat.4 This kind of
action which results not only contrary to the expectation but in the
destruction of the very doer, is the most touching part in tragedy”.
At length, Kattiyaikaran, with the idea of killing Caccantan

besieges the king’s fortress with his armies.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Civakcintamagi, s. 228
Eston
On the Art of Poetry, Translated
Edn.,
F. L. Lucas, Tragedy, 1949 Edn., p. 92
Ibid
p. 95

This

incident

by Ingram

in the

Bywater,

1954
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the story excites our fear.

the villainous

We actually shudder at the thought that

Kattiyankaran

Caccantan.
The
siege to the king.

guard

is going

conveys

the

to kill the
news

great

king

of Kattiyaikaran’s

(c)
Kattiyaikaran’s treachery is now clear to him.

that it was

He realises

a grave blunder on his part to have entrusted the king-

dom to Kattiyankaran. However, understanding comes too late—
80 late that his blunder cannot be retrieved. The tragic hero’s
realisation of his blunder when it is too late is a moving component
of tragedy.
This part of the tragic story is called ‘‘anagnorisis” or
“Discovery” by Aristotle.
‘‘A Discovery”, says Aristotle, “is as
the very word implies, a change from ignorance to knowledge”.}

F.

L.

Lucas explains

follows:

“The

the

anagnorisis

anagnorisis
is the

opening of the eyes, the sudden

clear

terms

as

realisation of the

in very

truth,

the

lightning flash in the darkness.”

If the realisation

occurs

before it

a happy ending.

But when it occurs too late the result is tragic”.

is too late the

result

will

be

When Caccantan is on the verge of being destroyed, the
blunder he committed flahes to his mind.
At once he sends his
wife away in the mayirpori.
He too could have escaped with her,
His spirit of self-respect, straightbut he is an honourable king.
forwardness, indomitable courage, and valour will not allow him
Alone and unfriended he puts up a terrific
to escape himself.
fight against Kattiyaikaran and his army. Alas, the great king is
slain at last! This is called ‘suffering’ by Aristotle which, accordHe defines it thus: “An
ing to him, is the third part of tragedy.
action of a destructive or painful nature, such as murders on the
stage, tortures, woundings and the like”.2 Caccantan, the tower of
greatness, suffers a pathetic fall as a result of the false step which he
This fills our minds with feelings of pity and fear.
blindly took.
1.

Aristotle
Edn.,

On

the Art of Poetry, Translated

by Ingram

Bywater,

1954

p. 47.

2.

F. L. Lucas, Tragedy,

3.

Aristotle

1949 Edn., p. 95

On the Art of Poetry, Translated by Ingram

Edn., p. 48

Bywater, 1954
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II

HEGEL

Thus Tiruttakkatévar
hero.

Aristotle’s

plot of Caccantan’s

his theory

has portrayed

principles of Tragedy

story.

of tragedy

Caccantan as a tragic

apply

to Tiruttakkatevar’s

Hegel has also dealt with tragedy, but

is quite different from

that of Aristofle.

According to him the Tragedy is the outcome of the conflict between

two good

forces.

They face

each other,

making

incompatible

demands.
‘The family claims what the state refuses, love requires
what honour forbids”
A. C. Bradley cites an_ illustration.
“Clytemnestra has murdered Agamemnon, her husband and king.
Orestes, their son, is impelled by filial piety to avenge his father and

is ordered by Apollo to do so.
against filial piety.

self.

The

But to kill his mother

spiritual substance

is divided

is to sin
against it-

The sacred bond of father and son demands what the equally

sacred bond of son and mother
forbids.
When, therefore,
Orestes has done the deed, the Furies of his murdered mother claim
him for prey.
He appeals to Apollo, who resists their claim. A
solution is arrived at without a catastrophe.
The cause is referred

to Athene, who institutes at Athens a court of sworn judges.
The votes of this court being equally divided, Athene gives her
casting-vote for Orestes; while the Furies are at last appeased by a
promise of everlasting honour at Athenes.................. We may
approve the act of Orestes, but in approving it we still feel that it is
no light matter to murder a mother, that (as we might say) there is
much justice in the pleas of the Furies, and that the tragic effect
depends upon those facts”.?
Hegel’s theory cannot be applied to the story of Caccantan.

As we have discussed above, the story of Caccantan is a tragedy
and Caccantan is a tragic hero only according to Aristotle’s theory.

Tolkappiyam
Cutram:
1.

2.

A.C.
p. 71
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TOLKAPPIYAM

also

deals

Bradley, Oxford

with

tragedy

in

its

following

Lectures on Poetry, Hegel's Theory of Tragedy,

Ibid

pp. 71—75
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“Tjive
Vijivil

ilave

yacaivé

ko]kai

yalukai

varumaiyena
nanke.”}

According to Péraciriyar’s commentary, to be the victim of
the absusive words of others and thereby seem low, (IJivu), to lose
relatives, such as parents, and things which give pleasure ([/avu),
to fall from one’s fomer status (acaivu), and to have no wordly pleasures (varunai), are the four sources of pititul or painful feelings.
Or these four, acaivu, which, according to Peraciriyar and IJampiranar means falling from one’s rightful position or status,”
conforms to Aristotle's theory of tragedy.
As the foregoing
discussion shows,
Caccantan’s story is an acaivu or a tragic
downfall. Caccantan’s kith and kin and his friend are afflicted
with intense grief to think of the tragic end ot sucha great and
noble monarch.
His pathetic fall brings tears to our eyes also.
Pity for a great personality who falls, is called by Tolkappiyar,

“Innan

yenru

irankiya

mannui”

(to pity

his fall uttering, ‘Oh

what a great man’).
Thus by making Caccantan a tragic hero,
the poet has infused his epic with a seriousness and solidity which
enhances its dignity and grandeur.
We find that Caccantan
teaches the sublime heights of tragedy.

1.
2.
3.

Tolkappiyam, Meyppattiyal, Citram 5
Commentaries,
Tolkappiyam, Meyppattiyal. Citram 5.
and JJampiragar.
Tolkappiyam, Purattigai lyal Citram 19

Péraciriyar

6
The Here and the Villain
B

CIVAKAN
I

The

delineation

of Civakan’s character by

the poet

is in

accordance with epic principles. Tantiyalankaram states that an
epic should have a hero with a matchless character.1 Tolkappiyam
enunciates a principle,

with regard to

the

character of the

hero,

which applies to poems in general. It states that the hero should
be a man of unparalleled qualities and great wisdom.?
The character of Civakan, the hero of Civakacintamagi, is
flawless.
His beauty, knowledge, wisdom,
valour, generosity,
love and compassion have no parallel.

II
He is a youth of exceedingly charming beauty.

His beauty

so captivated the minds of the attractive courtesans that they pine
for him day and night.?

The maidens think that

he

is

Kaman

கடம ௯

(Cupid) and they drink his bewitching beauty with eyes that are
as beautiful as lotus flowers. While Civakan is returning along the
Tantiyalaikaram, Citram 8
“Perumaiyu muranu mati méga’’ — Tolkappiyam Poruj, Citram 95
Civakacintamagi, s, 372
“Kama péyepak kanni mastkaiyar
Tama raikkanag paruka”
—Civakacintamangi, 8. 41
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streets of Iracamapuram,

after his victory over the hunters,

the

maidens rush out of their houses, with a burning desire, to see
Civakan. His beauty provides a feast for their eyes.
They grow

extremely

passionate

and their ornaments—the

mekulai and the

bracelets adorning their hips and arms
respectively fall down
because they are so stricken by love. They would have run to

Civakan had not their womanly qualities, such as shyness etc., hindered them.!
Civakan is so charming that there is no maiden who
has not fallen in love withhim.
Every maiden whom he encounters

is irresistably enthralled by his beauty.
whom

Besides the eight maidens

he has married, Anatkamalai, and Tecikappavai,

the most

beautiful and accomplished dancers, and also Anaikamavinai, the
wife of Pavatattan, a merchant, have

fallen victims to his

The poet praises him saying that his beauty

has

beauty.

surpassed

that

of Murukan, the God of Beauty.”
IIT (a)
Civakan is portrayed as a master of many arts. His teacher
Accananti has taught him all the arts that he himself has mastered.?

Civakan is second to none in his proficiency of every art. His vinai
or yal

competition

with

Kantarvatattai

reveals

his

matchless

knowledge of the art of music. He is supplied with several vinais
from which to select one for the competition. His deep knowledge

of the technique of

constructing

vinais, enables him to discern

the defects in the woods of which they are made.
one vinai is made out of wood that has

He finds that

been weakened by being in

water, the other is made of spoilt wood, another is made of wounded
wood, another of wood that has been struck by a thunderbolt,
another one is made of wood that has been burnt by the farmers in
Mullai \jand and another one is made of wood that has been broken
by an elephant.
Thus pointing out the defects of each vinai, he
rejected all that were given to him.
Finally, Vinapati, Kantar-

vatattai’s
1,

Civakacintamayi,

.
3.

companion,

gives him

the best one.

After a thorough

ss. 468—470

“Céynalat

katanta celvan”’

“Vancuvai

yamirta

ve]]Jam

— Civakacintamagi,
vantivat

tancuvai konta tellam tapapparak

tokka

s. 1692

tengat

;
kotutta pigrai.”
—Civakacintamagi, s. 373
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scrutiny of its wood, Civakan is satisfied with it.1

He then proceeds

to scrutinise the string of the vinai.

it defective.

He finds

He

breaks it and finds, therein, a hair which he shows to the spectators.
They are all amazed at Civakan’s adroitness and conclude that his
victory over Kantaravatattai is certain.? Civakan selects the best
string from those which his brother Napulan is holding and fixes

it to the ya/ or vinai. Then he plays cempalai music on it. Every
one marvels at the beautiful music. The celestials, the people and
also the kinnara bird and

acunama (an

animal

fond

of

music)

fall under its spell; the trees and the rocks melt.? Then, in accompaniment to the ya/ music he sings.
Civakan’s marvellous performance

her victory.

Kantaravatattai is amazed at
and she feels diffident about

When she begins to play

on

her

ya/

she

fumbles.

Civakan’s mastery over music is thus well depicted by the descrip-

tion of the ya/ competition.
Another

instance

that speaks

of the

wonderful

power

of

men,

is

his music is the way in which he wins the heart of Curamaiicari by
singing

a melodious

song.

Curamajicari,

who

detests

enthralled by the magic power of his music and she pines for
him.4 Great and mighty should be the music to charm superbly
the mind of such a maiden.

[1

௫)

Civakan’s mastery over the art of archery is also perfect. He

. fights with the hunters to recover the cows belonging to the ayars.
He has no enmity towards the hunters. His purpose is simply to
recover the cows from them. Therefore he only fights defensively
against the hunters. He breaks the arrows that are shot at him
by his skilful counter shots, until the hunters are exhausted and take
to their heels. He takes care that none of his arrows wound any
of the hunters. To defeat the rude hunters, without resorting to
any kind of violence whatsoever, is indeed a marvellous and
magnanimous feat of archery.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5

Civakacintamangi, ss. 718—720
Ibid
s. 721
Ibid
$. 723
Ibid
ss. 2049—2052
Ibid

ss. 451—452
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His next fight with the kings who attack him, at the instigation of Kattiyaikéran, when he defeats Kantarvatattai in the
yal competition, is also a wonderful feat.
He bends his bow to
shoot arrows at the enemy. The bow is continuously bending. (i.e.
the arrows are shot incessently).
Asa result the supports of the
canopies over the enemy kings are broken; their piccams fall upside
down; their armour is broken to pieces; their camarais (waving tans)
fall down; the strings of their bows are snapped.
The enemies
are non‘plussed at his skilful attack. The arrows, shot by him
even pierce through the enemies’ armour and kiil them. The arrows
that pierce them, warn them, that they should not covet others’

wives in their next birth!
Civakan, finally, fights with Kattiyankaran and his army
to recover his kingdom.
As soon as his bow is bent the crowns,

ornaments, garlands, muracus, canopies, piccams, horses, chariots
and elephants of the enemies are rent as under and are carried
away in a river of blood.2
Kattiyankaran’s warriors and his
sons are killed by Civakan’s arrows.
Enraged at this Kattiyan-

karan comes riding on his elephant Acanivékam, and attacks
Civakan. As he bends his bow to shoot an arrow at Civakan the
latter so skilfully shoots an arrow that Kattiyankaran’s bow and
arrow are broken to pieces.
Thereupon Kattiyaikaran flies into

temper and holding his sword in his hand pounces upon Civakan
determined to kill him. Before he cando so Civakan looses an
arrow which pierces Kattiyankaran and kills him.
Another instance of Civakan’s amazing archery is described
when he shoots an arrow at a mango and it falls into his hand with

the arrow piercing it.? Tatamittan, the king of Mattimateyam is
1.

“Kalarra vayira malai venkutai kavijnta piccam
meélarra kavacam vilnta camarai yarra vinfian
malurra mannar tanka] mapadkaiyay rolinta vajjal
kdlorrak kuninta varé cilaikugin tolinta tapré.”

tafika] nakai-magi marpam nakkip
taika] ponnagi kavacan kiri
timai yigikkojju mutampig alum
:
vepor cutucaram paranta vanre.”
Civakacinta mani, ss. 797 & 799
Civakacintamani, s. 2297
ss. 1640—41
Ibid

“Nanmaga ventar
pupmana ventar
inguyir kavarntu
tunnapmi geppa
9,
3.
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amazed at Civakan’s skill and requests him to train his five sons in
the art of archery. Accordingly
satisfaction.
As a recompense,

he trains them to the king’s entire
Tatamittan gives his daughter in

marriage to Civakan.
His shooting down of the fast moving
machine, in the shape of a pig, set up by Kovintan is further
evidence of his astonishing skill in archery.
These instances
demonstrate Civakan’s wonderful
III

mastery over the art of archery.

(c)

Civakan is equally proficient in many other arts.
That he
is adept in the art of preparing scented powders is evident from the
clever way in which he found that Kunamalai’s powder was better

than that made by Curamajicari. Civakan takes both the powders
and throws them in the air. The bees swarm around Kunamalai’s
powder and eat it, but they do not approach Curamaiicari’s powder.
By this test Civakan decides that Kunaméalai’s powder is of good

quality, and Curmaiicari’s is inferior.

111 (ஐ 1
Civakan

also knows Mantirams (incantations) which have

supernatural power.
When Civakan wins Kantarvatattai in the
yal competition, he is attacked by a host of kings who have been

instigated by Kattiyankaran. Civakan teaches two ‘Viramantirams’
to his brother Nantattan, and asks him to chant them in the ears
of the horses which are pulling his chariot. Nantattan does so.
Immediately the horses spring up in the air, the chariot flies up into

the sky with terrific speed.? Civakan also knows another powerful
mantiram known as ‘The Aimpatamantiram, or Pancanamaskara
mantiram. This is a Jain prayer. The poet relates an instance
which shows the wonderful power of the mantiram. A dog eats the

food kept for the Brahmins (Antanar).

The Brahmins chase the

dog with stones and sticks in their hands.
1.

2.

“Vanya varcilai vajjalkon tayitai
vingig riviyit tagvantu vijntaga
cugyga maakai curamaiya malaiya
vanya vantotu ténkavarn tuntave.”
Civakacintamani, ss. 792—793

To

escape from

the

—Civakacinta magi, s. 894
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Brahmins the dog jumps into a pond and swims there, but the cruel
They beat it to death with
Brahmins will not leave the dog.
their

sticks and

takes

Civakan

stones.

pity

on

the

dog.

approaches it and says “Listen with utmost concentration to
recite.

Mantiram that I am going to

He

the

If you do so, your soul will

leave the dog’s body and assume a superior body which will
be as resplendent as the moon.” As the dog hears these words,
it wags

its tail with joy and looks at Civakan with tears in its eyes.

Civakan then chants the Aimpatamantiram

in its ears.

Soon the

soul of the dog becomes a Tevan (a celestial man) and reaches
the celestial city of Cantirétayam situated on the top of a hill.

He is called Cutaficanan.t

Ill (b) 2
Civakan also knows a mantiram which has the power to
When Pavatattan expresses his pangs of grief
charm women.
because of the absence of his wife to Civakan, Civakan sympathises with him and teaches him a mantiram. He tells Pavatattan
that after chanting the mantiram, he must go as far as an arrow
shot from a bow can travel and there an Jyakki (a celestial girl)
Accordingly Pavatattan follows
will produce his wife for him.
He recites the mantiram
his instructions and meets his wife.

several times and

she

becomes

much attached.?

UI (b) 3
Subsequently Civakan learns three more mantirams from
us
Cutaficanan, the first has the power to give such a melodio

has
voice that even Kaman (Cupid) would long to listen, the second
serpents
as
such
s
creature
us
venomo
of
bites
the power to cure the
the wild
etc., the worst diseases and also to withstand the ferocity of
form,
physical
any
assume
can
one
used
fireand flood. Ifthethirdis
which
1.
2.
3.

one desires.2

Civakan

makes

use

of

the

first

and

Civakacintamani, ss. 943—950
ss. 1600—1601
Ibid
“Katuntotaik kavarkagaik kamag kamurap
patuakural tarumitu pampum allavum
katuntira noyakalua ketukkum véntiya
utampitu tarumepa vugarak kiripap.” — Civakacintamagi,

the

s. 1218
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third mantirams to win the hand of Curamaiicari.
He gains acvess
to her abode by assuming the guise of a very old man!
She is

much influenced by his melodious song.

By the help of the

first

mantiram he cures Patumai who has

bitten

and

been

by a snake®

he also saves the herd of elephants caught ina fire.? Civakan
possesses a deep knowledge of the qualities of snakes and their
bites.

When he is called to cure Patumai who

is

suffering

from

a snake-bite, he explains to her father Ulokapalan about the various
kinds of snake-bites.

exhibit

the depth

Thus a situation is created where the poet can

o#his knowledge about serpents.

The authors

of the epics—especially the later epics, usually took, such opportunities to deliver learned discourses on special arts and sciences.

Civakan says that a serpent bites for eight reasons. It bites
(1) because it cannot bear its excessive venom, (2) out of fear,
(3) because it makes the object for its food, (4) because it is angry,

(5) when one

approaches

it while it is mating,

(6) when it is

excecdingly pleased, (7) when it comes into contact with people
on its way and (%) when one harms it. Further he says that
besides its ordinary teeth a serpent possesses two extra teeth
named Tattam and Atatram which have venom within them.
If a serpent bites someone the venom of those teeth is emitted and
the victim dies. One who is bitten with the other teeth, will only
suffer from pain.

Further he elucidates that

a serpent that smells

like rice mixed with cow’s milk belongs to the Antanan species;
the serpent that smells like of the- Nantiyavattam flower (East
Indian rose bay) belongs to the Aracan species; a serpent that
smells like the Talampu (Screw-pine flower) belongs to Vanikan
species; and a serpent that smells like Aritaram (orpiment) belongs

to the Cuttiran species. If there is swelling of the place, which
the serpent has bitten, when it is rubbed, Civakan says that
it can be taken for granted that a serpent, belonging to the Aracan
species, has bitten. He rubs the part of Putamai’s body which
the serpent has bitten and finds that it swells.
He therefore

concludes

that the serpent that

Aracap species.
1.
2.

Thus

Civakacintamagi,
Ibid

3.

Ibid

4

Ibid

has

bitten her belongs

to the

the supernatural element, which is usually

ss. 2009—2022
ss. 1289—1290
s. 72

ss. 1286—1288
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found in an epic, is introduced
and wordly things is achieved.

and

a

harmony

between

divine

Ill () 1
Civakan’s teachings to the Cittirakiita munivers, to the wayfarer and to the hunter whom he encounters on his way to Palla-

vateyam, speak of his deep knowledge of religious philosophy and
rules of conduct

for a good

life.

ascetics of the Brahmanic faith.
forest

in the company

Brahmanical

faith

and

The

Cittirakita munivers

are

They lead «n ascetic life in the

of their wives.

Civakan

condemns

their

explains to them that it is impossible to

uttain salvation through the Brahmanical faith.
The Brahmanical
faith allows them live with their wives.
To attain salvation,

they

grow

their

plaited

hair,

they

clad

themselves

in

kavi

coloured clothes and they hold skulls, as begging bowls, in their
hands.
Civakan explains to them with proper illustrations, that
such activities will only lead them to be born again and again.
He says to them, ‘tone who swims in the sea with a rock
tied round his neck will drown himself.
Likewise if you attempt
to attain salvation whilst remaining attached to your wives, your

attempts will only prove futile. If you are under the notion that
by the virtue of feeding on only fruit, Nalvinai and Tivinai (the
good and evil destinies) will be extirpated, then the bats that
feed only on fruit should also be relieved of their destiny. If.
you think that living on fruit and standing in the midst of flames
will result in the eradication of your vinais, the doves that eat
pebbles and live in the scorching heat of sun in the desert,

should also be able to discard their vinais. If you believe that
you can attain salvation by subjecting your bodies to ordeals such
as growing long plaited hair, often immersing yourselves in water,
and sitting or lying on the plain and hard ground, the bears, in
the forest, that often bathe in water

should

also be able to attain

salvation. The life you lead here is the same old sensuous life.
The only difference is that instead of having a luxurious home and
bed you live in huts and makes the hard, plain ground your bed. 17
this sensous

life helps

you

to extirpate

your

destiny completely,

then the hunters who lead a similar life, in the mountains, should
also be relieved of their destiny. Just as the stain of red blood ona
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pure white cloth, cannot be wiped out with the same
so also the evils,

which result

maidens, cannot be wiped

from

out by

the
sexual

desire

for

indulgence

red

blood,

sweet-tongued
with

women.

Is it sensible to try to prevent fine cloth from burning by hiding the
fire within the cloth? Will the fire not consume the cloth? Likewise
is it possible for you to wipe away your past sins by renouncing
your homes but living in the forest with your wives? How will
your sensuous life in the forest wipe out their past sins since
they are the outcome of your carnal desire? You should not there-

fore, harbour carnal ‘desires in your mind as a lustful monkey does.
Just as the fruit drops down

when

it ripens, so also our physical

bodies die when they grow old. Before the end, do penance by
assuming the form of Arukan who defeats Cupid, and who will
enable you to attain the pleasures of Swarkam (Heaven). To
know the truth is wisdom; to analyse and realize the true nature of
things is knowledge; to uplift the soul by controling the five senses
is good conduct.
Only the attainment of these three, called
Trattinattirayam can free you from your destiny.

The teaching is so vigorous and so simple, that Civakan is
shown to be a master of exposition. In spite of the seriousness
of the speech, it is interspersed with natural humour. Thus his
humanism and humanitarianism are shown. The similes, he uses,
show how careful he was in noting the routine events of the day.

A teacher must descend to the level of his student, as Civakan
“does when he teaches the hunter.

111 6 2
Civakan’s advice to the hunter and the wayfarer

enlightening. He tells the hunter that
as a lowly hunter because he ate meat
in his previous birth. He exhorts him
things. He convinces him that meat

is equally

he was destined to be
and drank honey and
to refrain from taking
eating will ultimately

him into Narakam (Hell), whereas abstinence will lead
Heaven where he will live as a Tevay (Celestial man).?
1.
2.

Cintamagi, Kémacariyar Ilampakam,
Civakacintamagi, ss. 1233—1235

ss. 18—25

born
wine
such
drag

him

to
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TH (e) 3

duct),

Civakan explains

that

Tanam (charity),

Cilam

Tavam

and

Arivar

(worshiping

(Penance)

cirappu

(good conGod)

be get a good destiny, to the wayfarer whom he meets on his way
to Mattimatéyam.
have

renounced

refrain

from

To give

charity

their all and

taking

honey,

wholeheartedly

do

terrific

wine

and

penance,

meat

to those

who

is Tavam;

is Cilam

or

to

good

conduct; to fast on the days of Caturtaci and .: t tami is penance; to
offer flowers, incense, sandal paste and scented powder at the
feet of Arukan is picanai or worship. Those who perform these,
tanam,

cilam, tavam

and pacanai, will go to Heavan where

they

will rule as Jntirar: They will then become kings of this world
where they will offer worship to Arukan and consequently will

attain Eternal Bliss.2

II (f) 1
Civakan is also an adept in the art of bedecking.

He is so

renowned in that art that he is invited to bedeck a most celebrated
dancer, Anankamalai, by the erudite scholars who are well versed
in literature, music and drama.

At their request he adorns Ananka-

malai with his expert hands.
for the forehead)

He ties the param

on her beautiful forehead;

(an ornament

he adorns

her hair

with garland; he decorates her breasts with scented red paste, pearl
garlands and other ornaments and dresses her in robes of beautiful red silk. He adorns her ears with Kun talams (swinging earrings)
and ponndlai (gold leaves rolled up) and her feet with cilampu
(anklet) and kinkini (ornaments for the ankle) with such perfect
artistic skill that

Anankamalai

Arampai, the most beautiful

sparkles

with

celestial dancer,

glowing

hangs

shame to see the beauty of Anankamalai excels her own.
1.

2.

Civakacintamani,

Ibid

ss. 1545—1548

ss, 672—674

beauty.

her head

in
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Civakan is also an adept

at making

beautiful flower

gar-

lands. While he is staying in the palace of Tatamittan, the king of
Mattimatéyam, he goes to a grove one day.
He is attracted by
various kinds of attractive flowers.
He makes a beautiful garland
with those flowers which he sends to Kanakama!ai by her

attendant.!
IV
Civakan is thus portrayed as a hero of exquisite beauty and
as a versatile artist. The poet says, “There is no one in this world
to surpass Civakan in his extensive knowledge of the arts, in his
personality, in his beauty, inthe art of archery and war and in

vinai music”.2

Civakan is so charming and so talented that even his
worst enemy, Kattiyanikaran, extols his wonderful qualities when

his nephew, Matanan, comes to him and tells a flagrant lie, saying

that

he

has

killed

Civakan.

Kattiyaikiran

is overjoyed

learn that Civakan is dead and speaks as follows:

to

“Breaths there a man in this world who is equal to Civakan
in compassion, strength, prowess, knowledge, beauty, wisdom,
vivacity, charity, indulgence, undying fame and in having worthy
friends and well-wishers? It is a great credit to you that you have

killed

him’?

V (a)
Civakan’s undaunted spirit of courage, valour and prowess
is marvellous.
He defends himself from the rude hunters nonchalantly. The poet describes his fight as mere play. It should be noted
1.

Civakacintamani,

ss. 1651—52

2.

“Kalaiyiga takalamua katcik kinpamum
cilaiyina takalamum
malayini

nakaliya

vigaic celvamum
marpa

vulakini lilaiyena voruva
3.

Civakacintamagi,

;

s. 1165

nallativ

gayinao.”

—Civakacintamangi, s. 411
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that this is his first fight.

Yet he fights with the fierce hunters as

if he is playing a merry game.!

V (b)

When the kings, who have suffered defeat in the ya/ competition

with

Kantarvatattai,

the competition,

Civakan

rise against

rushes

against

Civakan,

them

who

as a

has won

ferocious

lion attacks other roaring lions. When he goes riding in his chariot
he looks like a Karruvan
(God of Death)
going
to take
human lives. He is enraged at the sight of his enemies and roars
with angry laughter. He warns them saying ““My arrows and spears

are emitting fire. You who came here to enjoy the ya/ music,
now rise against me.
Beware, you will be made impotent
by my ferocious arrows and spears”.
Thereupon the enemy kings retort saying that since
he
belongs to the merchant class he must act as wisely as the merchants
do when they trade.
If the merchants feel that they might incur
such a great loss, that their capital itself might be endangered,

they have no thought for making a profit but are only concerned
that they do not lose the capital. The kings, therefore, try to
intimidate

which

Civakan

by

is his capital,

advising him to take care of his own life,

and to forego

Kantarvatattai,

his

profit.

Civakan is not cowed down by their threats.
He retorts saying,
‘“‘Bartering is the business of merchants, so I will offer you my
arrows in exchange for your lives and your reputations”. He then
takes a vow saying that if he does not make them take to their
heels, as the darkness disappears at the presence of the sun, his
name and fame may disappear from the annals of the world.?
To make such a vow as a challenge against the enemies is
termed as Vagcinakkanci in Purapporu] Venpamalai.*
1.
2.
3.

Civakacintamayi,

s. 448

Ibid
“Veiicina

vaiicigan

ss. 765, 767—773
vetag

verravarp

kigiya

panippa,

vakaimojin tagru”
—Purapporu] Vegpamalai

Kaiicippatalam,

9
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V (c)
Accordingly, when Civakan encounters
Kattiyanikaran
in the battle field, he laughs angrily at him and tries to goad him

with

the

following

Kattiyankaran

words:

“You

are

nervous’!

Thereupon

takes a vow that he will kill Civakan.

Before he

strikes Civakan

with his sword, the latter kills him with his

These instances

and

the aforesaid

testimony to his courage

and

fiery words

of

arrow.

Civakan

bear

valour.

VI (a)

Another admirable trait in Civakan is his boundless compassion. The benefit of his compassion is extended not only to human
beings but also to animals. When he sees the wounded dog struggling

for

life

in the

pond,

he succours

it.

He saves

a herd of

elephants from the forest fire on his way to Pallavatayam.
protects Kunamalai from the State elephant, Acanivekam.

He
On

his way to Mattimatéyam he meets a way-farer to whom he gives
his valuable ornaments.
Further he preaches him philosophy for
higher attainments.
He explains to him, with good illustrations,
the ephemeral nature of the body and exhorts him to do good acts

such as

tanam (charity)

Cilam

(good conduct),

tavam

(penance)

and ariver cirappu (worshiping God) that would yield fruit in. his
next birth, before it is too late. He convinces him that lust, wine
and meat will beget only evil in his next birth and warns him to
refrain from them.2- Thus Civakan helps the way-farer not only

with material wealth for his worldly needs but also inculcates in
his mind immortal truths for his spiritual development.
VI (b)

He takes pity on the wives of his enemy, Kattiyaikaran
whom he killed in the fight. He meets them in the palace as he
enters after his glorious victory in the battle.

At

the

sight

of

Civakan they tremble with fear. They are under the impression
that he, who has put an end to their lord’s life, will destroy them also.
1.
2.

Civakacintamani, s. 2317
Ibid
ss. 1545—1555
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The poet compares their fright with that of deer when they see a
tiger.
Civakan allays their fears by saying that no harm will be
done to them! and that they need not shed tears. He gives them a
choice between living in the palace with as many comforts as they

had hitherto enjoyed or taking as much wealth as they desired and
living elsewhere as they pleased. It was the usual practice to arrest
the wives of an enemy king and keep a watch over them to prevent
any political trouble in the future. But Civakan does not think of
any contingency.
On the other hand he takes pity on them and
helps them to have a comfortable life.
VI (c)
Another instance that reveals Civakan’s compassionate
nature is his request to his uncle Kovintan to take care of the
warriors who are wounded in the battle and render them help and
protection.” All these.instances speak of Civakan’s profound compassion for humanity at large. The poet describes his spontaneous
help to humanity thus: ‘‘Civakan’s munificence excels that of the
Karpaka Tree and the rain-bearing cloud’.*
Tolkappiar calls
such munificence “‘Jtaiyil Vanpukalk Kotaiyum”.* (The munificence that causes his great fame to flourish for ever in this world).

VI (d)
Another magnanimous quality of Civakan is, that he never
speaks about the faults or sins of others.
Civakan’s stature is
heightened by this ennobling quality.
Civakan takes rest in a
forest on his way to Mattimatéyam.
Captivated by the charming
beauty of Civakan, a beautiful damsel, by ‘name Anankamavingai,
the wife of Pavatattan, attempts to seduce him but she is not success-

ful. Subsequently, Pavatattan, who is intensely grieved at the absence
of his dear wife, whom he firmly believes to be highly virtuous,
1.

Civakacintamani,

2.

“enkonta fatpi girumpeccir patutta marpar
punkogtu porrip puraficeyka............
— Civakacinta magi,
“Karpaka maramufi cempop mariyun katinta kaiyag”
Tol. (IjJampiragam) Purgattigaiyiyal—Cttram 17

3.
4.

ss. 2346—47

s. 2353
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meets Civakan and enquires whether he has met her on the way.
Civakan simply smiles at Pavatattan’s implicit confidence on his
wife’s virtue.
He never discloses that she tried to seduce him.!

Instead he teaches him the mantiram (incantation) that enables him
to find his wife. By the influence of the mantiram his wife becomes
attached to her husband.

VII

(a)

Civakan marries eight wives who are all extremely beautiful
and highly devoted to him. His marriage with as many as eight girls
has aroused misgivings in some critics as to Civakan’s

character.

They consider that it is a blemish on his character to have lived
with eight wives, and that it betrays his highly voluptuous nature.

S. Vaiyapuri Pi]jai holds that Civakan is a voluptuary. He says,

““We have to consider Civakan who loves several women, as a
low man.
We cannot deem him a perfect epic hero, since he is at a
loss to understand true love. As far as love is concerned, we do

not find perfection in

Civakan’s

character.”*

A careful study

of Civakacintamangi, taking into consideration the customs

of the

age in which it was written, will reveal that there is no justification
whatsoever for Vaiy&puri Pijjai’s sweeping criticism of Civakan’s
character.

VII (b)

The author, when he makes

Kattiyaikaran

jealous

of

Civakan, wants to bring out the contrast between the character of

the villain and that of the hero. Kattiyankaran’s forcible abduction
of Anankamalai

Civakan

lest Civakan

should

get her, and his fury when

wins the hand of Kantarvatattai and his going to the

Suyumvara of Tlakkanai are purposely emphasized by our author.

Compared to Civakan, Kattiyaikaran is an old man. That this
old man should be so interested in women shows that the author

considered
1.
2.

him

a voluptuary

Civakacintamagi, s. 1599
§. Vaiyapuri Pijjai, ‘Kaviya

rather

than

Kalam,”

Civakan.

p, 185
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VII(c)
It is not clear what Vaiyapuri Pijlai means by the term
voluptuary.
In a society where poligamy is allowed, nobody can

take objection if a man has a number
shares his love

equally

of wives, provided that he

among all of them without giving any

of

them cause for complaint. The equal distribution of love is almost
an impossibility but that Civakan succeeded in this impossible
task shows his greatness. A critic must take into consideration
the normal standards of the society which the story describes.
To apply modern standards or individual opinions to a different

society is an anachronism in criticism. It was at one time
thought that the man who had a number of wives had a special
claim to be called a real man.

However

Civakan

was

also

not

only great from the physical point of view, but he was great,
as we have already pointed out because of his moral and mental
grandeur which made it possible for him to equally distribute
his love amongst his eight wives.
VII (da)
Modern psychology is against the suppression of any passion.
Giving play to all the passions so as to create a harmony between

them is the best way to escape from the voluptuousness and to
develop a perfect personality. The controlled enjoyment of sexual
love, inspired by equal consideration for all his wives in a society
having a great regard for polygamy speaks of his greatness,
mental, moral and physical.
Utayanan, the hero of Brhatkata was considered to be a
hero, in his time, even though he had more than one wife. The
number of marriages in that work, as in ours, are, in a sense, necessities. One may speak in terms of fate. The Colas, as well as
Utayanan’s minister and the kings of the west believed in a'liances
of states through marriage. Anyone who has studied the history

of the later Cd1as will appreciate this point. Civakan’s marriages
like Utayanan’s are not only justified in terms of love but also

for reasons of state diplomacy.

However we cannot say that any

of Civakan’s marriages were only contracted for diplomatic
reasons. The love element was paramount in every marriage.
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VII (e)
Jainism came to be regarded as a philosophy of negation
not meant for kings. Tiruttakkatevar chose the story of Civakan
to disprove this assumption.
Here in the story we are shown the
difference between Caccantan who, in spite of all his perfection
falls a prey to sexual love, and Civakan escapes that danger by his
controlled and harmonious enjoyment of sexual love. Civakan is

always governed by his moral sense of what is fitting and, thereby
slowly develops towards the Jain goal of perfection. Here is the
philosophy of temperance or the conquest of passions through
natural and temperate enjoyment.
of his passions, never their slave.

Civakan is always the master
There is no bar to any enojoy-

ment, if the man is always the master and not the slave of his
emotions. It is therefore possible for a king to be a Jain and in
the

end

to

attain

perfection.

VII (f)
Tamil

literature

speaks

of Akam

and

Puram,

as the two

great aspects of human life. It is not necessary for us to embark on
an elaborate discussion of these terms.

purpose if we roughly
mean war.

take

akam

It will be sufficient for our

to mean

love and puzam. to
,

Our author, in keeping with traditions of the later 05125,
as is proved by the Meykkirttis, describes every aspect of life as-a
kind of marriage.
Marriage is something which unites two
complementary personalities which thus become harmonized into a
complete unity. From this point of view man adopts and assimilates

various aspects of nature and society and is in turn, shaped by them.
A man reads, and his successful education is a glorious marriage
between him and learning; and learning, according to Indian tradi-

tion, is spoken of as the Divine Lady of the Tongue

ரண்டு,

The conquest of the territory by a king can be spoken of. as

a marriage wherein he woos the land, conquers it and becomes its
lord and lover.

The attainment of great worldly wealth culmninat-

ing in the imperial coronation is also spoken of as the wooing of
the Goddess of wealth, (marrying her and loving her deeply). _ Simai-
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larly the burden of waging war and the burden of ruling a state
cease to be arduous when they are approached with devotion and
with the idea of expanding one’s personality.
The conquest of

kingdoms is not necessarily inspired by feelings of self-aggrandizement. It can be inspired by feelings of justice and love for people
who are suffering under the rule of a tyrant.
also be inspired by a feeling of righteousness.

Love of wealth can
Civakan who had

learnt to distribute his love equally amongst his wives, can be
expected to be equitable and just in other things. Whenagood king
conquers a country, Tamil poets say that the Divine Lady of the
world is embracing the righteous king.
Wealth and Empire,
according to Indian traditions are personified as the Lady of

Supreme Wealth, and a coronation is a marriage with this Lady
of Wealth.
Even the spiritual life by which one attains salvation and
perfection is spoken of in terms of this universal love; for in
the best sense of the term, universal love becomes perfect only in
salvation.
Through salvation ties of kingship and love disappear.
The soul actually reaches the monogomous state by leaving behind
its polygomous tandencies, so to say, in all aspects of life. There-

fore mdksha is spoken of as the unique and only woman Kevalasri.
Besides Civakan’s eight marriages, we are told of his friend’s
marriage to Kovintaiyar.
It is Civakan who wins Kovintaiyar

but he gives her to Patumukan because she is not suitable for him.
This sacrifice shows that Civakan is not voluptuous, and that he can
control his passions according to the dictates of his social consciousness.
Heré‘is then the marriage of his self to the social consciousness.
In addition to these nine real marriages we have already
described Civakan’s marriage with Learning or Namakal, with

Victory

spoken

of as Pimaka]

of as Manmaka],

with Imperial wealth spoken

and with salvation or Mutti.

Hence

the book is

known as Mananil, the book of marriages.
- From an another point of view, that is from the objective
point of view all these marriages can be looked upon as conquests
or victories..

He overcomes difficulties and in that way becomes

more nearly perfect.
Vgkai or victory is the victorious perfection
of personality in one’s own world. Education is also a victory
over ignorance until finally one has control over all knowledge.
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Conquest in real war is real victory. The coronation is the final
consummation of this kind of war. Mdédksha, or Mutti, is beautifully described by Teévar, the author, as a war against the evil forces
of nature and passion wherein Jinahood is the real victory. Taken
along with these allegorical and real wars, the actual or literal
marriages, are also part of this aspect of war.
It is not that this
war is figurative.
He has to win, sometimes battles, sometimes

competitions and sometimes combat and other dangers before the
marriages are effected.

The author by thus intermingling the literal marriages with
the figurative marriages has achieved a great harmony not only
in the story but also in the personality of the hero.

VII (g)
It is unfortunate that Mr. Vaiyapuri Piljjai has missed all
the poetic nuances of the author. Let us now further examine the
social conditions of Tiruttakatévar’s times and also the events
that led upto Civakan’s marriages.
Before considering these
facts we must point out that astrology is often used in the story to
prophesy the marriages (For instance the marriages of Vimalai,
Kemacari are thus foretold).

Astrology thrives in a society where

there is a firm belief in fate or Karma.
VIII

(a)

The Jains believed in Karma and predetermination. The
glory of Civakan is that he finally escapes this Karma. Civakan,
according to our author, is the ideal Jain King. The attempt,
by our author, to portray the king as a believer in Ahimsa has a
modern value in this age of Mahatma Gandhi. The battle, which
Civakan fought with the hunters and won, appears at the very
beginning of the epic, soon after he finished his education through
which he had been prepared for this life by his master Accananti.
Not a man was killed, even though Civakan was one against many,

yet the hunters were routed in battle and they had to flee for their
lives.
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மாட
Next is his encounter with the rogue elephant of the state,
when he saves Kunamalai.
Even under these conditions he is
cool and collected.
In spite of the terror
and confusion
he
observes Kunamalai’s posture and movements, the expression of her
emotions and later on paints a beautiful portrait of her. He does
not kill the elephant.
Here again his Ahimsa is in action. Kovalan
behaves in the same manner when he saves an old Brahmin from an

elephant. There is a difference—newly born love inspires Civakan’s
action

whilst

Kovalan

is inspired

by

sympathy.

there is a spirit of self-sacrifice, a real heroism.

In both

cases

One has to contrast

these episodes to the way in which Eripattar saves a Brahmin from

an elephant in Periyapuranam.
He rushes and kills the elephant
with his battle axe, even though the Brahmin had escaped before
he came on the scene, and the only damage done is that the
flowers meant for worship are scattered on the street. Here we
find a real contrast to the way of Ahimsa.
The king’s men come to imprison Civakan.
to fight but his foster parents advise him not to do so.

He wants
He there-

fore calls for the assistance of his divine friend who carries him
away through air. It is not clear whether Ahimsa would have

succeeded here.
VIII
He

meets

the enemy

kings

9
on the battlefield

once

in the

suyamvara of Kantarvatattai and vanquishes them. He finally
meets Kattiyaikaran. This is the one place where there is death—
in fact a number of deaths. It is not really a war against a king
but a punishment inflicted on a criminal and his associates by the
true king. Tillsociety completely changes, there is room for punishment, even capital punishment, in the world of Ahimsa, especially
when the murderers attempt to kill the good men because of their
desire for self-aggrandisement. This is, as Tiruva]|uvar states,
like removing the weeds from a paddy field. Civakan bears no
ill-will and harbours no vengeance, and his conquests are all in the
interest of the society and the people.
Our author shows that
even for believers in ahimsa, it is not possible to lead a life of
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ahimsa when one’s duty demands
Ahimsa is on trial but perfect

that evil
operation

must be punished.
is seen only when

Civakan revolutionises the whole of the society
into a society of ahimsa. He behaves like a father

and the rod of chastisement

atrophies

and

under his rule
to his people

dies.

The poet describes, very briefly, the benign reign of Civakan

after he becomes king.

He orders that all the prisons in his state

should be demolished.

He exempts his

subjects

from

the

pay-

ment of tax for a period of sixteen years. He also allows exemption
of taxation for the lands of temples, for the lands

of

astrologers,

and the Vedic Brahmins in addition to the lands that are customarily exempted from taxation. He extends monetary help and shelter
generously to those who are blind and diseased and also

to those

who are deserted by their husbands. His land is compeletey rid of
enemies,

diseases

and

poverty.

Prosperity

and

happiness

reign

supreme there.! If he is a loving husband, he is also a loving son—
full of love and

The

fact

that he treated his wives equally, leads us to believe that in
other relationship he was equally just and loving.

reverance

for all.

his

VIII
Every maiden, whom

He

is just toall.

(d)

he marries, is overwhelmed

with love

as soon as she sees him. Only after realising her true love does he
reciprocate in a spirit of chivalary. The story of each of his
marriages exposes this fact very clearly. There is not a single
instance to prove that Civakan actuated by passion or love, volun-

tarily offers his love to any of the maidens, as we shall see from
the study of human characters. It is because of astrological predictions or as result of Civakan’s success in feats of bravery or skill
}
that he marries each of his wives.
VU

(e)

We have already seen that the Civakacintamani was written
in the beginning years of the 10th century. The author Tiruttakka1.

Civakacintamagyi, ss. 2372
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tévar is believed to have been born and to have lived in Cé/anatu.!
In his commentary on staze 3143 the commentator Naccinarkkiniyar
referring to the author Truttakatevar

states that he was

born

in

“Célar kulam.” U. V. Saminatha Aiyar also holds that Tiruttakkatévar belonged to Calar kulam.?
It is
incorporates in his work the accepted
were in vogue during his age.
While
tably.
From about the beginning of

but natural that the epic poet
customs and manners that
he does so, he idealises suithe 9th century A. D. the

Cé/ana tu had been under the rule of the later Cola

kings.

Each

king had many wives. K.A. Nilakagta Sastri writes in his history
of the Colas, “Parantaka I (A. D. 907-955) had many wives, of
whom the names of no fewer than eleven occur in his inscriptions.®
“Rajaraja I, (985-1014 A. D.) had a number of wives.........
The queens mentioned in his inscriptions as making gifts to temples

and in other connections number about fifteen.” Rajendra(1012-44)
had four wives. Their names are Tribhuvana or Vanavan-Mahadeviyar, Mukkokkilan,
Paficavan
Mahadeviyar, and Viramadevi.® It is therefore an historical fect that it was the custom,
to marry several wives during the era of the later Cola kings.
The

Civakacintamani must
later Colas.

There

have

been written during the rise of the

is every justification

for

Tiruttakkatevar’s

portrayal of an epic hero who has eight wives as it was the custom
in his age. To call one, who has several wives, a volupuary is not
fair.
Should we consider that all the later Cola kings, who had
many wives were voluptuaries? There was probably full justification for marrying several wives in those days. There were frequent
wars and a large number of warriors died in the battle field. Consequently the number of men was much lower than the number

of women, and the society
woman was left uncared for.
allied to spirituality, it will
suzerainty to that which yields

adopted polygamy so that no
Though virtue is to a large extent
not be unreasonable to extend its
immense benefit to the humanity

at large.
1.
2.
3.
4,

5.

U.V. Saminatha Aiyer, Introduction to Civakacita magi, 5th Edn. p. 22
Ibid
K. A. Nilakanta Sastri, The CoJas, 2nd Edn., p. 134
p. 186
Ibid

Ibid

p. 228
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VIII

(£)

Further, as we have discussed in one of the previous chapters,
it is Tiruttakkatevar’s conviction that for the maturity of one’s

soul one should enjoy and experience earthly life to the fullest
extent. To substantiate this truth he has created a hero who leads a
life of pleasure with

his eight beautiful

consorts

for

thirty

long

years. As aconsequence of his thorough enjoyment of this earthly
pleasure, its transient nature is gradually revealed to him and he
ultimately renounces the world.

VIII (g)
Although he is steeped in pleasure, he never loses his
balance of mind. He never falls a prey to passion. On the contrary, he conquers it. Every love episode substantiates this fact.
There are many more proofs to substantiate the fact that Civakan
was not a mere slave to passion. Anankamalai, an accomplished

dancing girl of bewitching beauty, whom Civakan adorns skilfully
with valuable ornaments and garlands, falls madly in love with
him. She casts amorous glances at him. She tries her utmost to
make

him

susceptible

to

her

charms,)

but

Civakan

remains

unyielding to the last.

At a grove in Cantirapam, the capital city of Pallavatéyam,
Civakan witnesses a dance recital by Téecikappavai, a charming
courtesan. As she sees Civakan she is enamoured of his pleasing
personality. The poet says, “She drinks his beauty with her eyes.
She is so stirred with love that she misses her dancing steps. Then
she stands staring at him. As she does so, tears fall on the nipples
of her breasts”. Here again Civakan is firm, and does not yield
to temptation.
His unyielding attitude to Anaikamavinai’s attempts to
seduce him is another proof to substantiate that he is not a voluptuary.
1.

2.

“Atavar magatka jeggu maratkigmé lagaakamalai
atinad] muzuva leggun tojiyai yaiyag kiga
Stari nequika gegnu molaiyai yejuti vitta]
vatiya vagu noyu muraittuvar kotiya naj.”
— Civakacintamangi, s. 683
Civakacintamani, s. 1258
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VIII (h)
All his eight marriages take place within a period of one
year.

He stays with each of his wives for only a few

this one year.

days

during

A few days after his marriage to Kantarvatattai,

he saves Kunamalai from the elephant Acanivekam, and consequently he marries her.
Shortly afterwards Civakan is rescued
from Kattiyanikaran’s men by Cutaficanan who takes him to the
celestial city. Subsequently he marries Patumai at Pallavateyam

and leaves her

after staying with her for two months.

He marries

Kanakamalai and stays another two months with her. He leaves
Vimalai two days after his marriage to her.
He stays with Cura-

majficari for only one day. Why should he thus leave them and
cause them so much suffering? Civakan is always conscious of his
main

duty,

namely,

to avenge

his father’s death

and

regain

his

kingdom from Kattiyaikaran.
He is also conscious of the fact
that his father brought about his own tragic end because he surrendered to passion.
Every time he marries he is careful not to
succumb to passion as his father did. This consciousness prevents
him from becoming a slave to passion and serves as the driving
force for the fulfilment of his duty. We of modern times may not
understand Civakan’s acceptance of all challenges of war and arts
in aspirit of bravado knowing fully well that if he wins he will have
gained another wife. One may wonder whether real love can
blossom

insuch a sphere of bravado, especially in the way in which

Civakan wins Curamaicari’s heart.
We must remember that in the society in which our author
lived, such events were commonplace.

If the story of Cintamani is

to be believed, Civakan had such a large capacity for loving, that
he loved all his eight wives equally.
It may be difficult for us of the twentieth century, believing,
as we do in theequality of the sexes, to appreciate Civakan’s
love, but the characters must be judged within the background
created and believed in by the author.

VIII (i)
To accuse Civakan, therefore, of being a voluptuary or a
low man as far as his sexual life is concerned is not fair. Civakan’s
marriages with eight wives are quite justified by circumstances.
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Although Civakan was not conscious of the fact that his marriages
would help him to increase the strength of his army, Fate decreed
that it should be so, and they proved to be of great political value.
To fight against Kattiyaikaran, a mighty monarch, to recover
his kingdom, Civakan requires material help in abundance. His

marriage alliances with kings and
wealthy
merchants
are
sources of very great strength to him. Civakan’s mother, Vicayai
herself approves of his serveral marriages.
She says, ‘““To marry
the daughters of those who are very wealthy and strong is the

accepted custom

of the

kings”.}

VIII (j) 1.
Civakan’s love for his mother is boundless.

He does not

know her whereabouts until his companions meet him at Emamapuram, where he is staying with his fifth wife Kanakamalai. They
tell him of their meeting with his mother Vicayai, on their way to
the hermitage in Tantakaraniyam. He is overwhelamed with grief

to learn that she is leading the life of a recluse in the jungle. He
immediately takes leave from Tatamittan and Kanakamalai and
tushes to Tap sakaraniyam with his companions. He approaches
his mother with folded hands and falls at her feet. With parental
love surging in her heart, Vicayai embraces him ardently. She
repents having left him in the graveyard and curses hereself saying
that she is a hard-hearted woman. Civakan consoles her. He tells
her that she was put to untold sufferings only on account of his
birth. Their meeting is a touching sight of true love. The poet

compares their meeting to the blending of two

oceans of love.2

Vicayai asks Civakan to fight his enemy Kattiyaakaran and kill
him with the help of his uncle Kovintan. Civakan assures her
that he will carry out. her injunctions.

Civakan’s true love for his mother is still more discernible
when she courts renunciation and parts with him. He begs his
mother to remain in his city so that he may often be able to see him.
Pammai, a recluse in the hermitage, speaks for Vicayai, because
1.

Civakacintamani,

2.

“Adkiran ¢arpu munni ralaikatal kalanta tottar”
.

s. 1919

்

+ Civakacintamagi, 8. 1910
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the latter is not permitted to speak according to the principles of

renunciation.

Pammai

tells

Civakan

that

since

Vicayai

has

renounced everything in the world, she disowns him also. Civakan

is shocked to hear this, and sobs bitterly shedding torrents of tears.

VII (j)2
Civakan

immensely.

loves

When

Nantattan,

the

son

of

his foster-parents,

he renounces, he first offers

his

throne

to

Nantattan, although he has got sons of his‘ own to inherit the
throne.
His love for Nantattan is so intense that he sincerely
acclaims him to be his own brother, and therefore he offers the
throne to him. Nantattan, who greatly loves Civakan in return

rejects the offer and prepares to renounce along with Civakan.

VIIL (j) 3
Civakan

always treats his elders with great reverence.

He

obeys them implicitely.
He fulfils the promise to his. teacher
Accananti that he will not rise against Kattiyankaran till a period

of one year has elapsed. When Kattiyankdran’s men arrest. him,
he controls

his rage,

because

his foster parents

advise

him

not to

be aggressive towards the king.
When his mother orders him to
fight against his enemy he readily obeys her and makes preparation

for the fight.
elders.

These instances speak of his utmost reverence for

IX (a)
Civakan’s predilection for spirituality is evident even from
‘the beginning of his career. His spiritual progress and perfection
should be studied.
According to the author every event in his life
leads. to his final consummation.

His teacher is a great Jain and

he has bequeathed his spiritual knowldge to Civakan.

His spiri-

tual: progress may be looked upon as the perfection of Civakan’s
personality.

The

Jain’s

believe

in predetermination,

that

secure

perfection. One must be born in a suitable environment in respect
of time place and society.
1.

Civakacitamani, ss. 2642—43
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One must have suitable family, and parents, suitable teachers

and friends. Civakan has the good fortune and his life is thus a journey to that predetermined end—predetermined by his own

actions

and efforts. Determinism however is not so much emphasised as the
hero’s efforts and achievements in the physical, mental and spiritual
conilict. His non-violent fight against the rude hunters, his succour
to the dog beaten by the Brahmins, his teachings to the hunter,! his

devotional songs in
Aranapatam?,

praise of Lord Arukan at the Mountain

of

his religious preachings to the ascetics (munivers) of

Cittirakitam, his philosophical teachings to the way-farer4— all
these instances betray that the mind of Civakan is tending towards
a higher life.

The thirty long years of material life which he enjoyed to the
fullest extent has matured his mind. His mind is now ripe for higher
attainments. Therefore, the trivial sight of the gardener snatching
away the jackfruit from the monkey, opens his eye of wisdom
which enables him to realise the ephemeral nature of this mundane
world and the value of Eternal Bliss. A desire to renounce the world
takes root in his mind. He does not yield to temptation when
charming women cast amorous glances at him. On the
other
hand the desire for renunciation grows stronger and stronger.5
He goes to the temple of Arukan and offers prayers, singing

in praise of the Lord.

He then meets two

Caranars (Celestials)

under the Acdka trees at the temple and pays homage to them. He
begs them to bless him so that he may do penance and attain
salvation.
One of the Caranars explains to him the value of the
human birth (pe rutarkarumai), the transient nature
of the worldly
life (nilaiyamai), the untold sufferings that are inflicted in Hell

(Narakakatit-tunpam), the pangs of those who are born
as an
animal (Vilankukatit-tunpam), the pangs of human beings (Makkaj
katittunpam) and celestials (Tévakatit-tunpam). He emphasises the
value of True Wisdom

(Narka tei), good conduct (Cilam), charity

1. Civakacinta magi, ss. 1235—36

2.
3.
4.
3.

Ibid
Ibid
Tbid
Ibid

ss.
ss.
ss.
8.

1242—47
1426—36
1543—56
2732
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(Taam) and Eternal Bliss. He then narrates the story of Civakan’s
previous birth.
He tells Civakan that he (Civakan) has been

separated from his parents and relatives in this birth because in a
previous birth when he was a prince by name Acotaran of Tataki
Natu,

he

had

separated the

from its parents.

fledgelings of an

ayyam

(a swan)

This reference to the past birth is one of the

characteristic features of Jain stories.

IX (b)
Civakan hands over the throne to his eldest son Caccantan
and makes Cutaficanan, the son of Kunamilai, the prince. He
advises Caccantan to distinguish himself as a just ruler, after
delivering a discourse on righteous ruling. He then reveals to his
wives his determination to renounce the world.
Their sorrow

knows no bounds.
The whole country is immersed in profound
grief. He gives away his wealth and valuables generously to
the needy people.

He

makes

obeisance to his mother,

and then

gets into a palanquin.
The celestials (Tévar) carry him away toa temple of Arukan
(Jinalayam), where Civakan sees Sri Vartamana Swamika], who is

the Twenty fourth Tirttaikarar, and worships him. Civakan tells
him of his determination to renounce the world. Sri Vartamana
Swamika] blesses him and approves his decision. Civakan worships
him, singing in praise of him, and then arrives at a grove. He
strips off the ornaments and clothes from his body, and then shaves

off his tuft of hair.

He starts his penance by standing on the top ofa

mountain. He stands motionless in lightning and thundering rain for
a period of four months.
For the next four months he fasts and

is assailed by biting chill winds, but he still stands there with unflinching spirit. He thus exposes himself to the onslaughts of the six
seasons of the year, and conquers them. He fasts vigorously at the
same time. His wives and his companions climb the mountain

and offer him food as alms. He takes only a little food just enough
to sustain life, and rejects the rest by making signs with his hand.
Thus he brings his penance of one year to fruition.
He extirpates his good and evil destinies (iruvigai) by
his true wisdom (meijayam), by his act of protecting other beings
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(innuyirompal),
by the purity of his mind (narcintai), by his compassion (karunai), good conduct, (cilam), and true knowledge (meipporul).1 He completely curbs his anger (kurdtam), pride (manan)
deceit (mayan) and greed (ul/épan). He never allows himself to be
swayed either by sleep with easy awakening (nittai) or by sleep
while sitting or standing (pracalai).2
He strictly adheres to the
precepts of the holy scriptures and ultimately attains Divinity
through his great mastery of the infinity of knowledge (Anantananam), infinity of intuition (Ananta Tarisanam), infinity of energy
(Ananta viriyam) and infinity of pleasure (Ananta cukum).2
The
celestials (Tévar) fall at his feet and worship him. Civakan attains

salvation by conquering the four

kinds of vinai

(karma)

viz.,

vetaniyam (feeling producing)*, ayusyam (longevity-determining),
namam (body building), and k6ttiram (status-determining).>
This
is the usual way in which the attainment of salvation is described
in Jain works but our author has made this spiritual pilgrimage to
salvation very poetic by describing it as a kind of epic war of

universal

significance—a

war which

is only an

allegory for the

spiritual struggle.
1X (c)

Thus the story of Civakan’s attainment of salvation is an
awe-inspiring one. The ordeals that he undergoes are staggeringly

arduous: The tenacity with which he accomplishes them thrills us.
Civakan’s renunciation

won.

is the greatest victory which he has

ever

It takes place without any struggle or conflict in his mind.

வல

மட. ஸி

Even the Buddha had some mental conflict at the time of
his renunciation.
Buddha left his palace in the night unseen by
any of his people, even by his wife.
Civakacitamayi, s. 3074
Tbid
:
Ibid
s. 3082
“The type of karmic matter that holds up the natural bliss
and - :
produces earthly pleasure and suffering.”

னி

-—Nathmal Jatia, Studies in Jaina Phitosophy, p. 2-2

- Civakacita mani, s. ‘3114
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“Then, lighly treading where those sleepers lay,

Into the night Siddartha passed”’.2
He
if his dear

went away stealthily because, he was afraid
that
wife and other people were to know of his renuncia-

tion, their profound
He saw his wife

her.

feelings of love

sleeping

and

would perhaps

deter

struggled not a little to

His love for her was so profound.

him.

part with

The following lines of

Edwin Arnold well portrays the touching scene of his parting.
“Oh, summoning stars! I come! Oh mournful earth!
For thee and thine I lay aside my youth,
My throne, my joys, my golden days, my mights,
My happy palace—and thine arms, sweet Queen!
Harder to put aside than all the rest!
Yet thee, too, I shall save, saving this earth;

And that which stirs within thy tender womb,
My child, the hidden blossom of our loves
Whom if I wait to bless my mind will fail.
Wife! child! father! and people! ye must share
A little while the anguish of this hour

That light may break and all flesh learn the law.
Now

am I fixed,

and

now

I will depart,

Never to come again, till what I seek

Be found—if fervent search and, strife avail!
*

*

*

*

And thrice he made to go, but thrice came back,
So Strong her beauty was, so large his love.”
These lines elucidate how

to extricate himself from

the

the

Buddah had struggled hard

bonds

Civakan’s renunciation takes place
conflict in him.

of love

without any

(pasam).

But

such struggle or

One has to emphasise the spirit of humanism

which

runs

through the epic.
Renunciation here is not a mere negation—a
refusal to live in this world, but a positive perfection which is a

natural consequence of a full life, just as hunger is appeased bya
1.

Sir Edwin

Arnold, The Light of Asia,

Book the Fourth, p. 66.
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full meal.

When

a good life

is enjoyed

to the fullest extent,

all

desires are fulfilled and there is nothing more to wish for.
The hungry man eats well and he is no longer hungry.
Some
people are so enamoured of wordly life that they get entangled in it.

Others like Civakan go through life seeking a higher meaning without the aid of any artificial abstinence or hatred.
The incident of the gardener snatching away

the jackfruit

from the monkey in the grove makes Civakan realize the transient
nature of the wordly life. and consequently he makes up his mind to
renounce it.

He

reveals

his intention to his wives,

who

unable to

bear the separation from him fall on the ground and weep bitterly.
They wail aloud uttering that Civakan is not justified in forsaking
his dear wives for the sake of renunciation.2.
Their wailing is so
touching that it melts the stones and trees. The other ladies of his
palace also weep. The poet compares the sound of their wailing to
that of the ocean.? All the people of his city are also deeply grieved,
and the city presents a scene of utter desolation.4 Civakan’s mind
never falters, nor is there any turmoil in his mind.
His mind is
very calm and serene.
He preaches to his sorrowful wives, the
truc value of penance and Eternal Bliss.
His words of wisdom
take root in their minds and ultimately they also resolve to
renounce the world.

Unlike the Buddha, who left home steaithily unseen by his
people, Civakan faces all odds that stand in his way of renunciation, unperturbed in the least, and overcomes them
with his
supreme power of spiritualism, which is so great as to bring his
wives also under its divine influence.

IX (4)
enjoy
1.
2.
3.

4

Tolkappiyar states that the hero and heroine, who marry and
the temporal pleasures, and have their coveted offsprings,
Civakacinta magi, 8, 2945
Ibid
ss. 2956—63
Ibid

Ibid

ss. 3964—66

ss. 2971-81
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and live gloriously should ultimately renounce this life. They
should contemplate on the instability of riches and youth and
strive to attain Eternal Bliss.
“Kaman

Emai

canra

canra

Yarampuri
Cirantatu

katai-k-kot

makkalotu

curramotu
payirra

kilai

tuvanri

kilavanua

lirantatan

kilattiyum

payane.’

The life of Civakan and that of his wives accord well with
this principle
of Tolk&ppiyam.
To all intents and purposes
Civakan is a hero of magnificent personality who has few parallels
in the annals of epic poetry, in that his personality represents
a natural periection in spite of his having experienced full emotional expression.

1.

Tolkappiyam,

Kagpiyal, Citram,

$1

i
The Hero and the Villain
C.

KATTIYANKARAN
ர. .

sin.

Life is full of pleasure and pain, good and evil, virtue and
It is of sustained interest by virtue of this diversity. This

diversity, we may say, is the spice of life.
Poems in general, and epic poems in particular mirror the
nature of real life, but they do not reflect real life in its naked form.
The content of a poem is the idealization of real life. The poet’s
aim is not to give usa picture of actual life; he wants us to see
things and events through his mind after they have been so recast

by the mould of his ripe wisdom that theyserve as instruments for
our higher attainments. He lays down what life ought to be,
through his picture of life as it is,
Tiruttakkatévar through the creation of multifarious charac-

ters shows us the life that ought to be followed by every individual.
By creating a character, who is an embodiment of evil, the poet not
only infuses interest in the story but also portrays a life which isa
combination of good and

evil, pleasure

and

pain.

Imagine the

story of Civakacintamani without Kattiyankaran. Will it not be
dull and dragging, unreal and unnatural? The character of Kattiyankaran, in fact, enhances the interest of the story not a

serves as the foil to the hero.
epic.

little.

He

He is the villain in the drama of this
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Kattiyatikaran is Caccantan’s chief minister and the king
imposes implicit confidence in him. Kattiyaikaran earns the king’s
affection and confidence by agreeing with the king’s thoughts, words
and deeds whether they are right or wrong.
On the other hand,
Nimittikan, one of the good and truthful ministers of the king, is not

trusted by the king as much as Kattiyaik&ran.

Nimittikan, who

is sincerely interested in the welfare of the king and the country
disagrees with the king whenever he feels tha. the king is wrong
and persistently counsels him to adopt the right course of action.
Nimittikan’s attitude is, perhaps misconstrued by the king; and
hence he does not confide in him as much as he does in Kat tiyatkaran who is a hypocrite. That many are deluded by hypocrites is

not an uncommon fact in daily life.

Scoundrels who pretend to be

very good are taken into confidence whilst sincere well-wishers who

are forthright in thought, word and deed are despised.

Thus Kattiyaikaran
succeeds
in currying the king’s
favour.
He does anything that pleases the king.
He wins many
battles for him. The king therefore loves him as dearly as his own
life. When Caccantan, who loses himself in overwhelming sexual
passion, decides to relieve himself from the burden of his state

duties, he entrusts the entire administration

of his country to his

favourite Kattiyankaran.
Even though Nimittikan and another
minister Uruttiratattan try to warn Caccantan, he will not change
his mind.
He praises Kattiyankaran referring to his victorious
battles in the past and justifies his act of entrusting the kingdom
to Kattiyanikaran thus:

“In gratitude for his service I have honoured him by entrusting the entire administration of my country to him. Let him do as

he likes.

I do not care what he does”?.

Caccantan also chides Nimittikan,

Nimittikan is jealous of Kattiyaikaran.
the great

confidence

that

1. Civakacinta magi, s. 205

because

he

thinks

that

All these points show

the king reposes in Kattiyaikaran.
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I

reposed

Kattiyaik&ran very artfully
in him for his own ends.

makes use of the confidence
When the king discloses his

intention of transferring the state’s responsibility to him, he pretends
to be unworthy of such a high status. He says to the king in his
own hypocritical way, “If you benevolently transfer your power
and your status to me it will look as if the flower-decked seat, which
is placed on the back of the elephant, is taken off and put on
the back of a wrecched dog”.! These’ humble words increase the
king’s confidence in Kattiyaikaran still more. The king exhorts
him not to reject his offer. Thereupon Kattiyankaran expressess
his acceptance by saying, ‘““My lord, be with your charming wife
enjoying her beauty. I will shoulder the responsibility of ruling the
country righteously”.2
The depth of Kattiyankaran’s villainy
is revealed by the depth of king’s confidence in him.
Soon after Kattiyanikaran takes power, his villainy emerges.
He forgets all the king’s kindness to him and the honour which he
bestowed on him. Only when a man is placed in a position of authority and possesses full powers to do or undo, is his true character
released from the depth of his mind and displayed in its true colours.
Shakespeare affirms the truth of this statement stating metaphorically “the bright day brings forth the adder’’.?

Kattiyaikaran thinks that he is the mightiest of all men
because he is the sole master of his state.
All his evil tendencies

which have been dormant hitherto are now brought into play. He
wants to gain the throne for himself. To achieve this end, he makes
up his mind to murder the king. He concocts a cunning story. He
tells the other ministers, that God appears before him day and night

and orders him to kill the king.

The ministers are terribly shocked

to hear these words from him. A minister, by name Tarumatattan,
explains to Kattiyaikaran, how sinful it is even to entertain such a

treacherous thought in one’s mind. But Kattiyafkaran’s evil mind
is not influenced by
1.
2.

3.

such

arguments. His flint-like heart hardens.

Civakacinta mani, s. 202
Ibid

8. 204

Shakespeare, Julius Caesar.

Act II, Scene I
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He becomes wild with rage and cries, “Let the king go to
Heaven and rule over the celestials there.
I am determined to rule
‘this earth and make it prosperous”.
He makes generous gifts to
all those who support him in his abominable plan.
He makes a
surprise attack on Caccantan and kills him. This is the worst form
of treachery that can be imagined. Kattiyankaran has killed the
very lord who has always been his gracious benefactor.
Can we
imagine a more hideous act of treachery than this? This atrocious
treachery of Kattiyankaran betrays his evil mind in its true form.
IV (a)
Kattiyaikaran does not know that Civakan is the son of
Caccantan till the last moment.
He comes to know of it just
before his death.
It is only because of Civakn’s glorious deeds
that Kattiyankaran wishes to kill him.
He is so jealous of
him.
This shows the height of his villainy.
If he had known
the truth his villainy may be justified on grounds
of self
defence.
The absence of any such justification exposes him as a
man with a lurking inferiority complex which cannot bear to see
another man become great.
He perhaps sees the danger which
such a man could create and therefore wants to guard against
any exhibition of greatness.
The villain cannot bear others
become great, because of his corroded heart. Every heroic act performed by Civakan intensifies his jealousy. His warriors who attack

the hunters to recover the cows of the

ayars,

are

routed.

On

learning this, Civakan rushes to the hunters and defeats them by
putting up a glorious defensive fight.
Instead of feeling proud of
Civakan who has restored the cows to the ayars by this herioc deed,
Kattiyaikaran gets exasperated. He is very angry when he learns
that Civakan has defeated the hunters without injuring any of them.
He cannot bear the thought that the victory that was impossible for
his mighty warriors could be acheived so easily by Civakan in such
a glorious way.
To feel happy and rejoice over another’s great

deeds is the innate nature of good men. But men of evil nature will
burn with jealousy at other’s meritorious deeds and will await an
opportune moment to destroy them. We have already quoted the
poet’s description of Kattiyaikaran’s mind being tortured by

jealousy at Civakan’s victory over the rude hunters. He compares
his pangs of jealousy to the shooting pain caused by. the head of a
spear which has snapped off and buried itself in a wound which has
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been inflicted by a sword.
The intensity and vehemency of
Kattiyafkaran’s jealousy is well brought out by this description.

IV (b)
The charming dancing girl by name Anankamalai, whom
Civakan has bedecked with ornaments, casts amorous glances at
Civakan as she dances.
Kattiyankaran perceives them, and as
soon as her performance comes to a close he forcibly carries her
away to his palace, ‘est Civakan should have the chance ot loving
her. He could not bear the sight of Civakan being in the company

of that

charming

damsel.

His hatred for Civakan

that he makes up his mind to kill him.

is so great

IV (c)

When Civakan defeats Kantarvatattai in the yal competition, Kattiyankaran, burning with fury, instigates the other kings
assembled there, to fight against Civakan and kill him. Again
Civakan’s victory in the battle comes as a terrific shock to him.

Afterwards Kattiyaikaran enraged at Civakan’s feat of
controlling his crown elephant, Acanivekam, sends his warriors
to arrest Civakan and produce him before him. But Cutaficanan
renders Civakan timely help and carries him away to his celestial
city. Matanan, Kattiyank&ran’s nephew, dreads to tell his uncle
of Civakan’s escape and utters a flagrant lie by saying that he has
killed Civakan, lest he should
escape in the midst of all
the confusion caused by the whirl wind, thunder and rain.2

Kattiyaikaran is
Civakan’s death.
honours on him
whose compasion,

filled with immeasurable joy at the news of
He congratulates Matanan and showers many
for the meritorious deed in killing Civakan,
might, chivalry, knowledge, beauty, wisdom,

devotion to duty, charity and enjoyment of pleasure, renown, and

friendship have no parallel in this world.?
death of such a great personality as Civakan.
1.

2.
3.

Civakacintamani, s. 455

Ibid
Ibid

8, 1164
s. 1165

He gloats over the
In his elated mood
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he unconciously

betrays his real feelings of deep

appreciation

of

Civakan’s matchless qualities.
Since Kattiyankaran completely believes Matanan’s lies, he
forgets Civakan. Civakan travels widely for about a year without
revealing his identity. Kattiyankaran does not appear in the
story again until the last moment.
He has derived supreme satisfaction from the news of Civakan’s death. His vanity is, therefore,
satiated and his villainy is suppressed for the time being. He only
appears in the story whenever there is scope for the display of his
villainy.
Hence he is not introduced again till the end of the story
when
Civakan, the representative of good, vanquishes him,
the evil man.
Kattiyaikaran was never a good ruler. During the seventeen
or eighteen years of his rule, no single beneficial act of his is mentioned

by the poet. On hearing the report that the hunters have stolen the
cows of the cowherds (ayars), he sends his army to recover them from
the hunters, but the hunters defeat the king’s army.
Although
Kattiyank&ran feels sad at the news, he does not take further

steps to recover the cows.

He keeps quiet.

This isan instance to

show that he is not very much interested in things that do not affect
him personally.
In other words he is not as interested in the

welfare of his subjects as in his own self-aggrandisement.
Kaittyankaran does not deserve to be a monarch. The poet
does not describe anything relating to his administration. Perhaps
the poet expects the readers to surmise from Kattiyafikaran’s

other evil tendencies that his administration must also be bad.
His despotism estranges all the good people from him. As
soon as the king Caccantan hands over the responsibility of ruling his
country to Kattiyaikaran,

the most learned and sincere ministers

such as Nimittikan and Uruttiratattan resign their offices, having no
mind to serve under the evil minded Kattiyankaran. Kattiyankaran

flies into a passion and rebukes Tarumatattan when he condemns
Kattiyaikaran’s evil design to kill Caccantan. Many of his other
ministers are also terribly shocked to learn of his decision to kill
the king, Caccantan. Thus the good-natured people are estranged
from him because of his tyranny. In other words Kattiyankaran
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dispenses with all who try to prevent him from carrying out his evil
designs.
The poet describes him as one having a mind full of venom
and words of cruel nature.

“Karumana naccu veficor Kattiyankaran”?
The poet is of opinion that Kattiyaikaran is not fit to
the throne of Caccantan.
He compares Kattiyankaran

occupy

occupying the throne of Caccantan to a fox occupying the place

a lion.”

ர

of

?

That Kattiyankaran is also a voluptuary is evident from
his forcible abduction of Anankamalai, the dancing girl, whom he
takes to his palace and rapes her. The poet detests this dastardly
act. He says “Kattiyaikaran embracing the charming Anankamalai is like the crow that live on corpses embracing the beautiful

lotus flower.?
V (a)
Tolkappiyar

lists certain

bad qualities that should

found in the hero or heroine of a poem.

They are the

not

be

detestable

qualities of evil-minded persons.
They are jealousy (nimpiri),
tendency to hatch evil designs, (kogumai), considering oneself very
great (viyappu),
back-biting (puramoli), uttering harsh words
(Katuncorki ral), carelessness or indifference (poccappu), indolence
(matimai), boasting of one’s own noble birth (Kugimai inpural)
unwise (@/aimai), forgetfulness (marappu) and falling in love with
one who resembles a loved one (oppumai).4 Since Tolkappiyar
prescribes that these undesirable qualities should be eschewed by
1.
2.

3.
4.

Civakacintamani, s. 744
“Cenkat kurunariyor citka vérraic
cekutta A katanitattaic cérataloppa”’ :
.
— Civakacinté magi, s. 297
Civakacintamagi, s. 686
“Nimpiri kotumai viyappotu pugamoli
vancogy poccappu matimiyotu kutimai
inpura léjaimai-marappo toppumai
yenrivai yigmai yegmagar pulavar.”
.
்
்
‘
—Tolkappiyam, Meyppattiyal, Citram, 26
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the hero or the heroine of a poem, we may take it for granted
that they are the attributes of a villainous character. We find that
many of these attributes are applicable to the villain Kattiyankaran.

V (b)
The evil
others for its
Kdvintan who
Vitayatecam)

mind is never at rest. It is always plotting against
self-aggrandisement.
Kattiyankaran thinks that
is the brother of the queen Vicayai, (the king of
may be a source of danger to him. He wants to

put an end to his life.

He devises a plan to trap him.

He writes a

cunning letter which runs as follows.
“16102 Caccantan, whilst he was trying to control the crown
elephant, named Acanivékam which had turned rogue and killed
a number of people, was thrown down by the elephant and killed.

A false rumour has been spread that the king was killed by me. I can
bear this accusation no longer. The real fact can be proved to the
whole world.
J beg of you to come to Jracamapuram immediately
and take over the throne of this kingdom.
You are my king now.
I will always be at your service and I am prepared to give my life

for you if needs be’’.?
Kévintan understands Kattiyanik&ran’s evil design. At the
suggession of Civakan, Kévintan goes to Jracamapuram with his
army under the pretext of responding to Kattiyanikarn’s invitation.
He camps in the suburb of the city and sends news of his arrival to
Kattiyankaran who is immensely pleased to hear of hir arrival. He
is confident that his plan of killing Kovintan will be realised. Then,
at Kovintan’s invitation, Kattiyankaran attends the competition of shooting down the revolving pig which has been erected by
Kovintan in his camp, so that he can select a suitable husband for
his daughter Ilakkanai.
In reality Kovintan
hopes
to Ivre
Kattiyankaran to his camp so that he can attack him. All of the
competitors have failed to shoot down the pig. Civakan emerges
before Kattiyaikaran riding on an elephant.
1. Civakacinta magi, ss. 2144—47
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Kattiyankaran is terribly shocked to see Civakan. The poet
compares his fear to that of a deer at the sight of a tiger. He is
completely paralysed for a moment.! He realises the foolishness of
not having killed Civakan when the opportunity presented itself
at the dance recital of Anankamalai. He also feels bitter that
Matanan also let Civakan escape.
Soon, when Civakan shoots
down the pig, Kovintan tells Kattiyankaran and others that
Civakan is the son of king Caccantan. At the same time /Jyakkan
(a celestial being) appears in the sky and proclaims that the
lion of Civakan will devour the elephant of Kattiyankaran.?

VI
Kattiyaikaran is not cowed down by this threat.
table courage is well displayed through his words.
Civakan “Do you think I am frightened at the sight of
celestials that you have brought to fight against me?

you do not know my real might.

His indomiHe says to
the army of
Poor man,

Soon I will fight and annihilate

you and your accomplice K ovintan who has planned so cunningly
to kill me”.3 That Kattiyaikaran is a great warrior is evident from
the words of Caccantan.
When Nimittikan tries to dissuade
Caccantan from
entrusting his kingdom
to Kattiyaikaran,
Caccantan states that Kattiyankaran had fought and won many
a battle for him.
Now as Kattiyanikaran’s

end is drawing near, the poet per-

haps wants to develop his herosim. It is a well-known fact that the
deeds done by a person just prior to his death are often highly impressive. Kattiyankaran’s army puts uf a terrific fight against Civakan.
Matanan, his brother Manmatan, the king of Kampili, Kamukan,
his brother Komukan, Piranacenan, Kattiyafikaran’s commander
-in-chief, Ariccantiran, KattiyankSran’s Minister and Kattivan-

karan’s sons fight against Civakan and his army withall their heroic
might and are ultimately either killed or injured? Finally Civakan
fa
2.
3

னவை
pulikan kalaiyig pulampi
olla golla naki yuyirpoy iruntag mato.”
Civakacintamagi,

s. 2206

Ibid

s. 2207

— Civakacintamagi, s. 2196
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attacks

Kattiyankaran

himself.

Kattiyankaran becomes furious

at the sight of Civakan. Seated on his crown elephant Acunivekam,
Kattiyankaran tells Civakan that thanks to his good destiny
Civakan

has

succeeded

in killing

his sons

and

many

of his men,

but Civakan should not imagine that his success is due to his might.
Thereupon Civakan to infuriate Kattiyankaran more, says to him,
“You are afraid of me.
Kattiyankaran flies into a passion. He
says “If I blink my eyes whilst you throw your spear at me, then
you laugh at meand say that I am afraid of you”.1 Then he challenges
Civakan saying, “IfI fail to strike at you let me be deemed as low
as a man who refuses to entertain guests lest he incurs the displeasure of his wife”.?
So saying he prepares himself to shoot his
arrows at Civakan. Before his arrows are released Civakan breaks
them by shooting his own arrows at them. Kattiyankaran with
ferocious fury springs upon Civakan’s chariot with a sword in

his hand, when one of Civakan’s arrows pierces through his chest
and kills him.
Thus the fight brings out Kattiyankaran’s indomitable heroism just prior to his death.
Vil

egoism,

Kattiyankaran has fallen because of his evil deeds. His
militarism and tyranny are the underlying causes for his

destruction. No one with such an evil nature can survive long even
though at first he may have derived benefit and power by doing evil
things.
The poet has created
the worst evils as opposed

Kattiyankaran, a personification of
to Civakan, the embodiment of the

greatest virtues. Through these two significant characters Tiruttakkatevar shows that the world is composed of both good and evil,
and that though at first evil with its powerful potentialities, seems
to triumph over good, it is ultimately destined to be extirpated

by the omnipotency of good.

1,

2.

Civakacintamangi, s. 2317

Ibid

8. 2319

8
Women and Other Characters
A
VICAYAI,

THE

MOTHER

I
The treatment of the women characters by Tiruttakkateévar,
in his epic, is remarkable.
He has portrayed all of them as being
good except Anankamavinai who meets Civakan in the jungle
while he is on his way to Mattimateyam, and attempts to make

him succumb to her sexual attraction. Vicayai, the wife of Caccantan and mother of the hero is characterised as a woman of great
dignity.
She isthe
Caccantap’s uncle.

daughter

of the

king of Viteyateyam who is

11
Vicayai is a woman of ravishing beauty but she
mislead Caccantan.
Since she surpasses all others in
virtues, she is named Vicayai.! The word ‘Vicayai’ means
woman. The poet’s description of her captivating physical

does not
womanly
victorious
form and

personality stimulate our emotions. Her beauty is so charming that
evén celestial beings cannot describe it.? Her bright moonlight face
with her beautiful small forehead looks like the full moon and the
crescent moon embracing each other. Her lips are so attractively
red that they are the colour of Ton sai fruit. These together with her
white teeth and long well shaped nose make her face so bewitchingly
1.
2.

Civakacintamagi, s. 182
Ibid
s. 163
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beautiful that even Uruppaci, the most beautiful of the celestial
maidens, regrets that she is not a man and therefore cannot embrace
Vicayai and enjoy her beauty.
Her glances are so captivating
that even ascetics who have renounced the world, are filled with
passion.! Similarly the poet describes in glowing terms the beauty
of each part of her body from head to foot.?
Her feet which are
as soft as cotton are so delicate that wien she walks a distance

of nine can (about 7 feet)
Katam (about 10 miles).

she feels

that

she

has. walked

one

Every poet at one time or other, atleast in Tamil poetry portrays his vision of ideal beauty and this beauty is generally faminine
beauty.
Kampar describes his Sita, Pukalenti and Ativirarama
Pantian their Tamayanti, Cekkilar his Pimpavai and Kacciappar
his Mayavi.

The description is elaborate, and points out the beauty
of every part of her body. Perhaps Tiruttakatevar has set an
example for future poets by his description of the physical beauty of
Vicayai, although he himself may have been inspired by the description of Virali in Cirupanarruppatai.
Vicayai’s physical beauty

is significant when we remember the ultimate perfection which she
attained.
Caccantan falls in love with this maiden of such ineffable
beauty. He has the unique and enviable fortune of having Vicayai as
his consort. No wonder that he plunges deep into pleasure and for-

gets his duties and even himself. Any youth, ina similar situation,
would have found it difficult to resist such temptation and would
probably have surrendered to it just as he did. If Vicayai’s charm
is so great and her beauty is so bewitching that she arouses passion
even in the minds of ascetics how can we expect Caccantan, a
young and vivacious monarch, to be temperate in his passion for
her?
I.
2.

3.

Ibid
Ibid

“Ogpatipca

s. 167
ss. 164—179

gatappigum orukata menraficum”
— Civakacinté magi,

s. 179
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IIE (a)
Vicayai is portrayed as a most virtuous woman.

her husband is boundless.

Her love for

She dreams the following dream:

All

the flowers of the acd6ka tree wither away and then the tree itself falls
down.
Anew shoot sprouts from its trunk.
The shoot has a crown
on it and it grows rapidly.
Eight white garlands adorn the crown.

Vicayai tells Caccantan of her dream.

He realises the significance

of it. Since the significance of the first part of the dream is unpleasant, he only interprets the other two parts of the dream for her.

The shoot bearing the crown represents her son; the eight white
garlands that adorn the crown denote his eight wives; the growth
of the young acoka tree denotes developing prosperity of her son.

When Vicayai insists, he tells her the significance of the first part of
the dream also. As soon as she learns that it foretells the death of
her dear husband, she is terribly shocked and she falls down

unconscious.
her husband.

This speaks

of her sincerity and her intense love for
III

As already
love for his wife,
the responsibility
Kattiyankaran,

(b)

narrated, Caccantan becavse of his boundless
Vicayai, abrogates all his royal duties and entrusts
of ruling the entire kingdom to his chief minister
so that he may always be with her. He does this

despite the sincere advice and warning of Nimittikan and Uruttiratattan against

such a decision.

It is a pity

complacent about her husband’s stupidity.

that Vicayai

for her is so intense, she could have influenced him to correct

attitude to his royal duties.

is so

Since Caccantan’s love
his

It was folly on her part to have kept

quiet, and to have been so complacent.
Two reasons for her complacency may be suggested.
One is that as she is a most virtuous

and chaste woman, it would not be becoming of her to reprove her
husband, who is her Lord. For is it not the duty of a chaste woman
to be submissive and yield to her husband at all times? The chaste

woman’s happiness and pleasure is only that which her husband
considers to be his happiness and pleasure. The other reason is that
since her love for him is also immeasurable she too must have liked
to have him always with her. That she must have been actuated
more by the former reason than by the latter is indicated by her
advice

to her son

Civakan

when

he

becomes

king after killing
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Kattiyankaran, citing as a warning his father Caccantan’s tragic
end which was caused by his uncontrollable passion. She says to
Civakan “Your father disgraced himself by falling a prey to passion.
He was devoured by it just as the bright moon is devoured by the
cobra named /raku.
Against his ministers’ repeated advice, he
entrusted his kingdom to Kattiyaikaran and continued to indulge
in sensuous pleasure.
Finding their words of advice had fallen
on deaf ears, the ministers deserted Caccantan.
When the news
of Kattiyankaran’s treachery reached the king, he sent me away

inthe Mayirporifor

your sake.

Then he fought with Kattiyan-

karan and fell. Thus lust was the cause of his
You must therefore expel it from your soul’’.1

fall............... ”

This quotation shows clearly that Vicayai knew that the king
was wrong in yielding to his passion, but she dared not advise him
because she thought it was not seemly for a woman to correct
She does not uttera single word of warning
her lord and master.
The
throughout the episode except to acquaint him with herdream.
king should have recognised that the first part of her dream was a
warning to him, and he should have taken proper precautions.

[11 (6)
Vicayai, as she is supremely virtuous, does not desire to lead

a material life after the demise of her husband

who

was

her very

life.
For a chaste woman’s life becomes gloomy and dark,
if she loses her dear husband. Vicayai goes to Tantakaraniyam,
and stays in a hermitage leading an ascetic life along with other
woman ascetics. Tolkappiyar calls such an ascetic life lead by a
Vicayai inflicts on hereself
widow “‘Katalan ilanta tapata nilai”*
the strict life of ‘““Tapata Nilai,”

1V (a)
As a mother,

Vicayai

is magnificent.

The

depth

of

her

maternal affection is shown by the fact that she only continues to
live, for the sake of her unborn son.

A chaste woman of the highest

1.

Civakacintamani, ss. 2610—2614, 2618

2.

Tolkappiyam,

Purattigaiyiyal, Citiram,

19-
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order would

usually die herself when

she heard

of her husband’s

death.1 Though Vicayai’s chastity is of the highest order she lives
on even after her dear husband’s death because he
her to live for the sake of their son.2. She wants to see
grows up to be a man of noble character and to
warrior who will recover kingdom from Kattiyankaran
his father’s death.
Only her boundless love for her
her life.

has ordered
that her son
be a valiant
by avenging
son sustains

IV (b)
While she is travelling in the Mayirpori in the air, Kattiyan-

karan’s trumpets of victory sound in her ears and she immediately
swoons.

As she is no longer

able to operate

the

machine,

it

descends and alights in a graveyard. Soon afterwards she regains
consciousness. She is not frightened by the smoke of the burning
corpses which fill the air around
husband’s

but the

fall fills her heart with pangs

thought

of

her beloved

of sorrow, and torrents of

tears streak down her cheeks.
Soon she gives birth toa boy. The
plight of her son lying in the dust of the graveyard melts her heart
and she sobs bitterly.

The tragedy of her plight is well brought out

by the poet in the lamentation of the queen.
IV (c)
She sees in her mind’s eye the pomp and splendour with which

the birth would have been celebrated had the child been born in the
palace. The king in his ecstacy at the birth of a son would have
exempted his vassal kings from paying tributes for a period of
twelve years.
new temples,

He would have ordered the construction of beautiful
founded charity homes, demolished prisons
and

purified those places, and distributed wealth to needy
people.
He would have also ordered his servants to keep the store houses and
treasuries open for seven days, so that the people could have free
access to them and take, for themselves, things such as rice, cloth,
gold, jewels etc., as much as their hearts could desire. She further
1.

“Katala rirappit
ttulaik

kurikin

tipauyi rivar”
2.

Civakacintamani,

kagaiyeri potti
uyirttakat

tataika

— Magimekalai
s, 311

Uralaruraitta katai 11, 42—44
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imagines how beautifully the baby would have been dressed and
decked with valuable ornaments.
The astrologers would have read
his future.
The king would have conveyed the happy news to several
other kings.
The scholars and poets would have been presented with

elephants, valuable shawls and gold pieces in plenty. But alas, the
baby is now lying in the graveyard.
of all the royal splendours.

He

is destitute

and

devoid

IV (a)
This miserable plight of her baby rends
sobs bitterly uttering the following words:

her

heart and she

“Oh, my son! you are born in the place where the howling
of jackals is heard instead of the sound of the muracu (a musical
instrument), the burning of corpses provide the glowing lights, the
dance of the ghosts is your palace dance, the cries of the kakai are
your greetings. This is how you, the king, are born! What a pity

it is!” She further laments, ‘“‘you, the king of this land! The place
where you are lying belongs to the enemy.
Your bed is the graveyard surrounded by corpses.
I am alone and unfriended.
I am
without any help.
I want to take you away from this place but the
darkness hinders me.
Iam at a loss to understand how you can be
reared.

able

Oh,

Iam

sights.

My

still alive even after witnessing all

dearest

son

Cintamani,

these

you and

unbear-

my

Lord

Arukan are my only hope.
Tell me who else can relieve me of my
misery except youtwo. Ihave done exactly what your father ordered

me to do. Is it fair that I, who implicitly obeyed your father’s
injunctions should suffer?” This lamentation reveals her (Vicayai’s)
love for her son.

IV

(e)

There are also other contexts that betray the depth of her
motherly feelings. On their way to Emamapuram to see Civakan
his companions, Citattan, Putticenan, Patumukan and Tevatattan,

meet
1.
2

Vicayai

in her hermitage.

Civakacintamagi, ss. 306—308
Ibid
ss. 309—311

They introduce

themselves

as
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Civakan’s

companions

and

tell her of Civakan’s

fight with the

hunters, his marriage with Kantarvatattai and then with Kunamalai.
They also tell her about Kattiyankaran’s hatred for Civakan and
of his orders to arrest Civakan so that he can kill him.
She misunderstands their words ‘to kill him’ and thinks Civakan has
been killed and she is so grief stricken that she falls unconscious.

As She regains consciousness she laments, “Oh, my son, you have
been my fond hope since the time I gave birth to you in the
graveyard, but now, alas, you have left me never to return.
J have
been hoping that you would become king and rule with justice.

I was under the firm belief that I would be relieved of my sorrows
by living to see your benign reign.
I have been thinking that when
everything is settled you would permit me to renounce the world
saying, ““My dear mother, you can now renounce’’, but before I
could renounce the world and leave you, alas, my dearest, you have

left me for ever! Oh, I am unable to bear the pangs of separation

from you.

down.!

I am actually dying of grief.” Uttering thus she falls

These

words

of lamentation

show

the

immensity

of

Vicayai’s love for her son and her keen interest in his welfare and
prosperity.
Civakan’s comrades could not have known that she
was his mother if she had not misunderstood their words and thought
he was dead.
Because of her great grief they knew of her relationship to Civakan.

IV (f)
His companions are extremely happy to learn that Civakan
is the son of Vicayai and king Caccantan.
They tell her that
Civakan has mysteriously escaped from Kattiyankaran’s men,
and that he is alive. Vicayai is very happy to hear the glad news

and asks his companions to bring him to her. Accordingly they
take Civakan to her. Civakan is seeing his mother for the first
time.

The

He falls at her feet.

tears

of joy which

Vicayai is in ecstacies to see her son.

streaks

down

her cheeks

and the milk

which flows from her breasts drench Civakan as he rises from her
feet.
The poet says that Vicayai, in her overwhelming love for

her son, forgets that he is in the prime of youth and embraces him
ardently as if he were a baby.1
She repents saying, “Oh my
1,

Civakacintamagi, ss, 1801-—1807
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Civakan,

I deserted the king while he was fighting a battle and you

were born in the graveyard.

What

a wretch I am!

You

have

come to see me, the wretch’? Civakan begs her to eradicate such
painful feelings and consoles her. Vicayai’s maternal feelings and
love are well revealed in these incidents.

IV (g)
Vicayai is very keen that her son should become king.
She is
eager that Civakan should vent his wrath on Kattiyankaran and
recover his kingdom.
She teaches him
the important strategies
that he should use to gain a victory over the enemy and also certain
royal codes.
“A king should take one-sixth of the income of his subjects
as tax. He should always be wary of his old enemies.
He must
devise a plot that will make his enemies fight amongst themselves.

He

must sow the seeds of dissension among the allies of his enemy

and win them over to his side.
Further, he must make some of his
spies keep watch over the other spies.
He must deem the ministers
who are well-versed in moral and royal codes, to be as precious as
his own eyes, and hold them in high esteem.
He must recruit more

competent and talented people to carry out the work of the state.
A king who is bent on gaining a victory over his enemies should adopt

these means”’.®
She then continues to emphasise the importance of wealth.
She says, “Wealth begets many

beauty.

victories,

honour,

It elevates the poor to a high position.

education

and

Wealth produces

strong armies; with the help of a strong army, one can become the
king of a country. That country in turn brings one great wealth.

There is nothing in this world that cannot be achieved with wealth.”
If a venture is started at the proper time and place, it is bound to be

successful’’.4
These words of Vicayai speak of her deep knowledge of
state-craft and also of her anxiety that her son should become the
1.
2
3.
4

Civakacintamangi, s. 1912
Ibid
s. 1913
Ibid
85, 1920-1921
Ibid
ss, 1922—23 & 1927
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king of Emafikatanatu. Finally she advises Civakan to go to his
uncle Kovintan, the king of Vitayanatu, and with his help to
fight Kattiyankaran and win back his kingdom.
That such a person so well versed in state-craft, should not
have protested against the fanatical infatuation of her husband is
indeed unfortunate.
If she suffers, it is because of this fault or

perhaps because she was torn between the demands of love and the
demands

of state.
Vv

To cherish in one’s memory,

the good

others is one of the greatest virtues. Tiruva] |uvar

help received

from

says, “Help given

by those who never expect anything in return is of such great
value that even the gift of heaven and earth will be scarcely
equal to it”.'
Vicayai expresses her deep debt of gratitude for
the great help rendered by Kantukkatan and his wife Cunantai,
in bringing up her son. When Civakan meets her for the first time

at Tantakaraniyam she is immensely pleased to see that he is sucha
lovely youth.
She is overwhelmed with grateful feelings to think
that he has been brought up with such care by Kantukkatan and
Cunantai.
She says to him, “‘Cunantai is your mother, not me;
your father is not the king (Caccantan) but Kantukkatan. The son,
who is as precious as my life, is not you, but Nantattan”.2 Since
Cunantai and Kantukkatan had cared for Civakan from babyhood,
as if he was there own son, Vicayai, to express her gratitude, says
that they are the parents of her son Civakan and claims their son
Nantattan to be her own. After Civakan becomes king, Cunantai
meets Vicayai and greets her with folded arms. Vicayai embraces
her ardently and complements her in glowing terms for having
brought up Civakan in a fine way thereby enabling him to recover

his kingdom.3
She distributes all the divine influence that she has earned
through her worship of God, to the woman ascetics who have supplied
lotus rice (alliarici), greens, vegetables, fruits and roots for her food,
1,
2.
3.

Tirukkura], Ceynanriyarital, s. 1
Civakacintamagi, ss. 1915—16
Ibid
s. 2605
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during her stay in the hermitage
her gratitude for their help.1
desire for the wordly things,

at Tantakaraniyam, in token

of

Since the woman-ascetics have no
Vicayai considers that it is meet to

give away her divine influence to them, and accordingly she does so.
She raises a temple in the graveyard in honour of the Goddess who
protected her. She paints a picture of the Mayirpori that carried her
away to safety.2 She converts the graveyard where Civakan was

born into a home of charity and arranges with Nantakon the father
of Kovintai to distribute milk and delicious food for five hundred
and five children daily.2

All these instances

speak

of

Vicayai’s

deep sense of gratitude.
VI
She is anxious that Civakan should not fall a prey to sensuous
pleasure, like his father, and bring about his own end.
She, therefore, narrates to him the story of his father’s tragic end. Then she
proceeds to explain to him the evanescent nature of worldly life and
preaches to him about the attainment of higher spiritual existence.
“We

who

are born

in this world” says she, “‘are at a loss to

know exactly how long we shall live. We desire to live longer and
longer in this world. When Karru, the God of Death, preys upon us,
we only repent that we have wasted our precious days without doing
a penance that would have enabled us to be rid of the burden of
being born again.
Who can restore the days that have been wasted?
No one can. The serpent of Time released by Karru (the God of
Death) tastes us just as we savour delicious curd rice; and finally
he devours us completely.
When we live, if our destiny is

good, we get wealth. When the body itches we scratch.
long as good destiny lasts wealth continues to increase.

Likewise so
When good

destiny ceases, wealth also ceases just as we stop scratching when the

itching stops.

If throughout our life we continue to love our own

kith and kin, without resorting to penance, itis a blemish

on

our

part for our kith and kin will not be with us for ever.
When we
come under the influence of bad destiny our kith and kin will be
1:

Civakacintamani,

s, 2062

2.
3.

Ibid
Ibid

s. 2063
$. 2064
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rent asunder just as the cloud is split by a wild wind.
son, you should also refrain from loving me”.
Then she addresses everyone

stating,

“Do

Therefore, my
not

higher virtues when you are enjoying yourselves in

forget

the

the

pleasant

company of young maidens.
Before your dark hair becomes grey,
perform charitable deeds and do penance. Before the Kiirruvan

preys upon your life, share your food with others, and be of good
conduct.

If the people, actuated by material desire, deny food to

the poor and refrain from doing virtuous deeds. that desire

will

benefit them little. Therefore banish desire. We see in the world
people who are blessed with wealth and those who are miserably

poor also.

This shows that wealth is not permanent.

Therefore

never desire material wealth; but do penance, realising the imper-

manency of youthfulness”’.2

Vicayai’s spiritual philosophy is well disclosed by these words
of wisdom.
Her mind is mature enough for higher attainments.

Vil
Now that her object in life, the purpose for which she lived,
i. €., that her son should recover his kingdom after avenging his
father’s death, is fulfilled, she renounces the world. Cunantai also
renounces material things along with her.
They go to Tavappa]]i,
the abode of ascetics, fall at the feet of the Master and beg for their
salvation.
Her garlands and ornaments are striped off. Their
feet are washed with milk and their tresses are shaved off. They

shine as brightly as a burning light.
Vicayai’s determination to attain salvation is well

illustrated

by the following incidents: Civakan meets Vicayai in Tavappa]]i
and begs her to stay in the city for some days so that‘he may enjoy
her company.

Since Vicayai is detatched from all wordly things she

remains as silent as a statue, and does not reply to her son’s request.
Thereupon Pammai, a woman ascetic of Yavappa]li replies to
Civakan on behaif of his mother saying that now Vicayai is not related
to Civakan in any way.
1.
2.

Civakacintamani,
Ibid

Civakan

ss. 2616—18
58, 2619-26

and

his wives

weep to hear her
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words. Touched by Civakan’s intense grief, the other woman ascetics
tell Vicayai that there is nothing wrong in speaking a few words to
Civakan.
Even then Vicayai only utters these few words:
“I
approve of everything that Civakan does”’.!
Vicayai’s strong will
power is really admirable.

117
Thus we see that the many sided character of Vicayai as a
beautiful and ideal wife, as a loving mother, asa person with a deep
sense of gratitude, as a person possessing a sound knowledge of
statecraft, and above all as a philosopher and sage—contributes
to the varied interest and grandeur of the epic.
Vicayai achieves perfection at the end of the story, the
perfection that is the Jain ideal.
When the story begins she is
a beautiful and passionate young girl caring for nothing but the love

of her husband. Although she has been well trained in all the arts
and in state-craft she does not realize the full meaning of her knowledge and has not maturity to apply it to everyday life. That is
probably one of the reasons why she does not warn her husband
about his mistakes.
From the time that the dream is explained to
1161, 8116 begins to think and to understand wordly life. Slowly her

personality develops and after her husband’s death she becomes an
ascetic. Even though she becomes a nun it is not easy for her to
become detatched from the divine love which a mother has for her
son.
She is a born queen and therefore she cannot imagine her
own son occupying any other position than that of a king.
lt is only when

she sees her son

installed on his ancient

throne that her maternal love can no longer move her.

It is then

that she develops into a perfect Jain. The traits which we did not
notice when she was Caccantan’s consort, her wisdom, her state-craft,

strategy etc., are revealed later when she is advising Civakan.

We

have, through her statements, an idea of our poet’s conception of
Dharma, Artha and Kamam.
Inno other Jain epic does a woman

attain such perfection. Of course our author has followed the
illustrious example of Ijaiko and Cattanar when they described
the perfection of Kannakai and Manimékalai.
1,

Civakacintamagi,

s. 2643—45

8a
Wives
1.

KANTARVATATTAI
I

The

creation of the character of

Kantarvatattai

deserves

special consideration.

She is the daughter of the king of

yatarar, Kaluiavekan,

whose city is situated on the

top of a

Véittihill

named Vejjikkunru. Vittiyatarar are those who belong to the
celestial class.
As Citattan, a wealthy merchant of Iracamapuram, returns home in his ship after trading in foreign lands,
he is taken to Kalulavekan by a Vittiyataran named Taran.
Kalulavekan is reminded of the prediction of the astrologer on
the day of Kantarvatattai’s birth that she is destined to live on
earth, in the city of /racamapuram. He entrusts her to Citattan’s

care and requests him to give her in marriage to a man who can
defeat her in a yal competition. Accordingly Citattan takes her
home.
He arranges a ya/ competition in which Civakan finally
takes part and defeats Kantarvatattai.
She is then married to him.

11
Kantarvatattai is the heroine of the story. She is distinguished as the heroine not only because she is the first of the eight
wives of Civakan, but also by the significant part that she plays in
the story.
We must consider why the poet has chosen a celestial
maiden as Civakan’s first wife. Civakan is a great hero. He has

no parallel in the whole world. No mortal man could ever hope
to attain his perfection. He is a hero of heroes. The poet must have
considered

that no earthly maiden, however excellent, would be a
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suitable consort for such a hero. Hence we may presume that he
created a heroine who was maiden of the celestial class and therefore
superior to earthly maidens.

111
Kantarvatattai
is bewildered by her
the celestial city.
He
made of gems? Isthat

is very beautiful. Even Citattan, her guardian
bewitching beauty, when he first meets her in
muses on her beauty saying, “Is that a creeper
the lightning? Is that an idol made of rubies by

the expert hands of Lord Intira, the king of the Tevas?”!

Even

Tevas who see her are disturbed by her beauty.2 As Kantarvatattai
makes her way to the hall where the ya/ competition is held, a
host of people including even the Viccatarars of Heaven hasten
to havea glimpse of her.
Those who escort her push back the crowd
with the aid of bamboo sticks but they will not move aninch.
They

push forward saying, “We are blessed with two eyes so that we can
feast them on the beatuy of K&ntarvatattai”.? The kings and princes
who have come to take part in the ya/ competition are simply
astounded at her beauty. They think that those who feast their eyes
on the beauty of her limbs will never desire Eternal Bliss.4 They say,
“Suppose if she wins us in the competition, we will do panance
and have her”.® These instances reflect her indescribable beauty.

IV
Her accomplishment in the art of music is astounding.
As
she plays on her vinai or sings, the birds are so charmed by the sweetness of her music that they swoon.
When the other competitors,
Sucha statement may seem
away.
fly
birds
the
vinai,
on
play
sing or
1.

2.
3.

“Arumanik kotikol migkol amararkég eluti vaitta
i
inga
pavai
kol.”
— Civakacinta magi, s. 549
எக் அங்கம்
அவாவை வரதே
“Vigkanint turuku nirmai vejvalait toi.”
—Civakacinta mani, s. 628
“Kanni notu pirantatu karikai
vannan kagtarkan rovenru vaitavar
vignum

enni

maggum

:

viruntucey

5

taloppa

ஸ்”

Civakacintamagi,

s. 636

Mw

சரிய வடய்டி ய் மணமமகற்க்
4,

Civakacintamani,

s. 640

—Civakacintamani,

5. 635
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to be an exaggeration but, according to our Indian tradition music
or Natabrahma can be described in such a fashion.
Thus all the
kings, the princes, aafanars and vanikars who participate in the competition are utterly defeated even though they are all accomplished
in the art of music. Her performance is so wonderful that Kattiyankaran himself is astonished at her talent. He extols her wonderful
performance stating, “Only Cupid (Kaman) can win her. Therefore
kings, withdraw from the competition.
No one on this earth can
surpass her in the art of music”.} We must note that K4antarvatattai
never feels jubilant ror elated about her victory.
Her serene and
restrained nature adds dignity to her personality.

Vv
Kantarvatattai cherishes a great love for Civakan.
As soon
as she sees him in the hall where the music competition is held, she
ismuch disturbed.
Shelongsforhim.
She wonders whetherhe is a
celestial ora mortal.
She says to herself, “Whoever he may be I will
conquer him. [will make him drink my beauty with hiseyes”.? Her
love for Civakan is so overwhelming that her modesty is affronted
and her strength of mind is taxed. Next Kantarvatattai is amazed

at Civakan’s wonderful knowledge of the technique of music and
the art of making musical instruments. As she listens to his sublime
music she admits to herself that she cannot defeat him.
She grows
nervous,
She begins to sing and her beautiful forehead is covered
with perspiration.
She falters when she plays and sings, and thus
suffers defeat.
It is, therefore, clear that she was defeated because

of her overwhelming

love for Civakan

rather than her lack

of

talent.
The intensity of her love for Civakan

is displayed when the

kings, who have been defeated in the ya/ competition,
Civakan,
She is terribly shocked and cries bitterly saying,

attack
“Alas,

my Lord Civakan is attacked by so many enemies on account of
me!
What a sinful wretch Iam.
Oh my soul! Why are you still

lingering in me?

Leave this wretched body immediately’?

words of self-reproach betray her true love.
1,

2.
3.

Civakacintamagi,

Ibid
Ibid

s. 769

s. 714
8. 664

These
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Vi

Kantarvatattai also distinguishes

herself

as

a

lady

who

protects her husband’s honour.
Kalulavékan, Kantarvatattai’s
father sends her diamond ornaments, garlands of karpaka flowers,
vessels full of liquor, valuable clothes, sweet smelling

sandle

wood

paste, bows, arrows, spears and swords, and shawls made of rat
hairs through Taran. When he arrives she takes precautions to prevent
Taran from hearing of Civakan’s arrest. She is afraid that if Taran
comes to know, he will spread the news to her xather and rest of her
family and that Civakan’s honour will be lowered in their estimation.
Without anyone’s knowledge, therefore, she takes Taran to a secluded
place and tells hima lie that Civakan is staying in Emamapuram

where he has gone with his men seven months ago.
She utters this
lie just to safeguard her husband’shonour.
She cannot be criticised
for doing so.

Tiruva|juvar

its result is purely good.!

states that one can utter lie provided

Kantarvatattai’s lie results in safeguarding

the honour of her husband.
Is there a nobler cause for a wife
champion than this? Kantarvatattai herself narrates this incident
the first part of her letter to Civakan and exhorts him to take steps
regain his kingdom and save his honour and reputation instead
marrying more wives.
்

to
in
to
of

Vil
TiruvajJuvar holds that love-quarrels (ital) are indispensable
for the enhancement of the enjoyment of lovers.
He says, “Digesting the eaten food is sweeter than eating.
In love, loves’ quarrel is
sweeter than the re-union’.2 The more intense the love, the more

love quarrel there will be.
There must have been many a lovequarrel between Kantarvatattai and Civakan in view of their boundless love for each other.

The poet describes one of their quarrels.

The cause for the

quarrel is of course very serious.

Kantarvatattai comes to know of

Civakan’s love for Kunamalai.

No woman can bear her husband

1,

“Poymaiyum vaymai yitatta puraitirnta

2.

Nanmai payakkum enin”
“Unaligum untalaral initu kamam
punartalin ital igitu”

— Tirukkura]
—Tirukkura}

Vaymai,

s. 2

Utal Uvakai, s. 6
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loving another

woman.

Civakan

paints a beautiful

portrait

of

Kunamalaias he saw her when he rescued her from the wild elephant.

There she stands with terror in her eyes and her dress slipping off her
beautiful limbs. When Kantarvatattai sees the portrait, she becomes

angry.

She asks Civakan whose portrait it is.

He replies that it is

the portrait of an /yakkai, meaning a celestial girl. Nevertheless
Kantarvatattai understands who she is and tells him ironically,

“Of course she must be an Iyakki, since she can move your heart”.}
She becomes even more excited and angry.

Her forehead is covered

with pearl-like drops of sweat; her eyebrows bend, her eyes become
red. Civakan begs her not to beangry.

He assures her that she is his

life. Civakan’s humblensess in this situation is quite in accordance
with the principles

of Tolk&ppiyam.

quarrel the wife may
submissive.
“Manaivi

te dominant

uyarvui

ninaiyuni

kalaip

kilavon

He

says

whilst the

that during2 love-

husband

mey be

panivum

pulaviyul uriya”.2

Kantarvatattai’s anger is still not quenched.
She kicks him
on the head and abruptly leaves him.
It is a convention in Tamil

poetry to say that the wife kicks her husband’s head or chest to show
her anger during a love quarrel, and this scene
according to this tradition and not according
which may not approve of such behaviour.
cribes her kicking at his head by saying that

must be understood
to other traditions
Tiruttakkatévar desshe adorns his head

with her beautiful foot which is as soft as a flower’’?.
VIII
Her forbearance is amazing.

No

wife can be completely

complacent when her husband marries again but we find that

tarvatattai is forbearing in this matter.
painted the portrait ot his beloved

in her presence,

Kan-

She wasangry when Civakan
Kunamalai

because

he did so

but she calmly accepts Civakan’s later marriages.

She is magnanimous

enough

to sympathise with the other

1.

“Matuviri kotaiyam malai ninmapam
atumurai yiyakkali niyakki yakumée”

2.
3.

Tolkappiyam, Poruljiyal, s. 31
Civakacintamagi, s, 1019

.

wives,

— Civakacintamagi, s. 1015
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when they are griet-stricken because of Civakan’s departure, even
though she is bowed down with grief herself.
In her letter to
Civakan she describes Kunamalai’s sorrow.
She says, ‘My sister
Kunamalai is very unhappy because you are not here.
She is full
of grief that she is not able to distinguish between day and night.
She feels that the cool rays of moonare hot. So she mistakes the
moon for the sun and the sun for the moon. She chides the moon
and complements the sun.
Perplexed with grief she falls on the
ground. The beauty of her moon like face, shoulders
and
breast 1s fading because of her intense sorruw.
It is doubtful
whether she will survive.
Theintensity of her grief is increasing
day by day”.' Thus Kantarvatattai speaks of the true love that she
cherishes for Kunamalai, the second wife of her husband.
There
is not a tinge of jealousy which a first wife would normally feel
towards her husband’s second wife.
On the other hand she is

only concerned with her well-being.
because of her benignity.

Her stature becomes

foftier

In the same letter she impresses on Civakan her own sorrow
at being separated from him
ina most polished way, which is at
the same time subtle and satirical.
“| do not pine for the bridegroom, who enjoys himself in the
beds of his newly married wives. They are pleased when their husband looks at them and are pained even if he blinks his eyes because
he does not see them for a second. My husband is always with me
because he resides in my heart.
I am spending my days without
languishing.
Let the bridegroom take care of himself”’.”
1X (a)
Though
Kantarvatattai is not mentioned very often in the
story her part in it is very significant. After Civakan disappears
during the confusion caused by Cutaficanan, his whereabouts are
1. Civakacinta magi, ss. 1877—79
2. “Nokkave tajirttu nokka timaippinum nuguku nallar
pikkama] amaljic cekkum putumaga vaja nartam
nippilar nefici gujjar atalal nipaittal ceyyén

pokkuval pojutun tamtam ponnati porri yenr aj.”

— Civakacintamayi, s. 1880
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not known.

Nantattan,

Civakan’s

brother is deeply grieved

because he is separated from him. He goes to Kunamalai’s palace
in search of him and then he goes to Kantarvatattai. Kantarvatattai is singing and playing her ya/ expressing her sorrow at the

absence of Civakan.

Overwhelmed

with grief, she finally leans on

her bed feeling very depressed. At this point Nantattan
the room and stands before her with utmost reverence.
He requests tier to tell him where Civakan is.
that he need

not be anxious

about

Civakan’s

enters

She tells him

safety because he is

very happy in the company of his new bride.
She chants the
mantiram of Matimukam and touches his face with her hand.
Immediately Nantattan is able to see Civakan. He is very happy to
see Civakan sitting ona bed with his new wife Kanakamalai at the
palace of Tatamittan, the king of Emamapuram.
He is bedecking

her hair with a Garland of Karpakam flowers. Nantattan tells
Kantarvatattai that he wishes to meet Civakan. She presents him
with flower garlands, sandal wood paste, a gold sword, scent (1a nam)

and beautiful ornaments with which he adorns himself.

By her

supernatural influence, Nantattan assumes the same physical form
as Civakan.
She then chants another mantiram, by name Kamini
by the divine power of which a God appears and takes Nantattan
to the palace of Tatamittan where he is laid on the ground. Then

follows a comedy of errors.

One of the palace

maids

by name

Vacuntari, who sees Nantattan mistakes him for Civakan.
She
runs to Kanakamalai to report to her, but to her great surprise
she sees another Civakan with her. Puzzled with the sight of the
two persons both looking like Civakan she runs to Vicayan, the

son of the king Tatamittan and informs him. He goes to Nantattan
lying on the ground in the guise of Civakan, and attempts to speak
to him but-Nantattan does not reply. So he rushes to Civakan and
tells him what has happended. Civakan guesses that the other man
must be Nantattan who must have come to Emamapuram with the

aid of Kantarvatattai’s supernatural power. Civakan then goes to
Nantattan who offers obeisance to Civakan by falling at his feet.
Civakan embraces him ardently. Then they both enjoy exchanging
news of what has happend since Civakan’s escape.
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IX

(b)

A few days later, the four companions of Civakan—Patumukan,
Putticenan, Citattan and Teévatattan go to Kantarvatattai and
learn from her, that Civakan is staying in Emamapuram.
She
writes a letter to Civakan and gives it to them to hand over to

him.

They immediately start for Emamapuram with their armies.

On their way they meet Vicayai at the hermitage of Tantakaraniyam,

and they find out that she is Civakan’s
Emamapuram

they met

where they

his mother

meet

Civakan.

mother.

They rush to

They inform

Vicayai in Tantakaraniyam.

Civakan goes to Tanjakaraniyam

him that

Immediately

with his companions

and meets

his mother for the first time. Vicayai asks him to attack Kattiyankaran with the aid of his uncle, Kovintan. Civakan fights
with
Kattiyaikaran

and kills him.

Thus we see that K antarvatattai is indirectly responsible
for
the consummation of the plot. If she had not helped
Civakan’s
comrades to find him, they would not have met his mother
on their

journey.

Consequently

Civakan

also would

not have

seen his

mother and received orders from her to kill Kattiyaikara
n. Had
the plot been consummated without Civakan meeting
his mother,
much of the delicacy of the story would have been
lost. The meet-

ing, besides presenting a touching scene, enables Civakan
to get his
mother’s whole hearted consent for his plan to kill the villain.
It

also affords an opportunity for Vicayai to give vent to
her hatred
for the villain who so treacherously murdered her husband
.
Is not
the deed ofa son highly meritorious when it is
sanctioned by his

beloved and revered mother?

The

meeting episode,

therefore, is

a vital part of the story, and takes place, thanks to Kantarv
atattai’s
help.

2.

KUNAMALAI
I

Kunamalai is also portrayed

as a lady of praiseworthy

qualities. She is the second wife of Civakan and is endowed with
all womanly virtues. She comes ofa family belonging to a wealthy
class. Kuperamittiran and VinayamBlai are her parents. Her noble
nature is well displayed during the argument between Kugamialai
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and her companion
scented powder.

Curamaficari

as to who can prepare

the best

After testing both the powders, Civakan finds that the powder
prepared by Kugamalai is superior. When the result is intimated

to the two maidens, Curamaficari becomes very angry. She thinks
that Civakan is partial in his judgement because of his love for
Kunamalai.
Kunamialai is not elated at her victory.
annoyed that the dispute has caused her to incur the

She is very
displeasure

of her dear friena Curamaficari. She is tortured because she is
estranged from Curamaiicari. In spite of her repeated request,
Curamaiicari will not speak to her. She addresses her in endearing
and complementary terms.
She says, “Your face, which is always
as charming as the beautiful lotus flower has now become as gloomy

as the lotus flower when it is affected by the rays of moon.
I
entreat you to speak tome. J can no longer bear our estrangement.
So please speak to me without further delay”.! Speaking thus she
falls at Curamaficari’s feet and repeatedly entreats her to speak. to
is relentless leaves her abruptly.
But Curamaficari who
her.
Kunamalai weeps bitterly at losing Curamaiicari’s friendship.”

The incident shows K unamilai’s sincere love for Curamaiicari
and her noble humility.
Although she wins she is not in the least
elated.
She gets very depressed when she is estranged from her
With all sincerity of love, she attempts to
beloved companion.
reconcile Curamajicari. Finding that all her request prove futile
she ultimately falls at her feet.
II

(a)

The way in which she first meets Civakan and falls in
love with him is interesting. After taking her bath in the river,
Kunamalai

wends

her way home.

She is chased

by the crown

elephant, Acanivekam, which has suddenly turned rogue.

Espying

Kugamalai’s dangerous plight, Civakan runs to the elephant and
diverts its attention to himself by hitting it on its forehead with his
ear-ring.
Then he pounces upon the elephant but soon adroitly
1,

2.

Civakacintdmani,

Ibid

s. 898

s. 909
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slips away.
Kunamalai is touched by Civakan’s heroic deed.
She is also attracted by his charming personality.
She has already
heard of Civakan’s magnanimous qualities and now she has
witnessed them in person.
She must also have a soft corner for

him in her heart because he preferred her scented powders.

She

falls in love with him.
The intensity of her love for him is evident from the love-

sickness which she suffers when they are apart.. She does not eat
when he is away.
Consumed by burning passion she says to herself. “Cupid (Kamag) practised his archery and directed his five
terrible arrows at my heart.1_
My heart is consumed by the fire

of love, as a lotus flower is consumed by the sacred fire (véJvi).
Therefore,

Oh

Goddesses,

bring

Civakan

to me immediately.2

[

cannot speak because my heart is filled with intense sorrow. I have
therefore, become like a dumb person who speaks with his hands and
hears with his eyes. I cannot find any relief, just as low people,
who have not done penance cannot find the way to salvation”.
Her eyes have lost their brigthness; her bangles have slipped
off her hands.
She becomes so desparate that she thinks of resort-

ing to magalartal.4 But her modesty prevents her from doing so.5
We must point out that this is a literary convention of the age.
1

“Ilakka mennuyi raveytu karkumal
alaikkum veiicara maintutai ya paro ”

2.

“Vémen

— Civakacintamagi,
geficamum

s, 995

veéelvi mujaripor

rama

marpagaic

kama

naikkati tétammig

civaka

camiyaik

tévirka}.”
— Civakacinta mani, s. 996

3.

4.

‘“‘Kaiyi narcolak kankalir ke ¢titum
moyko] cintaiyig miikaiyu mayinéa
ceyta vampuri yaccigi yarkajpol
uyya lavator vayilug taikolo.”

Matalirtal:— The frustrated

— Civakacintamagi,

lover seats himself on a horse cons-

tructed out of the stalks of palmryah leaves.
the portrait of her beloved. The horse is
streets and as it moves the sharp stalks cut
As the horse is dragged, he publicly claims the
5.

Civakacintamagi,

ss. 998—99

s. 997

In his hand he holds
dragged through the
his body and bleeds.
hand of his beloved.
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Tiruva}|uvar states, “A woman’s soul, even when vexed by
love as intense as the waves of the ocean, does not resort to
matalurtal.
Certainly there is nothing of greater worth than a

woman’s endurance.”!
11௫)
No wonder, therefore, that Kunamalai, who is a virtuous
lady turns away in abhorrence from such an act. Instead she requests
her dear parrot to take a message of love to Civakan. The parrot
which is very fond of its mistress readily agrees to do so. One must
remember this is the age of Sandesas, though the tradition itself

dates from the Cantkam age.
After the parrot
tured by suspense. In
have reached Civakan
parrot will be waiting
Perhaps it will return

has departed on its love mission, she is torher anxiety she wonders, ‘Will the parrot
by this time? Since he is with his wife, the
for an opportunity
to meet him alone.
disappointed.
Will it have succeeded in

meeting him? Seizing an opportune moment, will it have told him,
‘This is the message from my mistress who is consumed with love
for you.’ Poor parrot! How much trouble it has taken.”2
She

then makes a resolution

saying,

“If Civakan

sends

a happy

message through the parrot, 1 will live. If his replyis harsh, I
will die and the whole world will feel sorrow for me and pity me,
will shed tears saying ‘Kunamalai. the poor lady, did not deserve

such a tragic end.’3
[[ 6)
She wants to foresee the result. So she tries an ancient method
called kigalilaittal.
i. ¢., drawing a circle on the sand with the eyes

closed.
1.
2.

3.

If the circle is formed perfectly, it means that the

venture

“Katalagna kama moujantu matalerap
peggir peruntakka til.”
— Tirukkuga|-Nagutturavuraittal,
“Taprugaivi kottiyini niskit tapiyitampart
tipruyaivar cérvagirun tatukol pontatukol
cegratukol cerntatukol cevvi yarinturukum
eprunaivi marramih tegratukol pavam.”
— Civakacintamagi,
Civakacintdmani, s. 1036

s. 7

s. 1035
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will be successful. Kunamalai draws half the circle and then stops,
lest the cricle should foretell an unfavourable reply.
II (d)

The parrot returns with Civakan’s message.

As soon as she

sees it she becomes very excited. She is so anxious to know the answer
that she sighs heavily.
She notices a sheaf of Tigai which the parrot
is holding and guesses that the sheaf contains a letter from Civakan.
The parrot first gives Civakan’s ring to her; and then it hands over
his letter which she immediately places on her head as a mark of great
reverence.
She lovingly presses the parrot against her stomach.
She puts the ring, in which Civakan’s name is inscribed, on her

finger. Immediately she attends to the parrot that has done such a
yeoman service for her. She feeds it with the sweet milk and makes
it sleep in its beautiful cage.
Then

she hastens to read Civakan’s letter.

It acquaints her

with Civakan’s longing for her, and her joy knows no bounds.

Here

we must note Kunamalai’s gratitude. She never belittles the parrot
although it is a lower being.
We must imagine how anxious she
must have been to read Civakan’s letter.
Yet she attends to the
parrot first, and then only she proceeds to read the letter. The text
of the letter is as follows:
II (e)

“This is the letter addressed to Kunamalai by Civakan
I derived great relief from my consuming love-sickness, by the happy
message which you sent through the parrot.

May

you also be relieved

of your sorrow. I will not fail to marry you, and will present as
much wealth and fertile lands as your parents desire. If I do not
embrace you ardently and give you immense pleasure, let me be
considered such a low person as he who wants to shoot his arrow at
those who are afraid to fight in the battle”.1
As she reads these words she is in ecstacies.
The words are
as sweet to her as milk mixed with honey.
Inher overwhelming joy
she feels as though she is already married to Civakan.?
1.

2.

Civakacintamangi, ss. 1041—43

Tbid

s. 1044
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These incidents disclose K unamalai’s intense love for Civakan.
The poet narrates yet another incident which also confirms her great
attachment.

11 (f),
Kunamalai’s foster-mother tells her that her uncle’s son

is

in love with her. She says, “Your father has invited your uncle’s
son and entertained him with a feast. He is madly in love with you.
He is ready to give a cart load of gold as dowry.
He has painted a
wonderful portrait or you and adores it daily. He is a young man of
charming beauty and is also a wealthy man.
He possesses very good
qualities.
He only utters your name, and nothing else. Your parents

are also willing to marry you to him.”
Unable to bear these words, Kunamalai closes her ears with
her hands.

She cannot bear to think of any man

except Civakan,

as her lover, even for a moment. She says, “I am only destined to
serve Civakan, who saved me from the angry elephant. So, my
mother, do not torture me with harsh and unpalatable words.

If my

parents do not approve of my marriage to Civakan, I will either
die or resort to penance”.? So saying she weeps bitterly.
Kunamalai’s firmness in this context must be noted.
Touched by the
mother acquaints her
intimates her husband,
affair of the heroine

intensity of her love for Civakan, her foster
real mother with the news who in turn
Kupéramittiran. The intimation of the love
thus to her parents is termed “A rattotu

nigrlal’” by the Tamil Grammarians.?
Her parents, convinced of Kunamalai’s genuine love for
Civakan, send four learned persons to Kantukan (Civakan’s

foster father) according to their custom for the
tiation.
1.
2.

marriage

nego-

Subsequently Kunamalai is married to Civakan.

Civakacintamagi, ss. 1046—48
Ibid
ss. 1049—50

3.

“Cevili narrayk karattoqu nigkum

4.

narray tantai taggaiyark karattotu
nirku megpa neriyugarn tore.”
— Nampi Akapporu],
Civakacintamangi, s. 1054

Akattigaiyiyal, s. 48
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lil
Whilst Civakan is in the company of Kunamalai, Kattiyankaran’s men go to arrest him. The sad news is conveyed to

Civakan by a maid. Kunamalai is shocked and poignantly cries,
“It is most unfair of them to arrest my husband.” The brightness
of her

body

fades

because

of her sorrow, as a garland

of flowers

fades in a burning fire.
IV
As already stated ‘U gal’ (Love quarrel) is indispensable for
the enhancement of sexual pleasure. Kunamalai picks a quarrel
with Civakan whilst they are steeped in connubial pleasure. In this
immense pleasure, Civakan tells Kunamalai that only Cura-

majicari’s harsh words during the dispute over the scented powders
have enabled him to have the fortune of making Kunamalai his
wife.
Civakan is referring to the terms of the dispute that she
whose scented powder was adjudged to be inferior, should not
bathe in the river. Since Kunamalai had won she bathed in the
river and it was while she was coming from the river after her bath,
that the elephant chased her and Civakan had the opportunity to
save her. This incident led to their happy marriage. Thus the challenging words of Curamaficari caused the meeting between Civakan
and Kunamalai. To hint at this, Civakan mentions the name of
Curamaficari, but Kunamalai is not able to bear him mentioning
the name of Curamaficari. She mistakenly thinks that Civakan is
in love with Curamaficari. She gets angry and says to Civakan,

“I know you wanted to decide the dispute over the scented powders
in favour of Curamaficari. But thanks to my good destiny you
decided otherwise. Curamaiicari is in your heart. Do not touch me.

Please go away from this place.”?

So saying she sets aright her

dishevelled dress. She is so angry that her forhead wrinkles up;
her eyes become red. Civakan falls on her feet and begs her to be’
calm. He addresses her in most endearing terms. He pours forth
1.

2

“Bla téla temperu maguk kihtegpa nular kétai nunkeri vaippat tatuvotta].”
— Civakacinta magi, s. 1094
:
Civakacintamangi, s. 1070
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words of intense love and at length she is appeased. This is another
incident revealing the intensity of her love.
Vv
We

have

already

seen

how

she

suffered

when

she

was

separated from Civakan as her grief was well described in Kantarvatattai’s lefter to Civakan. Kantarvatattai grieved sympathising
with Kugamalai in her sorrow. This is quite a surprising feature

since it is not often possible for the first and second wives of a man
to live in harmony.

Kantarvatattai not only feels sorry for Kuna-

malai but thinks that Civkan should return quickly to redress her
grief. No wife will have such a noble love for her co-wife. Will she

not wish to have her husbands company

for hereself? Kantarava-

tattai’s noble gesture not only reveals her loving nature but also
bears testimony to Kugamalai’s admirable qualities which have
so captivated the heart of Kantarvatattai.
Truly the character,
Kunamalai is the personification of the womanhood that is to
be copied by every woman.

3.

PATUMAI
I (a)

The
the stories
love story
described

story of Patumai is the story of a love marriage, as are
of all his other marriages. One significant feature of her
is, that it well accords with the principles of Akapporu]
in Tolkappiyam which deal with the treatment of love

episodes in literature. It prescribes that the first meeting of the
hero and herione should take place in a dramatic situation. By
offering beautiful flowers to the heroine, the hero will have the opportunity of meeting her. This is called ‘Piattaru punarcci’!, the embrace

made possible by flowers.

Or the situation may be thus:—The hero

plunges into the river and saves the heroine who is carried away
by the heavy floods.

embrace

made

This is known

possible by water.

as ‘Panaltaru punarcci’, the

Alternatively

when

an angry

elephant is chasing the heroine the hero rushes to save her from
it. This is termed as ‘Kafirutaru punarcci’, the embrace made
1,

Nampi

Akapporu],

Varaiviyal, s. 7 and its commentary.
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possible by elephant, and Kunamalai
kan’s initial meeting
these three situations.

meets in such a way. Civa-

with Patumai does not take place in any of
The poet has created a novel situation which

we may say, is akin to those mentioned above

though

not strictly

in accordance with the principles of Akapporu]. Perhaps the poet
wanted to infuse interest in the story by creating a new situation
instead of using the sterotyped situations, without infringing
the
Akapporu| principles. Tolkappiyar terms the first meeting
of the

lovers in a dramatic situation as éfitu, talaippa tu? etc.
16)

Patumai is bitten by a cobra and she is lying unconsc
ious.
By using a powerful mantiram Civakan cures her of the effect
of
the cobra poison. As she opens her eyes she sees Civakan in
front

of her and is charmed by his beauty. Civakan also is disturbed by

amorous

glances.

Tolkappiyar

says

that the act

of

exchanging

amorous glances between the hero and the heroine is a sign of their

consent for their future union.? Thus the first meeting of Civakan
and Patumai takes place.
We may call this situation as ‘pamputaru
punarcci’ the embrace made possible by snake though no such
term
finds a place in Akapporu] grammar.
I (c)

Civakan and Patumai pine for each other throughout

the

long hours of the night.2_ Next day Patumai goes to the place where
she met Civakan on the previous day in the hope of deriving conso-

lation from the sight of the place. Civakan also goes to the place

with the same hope and they meet again to their pleasant surprise.
In Akapporu] grammar this second meeting of the lovers is termed
‘Itantalaippatu’* Civakan, when he sees her, is bewildered by her

fescinating

beauty.

the Mountain
1.
2.
3.
4.

He wonders

(Varaiyaramaka])?

aloud,

“Is this the Goddess

Is this the

Goddess

Tolkappiyam, Porujiyal, s. 12
“Natta miragtum arivutam patuttarkuk
kitti yuraikkus kurrippurai yakum.”
— Tolka ppiyam,
Civakacintamagi, ss. 1306—15
Nampi Akapporu], Kajaviyal, s. 19

of

of

water

.
Kalviyal, s. 5
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(Niraramaka])? Is she the Goddess Tirumaka],
lotus flower?

who resides in the

Is she Iyakki (the celestial girl)?

who

is she?!

Then Civakan realizes that she is not a Goddess because her
garland is beginning to fade, her eyes are blinking and her feet are
placed firmly on the ground.
He then realizes that it is Patumai.”
According
to Akapporul
grammar
such _ bewilderment
(Aiyam) and the realization of the truth (teJivu) should only take
place in the hero’s mid at his very first meeting with the heroine.
Here the poet Tiruttakkatevar
deviates from the principles of

Akapporu| by introducing the bewilderment of the hero at his second
meeting with the heroine.
The commentator Naccinarkkiniyar
justifies this stating, “although it is Civakan’s second meeting, he is

bewildered at the sight of Patumai because of his
passion for her”.

overwhelming

This can be described as nayappu~the expression

of his love at the sight of her wonderful beauty.
Civakan

approaches

Patumai

and

embraces

In his excitement he showers praises on her.

her ardently.

He then dresses her

hair bedecking it with beautiful flowers.

I (d)
The king Tanapati, Patumai’s father who desires to marry
his daughter to Civakan in accordance with his proclamation that

he who cured Patumai of the snake bite could marry her, consults
Matitaran, his minister. The minister says, ‘‘I also agree with you.
Civakan deserves to be married to Patumai because he is equal to
her in high birth, good conduct, etc., (oppu). I think Civakan must

have been brought here by Patumai’s good destiny.’’4
Here the poet establishes through the words of Matitaran
that Civakan and Patumai deserve to become husband and wife
because they are equal in all the respects that Tolkappiyar enunciates
1.
2
3.

Civakacintamagi,
Ibid
Tbid

4

Ibid

s. 1326
s. 1327
s. 1326- Commentary

s. 1340
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as indispensable requisite for both the hero and heroine. Tolkappiyar states that the hero and heroine should be equal in respect
of high birth (pirappu), good conduct (kugimai), heroism (anmai),
age (antu), beauty (uruvu), love (niruttakamavayil), self-restraint
(nirai), compassion (aru), knowledge (unarvu) and wealth (ற்.
Matitaran’s words “oppina@num uruvinanum” ரக
1124
Civakan possesses equal qualities and qualifications to Patumai.
Patumai is married to Civakan.
in connubial pleasures.

They immerse themselves

II

gauged.

Only when lovers separate can the intensity of their love be
After living with her for two months, Civakan leaves

Patumai

one

night without telling her.

Patumai

is shocked to

find that he has gone.
She searches for him in vain. She rebukes
her parrot for not having told her of Civakan’s departure. She says
to the parrot,

““You used to chide Civakan

when

he embraced

me

vehemently telling him that my body would ache if he pressed me too
much.
But now you have failed to tell me of his departure”.?
Similarly she also chides her birds - pavai and annam rating them
for not having stopped Civakan.
She says, ‘You ought to have
told him that it is unfair on his part to leave Patumai”.2
Then she
begs the peacock with folded hands ‘‘Please tell me where Civakan
has gone to.”4 In poignant words she addresses the burning lamp,

and her mansion and requests them to tell her where Civakan is.®
Then unable to bear the pangs of sorrow, she strips offthe ornaments
from her body and beats her breast.
To address the birds and
1.

“Pirappé kutimai ya gmai yanto

2.

turuvu nigutta kama vayil
Niraiyé yarujé yunarvotu tiruvega
muraiyurak kijanta voppigatu vakaiyé.”
—Tolkappiyam,
Civakacintamagi, s. 1363

3:
4,
5.
6.

Ibid
Ibid
Ibid
Ibid

ss.
8.
ss.
ss.

1364—65
1366
1367—68
1370—72

Meyppattiyal, s. 25
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beasts in a moment of despair is another Indian literary tradition.
She curses herself for having slept so soundly that she did not feel

Civakan’s departure.!

Addressing the bees, mountain, river, etc.,

and finally the Tévars (celestials) she says, ‘I, a poor woman, am
dying. Before I die, please let me know where Civakan has gone”.2
She cannot reconcile herself with Civakan’s desertion ofher inthe
dead of night. Completely paralysed with grief she falls to the ground.
She sees the image of Civakan in front of her but it is only an
illusion. She gets up with a great effort, and, walking the distance

of seven feet she tries to embrace the illusory image

of Civakan

and falls down.?
Her lady companion goes to her and consoles her
by reading a lecture on the philosophy of life.4
Her mother

Tilottamai also consoles her assuring her that she will not be parted

from Civakan for long.> All these instances describe Patumai’s
poignant grief which is the outcome of the ineffable love that she

cherishes for Civakan.

Patumai’s behaviour

Tamil tradition, of showing despair.

is, according to the

Patumai is the representation of an ideal heroine as described
in Akapporu]

grammar.

4.

KEMACARI
I

Through the character of Kémacari, also, the true love of
woman is depicted.
The poet brings about the first meeting of
Civakan and Kemacari in another novel way. Cupattiran, Kémacari’s father, a wealthy merchant meets Civakan, when he arrives

at the cityof Kemamapuram.
He takes him home as his guest as
he is wont to do in the case of all the youths who come to the city.
He does this because

he wishes

to choose a suitable husband for

When she was born the astrologer predicted

his daughter Kemacari.

that the first man who made her feel shy was destined to be her
husband. Hence Cupattiran invites young men, whom he meets, to
his house.
1.

Civakacintamagi,

2.
3.
4
5

Ibid
Ibid
Ibid
Ibid

s. 1373

ss.
s.
ss.
ss.

1375—78
1384
1386—96
1401—4
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When Civakan enters Cupattiran’s house, Kémacari and
Civakan see each other. Kémacari immediately falls in love with
him, and she becomes bashful.
As her love grows ‘her bangles
slip off her hands.
Her selfrestraint and bashfulness disappear.
She is consumed with passion.”! Civakan also, charmed by her
fascinating beauty, longs for her.
On an auspicious day their marriage is celebrated.
They
plunge into sexual pleasure and enjoy each other to their hearts’
content.
Thus two months fly.
11
He decides to part from
about his decision is delightful.

her.

The way

in which he hints

One day Civakan goes with Kemacari to a grove ona hill.
Overwhelmed with passion he embraces her.
He hints about his
decision to part from her in a very subtle manner.
He addresses a
male bee that is humming near the flowers, in search of honey,
and says to it, “While you are here in search of honey, will your
Queen bee still live even though she is suffering the pangs of
separation?
J am confident she will not die.
Because, if she dies,

she knows that you will also die. Realizing this truth she must
be patiently waiting with her heart filled with love’”.2
Civakan’s decision to depart is implied in these words. Just
as the male bee leaves its Queen and goes in search of honey for its
livelihood, Civakan only leaves Kemacari to further his aims. He
hopes that Kémacari will bear the pangs of separation with utmost
patience, as the Queen-bee does, until Civakan can join her. But

Kemacari does not then understand his meaning.
he meant only after he has left her.

She realizes what

Il
On the night of his departure she dreams that Civakan leaves
her. The poet here introduces Kemacari’s dream, in accordance
with the principle of Tolkappiyam, which states that lovers dream of
1.
2.

Civakacintamani,
Ibid

s. 1472
s. 1502
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each other when they are not together.1_

Kémacari wakes up before

the break of day, and is shocked to find that what she dreamt has
come true. In the darkness of the early morning she searches for

him in all directions; but she cannot find him.

She grieves bitterly.

She again runs in search of him as far as her mansion’s lamp-light
shines, and not finding him she grieves as intensely as a cobra would

if it lost its gem.”

IV

dying.

Unable to bear the pangs of separation, she feels she is
Her bangles slip off her hands; her eyes become dim; the

heat of her body is as intense as that of the melting gold. She is
unable to bear her sorrow. She is doubtful whether Civakan has

erased her love from his heart. She recollects all the sweet words of
love that Civakan had spoken while she was in his company.
The
true meaning of the words that he had addressed to the bee now
flashes into her mind.
She says, ‘Then I was unable to understand
the meaning of your speech to the bee.
Had I understood the mean-

ing of those words, I would not have let you go”.

She feels that

she will die if Civakan does not return to her within a short time.

She recollects how proud her people were when they saw
that Civakan was so much attached to her. She also recollects all
the kind words that he had showered on her in their moments of
passion.
These pleasant reminiscences intensify her grief.
She
addresses the peacock, the grove, the river, the curapunnai tree, the
mountain and the sea and begs them to let her know whether she
will ever meet her lover again.® In the tears that have fallen on the
ground she sees the reflection of her face. It is very pale and she
sheds tears of intense grief. She mistakes the reflection for her lady

companion in her mental confusion.

She consoles the reflection,

saying “Do not weep my dear companion.
1.
2.
3.

4.

‘Kanavum urittal
Civakacinta magi,
“Pugama mayils
vanama r vajaiyé
inama magici]
tugayan perguko
Civakacintamani,

avvitatta ga’
s. 1508
pojilé punale
varaiyé tiraiyé
eripi gavanait
tojute nuraiyir.”
s. 1524

He will never hate us”.4

— Tolka ppiyam,

Poruliyal, s, 3

— Civakacintamagi, s. 1519

19]

Afterwards addressing the peacock, cuckoo, and the swan, she exhorts
them to search for her lord, who used to play with her.

plight.

The J//upait teyvam (House Goddess) pities her miserable
Nipputi, Kemacari’s mother, approaches her and tries to

console her. She assures her daughter that she will definitely be
re-united with her husband.
She enlightens her on the temporal
nature of this earthly life. She says that the pain
her evil destiny and that one cannot escape from it
and persuades her, therefore, to be reconcilea.
out her genuine love through his descriptions of

is the outcome of
as long as it lasts,
The poet brings
her anguish and

suffering, though in all this he makes use of the literary tradition
well established.

Vv

That Kémacari is a very pious lady

is evident

from the

devotional songs that she renders whilst playing on the Vinai prior

to Civakan’s arrival.

The gist of her song is that there is no

salvation for those who do not worship the Lord who sits under the
flowering acdka treet
Her songs are so touchingly devotional
that her mother Nipputi who hears them falls into raptures.
Because of Kemacari’s adorable womanly qualities, the poet
praises her as Penmaip peruvilakku (the great light of woman-

hood).2

5.

KANAKAMALAI
்
I

The story of Kanakamalai’s marriage with Civakan is not
dramatic. They do not meet before their marriage. Nevertheless
the development of their love for each other is described in a poetic

way.

Civakan who is engaged to train the five sons of king Tatamittan in the art of archery, one day goes to a grove whichis a glorious
sight because of the various kinds of beautiful flowers, which are
growing there.
With his own hands as any expert, he weaves a
1.
2.

Civakacinta magi, ss. 1467—69
Ibid
s. 1450
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garland of flowers, exquisite as a wonderful
necklace
made
and gold.}
of various kinds of valuable gems, pearls, corals
He feels romantic because of the fascinating beauty of grove, and
He
a love poem which he covers with another garland.
composes
also makes a ball of flowers. He then attaches both, the second

garland and the ball of flowers to the first garland. A maid servant
who comes there, is attracted by the beauty of the garland. She
approaches Civakan and tells him by her looks that her mistress
Kanakamalai deserves to have that
hands over the garland to her and
Kanakamalai received the garland.
in the garland the substance of which

beautiful garland. He atonce
she takes it to Kanakamilai.
She reads the poem enclosed
is as follows :

“The life of those who never enjoy a drama enacted by charming girls whose glances are as sharp as spears is akin to the life of
rude hunters.
To embrace the girls who have tempted one by their
amorous looks, in a bed of flowers, is union. Those who are denied
this matchless pleasure should do panance so that they may experi-

ence it in their next birth, at least”.?

As Kanakamalai reads the poem, she thinks of Civakan.
She falls in love with him. Her longing is intensified, during the
pleasant evening, by the cool rays of moon,? and by the sweet song
of the cuckoo. She, who is tortured by love, is compared to the stalk
of a flower being burnt by fire.4 She is apprehensive that everyone
will know of her love for Civakan. Her beloved parrot consoles her
saying, “How is it possible to prevent the alar, i. e., others knowing
about your love, since you have received the garland made of alars
Therefore do not be apprehensive.’®
(flowers) from Civakan.
The parrot is another art motif popular in that age.
II

wr

weno

Kanakamalai, then decides to captivate Civakan. The next
day she sends a flower garland to him as a love token. Her lady companion Anankavilacini goes to Civakag and offers the garland.
Civakacintamani, s. 1652
Civakacintamagi, ss. 1655—57
Civakacints magi, ss. 1660—61
“Kompu venti vitaipptta totta}.”
Civakacintamagi, s. 1666

— Civakacintamagi,

s.

1664
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Civakan without receiving it, looks at her.
She says to Civakan,
“You are the antidote to Kanakamalai’s love-sickness; you are her

life.

Therefore please accept the garland”.!

Civakan replies that those who are staying as guests in a
king’s palace should control their five senses.
Anankavilacini
laughs at him saying, “You are afraid”.
He explains that he is
staying at the palace in the capacity of a teacher, and that it is not
fair on his part to love the princess.2, Thereupon Anankavilacini
tells him that Kanakamialai will die if he refuses to accept her garland.
Hence Civakan finally accepts the offering.

The vehemency of Kanakamalai’s love for Civakan is evident
from the words of Anankavilacini. It is further substantiated by the

poet, in his description of her acute love-sickness and of the steps that

Anankavilacini takes to sooth her.?

King Tatamittan, immensely pleased with Civakan for having
trained his five sons in the art of archery, gives his daughter,
Kanakamalai, in marriage to him.
Kanakamalai and Civakan
lead a life of immense pleasure.

HI
That Kanakamalai has a sense of humour is evident from the
following instance: Civakan introduces her to his companions who
had stolen some cows so that the king’s army would fight and they
would be able to meet Civakan. She laughs and says, “Oh, are

these men the thieves who had stolen away the cows? Then they must
be severely punished”’.4

Out of affection for them she laughingly says that they must
be punished: she really means that they should be entertained well.
Accordingly she makes them happy with
1.

Civakacintamagi,

2
3.
4

Ibid
Ibid
Ibid

s. 1668

s. 1669
ss. 1671—74
s. 1871

grand feast.
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IV

When Civakan learns, through his companions,
that his
mother is staying in the hermitage of Tantakaraniyam, he sets out
to meet her. Before he leaves, he goes to Kanakamalai to take leave

He tells her of his departure

of her.

very

He

diplomatically.

with a sweet smelling, beautiful

lady who art adorned

says, “Oh,

garland, my darling, my heart is your abode,

so you never be sepa-

rated from me’. Kanakamalai understands from his words that he
is going to leave her, and immediately she is overwhelmed with
intense grief. The poet describes her touching grief thus :
“She has changed the red cenkalunir flower into a black
kuva]ai flower with her hot, heavy sigh of intense sorrow”.1
This incident shows her boundless love for her husband.
behaviour towards
for others also.

Civakan’s

6.

companions

discloses

her

Her

affection

VIMALAI
I

Vimalai is the daughter of Cakaratattan, a merchant of
Iracamapuram, and Kamalai.
She is the sixth wife of Civakan.
She is portrayed as so charming a maiden that Civakan is com-

pletely dazed by her bewitching beauty
her, and

longs

at his first meeting with

for her.
II

She is also portrayed as an expert in playing witha ball.

The

games played by her are amazing.
The poet describes how she
appears, as she plays, in dynamic poetry. As she plays, the garlands
on her head and breast swing about; her pearl necklace strikes against

her breast.

Her ear-rings, made of games, sparkle brightly;

her

ornament of 6/ai, a kind of ear ornament glistens; her ornaments of
1.

“Pujjavic ceikajunirk

kuvajai ceyta] pugaipipa].”
— Civakacinta mani,

s. 1887
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mekalai and cilampu produce a jingling sound.!_

Then her actual

play is described.
She places five balls in her beautiful palm and
throws them up so skilfully that they rise one by one, as bees fly
round a flower garland, and come back toher.
Asthey come to her

they reflect the brightness of her eyes and her forehead.

One of the

balls gets hidden in her garland, but in a moment it is in her hand;
another ball is caught in her hair but in the next moment it falls on
her face; another ball which is very high comes back to her hand.

She plays with the balls throwing them in all the eight directions.

In the interval between throwing the balls and catching them she
puts kunkumam (saffron) on her forehead and also dons a garland.
She strikes the ball so skilfully that it moves round and round.2
Thus the technique of playing with balls is well illustrated by the
character Vimalai.

TIT

The situation in which the first meeting

of Civakan

and

Vimalai takes place, is interesting.
Vimalai runs to the street to
pick up a ball that has fallen there and encounters Civakan who is
wending his way along the street.
She is enamoured of his enchanting personality, and turns pale.
She considers him to be Cupid

(Manmatan) come down to earth.
Since it is her first

peculiar effect.

experience

of

love,

she wonders at its

It isa sickness which cannot be disclosed to her

parents even when it is a matter of life and death.
1.
2.

It inflames one

Civakacintamagi, s. 1964
“‘Atkai yanta latta katta aintu panta marntavai
mankai yata malai cilum vagtu péla vantutan
poaki mite Juntu poyppi rajntu payta linriys
ceika yarkan puruvan tammu juruvaiic ceyyat tiriyume
Malai yutka ranta pantu vantu kaitta lattavam
éla nari runku jarpu ratta vagmu kattavam
nili gérnu cuppu nova vucci malai yujjavam
méle Junta mini latta virala kaiya vakumé.
kontu ninkal kotai véytal kuiku mamma pinturai
enti caiyum éni érri lanka nirral pattiyip
magti lamva rappu taittag mayilir poaki ipnagam
vagtun tégum pata matar paptu maintug ratume.”
— Civakacintamagi,

ss. 1953—55
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so that one cannot bear it. It is a sickness that has no medicinal
cure.t
Such thoughts flash in to her mind as her passion grows.
Civakan too. is completely paralysed and captivated by her
beauty.
He leaves her witha sorrowful heart. and stays in the shop
of C&karatattan, who is Vimalai’s father. The beautiful image of

Vimalai stays in his mind. He is bewitched by the beauty of her eyes.
He describes them thus:
“இர they swords? Are they the kernal of the mango seed split
into two? Are they the Aa/unir flowers or are they the ni/am flowers?
Are they lotus flowers? Are they spears or arrows? Are they kayal
fish? Or are they the kur ram (God of death). Lo, they have started

to kill me’’.?
That Vimalat is an exceedingly beautiful maiden
from this description.

is revealed

IV

To Cakaratattan’s immense joy the goods in his shop which
have been lying unsold for a long time, are sold for the sum of six
crores of gold soon after Civakan arrives there.
An astrologer
had predicted that when he who is destined to be Vimalais’s husband
comes to Cakaratattan’s shop all the articles that have been lying
unsold will be sold immediately.
Cakaratattan takes Civakan to his house and tells him
about the astrologer’s prediction and also how it has been proved
true. With Civakan’s consent, Vimalaiis married tohim.
Civakan
spends two pleasant days with Vimalai.
1.

Civakacitamagi, s. 1962

2.

“‘Wajar matimukatta vajo vatuppijavo
tajar kaluniro nilamé tamaraiys
nijvélo ampo kayalo netuikanyo
kojarnta kirramo kolvan totankipave.”’
—Civakacintamagi,

s.

1972
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Vv
Vimalai’s love quarrel with Civakan, besides being interesting, betrays her great love for him.
While both are steeped in
pleasure, Vimalai asks Civakan what he likes most. He replies ‘‘Your
beauty.””
At once she becomes angry and quarrels with him.
She
misunderstands his words “‘your beauty”.
She thinks that he must
be wooing many other beautiful girls and that to distinguish her

from them he says “Your beauty”.
angry.

This

assumption

makes

her

This after all is only the outcome of her immeasurable love.

7.

CURAMANCARI
I

The poet makes Curamaiicari interesting by portraying her as
rather an aggressive character at first. When she hears of Civakan’s

preference for Kunamalai’s scented powder she grows angry. She
feels that Civakan has been partial in his judgment because of
his love for Kunamalai.
She cannot reconcile herself to her defeat.
Even though Kunamalai who has gained a victory over her, is her
beloved companion, she is consumed with jealousy. Her jealousy
is intensified by her false assumption that Civakan whom she greatly
admires, is in love with Kunamalai.
Hence Kunamalai’s great
efforts to appease her anger prove futile. Curamaiicari’s impetuous

nature is still more evident when she vows that she will do penance
to make Civakan come to her of his own accord and worship at her
feet. She takes another vow also. That is, she makes up her mind
not to see any men nor to hear their names.
Ifshedoessoshe shall

fast. Her mother Cumati and her father Kupératattan are deeply
grieved to learn of her vow but Curamaiicari is unyielding.
Then her father himself makes the necessary arrangements for
the fulfilment of her vow.
She confines herself in a lonely house.
Men are not allowed in and around her dwelling. Even the statues
and portraits of men are demolished and the statues and portraits
of women are set in their places. She is determined that she will only

marry Civakan and that no oneelse will be given the opportunity
to disturb her mind. Generally women are tenacious but Curamaiicari’s tenacity outstrips the normal and

is, in sooth, very amazing.

This is the peculiarity of the character, Curamaiicari.
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It

The
dramatic.

first meeting

Civakan

of Civakan

goes to Curamaiicari

and pretends to be hungry.
He

replies,

(a)

“Kumari

Yata’’.

and

Curamaicari

disguised as a very

is
old

highly
man

She asks him what brought him there.
The

words

have

a double

meaning.

One meaning is to bathe in the Kumari river, another meaning is ‘to
embrace Kumari’ y'z., Curamancari. She asks what the benefit would

he derive from

bathing in the river Kumari.

He says that he will

shed his premature old age.! Curamaficari laughs heartily to hear
such words from him.
‘Tell me is there any one else who can be
rejuvenated by bathing in the river Kumari?” says she. He replies,
“No one knows the correct place to bathe except me. Here again
his words have a double meaning.
The other meaning is ‘“‘No
one can approach you and embrace except me”.
She asks, “‘Do
you know any special place to bathe that others do not know’? He
replies in the affirmative.
She tells her lady companions, “This
old man’s argument is tantamount to saying that the dead tree
will regain its life after heavy rains.2s He is mad.
Let us appease
his hunger’.

Curamaificari does not understand Civakan’s hidden meaning.
Her conversation with Civakan reveals her innocense.
She takes
pity on his old age and he is bathed and given fresh clothes and a
sacred thread made of gold which he ties himself.
Then he is given

delicious food which he eats.
The enthusiasm with which she
entertains him shows her generosity and protection of poor and
needy people.
II (b)
Expecting that he will be asked to go away, Civakan pretends

to be sleepy.
night sets in.

.nN

1.

Curamaiicari allows him to sleep in her cot. The
Civakan sings a melodious song which thrills all the

“Vantavara vegnaiyena vatkanmata vayké}
cintainali kiggatiru nirkkumari ya ta
antilati payapaya gepgaimoji 142872]
muntinali kinramutu muppojiyu megran.”
Civakacinta mani, ss. 2021—22

— Civakacinta mani, s. 2920
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ladies present.
They all run to him.
Curamaicari, also charmed
by the music, goes to him.
He tells her that he cannot make
love because he is very old. She feels shy to hear those words and
stands smiling behind one of her companions.
He asks the ladies
there, why they shun men.
They tell him that because Civakan
has spoken ill of Curamaiicari’s scented powder she hates men.

To know how Curamajicari is disposed

to

him,

he

says

“Perhaps Civakan
who
harmed Curamancari is dead now’.
Immediately they reply, “No no, he is not dead.” May he live long”!
They further tell him that Curamaficari was overcome with grief
when she heard the news of Civakan’s arrest and that she was

relieved only when she came to know through the parrot which she
sent to find out the news, that nothing untoward had happened to
him.
These words bear testimoney to Curamaiicari’s ineffable love
for Civakan.

11

(6)

The ladies compel him to sing another song.
to sing on one condition.
He says,
“Patutum

pavai porpe

parrimar remakku

These words have a double meaning.

He

consents

nalkin”?!

The ladies understand

the words to mean that he will sing if Curamajicari gives him a ghost
made of gold.
But Civakan actually
Curamaiicari offers him her beauty etc.

means that he will sing if

When Curamaiicari accepts his conditions Civakan sings
gazing at her face. Charmed by his music the ladies are as dazed
Curamaiicari is reminded

as stupified peacocks.

of Civakan

by

the song. She knows that he alone can sing so melodiously. She
makes up her mind to go to the temple of the Cupid (Kamap) next
day and pray for the realization of her desire to have Civakan.
Accordingly she goes to the temple and prays to God as follows:
““Oh, Lord, who hast eyes of lotus flowers, a beautiful mouth and
ears
1,

shining

with gold

Civakacintamagi,

earrings,

s. 2046

I pray to you for a boon.

May
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you give Civakan to me. If yqu grant me this boon, I will offer
you a makarakkogi made of valuable gems, an arrow, a bow
of sugarcane and a chariot and even a city}
11
Putticénan,

Civakan’s

(ல

companion,

who

is

hiding

in

the

temple according to Civakan’s plan, says, ““O beautiful lady, I grant
your wish. You will have your lover. You may go”.? She believes
that these words have been spoken by the Kaman, and in gratitude
she again worships Him.

When she arrives her room, to her pleasant surprise, Civakan
stands before her in his true form.
She blushes and hangs her head
and looks askance at Civakan.? Civakan approaches her speaking in

endearing terms and embraces her ardently. He praises her beauty
saying that even the whole earth and heaven would not be suffi-

cient price to pay for her beauty. He promises to meet her the next

day and leaves her.

She

returns

home

with

her

companions.

Thus the story of their first meeting is delightful.
This may be
called “/eaitaru punarcci’—the embrace made possible by music.

Curamaficari reveals her love for Civakan and their first
meeting to her beloved lady companion who in turn tells cevili
Curamaficari’s foster-mother.
The foster-mother informs Cumati,
Curamajicari’s real mother who in turn tells her husband.
We have already mentioned that the disclose of the heroine’s
Jove thus to each other is called ‘A rattogu nirral’ in Tamil

grammar.

Kuperamittiran, Curamaiicari’s father marries her to Civakan

on an auspicious day.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Civakacintamagi, s.
Ibid
s.
Ibid
s.
“Vangakku vagum

2057
2058
2059
nilanum

ellam vilaiyé.””
— Civakacintamayi,

s. 2066
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[1]
A delightful love quarrel betrays the intensity of love between
Civakan and Curamaiicari. Curamaiicari, as a result of the quarrel,

moves away from Civakan and stands close to the wall of glass
(pajinku) with anger surging in her heart. Civakan mistaking the
reflection of her image in the glass for her real body, falls at the
image’s feet and begs her to calm herself saying that he is blameless.
Exasperated still more, she says to him, “Since my reflection in the
glass shines brighter than my real self you have tallen in love with it.
In truth you do not cherish very much love for me”.
Civakan
attempts to console her by saying “‘As you are standing very close

to the glass wall, I could not distinguish between you and your reflec-

tion.!

I mistook your image in the glass for your real self”.

She

is not convinced and weeps.
The sight of her tears hurts
Eventually he appeases her anger by falling at her feet saying
great people should pardon the mistakes of common people.
love quarrel of Curamaiicari is only the outcome of her abundant
for Civakan.

him.
that
This
love

IV
Curamajficari possesses a unique quality that none of the
other wives, of Civakan, has.
Civakan tells Curamaficari that he
has to leave her for some days.
We can expect Curmaiicari to be
shocked at this news.
That is the reaction of all the other wives of
Civakan. The principles of all the Akapporu] grammars and the
narrations of all the literature on Akapporu] state that it should beso.
In Curamaiicari we find a deviation from this established behaviour
of an exemplary heroine. When Civakan tells her that he wished to
leave, she is not perturbed in the least. She hears the news very

calmly and gives her consent. She replies, ‘Your wish is my wish.
What your mind desires is my desire”. These words demonstrate
her magnanimous resignation. Her character is combination of
aggressiveness and gentleness.
1.

Civakacintamagi, s. 2085

2.

“Perumani véntir rallal végtuva piriton runt
orumainin magattir cegrép uvappataté yuvappa tegraj.”
Civakacintamangi,

s. 2093
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8.

ILAKKANAI
I

Ilakkanai is the daughter of Kovintan, the king of Vitayanatu,
who is the maternal uncle of Civakan.
Kovintan understands
his daughter’s love for Civakan and marries her to himas his eighth
wife.
According to the principle of Akapporu]| grammar,

the lover's

meeting should take place for the first time secretly. The first meeting
is called kagchi, love at first sight. We have seen that kagchi has
taken place prior to each of Civakan’s previous marriages except in

the case of Kanakamalai, who falls in love with Civakan when she
reads his poem on love. According to this poetic convention,
Tiruttakkatevar introduces katchi prior to the marriage of
Hakkanai

with Civakan.

Civakan goes to his uncle Kovintan to confer with him to
devise plans to attack Kattiyankaran. As he enters the palace, the
ladies there are captivated by his beauty.
Tlakkanai also sees him.
The poet describes her posture as she looks at Civakan. She stands
leaning on her lady-companion placing her right leg on the anklet

(cilampu) worn on her left 162.1

As soon as she sees him, she surrenders her heart to him.
Civakan also looks at her and falls in love.2 The poet does not

develop the first meeting further.
Kovintan discerns his daughter’s genuine love for Civakan

and marries her to him

has recovered his kingdom

Thus marriage takes place after Civakan
from Kattiyaikaran and become king.

[1
Ilakkanai

is portrayed

as a maiden

of enchanting

beauty.

Even the lady companions who see her in her bridal dress, are so
charmed by her beauty that they yearn to become men to enjoy her
1.
2.

Civakacintamagi,
Ibid

s. 2132
ss. 2133—34
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beauty more.! The poet says that if Ayan, the God that has created
her, sees her now he would not believe that her body was his crea-

tion.

Her beauty excels that which

Ayan

conceived.

Even the

sages, if they look at her will be mentally disturbed.” She shines like
the branch of a Karpaka tree full of blossom.? The kings who have
come to witness her marriage, are tortured by her bewitching beauty.

As they feast their eyes on her beauty they say “Hitherto we have
only heard of the God of death (Karpu). Today we can see him with
our

own

eyes.”4

All

these

expressions

speak

of her

wondrous

illustrate the intensity of their love, the poet,

here also,

physical beauty.
111
To

introduces a love-quarrel. As Civakan looks at her intently feasting his eyes on her beauty without blinking, tears stream down his
face. Ilakkanai thinks that his tears are tears of sorrow. She thinks
that Civakan weeps because he is thinking of his other wives.
She becomes angry and takes off all her garlands and jewellery and
throws them away.
Because of her exasperation her eyebrows are
raised.
Her lotus-like face perspires.
To appease her Civakan falls
at her feet saying, “My life is vanishing”.
Thereupon she calms
herself.
It would be unbecoming of her if she did not calm herself
even after her husband had fallen at her feet.®

9.

WIVES—COMMON

FEATURE

All Civakan’s eight wives lead a life which is a paradise on
earth for a period of thirty years. They play and enjoy water games
(nirvilaiya tal) with Civakan. They enjoy immense pleasure with
him in all the six seasons of the year (irutunukarvu). They enjoy his
pleasant

in the beautiful

“Angvirup purru

grove

(cdlainukarvu).

ninrar avvajait toji nare”

2.
3.

Civakacintamani, s. 2448
“Malarntatér kagpaka magikkom

4.

“Kangnginal igru kagtaa kirrigai”

“

1.

company

Naccinarkkigiyar

commentary

Each of
;

Civakacintamani,

s. 2447

payina]|”
— Civakacintamani, s. 2449

—Civakacintamani, s. 2458

to s. 131 of Ilakkagaiyar Ilampakam
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them bears himason.
When they learn of his decisions to renounce
the world they are shocked.
Unable to bear their grief they fall on
the ground and weep bitterly. They bewail their fate uttering to
Civakan ‘What fault on our part has made you take this decision?”
They narrate the story of each of their marriages and ask him how
he can bring himself to foresake them.
He preaches the value of
renunciation and penance to them decrying the temporal nature of

this world.

He advises them also to follow his example. Accordingly

all his eight wives renounce wordly life and do penance.

they are relieved of their present

birth,

to Heaven where they lead a life of
charming celestial girls.

become

divine

Ultimately

Jntirars and go

happiness

with

the

Thus the characters of Civakan’s wives are portrayed
as the
embodiments of all the requisite virtues of womanhood
such as

beauty, love and chastity. That all of them are so virtuous
that they

behave according to their husband’s wishes is evident
from their
renunciation.
None of them speak against it nor show any disinclination to take such a course.

The very idea of discarding everything in the world and doing
penance is frightening but the wives renounce, because it is
their

husband's wish.
Through these characters the poet has illustrated
the ideals of womanhood which all women should emulate to
attain
a happy life or further spiritual development.

UNIQUE

FEATURES
IT (a)

There are nine marriages but they are all different.
The first
is that of Kovintaiyar and Patuman, Civakan’s friend. She is port-

rayed as an exquisite cameo,

She is a shepherdess and as sweet as

the things that sheperds value and enjoy.
and her manner of speech are described.

Only her physical beauty

11 ௫) 1
Next comes Kantarvatattai, who descends from the kingdom
of the Vittiyatarar, famed for tbeir love and for their music. Art,
though an expression of the harmony of emotions, is beyond the
If that objectivity is not attained there is no
sphere of emotions.
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art.

Civakan isa perfect

the secret of his success in

artist

from this point of view,

capturing

and that is

the hearts of maidens

by

his

songs and music.
Kantarvatattai, inspite of her musical virtuosity and divine
powers has the heart of a woman.
She is overpowered by her love
for Civakan.
Her heart is torn between this love and her desire to
win the competition and she becomes a prey to her own emotions.
Art cannot thrive in an atmosphere of disharmony or confusion.

Naturally her performance is a

miserable failure.

But her

love

succeeds, though her art fails.
It is she who is responsible for her
owndefeat and that is why the author, when summarising the story in
the patikam, speaks not of Civakan’s success but of Kantarvatattai’s
defeat. Naccinarkkiniyar fails to recognise the real meaning of this
statement and explains that because it is not fitting for a hero to
conquer a woman, the poet speaks of her defeat.

11௫) 4
She is divine and human.
Her emotions do not easily find
equilibrium.
When Civakan paints the picture of the terrified
Kunamalai, without even taking care to hide it from his wife, she is

rightly enraged, but when be marries other wives out of her sight she
is reconciled. Not only that, as the first and senior wife she pities
them when they are separated from Civakan and
their elder sister.
Here we see the development
achieved by suffering together.

becomes like
of character

She only has supernatural powers.
II (c) i

lf Kantarvatattai’s hobby is music, Kunamalai and Curamajicari are connoisseurs of cunnam—toilet powder. Kunamilai’s
marriage with Civakan is indirectly brought about by her dispute
with Curamajicari though it is really a case of KaJirutarupunareci—
the

elephant

unites

them.

In the case

swayamvara by music contest.

of K4ntarvatattai

it is a
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II (c) ii
The author lived in an age when Santésa Kavayas like Mégha
Santésa were attracting the attention of the people.
He therefore
brings in the episode of sending the parrot as a messenger of love.

1[ (c) iii
Again the

author introduces other traditions of love poetry

known to the Canixam age. There are kggalilaittal, vér ruvaraivu
(the immediate danger of being given away in marriage to someone
whom you do not divine) and arartotu nir ral.
HIT

occur.

(c)

iv

There is a difference in the way in which the love quarrels
Kantarvatattai has real cause for anger but Kugamalai only

misunderstands Civakan and thinks that he is in love with Curamaficari.

II (c) v

There is another difference in the way in which they pine for
Civakan when he is absent.
Kantarvatattai is outwardly calm.
This is necessary since she has to console the others.
Even in her
letter to Civakan, she is dignified and restrained though we can

glimpse her bleeding heart. Civakan is arrested whilst
company of Kunamalai and she receives a great shock.

in

the

11 (d) i
Curamaificari

is very differenct from

the competition very seriously.

She

Kunamalai.

She takes

is cruel to Kunamalai even

when the latter falls at her feet.
She does not take that wager in the
right spirit.
She even suspects that the judge is partial.
She with-

draws from society and shuns all men.
reaction to her love for Civakan.

But this is only a negative

But for this love, the story of her

marriage would become only the story of a reckless youth who
had only wooed her to meet the challenge of his friends. Society
believed in such challenges and they were considered acts of valour.
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Even in Western Literature of such chivalry we read.
Our author
has created stories of true love with the aid of this tradition. We see
hardness and hatred in her kindness to the old man especially. Even

whilst she is full of hatred, her companions know that she is very
much concerned about Civakan.
The love quarrel here presents a different picture. Civakan
by mistake falls at the feet of her reflection in the crystal wall.
Knowing as we do her uncontrollable temper, we can well understand that she cannot brook even this.

IT (d) ii
Again in the way she reacts to Civakan’s departure there is
Although in some respects she is self-centred
something unique.

she reveals that true love consists of unity of feeling and
every sphere of life.
desires is my desire”.

“Your wish is my wish,
That is her response.

what

action in

your

mind

II (e)
Patumai’s marriage is unique in its own way.
It is pamputaru
punarcci as already stated.
She slowly recovers from the effect
of the poison only to be charmed and enchanted, as she gradually
gains consciousness by the bewitching beauty of Civakan. Again

Cankam traditions—ijantalaippatu,
followed.

nayappu,

oppu—are

loosely

There is no love-quarrel with Patumai.
During the time
when she is separated from Civakan who went away without her
knowledge in the middle of the night, probably because he knew
that she would be unconsolable if he were to tell her of his depature,

she reminds us of the Cankam heroines of neytal tinai. She seems to
She is surrounded by her
have lived in communion with nature.
True to tradition she complains to
beautiful birds which she chides.
She lives in her
bees, rivers, mountains and gods about the hero.
There is not a harsh
imagination and there is uru veji-t-torram.
word said about the hero. She chides only nature for not preventing
She curses herself for having overslept.
Civakan’s departure.

That is her love.

Here is a lady unique in these ways.
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1]

(0

Kemacari is different from all the others.

She does not know

what is to be a woman until she meets Civakan. The sight of Civakan
effects a change in her, like the transformation of Minakashi
when she met Civa.
She is unique in her reaction to his absence.
First her loneliness is unbearable but then she remembers his song.

She now addresses everything in her
woman and not a man, would notice.

she is devotional.

surroundings which only

a

Jt has already been noted that

”

II (g)i
him.

Kanakamflai falls in love with Civakan even before she sees
We hear of people falling in love with someone after seeing

their portrait.

Here even the portrait is absent.

She reads a poem

which he has written and the poet in heratonce loves him. Love
is not something which can spring up at first sight. Love, according
to Tami] tradition, is the natural attraction between two souls which
have been destined to come together. The love thus created conti-

nues on successive births.

Love at first sight, therefore, is only a

continuation of the previous attraction.

Thus the marriages

were

pre-destined and not fundamentally a result of any human effort.

Our author, a Jain, believing firmly in the theory of Karma, accepts
this philosophy and the stories of love and marriage should be
understood in this context.
Such a philosophy implies that love is a
divine communion brought about by Nature and God and that by

losing their individuality the lovers

are

united

thus

obeying

the

inner dictates of their divine conscience. Kanakamialai’s behaviour
to Civakan’s friends shows her character well. Her reaction to his

departure is not expressed vocally although she is very sorrowful.
By her very breath the red flower turns black. This reminds us of the
heroine in

Akana@nuru

(Stanza 5) who, when she suspects that the

hero may depart, breathes so hard and hot whilst she is kissing her
child’s head that the flower there dries up.
II (g) ii
Vimalai’s

hobby

is her wonderful game with balls.

Here is

another popular game in Tami] land. Tiruttakkatévar’s description is so life-like that we feel that we are seeing her lithe agility
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through our owneyes.
This description surpasses that in Perunkatai
and Kantukayvari. Vimalai meets Civakan whilst she is playing. This

reminds us of the u/as where the ladies of various ages dramatically
catch sight of the hero, whilst they are playing.
Here again it is providence that conspires to make her father

offer Vimalai to Civakan

even though

he did not know that they

had previously fallen in love.

[1 (g) iti
Vimalai’s love quarrel is unique.
Here againit is a misunderstanding of words, but more subtle than that of Kunamalai. When
Civakan replies ‘Your beauty” she thinks that he means “Your
beauty as distinguished from that of the others I love’’. This play
on words may seem artificial to those who have not read “‘Pulavi
nunukkam” in Tirukkura] and understood the psychology of the

scholars.

Pulavi

nunukkam

is a glorious

original

contribution

by Tiruva]juvar, and in making use of it our author has been able
to make subtle distinctions between the characters of the heroines.

TI (h) i
Because Ilakkanai is Civakan’s

maternal

uncle’s

daughter

she must be given in marriage to Civakan according to tradition.
Here the match is made through a swayamyaram. The husband is not
selected by means of a music competition which was natural in
the case of Vitiyatars; but through an archery competition which
could interest royal family to which Ilakkanai belonged.
This

is reminiscent of Arjuna winning Draupati.
II (h) ii
Tamil poets consider this to be

kaikkilai (one - sided

and therefore try according to their tradition,
reciprocal love.

to make

love),

it into a

Therefore they arrange for their hero and heroine

to meet and become lovers even before the tournament takes place.
Kampan makes Rama and Sita meet a day earlier than that fixed
for the tournament

company.

of the

bow

and

they pine for

each

other’s
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II (h) iii
llakkayai’s love quarrel is also unusual. When Civakan is so
attracted by her beauty that he cannot bear to lose sight of her fora
moment by blinking his eyes, the tears roll down his face.
She
thinks that he is crying because he is thinking of his other wives.

She throws away all her adornments

and

burns with anger like a

true queen.
He falls at her feet and she is pacified.
Unlike
Kantarvatattai she does not kick him on the forehead; unlike
Curamaiicari she does not weep; unlike Kunamalai she does not
want him to leave her.
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It is thus obvious that the author used all possible situations
to describe the love of these women for Civakan.
He used all the
Tami] traditions old and new and perhaps also Sanskrit tradition.

He tries to be true to the Tamilian tradition and its philosophy

of

love so that each wife is unique.
No incident is repeated and no
woman is like another viewed from the dramatic point of view.
In
all the relationships we see Civakan’s greatness.
He does not fall
in love with any and every beautiful woman although even Tolk&ppiyam sanctions mugmurai vatuvaip-pentir (morganatic marriages).
All his marriages are pre-determined by destiny.
It is to his great
credit that he treated all this wives equally in every respect. Egalitarianism in love is amost an impossibility but Civakan achieves the
impossible.

9
Minor.

Characters

328
INTRODUCTION
ர்
A host of minor characters or supporting characters are
found in the story.
Though they are minor characters, they are
quite indispensable to the story and give variety and interest to it.
If the story did not include these characters, not only would much
of the

interest

have

been

lost,

but

also

the

continuity

of

the

story could not have been maintained.
We may say that certain
minor characters are the links in the story.
For instance the
meeting of Civakan with his mother, which is one of the most important episodes, is only brought about by Civakan’s companions.
Civakan’s escape from Kattiyankaran’s men, his wide travel and
his several marriages are all due to Cutaficanan’s initial help. The
villainous part of the story is intensified by the acts of Matanan.
Civakan’s resistance to temptation is displayed through the characters of Anaikamalai, Técikappavai and Anankamavinai, the

temptress whom he meets in the forest. The characters of Nimittikan
and Uruttiratattan are introduced to illustrate Caccantan’s folly
and so on.

Il

MINISTERS
(a)

Nimittikan and

Uruttiratattan

are good

ministers who

sincerely interested in the welfare of their king Caccantan.

are

They

consider that Caccantan has committed a grave blunder by entrusting
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his kingdom to his evil-minded chief minister, Kattiyankaran.
They foresee the danger that will be fall the king as a result of this
shortsightedness.
They form a contrast to Kattiyankaran whose
evil character is thus exposed.
Nimittikan advises the king not to
entrust the kingdom

him

to one man’s care, and warns

that he will

But the king does not heed his advice.
lose his land and wealth.
He feels that it is his duty to
Nimittikan continues to advise him.
continue to counsel him and try to make him adopt the right course.
He realizes that fhe king is discarding his duties because of his
He quotes the stories of several
overwhelming passion for his wife.
He says
kings who have fallen because of their carnal passion.
“God Brahma came to have four heads, lost his position and was
Lord Civa
utterly disgraced because of his passion for Tilottamai.
had to give the left half of his body to his wife Umatevi asa result of
Lord Kannapiran disgraced
his love for his paramour Kafikai.
himself because

of his love

for the a@yar maidens

dresses when they left them on the banks
where they were bathing.

Lord

Buddha,

by

of the

stealing

river

taking pity on the

donkey which was tortured by extreme passion,

changed

the

Yamunai
male

himself

into a female donkey for its satiation.
It was a great disgrace
that the five Pantavas shared one wife. Consider the meanness
to
which passion leads.
Therefore I beg of you to do your rightful
duty and rule your kingdom without falling a prey to sin and dis-

grace’.!_ The king replies that he does not want his advice. Finding that his advice has no effect on the king, Nimittikan is sorrow-

ful and regretfully departs.
It is the duty ofa minister to offer good counsel to the
and to continue to counsel him even at the risk of incurring
king’s displeasure.
Tirukkura] states “Even when the king is
obtuse to grasp things himself and too obstinate to accept

king
the
too
wise

counsel, still it is the duty of the minister to persist in giving proper
advice to his king”.2.
very nobly.
1.
2.

Accordingly Nimittikan

Civakacintamagi, s. 207—211
“Arikog rariya pegigu muruti
Yulaiyiruntag kiral katan.”

discharged his duties

— Tirukkura],

Ammaiccu,

s. 8
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(b)
Uruttiratattan is also an equally good minister.
He corrobarates all that has been said by Nimittikan and exhorts the king to
heed to the words of his ministers and act accordingly.
He also
warns the king that only evil will be fall him and his wife if he does

not listen to the advice of Nimittikan.

(c)
man.

Tarumatattan, another minister, is also portrayed as a goodHe is shocked to learn of Kattiyaikaran’s decision to kill

Caccantan.

He tells Kattiyatkaran that if he kills the king who

has helped and honoured him, he will only

bring about

his

own

destruction. On the other hand if he is faithful to the king, he and his
family will prosper.
He points out that kings are considered to be
greater than Tevas (Celestials).
A flame will burn only those who

approach it.

But the flame of a king's anger will not only

destroy

those who do him harm but also their families. He further prophesies
that a minister who kills his king will be attacked with leprosy in

this birth and after his death will suffer in Hell (Narakam).
Tarumatattan

advises

Kattiyankaran

attempts to dissuade him.

not

to

Thus

kill the king and

But this words only inflame Kattiyan-

karan who reproves him in strong terms. Nimittikan gives advice
to Caccantan but Tarumatattan advises Kattiyaikaran himself.
Thus to avoid monotony the author has made two ministers advise
Caccantan and one to advise Kattiyankaran.

Ili

THE

TEACHER

Accananti, who possesses a masterly knowledge of many arts
is Civakan’s teacher.

He first teaches Civakan all the arts that he

himself has mastered.

Then he teaches him about spiritual things.

He says that the soul is apt to pass through the following stages:
naraka kati, vilanku kati, makkat kati and téva kati. The soul will
attain greatness if it discards all evil, and develops the qualities that

Arukatevan possesses viz., nannanam, narkatci and nallolukkam.
To
Life is full of sorrow which is the outcome of evil destiny.
escape from our destiny-evil and good—we must attain Eternal Bliss
through penance. This preaching of spiritual values opens Civakan’s
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eye of wisdom.
Thus Accananti is portrayed asa great teacher of
the arts, materialism and spiritual philosophy harmonised when
placed in their respective spheres.

After teaching him Accananti tells Civakan that Caccantan
was his

father and narrates the

story

of his

tragic

end.

When

Civakan is setting out to avenge his father’s death Accananti makes
him promise that he will not attack

Kattiyankaran

until one

year

has elapsed. He considers that Civakan should have more men and
weapons and also*more worldly experience before he attacks

Kattyankaran.

With this end in view, he extracts the promise from

Civakan so that hecan

gather

enough

strength.

Accayanti’s

real

interest in Civakan’s welfare is evident from his wise counsel.
Accananti was once the king of Varanavaci.
He was called
at that time Ulokapalan.
He handed over his kingdom to his son
and renounced.
While he was doing penance, he was attacked by
the terrible disease called Ya naitti(unquenchable hunger) because of
his evil fate. He suffered terribly and finally went to Kantukkatan’s
house where he was fed with an enormous quantity of food before
his hunger was quenched. There he happened to see Civakan as a
baby. As soon as he saw Civakan, his terrible disease disappeared.
Accananti tells his own story to Civakan and then takes leave of him
and his parents. He goes to Srivarttamana Swamika], who is the
Twenty Fourth Tirtaikarar, and does penance sitting at his feet.
Eventually he attains solvation.
Accananti, because he is Civakan’s teacher and because he
is the vehicle for the revelation of Civakan’s history, is an essential
character.

TV

COMPANIONS

Of Civakan’s companions, seven are prominent in the story.
They are Patumukan, Putticenan, Nantattan, Napulan, Vipulan,
Tevatattan and Citattan. Patumukan is the son of Tanapalan and
Pavittirai who belong to Vanikar community. Kovintai, Nantakon’s

daughter whom Civakan gets as a prize for his victory over the rude
hunters, is given to Patumukan as his wife. Putticenan is the son ofa
a Brahmin

named

Acalan.

Tilottamai is the name of his mother.
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Nantattan is the son of
Civakan’s foster parents.
brothers. Tevatattan is the
of titles of honour for his

tan.!

Kantukkatan and Cunantai who are
Napulan and Vipulan are Nantattan’s
son of Vicayatattan who was a recipient
meritorious service to the king Caccan-

Piritimati is the name of his mother.

Cakarar, Caccantan’s

minister and

Citattan is the son of

Kurutattai.

All these seven companions render help to Civakan whenever
it is necessary.
They fight for Civakan against those kings who
attack him when he defeats K antarvatattai in the ya/ competition.!
After Civakan is carried away by Cutaficanan they are greatly
distressed because they do not know his whereabouts.
Through

Kantarvatattai they learn that Civakan is very happy with
Kanakamalai at Emam&puram and immediately they set out to

join him.
On the way they meet Vicayai at Tantakaraniyam and
are extremely happy to learn that she is Civakan’s mother. When
they meet Civakan at Emamapuram, they acquaint him with the
fact that they have met his mother Vicayai. Civakan at once goes to

Tantakaraniyam to meet her.
Finally they fight a thrilling battle against the army of Kattiyankaran.
Putticénan routs the kings who fight on the side of
Kattiyankaran.? Teévatattan riding on his elephant, like a ferocious
lion, drives it at the king of Makata who immediately takes to his

heels with his army.?

Citattan fights against the King of Kalinka

and kills him with his sword.4 Napulan fights against the king of
Makata, but leaves him alone when he finds that the king is afraid

of him.® Vipulan fights against a warrior and kills him.6

Patumu-

kan puts up a terrific fight against Kamukan and kills him, and
when Kamukan’s brother K omukan attacks him he fights with great
heroism and kills Komukan’s elephant.’ Thus all these companions

stand by Civakan in his hour of need and render him yeoman service.
In truth they dedicate their lives to Civakan and their country.
1.

Civakacintamagi,

2
3.
4.
5
6
ர.
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After

Civakan’s

renunciation

they

too

renounce,

and

do

penance.
Ultimately they become Tévars (celestials) and go to
Heaven where they live in bliss with the celestial maidens. Thus
all the companions of Civakan are portrayed as the embodiment of
sacrifice.

V

FOSTER PARENTS

a

(a)

Kantukkatan is Civakan’s foster-father.
He is the father of
Nantattan, Napulan and Vipulan.
Nantattan and his other sons
are born to him after Civakan is brought from the burial ground. He
goes to the burial ground to bury his dead child and there he finds a
a baby, (Civakan) who has been left there.
After burying the
dead child he takes Civakan home and hands him over to his wife
Cunantai,

itself

saying that their child is still alive.

Kantukkatan recognises

In the burial ground

the ring on the baby’s

(Civakan’s)

finger and knows that he is Caccantan’s son. He does not reveal this
fact to anybody even to his dear

wife because he knows fully well

that if Kattiyankaran comes to know that the baby is the son of
king Cacantan, he will atonce kill bim. So he is cautious and does
not disclose the secret even to his wife, lest it should be revealed.
This shows how interested he is in Civakan’s welfare.

He rears Civakan with utmost care.

He educates

him and

trains him well in all the arts. He sees that Civakan is accomplished
in all things that are requisite for a prince.
With a view that
Civakan

should

live

long,

he gave him that name which means

‘he who lives long’.
When Civakan
in the yal competition

decides to compete with
he sends his companion

Kantarvatattai
Putticénan to

Kantukkatan to seek his permission.
Kantukkatan receives a
letter from Nakamalai, a maiden who lives in Kattiyankaran’s
palace, which tells him that Kattiyankaran is very angry with

Civakan because Anafkam@lai has fallen in love with him, and
that he has resolved to kill him. He therefore advises Civakan to go
1.

Civakacintamani,

ss. 3132—41
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to the competition with his army to guard him from any danger that
Kattiyankaran may have planned. When Civakan is raging with
fury because he has been arrested by KattiyankSran’s men, Kantukkatan

advises him to calm himself saying that he,

a citizen,

should

not rise against the king. He then runs to the king, Kattiyankaran
and offering him twelve crores of gold pieces begs him to pardon
Civakan.
He says “Oh king, lend me your ears.
My son has
only done a noble act in saving a maiden from your crown elephant.

Had the elephant killed the maiden you would have been blamed
because it was your elephant which had sinned by killing a maiden.

Is saving a maiden’s life an offence? If you consider it an offence,
I beg of you to pardon him.
If you do so, I will give you all
my wealth including my ancestral property.”!

These words from Kantukkatan betray his boundless love
for Civakan. His willingness to give away all his wealth to effect
Civakan’s release, shows what a great sacrifice
Throughout the
make for the sake of Civakan.
a single instance to show Kantukkatan’s interest
This selfless
All his concern is for Civakan only.

he was willing to
story, there is not
in his own sons.
spirit of sacrifice

for Civakan’s cause is well depicted through this noble character.
When Kattiyankaran refuses to comply with his request,
he is deeply grieved.
But soon he is comforted when he recollects

the prediction made by a sage to the effect that Civakan would be
saved by a celestial man (Jyakkan).
After his marriage with Curamaiicari Civakan returns home
with great secrecy.
Kantukkatan informs his family of Civakan’s

arrival by signalling with his hands.

He is afraid that if he spreads

the news by means of the spoken word the king’s spies may overhear

him.

Being

excited

and joyful they all cry aloud when they see

Kantukkatan warns them that if they cry aloud
Civakan.?
Civakan’s secret arrival will be advertized to the public. Immediately
It is clear from Kantukkatan’s warning
they stop crying aloud.

how much care he takes
1.
2.

Civakacintamani,
Ibid

for Civakan’s

ss. 1117—19
s. 2096

safety.

When

Civakan
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becomes king, in token of his gratitude for Kantukkatan’s boundless
love and help, he confers on him royal rights and also grants him
lands.
In truth Civakan owes his lofty position to Kantukkatan.

(6)
Cunantai,

the

Kantukkatan’s

wife

mother, is portrayed as a noble woman.

and Civakan’s foster-

She thinks that Civakan

is her own son until Civakan regains his
kingdom.
Her joy
knows no bounds when she receives the baby from her husband when
he returns from the burial ground.
She is made to believe that her
dead child has come back to life. She is then reminded of the words
ofa sage who came to her house one day.
He prophesied that after

some days she would get a son who would have

a distinguished

career, that soon after his marriage he would be arrested by the king
but would subsequently be released and thereafter would live happily. With pomp and splendour she and her husband celebrate the
birthday of the child. She brings up Civakan with the greatest care.

Her motherly love is well displayed when Civakan is arrested by the
king’s men. She weeps bitterly and when her husband returns from

the king with all his hopes of getting Civakan released shattered,
she asks “what has happened to my dear son?”! She is only able
to

reconcile herself when her husband reminds her of the sage’s predic-

tion that Civakan will be saved by a celestial man (lyakkag).

After Civakan becomes king, he honours her by conferring
on her the title of ‘Tévi’ in token of his gratitude.? Vicayai who
is very much touched by Cunantai’s boundless love for her son
Civakan welcomes her saying, “Welcome thou who has given

birth to a celebrated son,
birth
since

to Civakan
she deserted

Civakan”.

Though Vicayai has given

she does not want to take the credit for it,
She gives
him immediately after he was born.

that credit to Cunantai who has brought

him up

with boundless

So in Vicayai’s opinion, Cunantai is Civakan’s real
love and care.
Finally when she hears Vicayai explaining the transiency
mother.

of this wordly life and the value of renunciation and
too renounces the world and goes away with Vicayai.}
1.
2.

Civakacintamani,
Ibid

1.

Ibid

s. 1123
s. 2567
ss. 2627—28

penance she
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By the time she renounces she is already a widow.
The
poet has not mentioned the actual death of her husband Kantukkatan

anywhere,

but we can infer from the text that he died before

Cunantai’s renunciation.
Had her husband been alive she would
not have renounced the world nor would Civakan have allowed her to
renounce and leave her husband. The commentator Naccinarkkiniyar holds the same view. He says “‘Civakan does not prevent

Cunantai from choosing the path of renunciation. He considers
that it would be unfair on his part to do so since she has already lost
her husband and
Civakan.
Her
spirit of service.
of renunciation,
the world.

become a widow.!
Her life has been dedicated to
mind has been nurtured by genuine love and the
Hence when she hears from Vicayai of the value
she is immediately convinced and she renounces
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CITATTAN

Citattan is characterised as a man of great wealth and high
virtue.
He conscientiously fulfils any duty entrusted to him. He
is the son of Pavatattan.
Patumai is the name of his wife. The poet
compares his might and courage to that of a tiger.
He was a
merchant possessing enormous wealth.
But because of his evil
destiny, he loses that wealth.
He does not lose heart.
He decides
to earn money by trading in foreign lands. Accordingly he sets out
in his ship.
He reaches an island full of riches and beauty.
He
spends six pleasurable weeks there. Then he sets out for home onan
auspicious day after loading the ships with all the proceeds of his
trade. When he has voyaged a distance of five hundred Katam the
ship is suddenly caught up in a terrible whirlwind.
All the people

in the ship cry out in despair.

Citattan with

consoles them saying ‘‘Don’t be grieved.

unflinching courage

We must be

cheerful

in

adversity. Cheerfulness is the proper antidote to pain. Will
weeping save us from danger? Therefore do not cry. We will have
pleasure and pain in accordance with our good and evil destinies.
Offer prayers to the feet of Arukatevan, and be courageous.? These
words reveal that Citattan isa heroic

pher.
1. Civakacinta magi, s. 2627 commentary.
2.
Ibid
ss. 504—11

man

and

practical

philoso-
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Soon the ship is broken and sinks into the deep water carrying
with it all Citattan’s men.

Citattan himself

catches hold ofa

plank

and reaches the shore where he meets Taran who introduces himself
as a man with supernatural powers and promises to restore his
men to him.
He conjures up a strong goat (Mélakam) which
both of them mount.
The goat flies high up in the air. They reach
the city of the Vijicayars (celestials) which is situated on the top
of a mountain (Vellikkunru).
Taran takes Citattan to Kalulavekan, the king of the Vieayars who extends a very warm welcome
to Citattan saying ‘that his own family and Citattan’s family
have been friends for the past seven generations and that Citattan
should consider his palace to be his own home.
Citattan now
remembers that his grandfather stated that Kalulavekan, the king of
Kantaravanatu is their family God.
Immediately he bows to
Kalulavekan in obeisance to him.
Kalulavekan takes Citattan to his daughter K antarvatattai
whose enchanting beauty captivates him. Kululavekan requests him
to treat her as if she is his own daughter, take her to his country,

and marry her to a man who excels her in playing the Vinai. Citattan
agrees and Kantarvatattai goes with him. To his immense joy,
Taran restores his wrecked ship and his men.
Citattan reaches
lracamapuram with Kantarvatattai.
He takes great care of her.

He constructs a beautiful music hall

and

arranges

for the

Vinai

competition after having taken
the king’s consent.
He then
marries her to Civakan who defeats her in the music competition.
The enthusiasm with which he fulfils the promise that he has given
to Kalulavekan speaks of his conscientious nature.

VIl_

DOG

TURNED

AN

ANGEL

Cutaficanan who was formerly a dog, becomes a celestial
man through the divine power of the Mantiram that Civakan
whispers in his ear. The poet portrays him as celestial man endowed
with the most virtuous quality of gratefulness to his benefactor.
When Civakan is arrested by Kattiyankaran’s men, he does
not think of attacking them but only how to escape because of his

foster parent’s advice and his promise to his teacher, Accananti,
that he would not take arms against Kattiyankaran for a period of
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one year.

He does not want his companions to fight for his release;

nor does he wish his wife Kantarvatattai to come to his rescue by
using her supernatural powers lest his heroic personality should be
blemished. Really Civakan is in an embarrassing situation. Cutaiicanan renders him timely help by creating a pandemoniam with
thunder and rain and by carrying Civakan away in the midst of the
confusion.
He takes Civakan to his celestial city and affords him
all comforts.
When Civakan expresses his desire for wide travel,
Cutaficanan tells him how to go to different countries and cities.
He also teaches him three mantirams—the first has the power to
endow him with a very sweet voice, the second to cure snake
bites and terrible diseases and the third to assume any desired
physical form. Cutaiicanan renders all these helps in gratitude for
the help given to him by Civakan. He is a fitting example for Tiruva|Juvar’s maxim, ‘Though the help rendered is as small as a millet
seed, it will be considered to be as big as a palmyra fruit by those
who are wise enough to understand the outcome of the action.!
During Civakan’s coronation, Cutaficanan in recognition
of his greatness is given the honour of performing the crowning
ceremony.
He bathes Civakan with one hundred and eight pots of

water taken trom the ocean named
crown on his head.”
VIET
K ovintai is
cowherds (ayars),
beauty. The poet
and soft as butter,

Parkatal, and then places the

KOVINTAI

the daughter of Nantakon, the chieftain of the
and Kotavari.
She is a maiden of exquisite
states that her pleasingly soft nature is as sweet
her words are as sweet as milk, her body is as

beautiful as pure melted ghee.*

It is delightful to note that the poet

has used butter, ghee and milk, the delicious food of the cowherds

(ayars) in similes to describe KOvintai’s beauty.

Several men of

ayar community offer to marry her but their request is turned
down.
Nantakon, her father is immensely pleased with Civakan
1.
2.
3.

“Tinaittugai napri ceyigum pagaittugaiyak
ko]var payanterivar.”
ச
— Tirukkura],
Civakacintamagi, s. 2366
Ibid
s. 480

Ceynagriyarital,

s. 3
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when he heroically recovers the cows from the hunters and offers
his daughter Kovintai to him in accordance with his proclamation.
Civakan accepts his offer, but marries Kovintai to his companion
Patumukan.
Kovintai lives a very happy life with Patumukan.
IX

OTHER

WOMEN
(a)

Anankamalai and Tecikappavai are charming courtesans
who are accomplished
dancers.
Anankamalai
gives a dance
recital at Iracamapuram which is organised by eminent scholars
well versed in literature, music and drama.
Civakan is requested
to do the make-up for her performance.
Accordingly he bedecks
her with ornaments, garlands etc. with artistic perfection.
Her
bewitching beauty amazes the whole audience. Her exquisite dance
captivates all who are present.
The poet says that the bodies, eyes
and hearts of those who wintness her dance melt like an image made

of butter which is exposed to sun. From this description we get an
idea of how wonderfully talented she is in the art of dancing! That
the men are mentally disturbed when they see her dance is described

by the poet in a delightful manner.
He says “She dances on the
stage of men’s minds’.2.
She is already in love with Civakan.
Probably Civakan’s touch when he bedecked her has aroused
her
love for him.

As she dances, she casts amorous glances at Civakan but he

does not reciprocate.

She is deeply pained but she reconciles her-

self saying, ‘I had the fortune of being bedecked with flower gar-

lands and ornaments by the hands of Civakan.

I had the fortune

of being touched by Civakan” All the time she is only looking at

Civakan.

She never turns her eyes towards the king,

Kattiyankaran.

Kattiyafikaran infers that she is in love with Civakan. Immediately

after her performance is finished, he forcebly takes her to his palace
1.

“Pavainiruttam nokki, meyyurukik kagnuruki,
kama veyil vengeyp pavaipol melikigrare.”

2.

Atavar mananka|

nencurukik

—Civakacinta magi,

egnum

arankinmél

apankamialai atigal.
Ibid
—_

s. 682

s. 683
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where he embraces her much against her will. Because of her overwhelming love for Civakan she cries aloud even in Kattiyankaran’s
presence addressing Civakan thus: ‘‘Lord Civakan who art an

adept inarchery, come and embrace me.’!
how deeply she is in love with Civakan.

These

words

reveal

(b)
Civakan sees Tecikapp&vai, for the first time, in a grove at
Cantirapam, the capital city of Pallavateyam, where she is giving a
dance performance.
Her beauty is so bewitching that all the men
who see her pine for her. Her rhythmic dance is so enchanting
that the hearts of the men who wintess it melt.2_ As she dances she
catches sight of Civakan whose adorable beauty capitivates her.
Her dance steps falter. Since she drinks in his beauty without blin-

king her eyes her tears run down her cheeks and fall on the nipples
of her breasts.

She says to herself that there is no room for anyone

except Civakan in her mind and that he alone

can

lover.

be her

Bewildered by his beautiful appearance, she wonders whether he is
Lord Murukan or Kaman.

The

prince

Tecikappavai

of that country,

looking

named

fixedly at Civakan.

Ulokap4lan,

notices

The prince himself is

He sends for Civakan and they soon
charmed by his beauty.
become friends. It is interesting to note that Téecikappavai’s amorous
glances at Civakan finally lead to the friendship between Civakan
and prince Ulokapalan.

Here also Civakan does not reciprocate her amorous advances.
One day Civakan after his marriage with Patumai, goes to the grove
He approaches
where he finds Tecikappavai playing on the Vinai.
After Civakan
her and embraces her to her immense pleasure.?
Tecikappavai goes to him disguised as one of
becomes king,
Anankamalai’s lady companions and hands over a letter to him
pretending that it has been sent by Anankamalai. The letter tells

of Anafkamalai’s
1.

love-sickness

Civakacintamani,

s. 687

2.

Ibid

s. 1255

J.

Ibid

ss. 1355—57

and

her

intense

longing

for
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Civakan.
In truth the letter is written by Técikappavai herself
and describes her own feelings.
Civakan guesses that the lady
who has brought the letter is Técikappavai herself.
To her joy
he

embraces

and

they

her.

both

She entertains him with

experience

immense

her enchanting

dances

pleasure.

(c)

Anankamavigai is the wife of Pavatattan, 2 merchant.
He
loves her immensely but she is not true to him. Probably the poet
has created this character to prove that certain women are not to be
trusted. She approaches Civakan while he is staying in the forest on

his way to Emamapuram and attempts to
Subsequently he meets her husband who is
grief at having lost her reveals the intensity
her.1 Civakan teaches him a mantiram
enable him to find his wife.

seduce him, but in vain.
searching for her. His
of love that he bears for
(incantation) that will

(d)
The three lady characters described above~Anankamialai,
Tecikappavai, and Anankamavinai are introduced in the story to
prove Civakan’s power of resistance to temptation. He ultimately
yields to Técikappavai because of the intensity of her desire for
him, her determination to embrace him and out of compassion for
her love-sickness. To embrace Anankamavinai would bea sin. To |
embrace Anafkamalai would be to provoke a fight with Kattiyankaran before the time fixed by his Guru. To embrace Tecikappavai
was not immoral according to the standard of that time.
Even if

people of today can bring themselves to understand the standards of
a polygamous society it 15 difficult for them to accept such an extra
marital relationship.
We must remind the reader that concubinage

and prostitution were common féatures ofa man’s life in those days.
X

THE

LIAR

Matanan is Kattiyankaran’s brother-in-law. He lends his
whole-hearted support to him in all his villainous deeds.
He is as
evil-minded as Kattiyankaran, if not more so. When he hears the
1,

Civakacintamani,

ss. 1586—92
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minister Tarumatattan trying to dissuade Kattiyankaran from
committing the treacherous act of killing the king Caccantan, he
grows wild with fury and rebukes the minister in very strong terms,

for not supporting Kattiyankaran.!
He is also a dishonest man and would not hesitate

flagrant lies.

He is shocked when he

finds

to utter

that Civakan has

escaped himself in the storm which Cuttaficanan had magically
created.
He is afraid to convey the news to Kattiyatkaran lest he
should punish him for dereliction of duty.
‘iherefore he lies to
Kattiyankaran telling him that he has killed Civakan on the spot
because he feared that he might escape in the confusion. Kattiyankaran is immensely pleased to hear the news of Civakan’s death and
confers great honours on Matanan.
Matanan is infuriated by
Civakan’s success in shooting down the pig set up by Kovintan. The
poet says that he thunders with fury,? and puts up a terrific fight
against Vicayan, who is Kanakamalai’s brother.
Finally in an
effort to escape punishment for having lied to Kattiyankaran he
springs upon the elephant which Vicayan is riding and the latter
kills him with his sword.2
Matanan is therefore a suitable accomp~
lice for Kat tiyankaran’s evil designs.

XI
There are many
in the epic for the sake
studied here since they
characters which have

OTHERS

more minor characters that are introduced
of narration of the story. They need not be
have been mentioned in the study of the other
been dealt with in this chapter.

Mere mention of their names will suffice here.

They are,

the goddess in the guise of Canpakamalai; Nantakon and K otavari
who are the parents of K6vintai; Taran the Vittiyataran deputed by
Kalujavekan to bring Citattan; the five brothers of KanakamalaiVicayan, Katampan, Kanakan, Acalakirtti, and Cénan; Kalujavekan the father of Kantarvatattai, Tarani, her mother; Kupératattan,
father of Kunamalai, Vinayamamialai, her mother; Tanapati and
1.
2.

Civakacintamagi,
Ibid

s
257
s. 2208

3.

Ibid

8. 2246
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Tilottamai who are the parents of Patumai; Cupattiran,
the father of
Kemacari

and

Nipputi,

her

mother;

Tatamittan,

the

father

of

Kanakamalai; Cakaratattan and Kamalai, the parents of Vimalai;
Kuperatattan, the father of Curamaificari and Cumati, her mother;
K ovintar&can, the father of Hakkanai and the maternal uncle of
Civakan; Ulokapalan the brother of Patumai, Anankavilacani, the
lady companion of Curamajicari; Acalan, Caccantan’s commanderin-chief and Kimukan the father of Putticenan, and one of the
warriors of Kattiyaikaran; Komukan, the brother of Kamukan;
Cakaran, the minister of Caccantan; Nakamalai, one of Caccantan’s
palace ladies; Patumai, the wife of Citattan; Caccantan, Cutaficagan,
Tarani, Kantukkatan, Vicayan, Tattan, Paratan, and Kovintan
who are the sons of Civakan; Pavatattan, a merchant and the husband of Anankam§vinai; Pavittirai, the mother of Patumukan;
Vicayatattan and Piritimati who are the parents of Tevatattan;
Manmatan,

the brother of Matanan,

k&ran’s commander-in-chief.
Civakan’s companions,
Kattiyafik&ran’s sons
mountain Cittirakautam,
of kings, maidens etc.
plays in the love affairs

and Puranacenan,

Kattiyan-

There are also characters in groups—

who are five hundred and four in number;
numbering one hundred, the sages of the
the hunters, the cowherds (ayars), a host
The part which the parrot of Kunamalai
of her mistress and Civakan is delightful.
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CONCLUSION

The study of the characters that we have made shows
clearly how the characters lend varied interest to the story. That
the weight and solidity of the epic depend on these characters
is crystal clear.

10
Ematianal

Element

I

Poetry, as Wordsworth states, is emotion recollected in
tranquility.! Poetry differs from other kinds of literature in that it
is supremely the expression of emotion.
It is the expression of
emotional experience of some universal truth, of historical event,
of an imaginary story, of an example of moral grandeur or of a
religious belief which has affected the author deeply.
This
emotional factor is of paramount importance in all arts.
We can
liken great literature to an artistic portrait rather than an accurate
photograph.
The mother who cries over the death of her child 1s
bowed down with grief but that grief is not expressed in an artistic
form and its full meaning can only be understood by her.
Through
poetry such grief can be described so that the mother’s emotion can
be understood and felt by everyone in terms of their own experience.
As our own experience widens we can appreciate the emotions
expressed in poetry which become more comprehensible or interesting. This is the reason why we can re-read great works such as
Shakespeare’s plays or Kampan’s Ramayanam with greater pleasure
in our maturity than that which we experienced in our youth.
Emotion, therefore, is given an artistic form when it is trans-

formed into poetry. It is this form, which is a complete unit or
universe in itself, that gives us aesthetic satisfaction whether the
emotion portrayed is a happy one or a sorrowful one.
1,

English

Critical Essays,

1945 Editions, p. 26

19th Century, Edited by

Edmund

D. Jones,
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Unless this perfection of form and universal appeal is attained
the poetry is either monotonous or melodramatic and no one would
be interested to read it again.
Inflammatory speeches or passionate oratory cannot be classed
with literature because this artistic form is lacking. Since the artistic

form is the controlling factor, the emotion is undisciplined and irrcsponsible and the delicate balance between the freed
disciplined expression of emotion is not maintained.

expression and

Poetry is not light reading. It demands from us full concentration, imagination and recollection of our own emotional experience.
Man is the slave of his emotions; yet literature can synthesize and

’ harmonise all emotions, without suppressing a particular one, into a
comprehensible whole. This harmony gives us the same satisfaction as an integrated personality,

whose capacity and

given full scope and yet forms a sweet and
thus transformed and tramsmitted
Rasa or Meippatu.

emotion

is

beautiful unity. Emotion

is spoken of as poetic sentiment,

C. T. Winchester enunciates five essential tests for measuring
as it were the permanent value of the emotional effect of literature
They are:
1.

The justice or propriety of the emotion

2

The vividness or power of the emotion

3.

Thecontinuity or steadiness of the emotion

4.

The range or variety of the emotion

5

The rank or quality of the emotion.!
1]

An emotion, to be just
and worthy causes. Civakan
her.
She is overwhelmed with
her sorrow in a most touching
1,

or appropriate, must spring from deep
goes to Kanakamalai to take leave of
sorrow at parting. The poet describes
way thus :

C. T. Winchester, Some Principles of Literary Criticism, Ch. II, p. 82

pullavic

ceikalunirk

kuvalai

ceyta] punaipiina].””!

The red cefkalunir flower held in her hand turned into a
black kuva/ai flower, because, as a result of her intense sorrow,
she heaved
a heavy sigh which was so hot that it burnt the cexkalunir
flower.
The description well depicts the depth of her feelings caused
by parting with her beloved husband.
One has to take into account
the Tamil tradition which comes from the Cankam times where such
expressions are not looked upon as an exaggeration (Akananiru-5).
The Tamil idiom expresses depth of emotion in such a fashion.
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The second quality of emotion is that it should be vivid or
powerful. Vicayai, the queen gives birth to her son in the graveyard.
She grieves over the lot of her son who

is born in such a wretched

place. She imagines the pomp and splendour with which the birthday of her son would have been celebrated had he been born in the
palace.
There would have been great rejoicings.
The music of
mulayvu would have resounded in great halls under the splendour of
glowing lights. The dances of beautiful maidens would have expressed
the joy of the people and the blessings of great people would
have been showered on the child.
What acontrast to the sorrowful
plight of her dear son who is lying in the dust of the graveyard!

Her sorrow is intensified by this comparison.
Her words of lamentation are heart-rending; ‘‘Oh, my darling, my prince, you are born
in a place where you hear the howls of jackals instead of the music

of mulavu, the flames of the funeral pyre shine instead of glowing
lights, you watch the dances of ghosts instead of the dances of
maidens and you hear the cries of the rock-horned owl (kakai) in
place of the blessings of the great”!

“Vevvay

ori mujavaka

vijintar

imam

viJakkaka

ovvac cutuk&t tuyararankin nilalpol nutaikip péyata
evvay marunkum iruntirankik kikai kularip paratta

ivva rakip pirappato ituvo mannark kiyalventé.’**
1. Civakacintd mani, s. 1887
2.

Ibid

s.

309

230
The poer by contrating the actual pitiful condition of the
prince with the glory thet might have been, creates more pathos and
gives dower Gnd

vividness to the emotion expressed.

IV
The third requisite quality of emotional effect is that it should
be sustained throughout the work.
[fit falls to a low ebb. the
poetry will be dull or monotonous.
C. T. Winchester says, “If
our veling at any point is allowed to drop quite down to the norma
level of common place, we not only lose just so much emotional
effect, but we experience an unpleasant sense of discord, which is in

itself a positive விட்.”
This does not mean that the quality of emotional effect
should always be uniform.
There may be fluctuations, but the
emotional mood should never be lost altogether. Naturally an epic
or any literature should abound in emotions of various natures.
Nevertheless, it should have a certain unity of feeling.? The variety
of emotional effects should be brought into harmony with the
dominant tone of the work.
No where should there be needless
narrative or dry moralising.
We find that sustained
emotional
feeling is maintained in Civakacintamani.
The epic starts with the
descriptions of Caccanian’s country and its capital city. The descriptions are delightful with beautiful similes and metaphors.
The
emotions

first part of
and

the

latter

the birth of Civakan and

Caccantan’s

story

part,

pathos,

which

continues

arrival

at the

hermitage

intense

Vicayai‘s

produces

pleasurable
till

of

Tantakaraniyam afterwards.
We are delighted by the description
of Civakan’s youthful beauty, the narration of his learning and his

spirutuality.

Accananti’s

narration

to

Civakan

of Caccantan’s

tragic end makes us sorrowful.
Civakan’s
fight with the rude
hunters displays the ennobling spirit of heroism which is followed by

an emotion of pleasure

derived from the poet’s description of the

maidens enjoying the bewitching beauty of Civakan as he returns
home after his victory over the hunters.
The feeling of delight is
2.

3.

C. T. Winchester, Some Principles of Literary Criticism, Ch. III, p- 93

Ibid

p. 94
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sustained in the narration of Citattan’s trade with foreign lands, his
meeting with Kalulavekan, the king of Vittiyatararar, his bringing
home Kantarvatattai, and the yal competition with her.
Next,
heroic emotion is aroused by the fights of Civakan
with several
kings.
His marriage with Kantarvatattai produces an emotion of
intense pleasure.
The story of Civakan’s marriage with seven
other ladies display the emotion of immense material pleasure
punctuated with the emotions of heroism derived from Civakan’s
control of the crown elephant, delight at the descriptions of natural
scenery and the pathos of the parting scenes. The'scenes of Civakan’s
philosophical teachings to the hunter, to the way-farer and to the
ascetics of Cittirakiitam are not dry, nor mere moralizing and not
utterly devoid of the element of emotion.
The teachings are so
interesting and convincing that they create an emotion of sublimity.
The fighting scene between the two forces of Civakan and Kattiyan-

karan portrays heroism.
described under

the heads

Civakan’s thirty years of pleasurable life
of

Nirvijaiyat tani. Irutunukarvu,

Colainukarvu are descriptive of supreme pleasure.

The

and

Caragar’s

teachings to Civakan, his renunciation, his penance and his salvation
are all pervaded by a supreme sublimity.
Only outstanding emotions
have been mentioned so far. Thus we find that a sustained emotional
feeling pervades the work, yet, in the diversity of emotions there
is harmony.

The epic does not reveal only one type of emotion. Each
Ilampakam is a precious gem, with a pattern of emotion of its own.
The unity of these differing patterns is established only very slowly.
Some complain that it is never established.
It is the portrait of a
hero that is delineated in this epic and every episode
contributes

to the beauty and perfection of that portrait. From another point
of view the story is only that of a series of marriages but we must not
forget that this story belongs to an age when polygamy was
honoured.
Our hero, the bridegroom, is the common factor in all
the marriage scenes which give expression to the different types

and variegated patterns of love.

The final renunciation comes as

a consummation.

Vv
The value of any work of literature is enhanced by the variety
of its emotional effects. Literary emotions are various and intricate.
Tolkappiyar has enumerated many of them. The chief emotions
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that he mentions are eight in number.
They are, (1) humour or
nakai, (2) pathos or alukai, (3) lowness or ifivaral, (4) wonder or
maru tkai (4) fear or accam, (6) heroism or perumitam, (7) anger or
veku]i (8) joy or uvakai.1 The elements that cause each emotion are
also mentioned in Tolkappiyam. Mockery or eJJa/, youth or iJamai,
ignorance or pétamai and conservatism or matan are the elements

of humour.” Disgrace or iJivu, bereavement or i/avu, losing one’s
status or position or acaivu,

pathos.?

The

poverty or varumai

are the elements

of

elements of the emotion of lowness (ifivaral) are old

age or muppu, disease or pini, sorrow or varuttam and weakness or
menmai.* The elements that cause wonder (marutkai) are novelty or
putumai, largeness or perumai, littleness or cirumai and fortune or

akkam.° The emotion of fear is chiefly aroused by a god or ananku,
animal or vilanku, robbers or kalvar and king or irai.® The cheif
causes for an emotion of heroism are intensive learning or kalvi,
undaunted spirit or tarukan, reputation
or kotai.’
Anger (veku]i) is aroused
urupparai, illtreating the subordinates
attacking physically or a/ai and killing
wealth or celvam, knowledge or pulan,

games or vilaiyagtu.®
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

“Nakaiyé

alukai ijivaran

accam

perumitam

rappa

letté

veku]i

or icaimai and benevolence
by the maiming
of limbs or
or kutikdl, rebuking and
or kolai.® Joy is caused by
love affair or punarvu and

marutkai
yuvakaiyen

meyppa

tenpa.”
— Tolkappiyam
“Ejjal ijamai pétamai matanen
rujjap patta nakainan kenpa.”
“Ijivé ijavé acaivé varumaiyena
vijivil ko}kai yajukai nanke.”
“Miuppé pigiyé varuttam menmaiyo
tiyappura vanta iJivaral nanke.”
“Putumai perumai cirumai akkamotu
matimai cala marutkai nanké.”
“Anatke vilaike ka]vartam isaiyegap
pinankal cala accam nanke.”
“Kalvi tarukan puka] kotaiyenac
collap patta perumitam nanke.”
“Urupparai kutikol alai kojai yenra
veruppig vanta vekuji nanké.”
“Celvam pulané punarvu vilaiya tten
rallal nitta uvakai nankée.”

Meyppattiyal,

Citram

3

Ibid

4

Ibid

5

Ibid

6

Ibid

7

Ibid

8

Ibid

9

Ibid

10

Ibid
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Vi

One has to distinguish between Bhava or Ku rippu, a mere
suggestion or a momentary emotion, and Meyppatu or Rasa, the
fully developed pattern of a poetic
sentiment running through
an appreciable portion of the epic.
Different emotions may be
evoked but one emotion must not jar on the other.
There may
also be two or more sentiments but these should not destroy each
other-rasa vieceda.
Each Iampakam can be studied as an expres-

sion of a poetic sentiment. As this subject has been dealt with in the
summary, in the description of the /lampakams and in the discus-

sion of the various characters, it is not necessary for us to duplicate
that study here.
A description of the eight rasa is not attempted here.

Only

the varied Ku rippus which arise in the course of the epic are explained
here to show that our author followed Tolkappiyam and Tamil
tradition.
given,

Only

one

example

for each
VI

of the

eight

Kurippus

is

(a)

The reader may experience many of these various emotions
in his study of Civakacintamani. Though a Jain, the author could
laugh, and humour finds a place in Civakacintamani. Tatamittan,
the king of Mattimateyam, being grateful to Civakan for having
trained his five sons in the art of war, desires to give his daughter
Kanakamalai in marriage to him.
He says humorously, “I will
bind him with fetters.
Bring him here immediately”.

ர ரர

kavalcey

avanaiyan

nikajam

peytu

tituval vallé
k&laiyaik konarmin

enran.”!

When Civakan introduces his companions to Kanakamalai,

she says, laughing, ‘‘Are these the robbers who have stolen away the

cows? They deserve to be punished”.
She is immensely pleased to
see her husband’s beloved companions, and by saying ‘they deserve
1.

Civakacintamani,

s. 1682
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to be punished’, she really means that they should be treated well.
Accordingly she entertains them with a sumptuous feast.

“Torukkonta
orukkap

kalvar

patuvar

verukkaik

ivarovenac
ivarenran

kilavan

colli nakkaaku

kacati

makalenna

yati

viruntu

ceyta].”!

VI (b)
Caccantan’s fall which has been already discussed
full of pathos or acaivu.

in detail 1s

VI (c)
The women’s lamentations over the death of king Caccantan,

Vicayai’s intense grief at ber son being born

in the

grave-yard,

K4ntarvatattai’s painful feelings at finding many of the kings rising
against Civakan, the profound sorrow of Kunamalai and other
laides at the arrest of Civakan by Kattiyafikaran’s men, the pangs
of sorrow of Patumai and Kémacari at Civakan’s parting from them,
the scenes of the lamentations of Civakan’s wives and his palace
ladies, and the sorrow of his citizens at his renunciation—all these
produce intense pathos. The wives of Civakan are terribly shocked
to hear of his renunciation.
The poet describes their intense
grief as follows:
“Alalentu

venkatuificol

uruméru

untan

kalarcinti

nilalentu pinkotikal nilaficérn tafku nilaicerntu
kalalentu cévatikkilk kannir veljan kalanirappak

kulaléaku marenki

yalutar kotai matavare.’?

As the wives hear the unwelcome announcement from Civakan
they fall at his feet in a fit of grief and shed tears of sorrow so

copiously that the vessels there, are filled with them. This scene otf
intense pathos is compared to sad sight of beautiful stalks of flowers
that have been struck by thunder and lie on the ground with their

flowers scattered. This description depicts the sorrow of losing a
loved one or [lavu.
1.

Civakacintamani,

s. 1871

2. Civakacinta mani, s. 2945
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VI

(d)

Kattiyatikaran forcibly carries away Anankamalai, the
charming dancing girl to his palace and ernbraces her. The poet
describes this despicable mean act as follows :

“Yenutain

tolukuf

cevvit tamaraip

pdtu pulli

Unutai yuruvak kakkai itajukak kutaintit tankuk
kanutat malai tannaik Kattiyaikaran cUlntu

tanutai

mullai

yellan tatukap

parittit

tane.”?

Kattiyankaran forcibly embraces the charming Anankamalai
just as the crow which feeds on corpses embraces the beautiful lotus

flower.

The poet compares Anankamélai to the mullai flower and

likens the forced union of Kattiyankaran with her to the plucking
of the mulli flower with such a force that its pollen falls. The stanza

manifests the feeling of lowness or iJivaral.
1

(6)

Vicayan, the son of the king of Tatamittan is struck with
wonder at Civakan’s skilful aim at the mango fruit on the tree.
Civakan shoots at it so adroitly that the arrow pierces through the
fruit and comes back to him with it.

“Vancilai

konta

varum

varkanai

totutta

varum

kankanai vaitta varun kar ceyto} irunta varum
tincaram vitta varun cenrakol ponta varum

kantelam

viyantu

nokki

villutaik katavu]

enran.’”?

Vicayan wonders at the adroit way in which Civakan

the bow, how skilfully he fixes the arrow to it and how
he aims at the fruit.

holds

accurately

He admires the position of his shoulders which

are as strong as a rock, his accurate shooting at the fruit, and at the
return of the arrow carrying the fruit to him. The emotion of
wonder or marutkai arising out of this strange experience (putumai)
is diplayed in the stanza.
1.
2.

Civakacintamani, s. 686
Civakacintamani, s. 1642
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VI

(ft)

Malai, who is the lady companion of Kuyamalai, is frightened
to see the crown

elephant

rushing

towards

Kunamalai.

She cries,

“‘Are there not men here to save the lady ?”, and stands trembling
facing the rogue elephant with both of her hands clasped and raised

above her head.
“Arumperal

avatkut

toli

yatavar

illai yoven

rorunkukai yuccik kippik kalirretir iraifici ninra].”)

The emotion of fear is well depicted here.
VI

(g)

At the instigation of Kattiyankaran, the kings who have
been defeated by Kantarvatattai in the yal competition,
attack

Civakan.

Civakan’s army rises against them.

At the sight of the

army such of those who are hunch-backed (kiinkal), the dwarfs
(Kuralar) and others run helter-skelter in search of a flace of safety.
Civakan laughs at them.
Having told Kantarvatattai that she will
be in the custody of his dear companion Patumukan, Civakan rises
against his enemies as furiously as a mighty lion rises against other
lions which rush roaring to attack it. As he goes the ankelts (kalal)
on his legs jingle and terrify his enemies.
“Iikita

nilaimai

nokki

muruvalit

teripon

marpan

nankaiyaik kakkum vannam nakaninru molintu pélvayc
cinkantan katiya tankor eluficinka mulakkir cirip
poikimér celva tepor polankalal naralac cenran,’?
Here the heroic emotion or perumitam arising out of fearlessness
(tarukan)
1.
2.

is displayed.

Civakacintamagi, s. 975
Civakacintamani, s. 765
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VI

¢h)

At the advice of Tarumatattan, the minister, who dissuades
Kattiyankaran from killing the king Caccantan, Kattiyankaran
becomes furious. The poet’s description portrays the vehemence of
his anger.
“Nunmutta mérri yanku meyyelam viyarttu noytin
vanmuttam niraiko] nerri varmuri puruva makkik
kanneri tavala vankai maninaku katakam erra
vennakai vekuntu nakkuk kattiyah karan connan,”!

“He perspires; there are drops of perspiration all over his
body which look like pearls fixed there; the eyebrows on his forehead, which are covered with perspiration, shrink; his eyes are full of
flames; he strikes hard against the ring (katakam) worn on his
shoulder and bursts into angry laughter’.
This is an instance of the emotion of anger or vekufi.
VI

(i)

The epic, an epic of love-making and marriages from one
point of view, abounds in the emotional element of joy or uvakai.

An instance will suffice here. All day long with Vimalai, Civakan is
steeped in sexual pleasure. As he enjoys embracing her ardently,
the jingling sound of her anklets, (kinkini) and the tinkling of the
ornament, Mekalai, is heard, and her golden garland and her
beautiful tresses hang down.

“Innaric cilampo ténkik kinkini ikali yarppap
ponnari malai talap pificikai yavilntu cora
minnirun

kalapam vinki milirntukan

tunnarun kajiko] kamak kolufkani

niraika vempit

cuvaittu vijjan.’2

The stanza depicts the joy derived from carnal pleasure.
1,
2.

Civakacintamagi, s. 258
Civakacintamani, s. 1985
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Vil
Lastly an estimate of literature, according to C. T. Winchester
depends upon the rank or quality of the emotion. By rank or quality
we mean, the higher or the lower type of emotion.
The emotion
arising from the meaning or content of the verse is the higher kind.
The emotion which arises purely from the form of the verse, from its
music and rhythm, though a legitimate emotion, is, yet, of a lower

rank.
“Marainuval
niraitava

kuraiyena

marainuval

kankai

tankin&r

mankaj

tankinar

vantar

ventave

kaikai taakinar,”’2

The substance of the stanza is this:

He,

who bears the River Kankai on his head, has

Umatév

as his left part of his body. At the request of the Tevas he holds
in his hand, the head of Brahma who preaches Vétas”.
The content of the verse does not stimulate our emotion
as much as the form (the music and rhythm of the verse)
does.
The
emotion derived from this verse is definitely lower in rank.
The
emotion derived from a verse that has merely sensuous beauty
as its
content is also considered to be lower in kind. The emotion which
is evoked by verse having a moral meaning is valued as a higher kind

of emotion.

C. T. Winchester states, “Emotions excited by

moral

qualities, or by the moral suggestion of material things are higher
in rank than those excited by purely material or sensible thing.®

Tiruttakkatevar’s description of a straight path covered with
sweet smelling and beautiful flowers ot mullai, kattikai etc.. stirs
our emotions.
He compares such a path to the
chaste ledy disposed to righteousness.
1.
2.
3.

pure mind

of

a

C, T. Winchester, Some Principles of Literary Criticism, Chapter III
p. 103
Tantiyalankaram, Collaniyiyal, Commentary to Cittiram, 5.
C. T. Winchester, Some Principles of Literary Criticism, Chapter III,

p. 106
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‘*Kotaiviln

tatuvena

potuveynt tinamalar
matarar manamenak

tatinmé

natantator

mullai

kattikaip

polintu
kitanta

tanmait

karputai
cenneri

tenpave.’’?

The moral suggestion of the description of the path of a forest
really touches our heart, and rouses an emotion of nobility.
Here
the poet’s vision of the moral path is portrayed in symbolic
language.
There are indeed verses arousing emotions of a purely sensual
nature in the epic.
But even these do not mar the greatness of the
epic story for the value of real renunciation lies in the fact that it is
not merely a negative act but a positive voluntary withdrawal from
a life of perfect satisfaction.

1,

Civakacintamani, s, 1208

11
Imagination

Poetry, as I have explained elsewhere, so arouses our emotions

that we are in communion with the author’s emotion.
How is this
communion effected? It is effected by the stimulation of imagination

which is a spiritual or mental activity that synthesises all the jumbled
experiences and impressions of the world around us into a connected
whole, thus inspiring appropriate emotions and revealing the uni-

versal significance and message of that whole.
phase of a

It makes the passing

feeling, or a thought, concrete and real.

One method by which the imagination of the reader can be
aroused is by the use of a simile.
For example, to create the correct

emotional response, Tiruva]]juvar uses a simile in
passage :
“Talaiyin

ijinta

mayiranaiyar

the

following

mantar

nilaiyin ilintak katai.’}
“Those who have fallen from their (high) position are like the

hair which has fallen from the head”.
His theme is the abhorrence which we feel when a highly
placed man behaves meanly and thus falls in our estimation.
Tiruva]juvar emphasises his point by reminding us that even though
1,

Tirukkuga],

Magam,

s. 4
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we carefully comb and dress our hair, we shudder to pick up one
that has fallen.
He has used a simile, taken from every day life,
which makes his original theme more vivid and more comprehensible
to the ordinary man.
He has unified what seem to be unconnected
events and by the use of a simile has propounded a moral idea
which has thereby become universally intelligible.

There are various figures of speech. Any attempt to classify
and codify them is artificial and can never help us to appreciate
poetry.
It is the synoptic vision that has to be emphasised. It is
the comparison which brings together events which seem to be
unrelated, that is the main factor.
Therefore Tolkappiyar deals

only with

uvamai

in

his

Uvamayiyal.

According

comparison (uvamai) should be of higher order
(poru]), thus setting up the standard or ideal.

“Uyarntatan
This comparison

merre

than

to
the

him the
subject

yuljunkalai.”!

makes literature concrete and real; it creates the

right kind of emotional atmosphere;

it instantaneously reveals the

significance underlying the situation; it prevents digression into other
marginal ideas and feelings; thus the reader’s mind becomes one
with the mind of the poet and the unity of the universe is coneretised
as an experience rather than as a theory.

In this part of the essay, therefore, the emphasis is Jaid

on

comparison and not on the various ways in which comparison could
be expressed as developed in the theory of figures of speech, by
Dandin and others.
Il
The author of Cintamani

began writing after these theories

about figures of speech came to be elaborated, and
India came under the influence of Dandin

and

others.

after

South

It would be

of interest to study how Tiruttakkatévar was influenced by these

developments but unfortunately that must be a separate study as it
is Not germane to such a literary appreciation of Cintamani as

attempted in this essay.
1.

Tolkappiyam,

However, a few examples may be given.

Uvamayiyial,

Citram,

3.
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II (i) (a)
The poet's imagination has thus conceived several other figures
of speech

such

as metaphor, hyperbole,

etc., which appeal to our

emotions in no small measure. Poetry in spite of the fact that it
describes a particular event is universal in its appeal. Metaphors
bringing together things which are otherwise poles asunder illustrate
this universal poetic vision.

IT (i) (b)
jealous.

The attractive appearance of Civakan makes Kattiyankaran
The poet says metaphorically that Civakan appears before

Kattiyankaran striking with the whip of his beauty.
“Poramanap polivenum manikkai matti kaiyinal
aravi vantu tonrinan ananka nanna annale.”!

IT (i) (c)
As Patumai is cured of a snake bite by Civakan she comes to
her senses.
She is attracted by the beauty of Civakan and falls in
love with him. The poet describes this with an interesting
metaphor
suitable to the context.
“Patumai is again bitten by the serpent of passion
in its abode in his body”.

“Atci
putci
vatkan

vetkai
That Civakan’s

yaimpori

yajan

niljkotippurri
nokkenum

nakattin

1.

vaiyeyir

mittua

raralal

kolappatta].?

passionate look has intensified Patumai’s love for

Civakacintamani, s. ‘703
Ibid

utampenum
nakatturai

him is clear trom this metaphor.

2.

residing

$, 1292
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IT (i) (d)
As the mountain goats run hither and thither on the mountain, the gems (smanika]) there, are pulverised by their heels. The

powder is carried high by the wind and falls on the trees as if dust

is falling from

the

celestial

city of the Tevas.

The trees, with the

powder of the gems thus sprinkled on them, look like the
Karpaka trees.

beautiful

“Annalanh

kunrinmé! varutaipayn tulakkalin
onmani palavutain torunkavai tiliyay
vinnujlu vuntena viluma_ nilamicaik
kannakan maramelan karpakam ottave.”!

This hyperbole is typical of the poet’s capacity for exaggeration.
Hyperbole had become a characteristic feature of literature,
thanks to the influence of Dandin and others, by the time Cintamani
was written.
II (i) (e)

Ijanko, in Cilappatikaram, describes the flags of Maturai
which are fluttering as though they were signalling to Kovalan and
Kannaki to keep away. His symbolism of fluttering flag has been
used by Kampan, Villiputttirar and other poets in more or less in
the same context.
Tiruttakkatevar,

however,

has used

this symbol

to create a

different image.

The sight of the fluttering flags set up on the top of the hall,
specially erected for the purpose of the ya/ competiton with Kantar-

vatattai proclaims that the hall is unique in the world, which
sorrounded by the noisy ocean, and that there is none to excel it.
“mulankutirai veliyinil illaiyena
teluntukoti yatum......... 2
1,
2.

Civakacintamagi, s. 1899
Ibid
s. 597

moykon

is
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Ht (ii) (a)
Let. us see a few more examples where

the poet's

imagina-

tion runs riot. The parrot, which is very hungry, devises a plan to
make its mistress, who is bathing in the river, come back to the bank

so that she may feed it.
Serpent!”

Suddenly

Immediately the lady,

the

parrot

cries

‘Serpent!

who is playing in the water,

runs

to the bank thoroughly scared.
“Timpar

ompu

paciyin

irunta

taynir kutaiya

pampal

enna

veruvip

kampér

to]i

natuikik

cevvayc

volikkum
paimpor

cirupain

kilitan

vannam

natip

rotu

kalalak

karaicér pavajaik

TT (ii)

kagmin.”}

(b)

Some beautiful ladies, after their bath in the river,
the bank with their hair spread out on their back to dry.

stand on
As they

stand thus they enjoy seeing the dance of peacocks.

The peahen

mistakes one of the ladies for its

goes to her and embraces her.
when it realizes its mistake.

Soon

peacock and

it returns, utterly ashamed,

“Kola netunikan makalir kintal parappi iruppap
pili mafifiai nokkip petai mayilen renni

alic cenru pulli anmai
colai nokki natakkum

kantu nanic
tokai vannan

kagmin.’?

The poets of later times have imitated this in various ways
each trying to excel the other.

IE Gi) (c)
The red gems that are fixed in the blue saree of the lady
who is bathing
in the river emit bright rays which are reflected in
A young swan mistakes the dazzling rays for the lotus
the water.
1,

Civakacintamani,

2.

Ibid

s. 924
$, 919
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flower and unsuccessfully attempts
Having failed, it is much depressed.
“Nilat
kolac

to catch

them

with

its beak.

tukilir kitanta nilalar talalam manika]
cutarvit tumilak kumari yannan kurukic

cala nerunkip pitta

alic cutarka]

tatanta

marippi

kavvi yaluikum

venna

vannaa

kagmin.”!

111
In this part of the essay, however, following Tolkappiyar’s
principles, since he must have influenced our author, comparisons
alone are studied at some length. As imagination puts together the
jumbled impressions of what we see, hear, feel, taste and smell, the

comparisons are classified and studied as
learning, feeling, taste and smell

comparisons

of sight,

LIT (i) (a)
The
observation
things and
that are the

similes in Civakacintamani
betray the poet’s keen
and study of nature and his deep knowledge of wordly
moral values.
First let us examine some of the similes
outcome of his visual experiences.

IIT @) (b)
As the maidens enjoy playing water-games, their ornaments,

mékalais, slip off from their hips and shine in the crystal clear water.
None of the maidens care to pick them up. The mékalais glistening in the pond are compared to the stars twinkling in the beautiful
sky.
“Kaviyanna

aviyanna
kovaiyarru

kanninar
utirntana

vaviyavum ponnanintu
1.
2s

Civakacintamani,
Ibid

kayantalaik

pintukil aninta

s 931
s. 67

kutaitalin

alkur palkalai

ko]junirar

vanam

inmayin

pittatottave.”?
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The simile describes the beautiful sight of the pond shining
with mékalais made of valuable gems.
It also conveys the poet’s
appreciation of the beautiful sky resplendent with stars.

III (i) (©)
Cutaficanan, who

informs Civakan

about the routes that he

should follow while travelling, describes the path that he should
take after he leaves Takkanatu.
He says that the path, for a
distance of five katams is as delightful to travellers as the grace of
a dancing girl.

“Atiya

kittitan

rutupok

acainta cayalpon

kiniyatan korain katameé.”!

This is a startling comparison to come from an ascetic; but
the captivating beauty of the pathway is well brought out.

Ill (i) (d)
Patumai’s mother, foster-mother and the other ladies are
grieved deeply to hear that Civakan has left Patumai. Their beeutiful

faces look gloomy. They shed tears. The poet compares their gloomy
faces to the lotus flowers exposed to chill dews.
The lotus
exposed to the dew fades away and loses its brightness.
“Tenpani

tanpani

yanaiya

murukkap

kannire

patta

céyilai

tamaraik

taya

flower

rellam

katu

ponrar.’’?

It may be that this simile is not new, but that he should use it
shows that he was captivated by this kind of sight inspired by the
ancient works he had read.

ILI (i) (e)
Civakan’s good and evil acts perpetrated during his previous
existences are extirpated soon after the successful conclusion of
his penance.
They disappear as quickly as the blood disappears

from the body when the soul leaves it i.e., at the moment
1. Civakacinta magi,

2.

Ibid

s. 1207

s. 1398

of death.
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“Celumalar avi ninkum ellaiyir cerintu kayam
kalumiya utiram pola imaippinut karantu ninka.’”!

Things pleasant and unpleasant have their own place in his
experience and by making proper use of these experiences, he could
bring out the poetic aspects of everything even death. As we have
noted previously Tiruva]Juvar can even make the hair preach a
moral sermon.

1110

0)

The pure white colour of the buildings of Emamapuram

is

compared to the colour of the foam which bubbles up when milk is
boiled.
“Putukkalat telunta timpal poakalin
katirttuven matan tonrum.’”2

nuraiyir

ponkik

That the poet has noticed the whiteness of the foam on boiling milk is evident from this simile. This reminded him of his first
startling vision of the buildings of Emamapuram, and foam rising
and falling represented the varied shapes of buildings.
It must be

admitted that this description is true to his own imaginary

vision

rather to any real city or building.

IIT (i) (g)
The dynamic aspect of things is also emphasised.
Ina grove
on the banks of the river of /racamapuram, a maiden plays with a
ball throwing it to the right and left and catching it.
The poet compares her dexterity with that of the peacock,
who never fails to catch the insect jyal at the first attempt.
“Tunaiyil
maniyar

aniyar
1.

2.
3.

tokai mafifai iyar kivarum vakaipol
vajaicer munkai valanu mitanum pokki

kotai pimpan

Civakacintamani, s. 3079

Ibid
Ibid

s. 1821
s. 925

tatum

avajaik

kaymin,’’3
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insects.
killing.

Here the poet enjoys the sight of a peacock catching the
It is surprising that, being a jain, he was not shocked by the
IIT (i) (h)

The swan sleeping on the lotus flower which is rocked by
running water is compared to the baby which sleeps soundly in its
bed when its mother pats it gently on its thigh.

“Taitan kaiyin mellat tagnen kuranki neriya
aypon namaljit tuficum maniyar kulavi polat
toyun tiraika] alaippat totar kamalap palji

meya vakaiyir ruficum ve]jai yannan kanmin,.”2

This shows how keenly the poet has

observed

the way in

which mothers make their tabies sleep. He is conversant with the
forest and the home.
He is not a recluse who shuts his eves to
the divine beauties of motherhood, young women and charms of
nature.

IIL (ii) (a)
Instances of the poet's aural experiences are illustrated by the
following examples.

IL (ii) (b)
Civakan’s comrades go with their armies to Emamapuram to
meet Civakan. The noise of the armies as they set out is compared
to the noise of the torrents of water which flow through the breaches
in a river bank, a sight which is very common in the Tamil country.

“Ciraiya

lintator cempunal

ponravan

araika tarpatai yarpo teluntave.”!

IIT (ii) (c)
The sound of the ornaments of mékalai and kinkini worn
by the ladies, and the music of the ya/, kulal and mula fill the air
of the city of Kalulavekan all blending into a pleasing sound. The
1.
2.

Civakacintamani,
Ibid

s. 930
s. 1776
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poet irsagines that the sound is the voice of the city which is claiming
that it is the most beautiful city in all the universe.
This is a pleasing
concept which is eftective even though it is indeed an exaggeration.
“‘Tiruva mekalai teljarik kinkini
paravai ya! kulal pannamai menmula
uruvam yarutai y&ren roljirnakar

aravam

vaytiran

tarppatu

ponrate,””?

FET (it) (dy
Patumai, being deeply grieved by her separation from
Civakan sits still, Hence her mékalai is also still and does not
produce its jingling sound.
The poet says, ‘‘The mekalai is silent
because it is afraid that Patumai’s companions will remove it from
her, as they have

adorned

already

removed

the

mai

or black

paste

which

her eyes”.
“Arakkun tamarai yannatan kagmalar
virutti matar vilakka veriikkolo
varutta murranal] enrukol mékalai

kurarko

tatu

kulunkik

This is also an interesting
not have a high poetical value.

kuraintaté.’?
rhetorical

flourish, though it may

II (ii (e)
The kings who

have

rise against Civakan.

been defeated

in the ya/ competition,

The tumult which they make

is answered

by a greater heroic cry from Civakan’s army. This is compared to
the noise of the rain as it pours down the mountain side and its
accompanying echo.
“Arppetir

mari

peyyum

pork ketirn tavarum
1.

Civakacintamagi,

s. 530

2.
3.

Ibid
Ibid

s. 1374
s. 801

maninetui

arttar.’’?

kunram

polap
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It is clear from

these lines that the poet has heard the moun-

tains echoing the sound of the rain.
Hence his mind is able to
associate it with the shouts and the counter shouts of the two
armies.

ILE (ii) (f)
As Civakan sings in Curamajicari’s mansion, the maidens
being attracted by the melodious music, run to him as flocks of

peahens run towards the hunter when he imitates the cry of

the

peacock.
“Pujjuvam

matimakan

pungartta

rujjam vaitta mamayir

vocai

merpukan

kulatti noti yeytinar.”?

The poet used his experience ot hearing the mimicry of the
hunter

to describe

how

Civakan’s

music

attracted

the

maidens.

These similes speak of the poet’s keen auditory sense.
A
maiden is shouting to scare away the parrots that come to eat the
corn tinai.
Since her voice is so sweet the parrots mistake it for
the voice of one of themselves, and therefore they do not fly away.
This may be hyperbole but it does not mar the poetic effect especially
when one is familiar with the tradition of later Tamil poetry.
“Tinaivijai

punaivajait

caral

cevvayc

ciruki]i

mataréppap

collaik kijiyenak kijjai

toi

poka.’”2

HY (iii)
Soon after their marriage, Caccantan and Vicayai are steeped
in sensuous pleasure.
The poet compares Vicayai to a beautiful
sweet fruit and Caccantan to the bird that enojoys tasting that fruit.
“Olikkavin

konta

alittayil kinra
1.
2:
3.

kamat

ventan

Civakacinté mani, s. 2039
Ibid
s. 1498
Tbid
s 192

tUluru

kaniyai

ajficiraip paravai

yotta|

yottan.’?
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The poet describes the physica] pleasure derived from sexual union,
but the description is not objectionable. Here is the glorification of
the sense of touch.
[11 (15)
The grove of /racamapuram smells sweetly because of the
beautiful flowers growing there.
The sweet smell of the grove is
likened to the pleasing smell of the body of a newly married girl who
has been bathed in water scented with nanam (kasturi).
“N&nam mangiya nanmana mankaiyar
meni ponrini tayvirai nariya

காஊ.................. ak
It is interesting to note that the sweet

smell of

the

grove

reminded the poet of the sweet smell of the body of a married girl.
This is an unusual simile to come from a poet who was an ascetic.
It shows that he has not lost his innate humanism.
III (v)

The sweetness of the kiss that lovers enjoy is compared to the

sweetness of the sugarcane.
“Tinkarumpu menranaiya inpavalac cevvayt
ténkolamir tarntucelun tarkulaiyac cérntar.”?
Here we find the sense of taste used
of passionate

and

humanised

in the crucible

love.

Imagine the epic devoid of imageries.
It is needless to say
that it would be merely the verbose narration of a story. We may

liken imagination to power house generating electricity to illumine
the minds of the readers.
1.
2,

Civakacintamagi, s. 853
Tbid

s. 2034
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IV
The poet’s experience may be a physical phenomenon, a
mental idea, a moral grandeur or a philosophical system.
He is
neither a scientist, a historian, a moralist nor a philosopher giving
the details of his special study.
If the poet is so moved by an
experience that he cannot help but give expression to his physical,

mental, moral or philosophical vision he composes poetry of
highest order.

The dry facts and ideas are given life, and

the

our heart

beats in unison, with that of the poet, in the enjoyment of his poetic
vision.
The Jains are moralists, and our poet is a Jain.

The vision

of the moral perfection which he perceived in his religion and faith
can be easily understood.
When he describes nature or mankind
the particular situations come to have universal moral significance.
It is necessary to appreciate this aspect of Tirutakkatévar’s poetry.
IV (i)
The river, which is rich with the various treasures of the
mountains, throws them on its banks, as it flows on, so that they may
be useful to indolent people.
The poet compares the river to the
benefactor who is always generous.

“Valjar

kaittala mantarin

malvaraik

kojlai konta kolunitik kuppaiyai
ujja millavark kurtorum uytturay

76118

natuma

tuttu viraintate.’’!

This verse reveals the poet’s conviction

that those who are

rich should share their wealth with needy people.
V&dibhasimha,

following in

the

footsteps

of

our

poet,

applies this method of implied preaching in all his verses.
Our poet
never oversteps the limit.
He escapes that danger by making use of
similes rather than ‘Ver rupporu] Vaippu’ in which Vadibhasimha

indulges. Therefore there is no direct moral statement, but only a
suggestion of the ideal.
1.

Civakacintamagi,

s. 36
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IV (i)

The paddy crop, when it just ripens, stands erect. The
crop is compared to certain rich people who cannot even be
courteous to others and stand with their heads erect because they
consider themselves so superior.
As the paddy ripens, the stalks
bend down with the weight of the grain just as great men, endowed

with knowledge are always submissive to others.
“Collarufii cirpacum pampin torrampal
mellave karuvirun tinru melalar
celvame porralai niruvit terntanir

kalvicér

mantarin

iraificik kayttave.”)

That the rich, despite their wealth, should be as submissive
and courteous as men endowed with wisdom is the moral conveyed

by this simile, not directly but as a suggestion.
IV

(iti)

Civakan goes in his chariot to bring back the cows which the
hunters had stolen. The poet compares the speed of his chariot to
the speed of the voluptuary’s mind which runs after charming girls
as soon as he sees them.
“Karviri minna narmer
kamukar nefici notum
terpari katavit téntarc

civakan arulir poki.’”?
IV (iv)
In the imagination of our poet the amount of sensuous
pleasure that
a lady derives in the company of her lover is as small as
a drop of water whilst her misery when separated from her lover is
as great as an ocean.
i,

Civakacintamani,

2.

Ibid

s. 53

8. 442
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“Eritalaik konta kamat
tinpanirp pul]i yarral
pirivinkan piranta tunpam

perunkatal

anaiya

tonral.”?
IV (v)

Nipputi consoles
afflicted at being

her daughter Kemacari,

separated

from

her lover.

who

is deeply

She impresses

on

the

girl the transciency of youth, pleasure and wealth, which is emphasized by comparing them to bubbles of water, a momentary flash of

lightning and the dew that disappears at sun-rise.
“Mannunir

mokku Jokkum
manitar ijamai inpam
minninot tirakkufi celvam

veyiluru paniyi

ninkum.2

IV (vi)
The arrow, shot at the Tiripanri, by the king of Makata
, just

touches it and comes back.
mind of the wise man which
coveting another's wife.

The poet compares the arrow to the
would immedirtely shrink back from

“Pilkitte nolukun kotaip pirarmanai ya|kat cenra
ujjattai yugarvin mikkan oluttitap peyarnta tepol
mallanir makata racan
pulliyap poriyai montu

turantakol maruja vétip
purakkotut titta tanre.’’8

IV (vii)
Political philosophy or the art of Government does
not
escape his moral outlook for there is such a thing as politica
l morality.
The king who does not heed the good counsel of his
ministers will
1.

2.
3.

Civakacintamani,

s. 1536

Ibid
Ibid

s. 1537
s. 2186
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soon lose his wealth and power.
The poet illustrates the reduced
power and position of such a foolish king, by comparing it to
Ilakkanai’s slender hip.
“arumporu]
atacanir

niti keja
curunki nantu

marunkul .... ......... 1
8)

The poet is not restricted to his own experience of the world.

The past of his countrymen is available to him in the form of their
literature. Tiruttakkatévar uses this ancient heritage as has been

explained elsewhere, by using the ideas and phrases of his ancestors.
Another contributing factor is the mythology of his society—the

many past visions of the ancient people who spoke his language and

who developed his culture.
These mythological stories intermingle
and colour the vision of the poet assuming a new significance

themselves and in turn enriching that vision with a deeper significance.
A few instances of such allusions, in this epic,
inspired the imagination of the poet may be noted herein.

which

V (i)
Civakan’s fascinating beauty and adorable qualities are
compared to those of Lord Murukan who killed the mighty acuran
by name, Curan. Lord Murukan is known for his beauty and heroism.
“Mattatintan
The

allusion

anna

manpinan.’”2

‘Mattazintan’

is used

to describe

Civakan’s

beauty, herosim and benevolent qualities.

V (ii) (a)
The

poet

imagines

that Civakan

and

Kunamalai,

bound

together by great love, are like Lord Civa and Umai, who cannot be
separated from each other. Umai is part of the body of Civa.
1,
2.

Civakacintamani, s. 2534
Thid
s. 1029
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“Tinkalcer muti yinanum
celviyum poOnru cempon
inkuvar kalali nanun

kotaiyum

irunta poitil.”!

The allusion ‘Tinka]cer mutiyina num celviyum’ explains the genuine
love that binds Civakan and Kunamalai and their inseparaoility
from each other.
V (ii) (b)

Civakan

is enraged

at the men

Kattiyankaran to arrest him.

who

have been

sent

by

Civakan’s anger is compared to that

of Lord Civa when he destroyed the three strong acuras :
“Katimatin

mtnrum

katavujir

kananru.’”2

eyta

V (iii) (a)
K&ntarvatattai sends Nantattan to Emamapurim, to meet
C vakan. When Civakan comes, Nantattan is extremely happy to
see him.
The poet compares their meeting to that of Taruman and
Aruccunan. Nantattan is as happy to meet Civakan as Tanaficayan
was to see his brother Taruman.
“Tarumanai yaritir kanta
tanaficayan polat tampi

tirumalart tatakkai kippic
cevati tolutu vilntan.’’?
The

allusion

aptly

illustrates

the

bond

of love between

Nantattan and Civakan to readers who are familiar with the story
of Taruman and Aruccunan and the love which these two mythological heroes felt for each other. The great value of such an allusion
is that it explains by a single phrase, an emotion that would otherwise need a lengthy description.
Such an allusion thus effects

a great economy
1.

2.
3.

of words.

Civakacintamani,

Ibid
Ibid

s. 1083

s. 1087
s. 1724
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V (iii) (6)
While Civakan is passing
through a forest he espies a
heard
of elephants surrounded by a forest fire.
The poet
compares the sight to that of the Pantavas when they were caught

in the burning palace, ArakkumaJikui.

The

fire had been started

due to the cunning plans hatched by Turiyotanan and his brothers.

ரகச கக ககக கக க்ண் வ் வலக உள் kureri vajai!.kap patta
paficavar pola ninra pakattinap parivu tirttan.”!
V (iv) (a)

The men and women of Iracamapuram collect on the banks
The poet says that the noise they
of the pond to play in the water.
make is as great as that made by the Tévas and Acuras when they

were chrurning the ocean, Tirupparkaral.
“munnir

kataintavar

aravam
V (iv)

oppa’”?

(b)

When the comrades of Civakan meet Vicayai in Tansakaraniyam, she acquaints them with her husband’s tragic death.
She
says that her husband has met with death because he was a slave
to his passions and that his end is as tragic as that of Iraniyan.
“Arani Janenkan tankiya anpinal
iragiyan patta temmirai eytinan.’’3
The poet in his imagination, visualizes the fall of Caccantan
as similar to that of Iraniyan who was killed by Lord Tirumal for

his unmitigated egoism (a@navam).
failed to do his duty to

the

State

The implication is that Caccantan
and

his subjects

and therefore

became degenerated and preferred selfishness and licentiousness.

1.

Civakacintamagi,

s. 1237

2.

Ibid’

s. 963

3.

Ibid

s. 1813

lla
Metre
I
A poem

is comprised

of form

and

content.

The

form

amongst, other things is the rhythmical language or metre.
The
content is the matter of the poem which stimulates our imagination,
and we may say that the union of the two constitutes poetry.

Form is inseparable from content. P. Gurrey states, “It is an error to
think of the forms of verse as if they were mere husks, able to exist
as so much dry matter, and not having any breath of poetic life in

them, or as mere moulds into which the molten

stuff of poetry can

be poured ;”’ and quotes the following lines of WP. Ker in support of

his statement: “The form of verse is not seperable from the soul of
poetry’, and ‘poetry has neither kernal nor husk, but is all one’!

II (a)
Tolkappiyar also considers metrical form as indispensable
to poetry. In fact, there were seven kinds of composition or ceyyu]
in yogue in the days of Tolkappiyar, all of which were beautified
by the use of appropriate metres.
The papgu is that which has a

finality of definite verse form.
Other verse forms are not so
definite and they have no limitations as to the number of lines etc.
The seven are (1) poem or pag tu (2) prose or urai, (3) grammar or
nal, (4) Mantiram or vaymoli, (5) Riddles or pici, (6) satire or

ankatam and (7) proverb or mutucol._
1.
2.

P. Gurrey, the Appreciation
Tolkappiyam, Citram 368

That all these compositions

of Poetry, Ch.. X, p. 90
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were in verse or interspersed with lines of verses is evident from the
first rule of Ceyyujiyal in Tolkappiyam, in which Tolkappiyar
enumerates thirty four elements of composition or ceyyu] that are

common

to all the seven compositions.

Of these thirty four ele-

ments, the first twenty six can be traced in an occasional verse of the
Cankam age; and the other eight elements can be found generally in

any work or treatise taken as a whole.!

The first twenty six elements

are:— (1) time-beat or mattirai, (2) letter or eluttiyalvakai, (3)
(3) syllable or acaivak 1i, (4) foot er cir, (5) line or ati, (6) composition of a verse or yappu (7) poetic tradition or marapu, (8) note or
takku, (9)rhyme or togai, (10)grace (each unit of the verse harmonising with the idea and giving the best expression to it) or nokku,
(11) verse form or pa (12) limits or aJavu (13) genus or finai, (14)
conduct or kaiko!, (15) speaker or karruvakai, (16) auditor or
keppor, (17) place or kajan, (18) time or kalam, (19) effect or
payan, (20) expression or meyppatu, (21) what is understood or
eccam, (22) contextual meaning or Munnam (23) general nature

or poru}, (24) species or tuyai, (25) the syntax of the long verses or
mat tu and (26) rhythm or vagnam,
If

(b)

The other eight elements are known as
are called

(1)

Ammai,

(2) alaku

(3) tonmai,

“Vanappu’.
(4) tol

They

(5) viruntu,

(6) ivaipu, (7) pulan and (8) ilaipu.
Ammai signifies a work where each stanza is formed in a
few sweet words and is not more than five or six lines in length.

Alaku relates to the work which is devoid of dialectic expressions, but
is abundant

with poetic expressions.

Toymai

indicates

the work

where prose and verse are interspersed and in which a traditional
legend forms the subject. To/ is the name for a composition which
deals witha noble subject described in sweet words and composed
of any number of lines. Viruntu relates to work of a novel nature.
Iyaipu is a work where every verse ends with any of the consonants—

Annmnyrlv1}.
1.

Pulag signifies a work which is composed

in

Péraciriyar commentary on Catram 235 of Tolkappiyam, Ceyyuliyal;
and also Naccigarkkigiar’s commentary on the same Cutram.
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common speech plainly expressing the meaning. //aipu is a work
which its of a musical nature and does not combine surd consonant

with surd.t
11

ட)

It is evident from the enumeration of these thirty four
elements that metrical form and proper expression of the subject

are essential for every composition.

Of the seven kinds of composi-

tion mentioned above, poetry or pattu is the foremost. Tolkappiyar
places pattu first in his enumeration of the compositions of his time.
The major portion of his treatise on CeyyuJial deals with pat tu only,
explaining the elements and various kinds of it in detail.
From his
elaborate exposition of poetry. we can surmise that poetry or pattu
was the most popular form of writing in the days of yore.
Il (dy
Tolk& piyar says that poetry is that which possesses excellence

of lines.? A line should, according to him, have tour feet.2

Each

line is denominated according to the number of letters it contains.
Tolkappiyar says that the lines using only four to six letters are

short lines or Kuralagi, seven to nine Jetters make medium line or

cintati, ten to fourteen letters make standard line or alavati, fifteen
to seventeen letters make long lines or nezilati, and eighteen to
twenty letters make extra long lines or ka/iietilati.4 The lines con1.

Tolkappiyam

Ceyyujiyal

Tamil prosody
page 13.

by

Dr.

Cutrams
A.

235 to 242;

Chidambaranatha

“Atiyin cirappe pattenap patume”
“Narcir kontatu atiyenap patume”
i)

Nalelut

tati

iriya nilatté
ii)

yaka

dre

—Tol.,

BJelut tenpa cintatik kalave
ireJut térra mavvaliyana.

edition,

Ceyvujiyal, Citram,
Ibid

35
32

Ibid

36

Ibid

37

iii)

Pattejut

yotta nalejut torralan kataiyé
Mivain tejutte netilatik kajave

Ibid

38

iv)

irejuttu

Ibid

39

v)

nératik

studies in

1957

luttu

kurajati enpa.

tenpa

Advanced
Chettiar

mikutalu

kajave

misalpena

molipa

Miva rejutte kajinetir kajave
irejuttu mikutalu mivatperu menpa.

Ibid
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forming

ones.

to these rules are,

inthe

opinion

of Tolkappiyar,

excellent

And verse composed of such lines is poetry.
[11

As time rolled on, new types of verses, which were an
outcome of earlier ones, came into existence.
We have already
seen that Tolkappiyar
lays down a rule to the effect that each line ina
verse should contain four feet.

Although lines,

of

less

than

four

feet and exceeding four feet, were in vogue in his days, he considers
that the four feet lines are superior.
In the course of time verses
containing lines of more than four feet became
popular.
In
Yapparunkalam, a treatise on prosody, it is stated that an extra long

line (kaline tilati) shall be between six and ten feet! The commentator of Yapparunkalam cites stanzas with lines of thirteen feet to
illustrate stanza of extra long lines.? The passage of timealso brought

forth several auxiliary metres

called

Payinams such

as

falicai,

turai, viruttam that were unknown at least in those terms, in the days
of Tolkappiyar.
We need not go into the details here.
It is sufficient for us to sry that the metrical form is an integral
part of poetry, as is the content expressed through the poet’s feeling
and imagination. So much for the form of poetry.
Asto the content,
Tolkappiyar names three subjects that should form the matter of a
poem.
Poetry may have either all the three subjects or any one of
them as its content. They are virtue, wealth and love.? That the
subject of the poem should be expressed through the poet’s imagina-

tion and feeling, as a dramatic monologue, is evident from Tolkappiyar’s exposition

of the elements

of tinai,

kaik6l,

kar ruvakai,

ketpor, kalan, meyppatu, etc.
Pavananti, in his Tamil grammar, Nanna/, compares poetry
to a body having life.
As the body is made up of skin, blood,
flesh, bone etc., so is the form of poetry composed of different kinds
1.

2.
3.

“Kalineti! atiye kacatarak kiJappin
arucir mutala aiyirantu ira
varuvana piravum vakuttanar kolajé.”
—Yapparutkalam, s. 25
Yapparuakalam, pp. 271—44
“Annilai marunki nagamuta lakiya
mummutar porutku muriya venpa.”
—Tol. Ceyyujiyal Citram, 160
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of words etc.
The form is the container of the subject—a matter
interpreted by the poet in figurative lanpuage just as the body is the
abode of precious life! A study of these old expositions reveal the
fact that the definitions of poetry enunciated by Tolkappiyar of
ancient age and Pavananti of a later age are analogous to those of
western critics.
We have already stated that poetry has the power of appealing
to our emotions, and that the imagination of the poet generated
that power.
However it is not imagination alone that gives poetry
this power.
The form, comprised of rhyme, rhythm and onomatopoeia, plays no insignificant part in its appeal.
A verse with a
metrical form which is appropriate to express the feelings of the poet

thrills the reader and intensifies his own emotions. P.Gurrey says,
“Expression, sound, and rhythm arranged in a particular pattern
which we call the Form, require us to obey a certain order and
development of thought, of imagery and emotion; andit is this shap-

ing of a poem structurally which gives to poetry the necessary
qualities of Formal Beauty which we find also in sculpture, music,
painting”’.?
As E. A. G. Lamborn

states, “‘Stanza-form is a sort of

test

of literary appreciation.
The art in it is quite unnoticed by an
illiterate reader, but it is absolutely fundamental: Literature is form:

there are no literary subjects.

From him who cannot receive

this

the measuring of art is hidden”. Tiruttakkatévar must have chosen
Viruttam verses for his epic for obvious reasons.
The chief reason
must have been that the suppleness of Viruttam verses made them
eminently suitable for the expression of various emotions. The fact
that Viruttam verses were gaining great popularity at the time when

Tiruttakkatévar lived was also a contributing factor.
1.

“Palvakait tatuvi nuyirkkutal porpala
collar porutkita naka vugarvinil
vallor aniperac ceivana ceyyu].”

2.

P. Gurrey, The Appreciation of poetry, Ch. X., p. 102

3.

E. A. G. Lamborn,

The Rudiments

—Naggil

Citram,

of Criticism, Ch. V, p. 63
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[7
A va:iety of verse forms are found in Cintamani. Yapparunspeaks of them as Kali Viruttam, Kalitturai, Arucir Aciria-

kalam

Viruttam, Elucir Aciria Viruttam, Encir Aciria Viruttam, Aciriyatturai, Vancitturai and Oratimikkuvanta Kali Viruttam. However
the commentator,

Naccinarkiniyar

objects

to

this terminology and

he prefers to classify all the verses in Cintamani under the term
Koccakam.
This term is found in Tolkappiyam which, according to
Naccinarkiniyar, was a grammar used by the author of Cinta-

mani.}
It should be noted that the difference of opinion between these
two authors is a question of terminology. Unfortunately Dr. A.

Chitamparanata Chettiar, in his thesis on Tamil prosody,

suggests

that Naccinarkintyar’s objection is one of substance and that the
latter is asserting that there are no verses which can be called pavinam
even according to the version of Yapparunkalam.
He also seems to
suggest that what look like pavinams were, according to Naccinarkiniyar really, interpolations.” This is not correct as may be seen from
the passage quoted in the note from Naccinarkiniyar. Naccinarkiniyar does not specifically deny that verses with six or eight feet
are not found in Cintamani. He only asserts that all these varieties
do come under the common category of Koccakam. There is no

magic in these names and if we take the terms used
kalam to be mere
1.

symbols

differentiating various

in Yapparunkinds

of

verse

Igi ittotarnilai-c-ceyyujai igamegpa.
Annilka] inamepru ka ttiya
utaranankaltam avar cértta avvappakkatké inamakatu 61118
pakkatkum
inamétarku
érralanum, turaiyai viruttamakavum,
taliceiyai viruttamakavum Otutarku avai érramaiyanum, “Miva
mutala” enguakavi mutaliyana tajampattavocaiyan viruttamayum
cirvaraiyaraiyanum mikattu]jiyavocaiya num turaiyayum kitattalin,
itanai viruttakkalitturai enal ventum; atu kirave turaium—viruttamumengappakuttotiya

ilakkagam

nirampatamakalanum

inamenral

poruttamigru. Ic-ceyyutkajig Scaiverrumaiyum mikkum kuraintum
varuvagavum kalikkéyérralin koccakamenratankina.
— Civakacintamayi with Nacciparkiniyar commentary
Edited by Dr. U. V. Saminatha Aiyer Sth Edn., pp. 2
and 3.

2.

Dr. A. Chithambaranatha Chettiar, Advanced Study of Tamil Prosody,
1957 Edn. p. 127
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forms

without

caring

for the

literai

Naccinarkiniyar could not object.

meaning

of the

terms

even

Such a classification is useful in

differentiating the various verse forms-a differentiation
not possible if we only use the term Koccakam.

which is

Vv

No Ilampakam contains the same kind of verse throughout.
The poet has infused sprightliness
in every J/ampakam by alternately
employing the vers¢s mentioned above.
For instance, let us take
an I/lampakam and see how the author has used different forms of
verse therein.
In K6vintaiyar Ilampakam he employs three kinds of
verse forms viz., Kali Viruttam, kalitturai and Arucir
Aciria
Viruttam.
The Ilampakam contains 84 verses out of which Kali
Viruttam verses are 25 in number, Kalitturai verses are 10 and the

Aru Cir Aciriya Viruttam are 49. He has used the three kinds of
verses alternately.

The first 19 verses are Kali Viruttam in which the

verses of description

of Civakan’s

fascinating

personality,

the

theft of the cows by the hunters and the Ayars’ grief are narrated.
The next verse (i. e. 20th) is A rucir Aciriya Viruttam. It describes

how the distressing news of the hunters’ daring robbery is spread
in the city. The next three verses 21—23 are Kali Viruttam. They

deal with the anger of the king when he hears the report of the hunters’ robbery.
A Kalitturai verse, (No. 24) follows. It describes the
kings’ order to his army to recover the cows from the hunters.
The
author then switches over to the form of A rucir Aciriva Viruttam

10 verses (2534) which describe the fight between the hunters and

the king’s army, the latter’s retreat, Nantak6n’s
proclamation
announcing that he will give his daughter in marriage to him who

recovers the cows from the hunters and the news of this proclamation reaching Civakan.
Four verses of Kalitturai (35—38) follow.
They deal with Civakan’s vow to recover the cows from the hunters,
his setting out to fight, the astrologer’s prediction

that

bad luck

is in store for the hunters and the hunters’ undaunted resolution to
fight with Civakan.
The next six verses (39—44) are Arucir
Aciriya

Viruttam describing the hunters’ violent fighting, Civakan’s

noble and non-violent fight and his victory.
Three verses of
Kalitturai (45—47) follow.
They deal with the hunters’ retreat,
the citizens’ joy at the happy news and Kattiyankaran’s malice
towards Civakan. The next 24 verses (48—71) are Aru Cir Aciriya
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Viruttams dealing with the rejoicings of the chaste women
at
Civakan’s victory, the young maidens stealing glimpses of Civakan’s
beauty and falling in love with him, as he is wending his way
home, Civakan’s reaching home
and Nantakon’s
request to
Civakan to marry Kovintai. The poet, next, introduces three verses
of Kali Viruttam (72—74) describing the beauty of Kovintai and

dealing with Nantakon’s

offer to give his daughter to Civakan.

The last ten verses (75—84) are Aru Cir Aciriya Viruttam which
describe the marriage of Kovintai with Patumukan.
Likewise in every llampakam the story is narrated in
different forms of Viruttam verses interspersed with each other.
This variety makes for a lively narration of the story and avoids
any monotony.

An analysis of the various forms of verses employed in each of
13 lampakams of the Cintamani is given on the following page.

VI (a)
Out of the 3145 verses there are 1317 Kali Viruttams and 1498
Aru Cir Aciriya Viruttams.
Kali Viruttam is a verse of four lines,

each line containing four feet or Cirs.1
Aru Cir Aciriya Viruttam is comprised of four lines of six
feet.2 The latter is greater in number. They are employed profusely
in the epic because, their flexibility makes for lucid descriptions.
For the general narration of the story and to communicate the
different moods and feelings the above two kinds of' verses are used.
Kali Viruttam verses are used to describe the country, the city, the
streets, the beauty of nature and the characters.
They are used in
the dialogues of the characters to express feelings of pain, pleasure
and anger, for describing the battles and the competitions. Although
a number of Kali Viruttams are used, the poet avoids monotony by
the dexterous use of different cantams.
1.

“Ajavati nanikina

kaliviruttamme”

2.

“Kaljineti latinan kottirig viruttamah

—Yapparunkalam,

tajiya matapina

takava lakum.”
— Yapparunkalam,

Ceyyuliyal

Citram,

Ceyyuliyal, Citram,

36

23
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The following statement shows the number of variou
Forms of Verses employed in each of 13 Ilampakams of Civakacintamani.
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*Naccinarkkiniyar calls this verse as “Oratimikku vanta koccaka oru
poku.” This classification of verses is based on the forms of verses
found in the V Edition of Civakacintamani by Dr. U. V. Saminatha
Aiyar,
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VI (b)
“Vajaikkaiyar kataiciyar mattu vakkalir
rilaittavar parukiya teral tenkulik
kalippavun tijavanan kanni naraiyait

tijaitalir petaimayil

teruttufi

cemmarre.”?

This is a Kali Viruttam verse describing

a rural scene.

The

peasants enjoy drinking liquor as their women pour it for them.
The liquor is poured out so liberally that a large quantity of it over-

flows on to the ground.

A male-swan drinks the liquor which

collected on the ground.

He becomes so intoxicated that he mistakes

has

a female crane (Narai) tor his mate and embraces her. A peahen
points out the foolishness of the swan to her mate thereby warning
him of the evil effects of intoxicating drink.
VI (c)
Being dazed by Civakan’s beauty and also by his wonderful

music performance, K4ntarvatattai starts playing on the ya/ and
singing with great excitement.
The poet describes her feelings in the
following stanza of Kali Viruttam.
“Kotai purantalak kugtalamum porrotum
katin olirntilatkak kamar nutalviyarppa
matar eruttam itankotti mamatura

kitan kitaiyila] patat totankin5].’?
K4ntarvatattai starts singing with her garlands hanging down
her back, her gold ear-rings glistening, her beautiful forehead
covered in perspiration, and her neck bending to the left.

VI (d)
crown

The author has employed a Kali Viruttam
elephant’s ferocious behaviour.
“Katalenak karrenak katunkat kirrena
utalcina vurumena vulit tiyenat
totarpini velinmutan murukkit tonriya

tatalarui
1.

Civakacintamangi,

2.

Ibid

3.

Ibid

katakkalir
s. 731
s. 973

s. 50

racanivekame.”?

to describe

the
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the chain with

away

breaking

“The elephant Acanivekam,

It runs as swiftly

which it was tethered, roars as loud as the ocean.

as the wild wind. It looks as ferocious as Kir ru (the God of death).
Its ferocious appearance
Its anger is terrifying as the thunder.
is like the devastating fire (a/itti) which will consume the world at
the end of a/i” (time). The very sound of the verse, especially that
of the first line is onomatopoeic and suggests the ferocity of the
elephant.
“Katalenak

karrenak

katunkat

kurrena.”

A number of plosive sounds in the line give an impression of
ferocity which is appropriate

to the context.

There are

54 vowels

in the stanza, 46 are short vowels and 8 are long vowels. The predominant number of short vowels quickens the pace of the verse so
that it suggests the speed of the running elephant.
The words,
katal, karru, kurru, urum, and ulitti meaning the roaring ocean,
wild wind, God of death, thunder and devastating fire portray the
fierceness of the elephant.

VI (e)
Kali

To describe bouderie or a love quarrel
Viruttam verse.
“Pulantaval
cilampotu
alankalva

kotiyena

natunkip

the

poet has used a

ponnaric

mekalai milarrac cennimel
yatimala ragintu kuntalam

ilaikappern tinamalar citari ékina|.”)
K4ntarvatattai

flowering
As she
produce
very soft

“Cennimel
1.

is angry

at Civakan.

She trembles

like a

creeper and leaves him after kicking him on the head.
kicks him, her ornaments—the mekalai and cilampu,
a jingling sound.
The poet gives the idea that her kick is
and not violent by using melliflously sounding words.

Civakacintamani,

alanhkalvay
s. 1019

atimalar

anintu.”
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The expression metaphorically states that she adorns the garland
on his head with the flower of her foot. The nasals which are
predominant produce very soft sounds.
The line has only three

plosives ‘k’ ‘f’ and ‘7’ occuring in three places and these are softened
by the influence of a preceding or following nasal—alankal, atimalar,

anintu. The words describing her trembling viz., “kogiyena natunki”’
have only short vowels which suggest her quivering by their accelerating effect.
VI

(f)

The grief arising trom lovers’ separation
through the form of a Kalitturai verse.

‘Matama

mayile

nataiman
utana

tumenai

totaiyal

kuyile

aname

yanaiyen

moli

expressed

malalai

nalamar

malalai

is also

kiliye
rurukat

corn

tanajé.’”4

Kémacari, unable to bear the pangs of grief at being separated
from

her

dear

husband,

peacock, (mayil),

the

Civakan,

cuckoo (kuyil)

addresses

the

swan

her

pet

(annam)

birds

the

and

the

parrot (kiJ’) and one can only utter the words, ‘““My Lord who
She is not able to continue
used to play with me............... *
because ot her overwhelming grief.
The long vowels in the verse produce a dragging sound which
creates a pathetic effect.
A number
of nasal and _ semi-vowel
sounds combined with catam (note) produce a heart-melting effect.

VI (g)
The songs of Kantarvatattai and Civakan sung at the ya/
competition are in the form of Kali Viruttams. Each" song contains

three stanzas.
three stanzas.
1.

The subject matter is one and the same

Civakacintamani,

s. 1526

for all the
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1.

Kanni

nakan

kalanka

malanki

minnu miranku malaiyen koyan
minnu malaiyin meliyum arivai
ponnan poruta mulaiyen koyan.
2.

Karuvi vanan kanra puyalin
aruvi yararru malaiyen koyan
aruvi yararru malaikan talunkum
maruvar cayan manamen koyan.

3.

Vana minin arumpi malarntu
kanam puttta karen koyan
kanam pitta karkan talunkum

tenar kdtai parinten koyan.2
This is the song

rendered

by

K4ntarvatattai.

The

three

stanzas describe the sorrow ofa lady whois suffering from the pangs
of grief because she is separated from her lover.

The lightning and

the thundering rain, the noisy waterfalls of the mountains and the
beautiful sight of the forest full of blossoming flowers intensify her
sorrows.
The mellifluous sound of the stanzas due to the combination of nasals and semi vowels produces a sense of sweetness which
corresponds to the beauty of the song.
Vil
Like Kali Viruttams, Aru Cir

Aciriya

Viruttams

have also

been used for the general narration of the story and for the expression of all kinds of moods and feelings. The descriptions of
natural beauty, battles etc., the teaching of morals and religious
philosophy have also been dealt with in the Apu Cir Aciriya
Viruttam

verses.

been used for
suffice here.

In

short

the

Aru

Cir Aciriyia

every kind of expression.

Viruttams have

A few instances will

VII (a)
The following verse of Aru Cir Aciriya Vir uttam describes
Caccantan’s heroic fight with the army of Kattiyankaran.
1.

.Civakacintamani,

ss. 724—26
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“Cirra

mikka

cernta
kirra

kuiica

runku

koturava

Urru

mannavan
rannutar

rutival
Juttalin.

taine tuvarai

yurumu

tanri

tittena

marra rumma takkalji
rumatta kampi jantave.’}
“The angry king Caccantan drives his sword deep into the

foreheads of the enemy elephants and their heads are split”.
The verse contains six feet lines each toot comprising two
syllables. The metrical sound ot the cantam of the stanza suggests
the sound of fighting. Out of 58 vowels, 50 are short vowels and
only 8 are long vowels. The multitude ot short vowels in the stanza
combined with plosives speeds up the tempo of the poetry so that
the noise of the battle is suggested.
To express feelings of profound

sorrow or lamentation, the

poet employs A ru Cir Aciriya Viruttam with three syllable (mavacai)
feet combined with two syllable (iracat) feet in each

Vicayai is overwhelmed
the graveyard.

with grief when her son is born in

Her lamentations are very touching.

“Parra mannan nakarppuramal
payal pinafict] cutukatal
urrar illat tamiyenal
otunkalakat tinkirujal
marriii fala mutaiyayni
yajaru

erre

maru

itukan

mariyenal

tékate

irutti yalen inguyire.”?
1,

2.

line.

Civakacintamani,

s. 278

Ibid

s. 310
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“Oh my son! This place is within the boundaries of the
enemy's land.
You are lying ina graveyard surrounded by corpses.
| am alone and there is no one to help me.
Eventhough you are the
prince of this land, I do not know how you are going to be reared.
Oh, my soul!
You are still lingering in my body after seeing
the miserable plight of my darling”.
The third foot and the sixth foot of each line of this verse
contain three syllables or 724/9. These three syallable feet and the

several long vowels in the verse slow down the tempo and produce a
melancholy

effect.
VII (c)

The following verse of A ru Cir Aciriya Viruttam demonstrates
its flexibility. It describes the genlte nature ot a young lady but also

expresses the ecstasy derived from embracing her.
“Vinaiyun kulalum palu
mamutamun karumpun

ténum

paniyal khaniyum venra
painki]i malalait tificol
vanika makalir tame
vanikam valla rennap
punmulai potirppap pulli

punainalam

paruki

nane.”!

Civakan embraces Kémacari ardently and derives innocent
pleasure.
The sweetness of Kémacari’s words is described as

excelling the sweetness of the music of the vinai, the ku/al and the
ya]. They are sweeter than milk, ambrosia, sugarcane juice or
luscious fruit.

They are also sweeter than the words ofa parrot.

“Vinaiyun

kulalum

amutamun

palum

karumpum

ténum-

paniyal kaniyum venra
painkiji malalait tificol.”
1.

Civakacintamagi,

s. 1500
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In these two lines the large number of nasals combine with
the sound “7”, produce a sense of sweetness which suggests the
poet hes
In addition the
words.
sweetness of Kémacari’s

employed a number of words which are particularly associated with
sweetness

viz.,

Vinai,

Kulal,

Yai

(ambrosia),

kani (fruit) and

ifi (parrot) which

Pai,

instruments),

(musical

(sugarcane), ten (honey),

Karumpu

(milk) amutam,

enhance the meaning

of the

verse.
VI (d)

y

Morals are also expressed through the Aru Cir Aciriya
Viruttam, Civakan is advising Anankamavi nai, the seducer, not to

give way to her passions.
body.

He describes the dirtiness of our physical

He says that the body is made of flesh, nails, hairs etc.

It

has eyes that produce dirty matter. It is the abode of numerous
germs. If it was rent asunder everyone would detest it. Nevertheless when one is under the influence of passion the body appears
to be as beautiful as shining gold. Similarly the crow seems to be
golden coloured in the eyes of the black sparrow (karunkuruvi).
‘“Vilukkotu vengaii calla
vukirmayir umilkat pilaip
puluppayil kurampai pollat
tatitatik kilnta poltil
vilittiyar nokku kirpar

piljaiyar kannut
kolipparum

ko]kaittar

kakkai

ponnir

ronrun

kotiye

enran.”!

Each foot in the verse has two syllables (zracai). The words

vilukku

(flesh),

vennaneu (tet),

ukir (nail), mayir (hair), umilkan

(eyes producing dirty matter}, pufuppayil

kurampai (the abode

of

germs) have an unpleasant sound and meaning.
VIII (a)
There are 255 verses of Kalitturai as the tabalar statement
shows.
Kalitturai verse is that which hasfour lines, each line is
comprised of five feet.
1,

Civakacintamani, s. 1584
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“Netilati

nankay

nikalvatu

kalitturai.’”!

In Cintamani the Kalitturai verses

express feelings of

are

chiefly

employed

to

pleasure and those of a palatable nature. They

have rarely been used for the expression of other feelings.

The very

invocation with which the epic begins is in three Kalitturai stanzas.
The avaiyatakkam in two stanzas (the author's expression of his
humility) and the introduction (patikam) in 19 stanzas, which follows
the invocation, are also in Kalitturai verses.

The very fact that the

solemn initial past of the epic viz., the invocation, the aviyazakkam

and the introduction are couched

in Kalitturai speaks of author's

regard for Kalittuypai verses.
VII

(b)

The pleasure that Patumukan derives from the sweet company

of his wife Kovintai

is

expressed

in

the

following

verse

of

Kalittugai.
“Timpar katalait tiraiponkak kataintu tévar
tampar patutta amirtotata malaiveytto]
ampar kutavar maka]oven rarivai naiya

ompa

volukkat

tunarvonrila nayi nané.”2

‘“Patumukan being overwhelmingly in love praises Kovintai
saying, “Is this the ambrosia (amiltu) which was got by the Tévas
when they churned the ocean, Tirupparkazal? Is this really the
So praising her he embraces
daughter of cowherds (kKutavar)?”.
The
her ardently and experiences supreme sensous pleasure.
sound of the verse is so pleasing that it suggests the pleasure
derived by Patumukan.
VIII (c)
The description of the rural scenery?

Civakan’s

the hunters’ retreat,> Kupéramittiran giving his
malai
1.
2.

3.
4.
5,
6.

in

marriage to

Civakan,®

Yappurutkalam, Ceyyujiyal
Civakacintamani,
s. 492

Ibid
Ibid
Ibid
Ibid

s.
ss.
ss.
ss.

Kuya-

the description of the

natural

Citram,

31
360—66
453—54
1061—64

boyhood,

daughter

35
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scenery which Civakan sees after he leaves Cutaficanan,! Civakan’s
worship of Arukatévan on his journey to the mountain of Cittiraki tam,”

Civakan’s

Kanakamlai,?

first meeting

Civakan

with

introducing

Vicayan,

the

brother

of

his comrades to Tatamittan

and his wife Kanakamalai,* Civakan and Vimalai falling in love
with each other,® Civakan and Iakkagai falling in love with each
other,®

Civakan’s

meeting

with

Kattiyankaran’s

wives

in

the

palace and the gracious help which he gave them,” the kings feasting
their eyes on the enchanting beauty of Ilakkanei as she walks to the
marriage pantal,® Caéranan preaching to Civakan on the virtues that

can lead to Heaven (Turakkam) and Salvation (vitu) and on the
value of human birth,® all these pleasant, happy and sublime
incidents are narrated in Kalitiurai verses.
Civakan’s fight with Kattiyankaran and

It is to be noted that
the latter's death are

also narrated in Kalitturai stanzas.!° It need not be explained that
Kattiyankaran’s fall benefits humanity.
His death represents
the victory of good over evil.
Hence the poet described the
incident in Kalittupai verses just as he portrayed any other happy
and desirable events.
Occasionally feelings of sorrow and other
moods!! are

communicated

in

Kalitturai

stanzas,

but

this use

is

very rare.
VII (d)
Cunantai

is deeply

grieved

when

Civakan

is arrested

by

Kattiyankaran’s men. Shesheds tears and uttering “Oh, my Civeka
Cami”,

grief,

she

falls on the ground paralysed by the intensity

This is portrayed in the following Kalitturai stanza.

1.

Civakacintamani,

ss. 1224—29

2
3

Ibid
Ibid

ss. 1418—20
ss. 1635—39

4
5.
6.
7

1014
Ibid
Ibid
Ibid

88.
ss,
ss.
ss.

8
9
0
1

Ibid
ibid
Ibid
Ibid

ss. 2453—56
ss. 2447—53

1866-75
1959-—65
2134—37
2337—58

. 2312—22
. 1148—S1

of

her
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“Tojar muttun tonmulaik
kottut tuyanmuttum
valjar unkan vantili
muttum ivaicintak
ka|j&y nampi Civaka
Cami yenanarray
milat (மறவா nijkatan

minnin

micaivilnta].’’2
1]

(8)

There are 40 Elu Cir Aciriya Viruttam verses in the
Each verse has four lines, each having seven feet.

work.

Kattiyankaran is jealous of Civakan’s popularity.
He asks
his ministers why Civakan is so popular. They praise Civakan describing his admirable qualities. This is narrated in Elu Cir Canta
The following is one of the Viruttams.
Viruttams.
“matta vilnta tari nanim
mana karkku layirar
totte tukka lavu lammo
1௦11 nenti yatinan

otti naka mori rante
tukkalata kallinai
vitta

larnta

venta

potu

pola

lenti nikkinan.’”2

“‘Civakan, who wears a garland of flowers which are full of
honey, litted the huge round shaped rock that could not be moved by
He then rested the rock
the concerted efforts of a thousand men.
He also held
on his shoulder, and played about without difficulty.

in his hands two big rocks which could not be lifted by the elephant.
He held them as easily as if they were flowers and then lightly threw
them away’. This is the susbstance of this verse. The Cantam or
note of this verse promotes a sense of playing which corresponds to
the playful ease with which Civakan shouldered the huge rock.
1.

2.

Civakacintamani, s. 1093

ibid

8.

690
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IX (b)

There are seven stanzas of E/u Cir Canta Viruttam in Vimalaiyar Ilampakam, all describe Vimalai’s playing with the balls. The
cantam of all those verses also creates an atmosphere that suggests
Vimalai’s play.
To quote one verse here will suffice.
“malai yutka ranta pantu vantu kaitta lattavam
ela nari runku larpu ratta vanmu kattavam
nulinérnu cuppu nova vucci malai yuljavam

mele

junta mini

latta virala

kaiya vakume.’?

“The ball that had hidden in her garland comes back to her
hand, the ball that was caught in her tresses falls on her face, the ball
she throws high in the sky comes back into her garland, the ball that
had soared to the heavens comes back to her hand”.
It is clear, therefore, that the author

generally employs the

Elu Cir Viruttam to deal with or describe the playing of games.
IX

(c)

The comrades of Civakan congratulating him on his marriage
with Vimalai,? Civakan singing a song in Curamaiicari’s house and
the episode where the ladies attracted by his music? run to him are
dealt with in Eju Cir Viruttams.
The Cantam of the verses suggest
both the singing and the haste of the ladies.
The author has
used the same type of verse for the description of the lands of

Aintinai,! the journey of Civakan and his comrades to Vitayana tu?
and the description of Civakan’s army.®
1.
2
3.
4.

Civakacintamagi,
Ibid
Ibid
Ibid

5
6

Ibid
Ibid

s.
ss.
ss.
ss.

1954
1995—98
2036—39
2102—5

ss. 2107—11
ss, 2154—58
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Xx
The En Cir Viruttams or the eight feet stanzas are only a few in
number

(sixteen).

the death

The profound

of Caccantan

“Kaiyar

is couched

vajaika]

sorrow of the
in the En

putaitti

Cir

court

ladies at

Viruttams.

rankuvar

katirmulai mela ramparin talaruvar
neyyar karunkulal ménmialai cinti
nilattituvar ninru tiruvil vicum
maiyar katippinai yumvar kulaiyum
kalaintituvar kaiyal vayira tukkuvar

aiyavo

venraluvar

ventan

ceyta

kotumai kotiten parkol valaiyinar.’’2
“The ladies because of their intense grief, break the bangles
which they wear on their wrists; they rend the garlands on their
breasts and raise a cry of woe; they remove their ear-rings and strike

their bellies crying, “O, our Lord! Kattiyankaran has done a most
atrocious deed!’’.

The dragging effect cf the long line of eight feet punctuated

with long vowels suggets deep sorrow.

The men are amazed at the enchanting beauty of Anaikamalai,

the dancer, and are consumed with passion for her.? Their hearts
are melting because of her bewitching charm. This is described in
En Cir Viruttams which show the author’s artistic skill in using
appropriate verses to describe particular feelings. Civakan praising
Curamaficari’s beauty and being overwhelmed with love for hber,4

and the pleasure which Civakan’s comrades enjoy with the celestial
maidens, in Heaven, when they become

Tevas as a result of their

penance® has also been narrated verv skillfully in En Cir Viruttam,
the very style of which expresses the sense of extreme pleasure.
1.

Civakacintamani,

ss. 290—296

2.

Ibid

3.

Ibid

ss. 680—82

6. 295

4,
5.

Ibid
Ibid

ss. 2065—66
ss. 3136—38
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Stanzas

of

Vafcitturai

are

employed

to describe K4ntar-

vatattai going to the ship at sea with Cittattan, taking the wealth
and

the army

presented

by her

father

Kalulavekan.

They are also

used to narrate the story of Citattan’s ship! which was restored to
him by Taran.
Vafcitturai is a two feet verse of four lines.
“Kuralati nanmailyir................000..
tanivarin

lturaiyena
“Veficina

molipa

ச

tuninticinore.’”

vekuliyir

kuficara mulankalin
maficutam vayiralin

taficini

rukuttave.’?

This verse of Vaticitturai describes the army of elephants which
was sent with Kantarvatattai.
“The trumpeting, of the angry elephants, frightens the cloud
so greatly that it pours down its water”.
This is the substance of
this verse.
XH
There is a solitary verse of Aciriyatturai in Ilakkanaiyar
Hlampakam, describing the beauty of Jlakkanai.
Aciriyatturai is a verse of four lines, the penultimate line of
which should bave a less number of feet than the rest of the lines;
alternatively the intermediary lines should have a less number of
feet than the first and the last lines.
“Kataiyatan ayalati
natuvati matakkay

LCaR

—இ
(இ
SeWN

itaiyati

kurainavum

kataitapu nataiyavum
nankati yaki

akavar

Civakacintamanyi, ss. 565—80
Yapparunkalam, Ceyyuliyal Citram, 38
Civakacintamagi, s. 570
Yapparunkalam, Ceyyuliyal Citram, 23

ruraiye.”*
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Civakan admires the beauty of Hakkanai’s eyes thus:

‘‘Oh,

Nilam, the Black Flower, although you do penance, by standing in
the sea, so that you may become as beautiful as the eyes of Ilakkanai,

yet your beauty is not equal to hers.
May you live long!
You
are smiling despite your defeat.
Perhaps You are cheerful because
you live in a place where drunkards, who are indifferent to whatever
happens to them reside’.
This interesting description of the beauty of Ilakkagai’s
eyes is exquisitely expressed in the following Aciriyatturai verse.
“Niraiyota nirninru nitavame
ceyyinum vali nilam
araiyo arivai varinetuikan

okkilaiyal valinilam
kannovva yenun kalittu
nakutinin
vannam ituvo matuvunpar

cériyaiyo vali nilam.’”!
26111

There is another form of Kali Viruttam which is slightly
different from the rest.
It has one more line in addition to its tradi-

tional four lines. We may call it “drazimikkuvanta Kali Viruttam.”
The commentator Naccinarkkiniyar calls it “Ordvorati mikku

veru pata vanta Koccaka orup6ku’. There are two such stanzas in
Tlakkanaiyar [lampakam? which describe the beauty of Vinapati,
the lady companion of Kantarvatattai.
She is an eunuch (pe ti).
“Veye
vaye
noye

tiranmento| ville katumpuruvam
valarpavaja mantalire mameni
mulaicumappa tenrark karukiruntar

eyé yevajorutti petiyo venrar
erimanippin mekalaiya] petiyo
1.

2.
3.

Civakacintamayi,

Tbid
Ibid

s. 2514

ss. 2537—38
s. 652

venrar.’*
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Those who see Vinapati admire her beauty saying, “Her
shoulders are as slender as bamboos, her eye brows are arched like
bows; her mouth is the colour of coral; her complexion is as
smooth as a mango leaf. Perhaps she has no breasts because the

weight of them would pain her. The others nearby who hear these
words of praise ask, ‘Is she an eunuch’’?
expressed in the above verse.

This is the substance

XIV
Thus Civakacintamani is an outstanding work which distinguishes itself by virtue of the various kinds of Viruttam verses which
are aptly used to express various feelings, moods, sentiments etc.
The form of the verse is changed in accordance with the change of
the thought or mood. The author does not employ the same form

of verse continually.

Even where he uses several verses of the same

form, we find different cantams (notes) inthem.
No wonder, therefore, that the form of the epic has been an exquisite for model for

poets of the succeeding ages.

12
The Social Life,
Customs and Manners as Revealed

in Cintamani
]

Any literature reflects the age in which

it is written

and

therefore Cintamani describes the life of the people of his times. It
is believed that the author, Tiruttakkatévar, belonged to the Cola
country.
The commentator Naccinarkkiniyar, in his commentary
on the stanza No. 3143, interprets the words ‘Munnir valampuri’
metaphorically to mean that Tiruttakkatevar was born in the Cola
family.
The literal meaning of the words is ‘the Valampuri conch is

born in the ocean.’ The commentator feels that the Valampuri represents the author who was born in Célakulam which is represented

by the

ocean.

As

already

stated,

Tiruttakkatevar

must

have lived between the end of 9th century and the beginning of 10th
century.

He

must

have

portrayed

the customs

and

manners

of

his society though he must have idealised them to a certain extent.
Hence we may conclude that this epic

reflects the

life of his age.

Although the names of the country, city, characters etc., are derived
from

Sanskrit,

the

epic

really

portrays

the

life

of

the

Tamil

country.

The life of the country Emankatanatu that he describes must
be typical of the life of the Tamil country or Co/anatu. His description of the life of Iracamapuram city must be that of his native
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city.

However we must take into account the fact that the poet is

idealising, but any exaggeration is built on the frame work of his
extensive knowledge of his own country.

11. VILLAGE LIFE
(a) Natu
When there is plentiful rain to irrigate the fields the peasants
are filled with joy. They hail the water, which. fills the rivers and
streams, with shouts of joy, and beating of drums.! If there are
breaches in the banks of the river, the people will be notified by the

beat of the drum

and they will rush to the spot and will work

together to repair the banks.?
The chief occupation of the countryside is farming. The
wives of the peasants encourage their husbands to work untiringly
in the fields by serving liquor to them with their own hands.4

Oxen and buffaloes are used to plough the land.® The work
of replanting the seedlings (narru) is done by the women folk.&
Sugar is also manufactured by the peasants.’ As a result of peasants’
untiring work, food is produced in abundance. The peasants help
others, such as porunars (musicians) by liberally giving them grain.
The surplus articles® are sent by carts to be sold in different parts
"of the country. A number of loaded carts are to be seen on the roads.
Each cart carries a different commodity such as sugar, flowers or
coconuts. Carts carrying imported goods are also much in evidence.®
Because of this trade the peasants are enriched and live a very happy
lite. This could apply to any year of plenty in the land of the

Tamils.
1.
2.
3
4.
5.
6
ர்.
8
9

Civakacintamagi, s.
s.
Ibid
s.
Ibid
s.
Ibid
s.
Ibid
s.
Ibid
s.
Ibid
s.
Ibid
ss
Ibid

42
40
44
50
44
45
60
61
61—63
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(6)

People

As every inhabitant
of the village possesses enough wealth and
even has some to spare, happiness reigns supreme in the land.
Everyone leads a virtuous life. Only when people lack the facilities
of life, they are tempted to go astray. Since the people of Emankata-

natu have the necessities of life inabundance they all lead a righteous
life. Everyone in the country has the liberty to do anything, that they
like if they do not break the law or disregard the moral code. They
have freedom to live as they like, whether they choose a spiritual or

a worldly life.

It is a land where the people enjoy human rights to

the fullest extent.
The country is filled with so much happiness
that the poet wonders whether Heaven itself has come down to

earth.
Tamil

All these facts may not be literally true even though the
Country

Imperial

was

enjoying peace

and

plenty

under

the

later

Colas.

111 THE CITY.
(a) City Life
City life is equally happy if not more so. The city is surrounded by beautiful groves full of sweet smelling flowers which always
attract the attention of the passers-by.” There are also several ponds
in the city where people take their bath.
This ideal must have
inspired the later Colas. when they were building their cities.
(b)

Three

Divisions

of the

City

The city is surrounded by a strong wall made of rock.
There
Adjacent to the wall there are
is a deep moat around the wall.

stables of elephants and also the arena where elephant fights
The

place.

outer city or suburban city) Itai Nakar
Ujnakar

take

city is divided into three divisions Katai Nakar (the

(the inner city).

(the

middle

The way in which the old

city),

and

towns were

built suggests that the architects had followed this type of division.
1.
2
3.
4

Civakacintamagi, s.
Ibid
s.
Ibid
s.
Ibid
ss.

77
79
80
81—82
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(b) (i) Katai Nakar
In the suburban city or Katai Nakar there are the houses for
the artisans, who adorn the tusks of elephants.
The buildings where
the chariots are kept and the places where horse-riding, sword fighting and archery are practised are also in the Katai Nakar.+
(b)

(ii) Izai

Nakar

The streets of the middle city or Jtai Nakar are redolent with
red and gold scented powders mixed with sandalwood paste and
rose water.
They are sprayed by young girls who use special
hand pumps.
The powders thus sprayed in the streets? appear as
beautiful as a rainbow.
Towering buildings of great artistic beauty
adorn the /tai Nakar. The poet says that the buildings are made of

gold.3

This is certainly an exaggeration.

The houses in the Tamil

land were made of bricks artistically dressed with lime and painted.
Perhaps there were houses which looked like gold, because they had
Cuntara Cola is known as Pon-malikaibeen painted that colour.

t-tunciya-tevar, the king who died in the gold palace.*
The citizens endowed with abundant wealth lead a life of
supreme happiness.
They are steeped in sensous pleasure.5 Since

the city abounds in wealth, it attracts people of all sorts.
cosmopolitan city where people of different nationalities

It is a
live

and

where eighteen different languages can be heard.® This suggests the

wide contact which the Imperial Co14 cities had with the outside
world.
(b) (iii) Defensive Weapons
On the strong walls of the city there are various machines
used to defend the country. They are the Nar ruvaraikolli which is

capable of killing

hundred persons ata time, the Nakkiyeripori

1. Civakacinta mani, ss.
2
Ibid
s. 86

3

4.
5.
6

Ibid

s. 87

The Colas, K. A. Ni’akanta Sastri, 2nd Edn. (1955) p. 156
,
Civakacintamagi, s. 90
Ibid

s. 93
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which will push away the enemies and strike them, Péypori, Kalir-

ruppori and

Pampuppori which are in the shape of

a ghost,

an

elephant and a serpent respectively, Cankilippori which will automatically bind the enemies as they approach the wall, Pulippori,
the machine in the shape of a tiger, Virpori, the machinein the shape
of a bow, and Kutiraippori, the machine in the shape of a horse.

There are also Togarva] that will follow the enemy and pierce them,
Karpori that will throw stones, Tippo ri that will emit fire, Nerukkumaram which will, kill the enemies by wrenching off their heads,

Cempuruku that will pour out melted copper, Vempuruku that will
throw out iron balls, machines which will pour boiling ghee, others
which will shoot arrows automatically, machines made of iron in
the shape of a pig, a cobra, a monkey and a goat and nunnil, a
thread-like device which chops off the hand that touches it. This
list of machines gives an idea of the mechanical weapons which

were used for defence in olden time.! The city of Maturai of
Ilaiko’s time was also similarly fortified.2
There is however,
no other evidence of this kind of mechanical warfare.

forts and fortifications played an important
of Tamil Land is proved by inscriptions.

But

that

part in the warfare

(c) (i) UJ Nagar
In the inner city or Ufnagar there is a colony where the courteTheir houses are beautiful as they are adorned with

sans live.

garlands and perfumed with sandal wood and Kunkumam pastes.
Erotic pictures adorn the walls of their houses.
flowers spread on them

are lying conspicious

Soft beds with

inside

them.2

The

courtesans send such of their beautiful companions who are adepts
in the art of tempting,

to entice the men.

Their charges will range

from one gold piece to one thousand and eight Kajageus

of gold.

Their abode will always be filled with the sweet music of the yal,

the kulal, the mujavu and with beautiful singing.4 The practice
of prostitution was nothing new in the Tamil land. The harem had
1. Civakacinta magi, ss. 10]—104
2.
Cilappatikaram, AtaikkalakkataiLines 207—217
3. Civakacintamagi,
s. 1081

4

Ibid

ss, 107, 110
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by this

time,

assumed an importance!

earlier literature.

which it did

not have

in

Therefore, the glorification of sexual life became

a symbol of civilization which is reflected in Cintamani.
(c)
The bazaar is in

and neat.

(ii) Bazaar
Ujnakar.

Street

The shops there are kept

They are full of sandalwood

and

akil wood

clean

smoke.

Before the shops are opened in the morning tne shopkeepers offer
prayers and flowers to God and sprinkle white mustard seeds on
the ground (aiyavi).2.
Immediately after the prayer they open

their shops. The jewellers take out various valuable jewels and gems
from their chests and place them in heaps.? The poet says, that the
merchants do not pick up the jewels or the gems
fall down.
This must be an exaggeration.4

indicative of their wealth.

The

bazaar

street is always thickly

crowded.
The crowd is compared to the
the honey-comb.
This must have been true
the

Cola

that accidentally
However, It is

bees swarming
of the bazaars

on
of

capital.

The citizens deem the entertainment of guests to be a great
virtue.
They are very anxious that not a day should pass without
guests being entertained in their house.
However guests are not
often available in their city, since everyone has a comfortable life.
No one is anxious to be another’s guest.
Therefore, the citizens

stand outside their houses and invite passers-by to be their guests;
they tempt them with
a list of delicious food and they also offer
valuable ornaments as presents if they will honour them by being
their guests.> This is certainly an exaggeration and cannot be
considered as a fact, but it certainly shows the spirit of hospitality

which the Tamils of those times admired.

The description given

here is the Tamilian ideal.
1,

“Véjampuku

maftavir kataitiramip”’

2.

Civakacintamani,

— Kaliikattupparagi,

3.
4.
5.

Ibid
Ibid
Ibid

5.

113

s. 114
s. 115
8. 122

Katai

Tigappu,

s. 40
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(c) (iti) The

Royal

Palace

The king’s palace in the city is surrounded by a high wall.

A deep moat, which is full of crocodiles, surrounds it.
in this moat

is drawn,

from

the bigger

city wall, through an underground

or Karantupatai}
Close

to

the

palace

there

moat

which

The water

surrounds

is a grove

in which there is a

beautiful mansion, called Pajlimatam, where the king lives.
a well-furnished

house

adorned

the

canal which is called Curunkai

with

beautiful

erotic emotions.2

It is

statues which exite

Within the palace there is a theatre for dance recitals anda
temple of God.
In the theatre there are continuous dance performances.

In the temple, ladies called Ka vanmakalir,

can be seen at

their devotions.
They are the wives of enemy kings, who have
been brought to the palace and forced to serve in the temple? The

palace is filled with the pleasing sound of dancing, the melodious

music of maidens, the sound of muracu (a big drum) and Ya/
music.
The environment of the palace is so beautiful that it
brings pleasure and happiness to the Royal Family.4 This
must
have been true of the palace of Raja Raja and Rajendra.

IV
Cintamani

vogue in that age.

bears

CASTE
evidence

When

SYSTEM.
that

Nantakon

the caste

system

was

in

offers to give his daughter,

Kovintai, in marriage to Civakan, he considers that since
he is of

royal blood he should not marry a girl belonging to an

inferior

caste.> Accordingly he gives K ovintai to Patumukan who belongs
to the merchant (vanikar) caste. In the Yal competition the kings

and princes compete with K4ntarvatattai first and they are all
defeated.® Next the antanars compete and fail. Lastly, the vanikars
1,
2.
3.
4
5

6.

Civakacintamani, ss. 142—43
Ibid
ss. 145—-46
Ibid
s. 154
16104
s. 156
Ibid
s. 483

Ibid

$s. 662—63
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participate in the competition and they are also defeated.
These
instances show that the caste system was prevalent when the epic
was written. As may be seen from a study of the marriages
contracted by Civakan, the system allowed a man to marry into
the caste immediately below his own.
V

MARRIAGE
(a) Swayamvara

ment

It was not unusual to select a bridegroom by holding a tournabut for such competitions, the king’s permission had to be

obtained.

Citattan

meets

the king

in person and

obtains

his

permission to hold the Ya/ competition!
Civakan wins the
hand of K4antarvatattai in the Ya/ competition and Iakkanai in the
shooting competition.
This is only a poetical convention and not
a reflection of any historical fact about the age of the Colds.
(b) Love

Marriage

Love marriages appear to be common in Cintamani.
The
lovers meet first and the their wishes are communicated to the
parents who negotiate with each other and celebrate the marraige.

This is the case with almost all Civakan’s marriages. The custom
of writing love letters was also in vogue.
Civakan sends his
love letter to Kunamélai througha parrot.
He writes : “This is
the letter written to Kunamalai.
Great was my relief to see the
parrot that you sent with your message of love. You also be cheerful.

I solemnly declare that [ will not fail to marry you and give the huge

sum of money and
K4ntarvatattai

the villages

which

your parents demand”.2

also sends her love letter to Civakan

through his

comrades.® Even in Tiruttakkaté var’s days this kind of marriage was
tare. The old conceptions of Kajavu and Karpu were often used in
Tamil poetry of that time.

We,

therefore,

cannot

such marriages were common in the Co 4 kingdom.
1.
2.
3.

Civakacintamani, s. 588
Ibid
ss. 1041—42
Ibid
s. 1767

presume

that
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(c)

Faith

in

Astrology

The people believe in astrology.
The parents consult astrologers when a child is born to them or when there is a marriage
proposal for their children.
When Kunamé§lai’s parents decide to
marry her to Civakan they consult their astrologer to find out
whether the stars of both Civakan and Kunamalai are compatible.
They are greatly relieved when the astrologer replies in the affirmative.! Tanapai also consults his astrologer about his daughter
Patumai’s marriage with Civakan.2
When Kémacari is born the
astrologer predicts the kind of man who will be her husband.? The
astrologer of the king Kovintan fixes seven days that are auspicious
for the marriage celebration of Hakkanai with Civakan.4

The ladies try to foresee whether their heart's desire will be
fulfilled by way Ku gal I/aittal. The lady shuts her eyes and draw
a circle on the floor.
If both ends exactly meet she is convinced

that her desire will be fulfilled. If the two ends do not meet unfulfilment is denoted. There is also another interpretation of Kital

/aittal.
A circle is drawn on the floor. Inside the circle a number
of small circles are also drawn. The small circles are counted. If the
total ends in an even number, it is a sign that the hearts’ desire will
be
fulfilled.
If it ends in an odd number it presages failure.®
Kunamalai, who is very anxious to know whether her love for

Civakan will be fulfilled, tries Ka tal Ivaittal.®
(0) Dowry
We

learn from

Cintamani

that the dowry

valent at that time from the following instance :
1.

2s
3.
4,
5.
6.

Civakacintamani,

system

was pre-

s. 1062

Ibid
s.
Ibid
s.
Ibid
s.
Dr.U.¥.Saminatha
llampakam.
Civakacintamani, s.

1344
1451
2386
Aiyar’s foot note to the stanza 187 of Kunamalaiyar
1037
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When
Civakan,

Kuperamittiran,

he presents him

gives

his daughter

with 700 young maidens,

in marriage

seven hundred

ladies who are adorned with countless jewels, one crore
pieces and five villages.
(e)

to

of gold

Ceremonies

Marriage could take place only with the consent of the respective parents. When Kuperamittiran comes to know of his daughter
Kunamilai’s love for Civakan, he decides to marry her to him. He,
therefore,

deputes

four

learned

persons

and writers of poems to get the consent
Accordingly

they

extends a cordial

go

to

Kantukkatan,

welcome

in a plate made of gems.

who

are able

speakers

of Civakan’s

parents.

Civakan’s

father

who

to them offering betel leaves placed

They

acquaint him of their mission, and

Kantukkatan readily gives his consent to the marriage.? From this
we may infer that it was the custom to depute four learned and
good men to negotiate marriages and that such envoys would be
welcomed by the parents with an offering of betel leaves.
The
number of men who were sent may not be particularly important
when we consider the modern custom.
The

descriptions

of

the

ceremonies

performed

at

the

marriages of Civakan with Patumai and Ilakkanai are typical of
traditional

marriage

ceremonies.

Astrologers fix an auspicious day for the marriage of Patumai

with Civakan. On that day virtuous women bless the couple and
perform the Kappukkuttal ceremony, i.e, the ceremony of tying a
sacred thread on the wrists of the couple to protect them from evil
Civakan is bathed with sacred water brought from a
influences.
distant place on the back of an elephant and is attractively clothed

and adorned.

Patumai also is dressed and adorned.

is then performed.?
1.
2.
3.

Civakacintamagi, s. 1064
ss. 1053—57
Ibid
s. 1343—46
Ibid

The marriage
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Ilakkanai’s
marriage
ceremonies
are more
elaborate.
Since it is a princess's marriage the whole city takes part in the
celebration.
The ceremonies last for seven days which have been
fixed by the astrologer.
The citizens are informed of the marriage
celebration by the beating of muracu which is carried by an
elephant through the city.” ‘he citizens put on their best clothes and
ornaments for those seven days.? They eat only rice mixed with milk

(palamirtu) on those days.* Each house is decorated with banana
trees, with branches of arecanut trees and garlands, and perfumed
with akilwood smoke.
Performances of ya/ music, vocal music
and dance are held everywhere.® The citizens leada rigidly chaste
life for those seven days.® On the seventh day the marriage takes

place. The sound of the conch and the music of the ya/, the kujal,
the rannumai and the muda fills the air.’ The young ladies daub the
floor with scented paste
(beautiful artistic designs
powder at the place where
Gold coins, valuable gems,

and
spread flowers over it.8 Kolam
on the ground)
is drawn with scented
the ladies of the royal family will sit.9
gold and pearls are heaped there. The

lamp which is made of gems, is lighted.

1008 persons wave

Incense permeates the air.

with fans (kavari).!° At the auspicious time

Civakan occupies his seat. The barber prepares for the Mayirvinai
ceremony.
The Mayirvinai ceremony is done to beautify the eye-

brows of the bride and bridegroom by slightly shaving them.!!_

The

barber offers prayers by putting grass (Arukw) and rice grains on the
blade which is made of gold. He chants a mantiram. The mayiri-

vinai ceremony for Civakan

is peformed to the accompaniment

of music from various musical instruments, the sound of the conch,

and shouts of greetings.!? Afterwards it is pertormed for Hlakkagai.
1,
25
3.
4.
3.
6.
7.
8,
9.
10.
11.
12.

Civakacintamagi.
Ibid
Ibid
Ibid
Ibid
{bid
Ibid
Ibid
Ibid
Ibid
Ibid
Ibid

s.
$.
$.
s.
s.
3.
5.
$.
s*
s.
s.
s.

2392
2388
2389
2390
2391
2392
2393
2394
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Civakan is bathed with the sacred water and is dressed and adorned
with ornaments.
Jn modern times the shaving ceremony is done
only for the bridegroom.
According to the traditional custom his
feet are washed with water mixed with aruku grass and rice grains—

both

combined

are

called

accutam.

Attamankalam

composed

of double cenkayal (double fish), mirror, flag, muracu (drum),
torti (goad) and double kumpam (double pot),2 which are believed
to be auspicious articles, are offered to him.2
Hakkanai is alsobathed with the sacred water and is dressed and desked with beautiful

ornaments. She is then brought to the marriage pantal which is
tastefully decorated.? The Antanars, (brahmins) spread white sand.
and long dried grasses called taruppai on the small
has been specially built.
Four small cups (aka/),
ghee,

one with

incense

and

the other

two

platform which
one with cow's

with water,

are

placed

there.4 The gold pot filled with fried paddy or nerpori, ammi and
the knotted taruppai grass are also placed there. Lines are drawn on
the sand in accordance with tradition and sacred weeds (camitai) are

placed there. Next the sacred fire is lit with the weeds on to which
ghee is ladled with the taruppai grass.® With the happy sound of the
conch, the mujavu, the muracu and with the loud greetings of the kings
who

are present, Civakan

receives the sacred

water

in

his

palm.

Perhaps the pouring of water is a symbol of giving and receiving it is

a symbol of his declaration of acceptance of Illakkagai as his wife.’
Civakan catches
He walks round
according to the
to Ilakkanai by

hold of llakkagai’s left hand, this is panigrahana.
the sacred fire and this is sapta pati. ®Again
tradition, the star of Aruntati in the sky is shown
Civakan and their feet are washed with cow’s milk.

Milk

plate is held before him but he simply looks at it

rice on a

and does not partake of it, probably because it is customary for
He retires and
the couple to fast until the ceremonies are over.

sits with Hakkanai.®
1,
2.
3.
4,
5.
6.
ds
8.
9.

Civakacintamani, s. 2481
Ibid
s. 2428
Ibid
s. 2455
Ibid
s. 2463
Ibid
s. 2464
Ibid
s. 2465
Ibid
s. 2467
Ibid
s. 2468
Ibid
s. 2469
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These descriptions give us an idea of
ceremonies that were customary in that age.
VI

OTHER

the royal

marriage

CUSTOMS

(a) Education
It was customary for the parents to make presents to the
teacher on the day on which their children started their education.
Civakan’s adopted parents give a kuruni (a denomination of a large
amount) of gold, one of gems, one of pearls and one of gold coins

to Accananti Aciriyar.

In addition to this great wealth they give

Pirapparici (baskets of rice) according to the custom.!
Civakan
writes on leaves of gold or ponnolai with the stylus which is also
made of gold.
Perhaps rich people used to write on ponndlai.
Ordinarily palm leaves must have been used.
(b)

Music

and

Other

Arts

Besides being literate, people studied arts such as music
archery etc.” The epic bears ample testimony to the fact that the finearts such as vocal music, instrumental music of ya/ kulal, muracu,
tannumai, mula and also dancing, painting, and sculpture flourished
in that age. Kantarvatattai’s ya/ competition, the music played on
the occasion of Ilakkanai’s marriage,
the dance performances
of Anankamalai and Tecikappavai, Civakan’s portrait of Kuna-

malai, the sculptures adorning the Pallimatam in the grove near to
the palace of Caccantan reflect a high standard of attainment in
various arts. One has to bear in mind the elaborate arrangements
made for music and dance in the temples by Raja Raja and other
kings.
The temples, such as the Great Temple had not only
beautiful sculptures but also beautiful paintings which have been
recently discovered.
1.
2.

Civakacintamani,
Ibid

3.

Ibid

s. 369
s. 370

s. 2467
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VI

(c)

In those days there was a custom of offering a perpetually
burning lamp (Nanta vilakku) to God, and an endowment for this
purpose was instituted.
Civakan, after marrying Ilakkanai goes
to the temple of Arukan and donates a hundred villages the revenue
of which was to be used to keep the lamp in the temple burning

perpetually.!
The inscriptions of the days of
testimony to a similar custom.

the Iniperial Co1as bear

For example,

an inscription on the

walls of the central shrine in the temple of Viragtanésvara in the
village of Kantiyur dated in the 10th of the year of the reign of the
Cola king Parakécarivarman registers the gift of ninety-six sheep
by a resident of pampuni-kirram to keep a lamp burning in front

of the god Makateva.2
VI

(6)

There were water huts (Tannirpantal) on the road side for the
use of the passers-by. These water huts were erected during the hot
season of the year.
The Cintamani mentions that such water huts
have water mixed with the juice of three kinds of fruits, namely
katu, nelli, tanri The Cola inscriptions mention similar water
huts. An inscription dated 29th regnal year of Raja Raja I (A. D.

1014) speaks of the Tannirpantal erected by Kannanariran on the
road side in the village of Caturvetimankalam.
It also mentions
_ the remuneration paid to those who rendered service at the

Tannirpantal.*
VI

(e)

If by force of circumstances an act of sin was committed,
expiation was made by making a special offering to God by donating
liberally to charities and by doing such other benevolent deeds.
1.
2.

Civakacintamagi. s. 2564
South Indian Temple Inscriptions, Vol.
p.

>

3.

1295.

Civakacintamani, s. 75
S. [. I. Volume III, Part 1, p. 7

HII, Part II, 1957 Edition,
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Civakan made an image of Arukan with gold and held a festival.
He also gave away wealth liberally to the poor. He did this as an
act of expiation for his sinful deed of killing many of the kings who
attacked him at the time when he defeated Kantarvatattai in the

yal competition.
(f) Hobbies and
1.

Games

Women

The story of the dispute between Kunamalai and Curamaicari shows that one of the hobbies which young ladies were interested
in was that of preparing scented powder.
Young girls mainly

played with balls.
ball is a good

The description of Vimalai

instance.

playing

with

her

The ladies were also interested in diving, swimming and in
playing water games such as pumping coloured water at each other
with the Civiri (Pump).

The ladies also like to play on a swing (dacalatutal).
Kalanka sal was one of the ancient popular games for ladies.

The other hobbies in which ladies spend their time are plucking flowers and tying them into garlands, shouting at the mountai
ns
and enjoying the echo of their own voice, diving into the mountain
streams and celebrating mock-marriages of their dolls.2
2.

Men

and

The cight wives of Civakan

Women

playing water-games with him,

(nirvilaiyat{ani) reveal the pleasure that the ladies found in such
games.
In the water, the wives play at mock fighting. K4ntarvatattai
takes the role of Kattiyanikaran and the other wives pretend to be
the king’s warriors.
They fight each other using their garlands as
1.
2.

Civakacintamagi, s. 820
Ibid
ss. 1319—20
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swords,
lands

the chains of Catankai as the Cakkaram (wheel), the garfrom

their

Kantarvatattai

head

pumps

as

arrows

water at the

and

big

other

garlands

wives

with

as

staffs.}

the

civiri.

They dive deep into the water to escape from her attack.2 Since
they are unable to remain under the water for long they come out
and climb upon the building and dive into the water from there.?
K4ntarvatattai attacks them with her head garland.
They are
frightened.4
She pumps the water at them with her civiri and
the other wives are unable to withstand her attack.
Thev run to
Civakan and surrender to him.
Thereupon Civakan takes his
civiri and attacks K4ntarvatattai.® Finally the wives join together
and

attack

Civakan

with

garlands

and

scented

powders.

pumps water at them with his civizi so forcibly that they run

He

way.®

This description portrays the kind of games that are usually
played in the water especially those played by the queen and kings.
They thus enact dramas in their games.
(3)
The

men

take

interest,

Men
chiefly,

in

militant

games

such

as

sword fighting, archery etc,. At Kagainakar there are places intended
for practising sword fighting and archery.’
Vicayan’s attempt to
shoot at a mango fruit on the trees, and Civakan’s feat of shooting at
it? reveals the popularity of archery. That the men also used to play
at fighting in the water is understood from Kattiyankaran’s words
to the kings when he is instigating them to attack Civakan.

He says

to them, “‘Do not wonder amongst yourselves as to who will be
entitled to claim Kantarvatattai after Civakan is defeated. We will
compete with civizis inthe water. Whoever is victorious in the game
will have her.”®
Contests such as shooting at a moving pig were

Tbid
Ibid
Ibid
Ibid

6

Ibid
Ibid
Ibid
Ibid

7

8
9

ss. 2655—56
s.
s.
si
s.

Pra

Civakacintamani,

we

1.
2
3
4
5.

2657
2658
2659
2660

2661
84
1640—41
745
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common in ancient times.
We read of similar contests in the
Makaparatam.
We can presume that archery was very popular
when Tiruttakkatevar lived.
(g)

Ornaments

Different kinds of ornaments are worn by the people. The
Chief ornaments worn by men are katakam,! (a ring worn on the
upper arm and kuiai® (ear-rings) gram? (pearl garlands) etc. The
ornaments

rings)

of ladies

kagippu

are

(another

makarakuntalai,

kind of

totu,?

ear-ring),°

ponnolai (ear-

manimakaran

(an

ornament worn on the upper arm), muttu vatam (a pearl garland)®
kurankuce
ri (ornament worn round the thigh)’ kinkini, patakam,
cilampu (ornaments of the feet)® métiram (finger rings)? ponmalai

(gold garland)'® mekalai (the hip girdle)! and vefvajai (bangles

made of shells).!? The omission of the nose screw is also significant.
It shows they were nct then in use.

The feet, palms, mouth, forehead, tongue and nails of the ladies
used to be painted with the scented red paste called alattakam.
Ilakkanai’s body is painted thus when she is dressed and adorned
for her marriage.1? The ladies smear their breasts with kunkumaccantu!4 which is another kind of scented red paste and the men use

sandalwood
1.
2.
3.
4
5,
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14,
15.

paste.

Civakacintamani,
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Ibid
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Ibid
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Ibid
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Ibid
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Ibid
Ibid
Ibid
Ibid
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2425
2424
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The husband used to paint his wife's breasts artistically with
Kunkumaccantu.
Civakan paints Ilakkagai’s breasts.!
The ornaments mentioned
age of Tiruttakkatevar.
(h)

must have

been

common

in the

Dress

Dresses made of cotton (pancu)? silk (tukil)® and rat hair
(urémappat tu)’ are used by the people.

The dress that is worn by

the warriors is called vaggugai.® It bangsa little below the knee.
These descriptions must be true of the age of Tiruttakkatevar.

(i) Food
Their food consists of rice, ghee, vegetables cooked in ghee
and curd.6
Rice cooked with milk (palamirtan) is considered to

be tasty food.” Soon after eating, it is usual to chew betel-nut, with
five kinds of sweet smelling spices such as takkélam (cubeb),
ilavankam (cloves) etc., which the author calls mukavacam.® That

the

men

used

to consume

intoxicating

drinks

is evident from

the description of the village.
The peasant women give liquor to
their husbands to enthuse them to work better.® It is also evident
from the preachings of Civakan when he disuades the hunter from

taking meat, liquor etc.!° The food habits of the Jains and others
who lived at that time may be said to be reflected in Cintamani
(j)

1.

Certain

Peculiar

Customs

The epic reveals certain peculiar customs.

For the first few

days of a baby’s life a medicine is given which is prepared at home
by the women.
1.

Civakacintamangi, s. 2479

2.

Tbid

s. 843

3,
4.

Ibid
Ibid

s. 2663
s. 2425

5

Ibid

s. 468

6.
7.

Ibid
Ibid

s. 122
s. 2033

8.
9.

Ibid
Ibid

s. 2026
s. 50

10.

Ibid

s. 1234
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‘The medicine is prepared thus.
Tarai juice, sugar and ghee
should be put in gruel and should be well compounded by rubbing
it with a gold piece.
The mixture should be given to the baby for
a certain number of days. Following it, another medicine which is
prepared by mixing ativitayam and tippili in honey should be given.
To make the baby’s mouth and eyes look bigger and more attractive, the mother will daily broaden the eyes with her finger nail, and
to make the nose prominent she will suck the baby’s uvula daily.
>

(j) 2
To clean their teeth the people use a powder

home by burning katukkay and powdering it.

prepared at

(3) 3
For their meditations the ladies used to clothe themselves
in
white silk and put on sweet smelling flower garlands and also
pearl
necklaces.
Kantarvatattai does so before she starts her meditation.3
(1) 4
The custom of taking a vow, to achieve a particular end
found in the epic.

is

14
When a dispute arises between Kunamalai and Curama ficari
as to whose scented powder is superior, they make an agreement
that
she, whose scented powder is proved inferior, will not bathe in the
river and that she will give one crore of gold pieces to Arukan.?
(j) 40ம்

Civakan comes to know that the king’s army which attacked
the hunters to recover the cows of the ayars has been
determines to restore the cows to the ayars. He says
i.
2
3.
4,

Civakacintamagi,
Ibid
Ibid
Ibid

s.
s.
s.
s.

2703
2697
1146
878

routed.
He
“If I do not
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protect the cows, saints, women, children and learned men (parppar)
let me be deemed as such a coward as a man, who, even after he
has found his wife with another man, takes his food nonchalantly. !

(j) 40ம்
In the battle field Kattiyankaran takes a vow thus: “IfI suffer
defeat, deem me to be as low as a man who is so _ afraid of his wife

that he never entertains guests’
VI (k)
In the king’s palace swords are kept hidden inside

the

legs

of the beds. A hole through which the sword is inserted, is purposely
made. This arrangement in the bed is called ijikai.8
11)

There is a peculiar method of punishment called Erivilakkuruttal.
The culprit is forced to walk along the streets with a
burning lamp on his head. When Civakan escapes from Kattiyankaran’s army which was led by Matanan, the latter is afraid to
convey this disappointing news to Kattiyankaran, lest he should be
given the punishment of Nagai Vilakkuruttal for dereliction of

his duty.4
VI

(m)

The practice of divining the quality of the blue
gem (ni/amani), by using milk, is found in the epic.®

coloured

V1 (n)

The belict that poisonous
cured

by

mantirams

is evident.

bite in such a manner.®
1.

Civakacintamagi,

s. 443

2
3

Ibid
Ibid

s. 2319
s. 558

4.
5

Ibid
Ibid

s. 1162
s. 1325

Ibid

s. 1289

6.

bites and other diseases can be
Civakan

cures Patumai

of snake-
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VI

fo)

It 1s considered that it is a good omen if one sees a crow flying? on the right hand side. The involuntary throbbing of the left
eve of a man is deemed to be a bad omen. Cutaficagan’s left eve

throbs when Civakan is arrested by Kattiyankaran’s men?
VI

tp)

it is usual to control an elephant by shouting ay “appusu
apputu, atu, atu at ar> Civakan controls the rogue elephant of
Tatamaittan by uttering the above sounds.
Vil
Thus in Cintamagi

there are traces of social life. customs and

manners wich, as stated at the outset, only reflect the way of life
that way im vogue in Tamil country during the time of the poet.

1.
2.
3.

Civakacintamagi
Ibid
Ibid

s. 1252
s. 1156
s. 1834
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Personality af Iiruttakkateuar
Little is known of the author’s life. There is no concrete
evidence to enlighten us about his life history.
However, there ts a
traditional story of his life which runs thus:
He was born in Cé/ar Kulam and was well educated. He
made a thorough study of Tamil literature and grammars and
Sanskrit works as well.
Since he was a Jain by religion he
also made a study of all the books on Jainism.
Besides being a
great savant, he distinguished himself as a young man of admirable
qualities.
He became an ascetic when he was very
young.
He
wentto Maturapuri with his teacher and stayed there for some time.
Soon he became acquainted with the great savants of that place. One
day they criticised the Jain savants saying that because they only
had experience of spiritual life they were not qualified to write books
on 106.
To prove them wrong. Tiruttakkatevar made up his
mind to write an epic based on the story of Civakan and he sought
the permission of his revered teacher. The teacher was anxious that
his disciple’s asceticism should not be tainted whilst he was
engrossed

in writing the story of Civakan.

By chance

he espied a

fox running in front of bim.
He asked his disciple Tiruttakkate
var
to write a poem about the fox. Accordingly Tiruttakkate
var wrote
a beautiful story poem entitled ‘Nari Viruttam’
dealing with the
transient nature of the body and wealth; it sopke of his unflinching
faith in asceticism. The teacher was immensely pleased and happily
agreed that his disciple should write an epic about Civakan, He
also composed a stanza beginning with the words *Cempogyaraimel’
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and asked Tiruttakkatévar to use it as the invocation to his epic.
Tiruttakkate
var accepted his teacher's stanza with utmost reverence.

He started the epic with his

own

invocatory verse beginning with

the words ‘murda mutala’. The teacher, finding this verse to be finer
than his own, asked Tiruttakkatévar to put this verse first and his
own invocation verse after it.

Tiruttakkate
var completed his epic in eight days. He took it
to his teacher who persued it and was amazed at the excellence of the

work, Then Tiruttakkatevar took it to the court of the Pantian
king where he read it to the Carikam Savants. They paid glowing
tributes to the author saying “No

work”.

other can write such a wonderful

The treatment of the sensuous scenes in the epic made some

savants suspicious about Tiruttakkatévar’s character, They said to
themselves,

‘‘The author must have

experienced sensuous

Otherwise he could not have described the erotic scenes

cally as he has done in the epic’.

pleasure.

as realisti-

Tiruttakkatévar came to know

of their suspicion
and
resolved to prove the purity of his
celibacy to them.
He sent fora red hot iron bar and held it in
his hand saying “Let this iron bar not burn me
if I am true to
my celibacy”.
He also put the burning iron on his tongue.
All
were amazed to see that he was not in the least
affected.
The iron
did not burn either his hand or his tongue.
Those who had been
suspicious now repented deeply and
begged Tiruttakkatévar's
pardon.
He replied, “You are not to be blamed.
On the contrary
you created an opportunity for me to prove my celibacy”!

This is a traditional story to which credence cannot
be
given.
Perhaps the story was invented by an admirer of Tiruttakkatevar.
The statement that the author completed his epic in
eight days itself believes the story. An epic is not such a small work
that it can be written in eight days. We may say that it is a herculean task to write an epic and it would take a number of years.
Coleridge is of opinion that a minimum period of twenty years is
needed to write an epic.
“I should not think of devoting less than

twenty years to an epic poem”,

said Coleridge.

“Ten years to

collect materials and warm my mind with universal science...... the
next five in the composition of the poem, and the five last in the
1.

Civakacintamagi, Dr. U. V. Saminatha

Aiyar’s Introduction, pp. 22—26.
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correction of it. So would I write happily not unhearing of that
divine and mighty whispering voice which speaks to mighty minds of
predestinated garlands, starry and unwithering”.!
It is certain that Tiruttakkatevar must have devoted a
number of years to write his epic.
The magnitude and the excellence of the work bear testimony to this fact.
11
In the absence of credible evidence it is not wise to guess at
the story of his life. His epic may be taken as being indicative of his
personality,

of course,

with

certain

reasonable

limitations.

We

cannot say thet everything he has written reveals his personality.
Neither can we say that nothing in the epic tells about the author.
The following words of A. C. Bradley expressed in respect of
Shakespeare’s works apply also to the works of all poets.
““However free a poet may be from the emotions which he
stimulates, and however little involved in the conditions which he
imagines, he cannot (unless he is a mere copyist) write a hundred

and fifty lyrics expressive of those stimulated emotions without
disclosing something of himself, something of the way in which he in

particular would feel and behave under the imagined conditions”.?
We get glimpses of Tiruttakkatévar’s personality in Civaka-

cintamani.

That

he is a Jain saint is irrefutable, despite his vivid

treatment of sensuous life. The Cintamani bears plenty of evidence
in support of it. The Jain faith and philosophy which is expreessed
periodically in the epic prove beyond doubt, that he was a Jain.
Although the epic abounds in descriptions of sensuous pleasure, the
ultimate impression which it creates in the mind of the reader is
the transient nature of this world and the value of renunciation and

penance.
Wherever possible the author stresses the value of the Jain
faith and that of renunciation either directly or by suggestion.®
1,

W.

2.
3.

A. C. Bradley, Oxford Lectures on Poetry, p. 313.
Civakacintamagi, Dr. U. V. Saminatha Aiyar’s Foot Note to Stanza 35

Macneile

Dixon,

English

Epic

and

Heroic

Poetry,

p.

189.
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For
drunk

instance,

liquor

and

by describing

become

the swan

intoxicated

and

(@nnam)

foolishly

which

embraced

has
the

crane (narai) mistaking it for its mate! the author emphasises a tenet

of the Jain faith that one should abstain from taking

intoxicating

drinks.
Civakan’s preachings to the hunter, to the Cittirak ita
Munivars and to the way-farer are only the author’s exposition of
the tenets of the Jain religion. Civakan’s prayer songs on the mountain Aranapatam? and the devotional songs that he sings on his way

to the Cittirakita mountain® and at the mountains on the way to

Mattimateyam*
Arukan.

are

the author's

own

songs

in praise

of Lord

In one place the author openly says that he would not
bow
to any other God except Lord Arukan.
As Cutaficanan carries
Civakan to his celestial city he tells Civakan of his implacable
faith
in Jainisim. He says “Even though some consider that
the Gods,
who killed such great heroes as lraniyan and Ravanan,
are great,

I do not consider them to be my Gods. Though they
defeated
Iraniyan and Ravanan they succumbed to the arrows of Kaman
(Cupid) and enjoyed the company of women. I will only
bow to

Him, who has extirpated Envinais (eight karmas)
and offers us
Eternal Bliss”.® Although Cutaficanan says these
words, it is in

truth, the author who is propounding his faith in Jainisim.

The author’s faith is seen at its best when he
describes the
preachings of the Caranan, named Irattinappirapai,
to Civakan

when he is on the verge of renunciation.
value of human birth (perutarkarumai),

His exposition on the
the transciency of this

worldly life (gilayamai), the sufferings of the
four Katis viz.,
naraka kati, vilanku kati, makkat kati and teva
kati, wisdom
(174822), good conduct (cilam), charity (ta@ma
m) and Eternal
Bliss® speaks of the author’s anxiety that humanity should
take
the divine path to ultimate salvation.
1.
2.

3.
4.
5
6

Civakacintamani,
1014

Ibid
Ibid
Ibid
Ibid

s. 50
33. 1242-47

ss.
ss.
8s,
ss.

1418—20
1609—11
961
2749—2890
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IIT (a)
The author is a Jain but the uniqueness of this great poet is
his humanism in spite of his being an ascetic.
Tiruttakkatevar’s
understanding of this worldly life seems to be different from that of
other saints of the same faith.
The Jain savants and saints are

known

for their opposition to worldly pleasures.

They always

condemn a sensuous life and thereby womenalso.
Their pessimistic
moral code is impracticably idealistic for most people, and never

appeals to them. Tiruttakkatevar is a Jain saint with a broader
outlook. The epic reveals that in his opinion one can pave the way
for higher attainments whilst enjoying the pleasures of life and that

they need not be discarded altogether. From the story of Caccantan we understand that Tiruttakkatevar is not averse to great
sensuous pleasure but is anxious that we should not fall a prey to it.
He warns us, through the story, that if we fall a victim to passion,
our end will be hastened. The story of Civakan mirrors his broad
outlook on life’
One can enjoy earthly
pleasures as much as
Civakan did and more if need be, but at the same time, like Civakan,
one should not be oblivious of one’s duty.
In fact, as a careful

study of the epic will show, the author holds the view that people
should lead a full life of pleasure to develop their minds and souls.
We have already shown how Civakan's material life matures his
mind and how, consequently, the trivial incident of the monkev
brings him divine wisdom.

III (b)
We have every reason to believe and the epic bears evidences
of the belief that Tiruttakkatevar’s deep study of Cankam literature
and Tirukkural had broadened his vision.
We have noted else-

where a few instances where he adopted Cankam ideas in his epic.
The fine poems of the Cankam ages and Tirukkura] emphasise that

a material life should precede a spiritual life. The author’s thorough
study of them must have produced a reorientation to the traditional
Jain outlook on life. Tiruva]juvar in his Tirukkura] emphasises
that people should first adopt the domestic life (//laram) which
should be followed by a spiritual life (Turavaram) in due course.
This natural and practical life, although he had not experienced such
a life himself, would have appealed to our author, whose concern
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for the uplift of humanity was great.
He therefore
the same way of life through the story of Civakan.
TIE

advocates

(c)

He gives explicit expression to his view that humanity should
have a full life of sensuous pleasure and other good things in the
following lines.
“Ekavinpak

kamak

kavaratal

akanorrit

tatankal

anmaik

iyaivatanrel

kalakenpave.”!

“If one is not lucky enough to enjoy carnal pleasure, he must.
be brave enough to do penance to be blessed with equal pleasure.”
Further he says,
“Vintuten, tulippa verratan
kantam atu natakam
kantu

valatavar

vaikkai

yellam cavarar vaikkaiye.’’2
“The life of those who do not enjoy the dances performed
by a beautiful damsel, who has eyes which can pierce like a spear,

can be compared to the crude life of the hunters.”
Through these words spoken by Civakan the author’s conviction of the desirability of enjoying worldly pleasure is conveyed.

Vicayai’s exposition on the value of wealth as a prerequisite for
the promotion

opinion.

of material happiness,?

also confirms

lucky enough to acquire wealth in abundance
this world which is not within his reach,

கலகம் கலவ

tunnua
1,
2
3.

4

the authors

Her exposition concludes by stating that when a man is

வய வ வவ

Civakacintamangi, s. 1657
Ibid
s, 1655
Ibid
ss. 1922—23

Ibid

டராம]

kalaittun natana illaiye.’

s. 1923

there

is nothing in
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[11 (6)
In such cases, an objection may be raised that the author
should not be attributed with the ideas of his characters. However,
the sincerity, with which he propounds these ideas, shows that even
if he himself did not believe completely in them atleast he was
honest enough to express the views of his opponents through
his characters.
IV

(a)

The author is also of the view that one should share one’s wealth
with one’s fellow men.
Tiruva]ljuvar believes that one can derive
genuine pleasure in sharing one’s wealth with others. He calls it
“jttuvakkum inpam.”? Tiruttakkaté
var, who must have been influenced greatly by Tirukkura], holds the same view.
He considers that

those who deny themselves the pleasure of sharing their wealth with
others, are wretches and warns them that if they do not share their
food with others they will become beasts in their next birth.
“Pakuttunap

pavikajum.........

vilankayp pirappave.”?
IV (b)

The author holds women in high esteem.

He has portrayed

the women characters exquisitely. Even the courtesans, Anankamalai and Tecikappavai are beautifully portrayed. His characterizations of Vicayai and the eight wives of Civakan reveal the

womanly virtues which he admired.
women

of bad

On the other hand he detests

character.

Civakan encounters Pavatattan, who is the husband of
Anankamavinai.
Pavatattan is deeply sorry that he has missed
meeting his wife on the journey.
He considers her to be a highly

virtuous lady.

Infact sheisnotso.

1,

Thirukkura], Ikai, s. 8

2.

Civakacintamani,

s. 2789

Previously she had attempted
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to seduce Civakan.
Civakan without revealing her unfaithfulness
speaks of the infidelity of women.
Having in mind Anatkamavinai’s nature he says, “Women have not strong wills. They do not
care to safeguard the good reputation of their family. They do not
fully imbibe the spirit of virtue.
They do not maintain stability

of the mind.

They

allow-their minds

to wander ina thousand

ways.
Even the daughter of Intiran, if tempted with ten gold coins,
will surrender to the desire of the offerer”.}

These words only apply to women who try to seduce
They reflect the author’s contempt for such women.
[IV

men.

(c)

Tiruttakkatévar’s compassion is well revealed in the epic.
The epic itself, we may say, is the outcome of his deep compas
sion
for humanity.
Therein he shows the path which humanity should
tread to achieve true happiness, and subsequently he points
out the
way for their pilgrimage to Eternal Bliss. Civakan’s
help to the
dog, his timely help to Kunamalai when he saves
her from the
rogue elephant, his munificent gifts to the way-far
er and his advice
to him are instances of the author's compassion.

The creed of ahimsa or non-violence is very dear to his
heart

both as a humanist and a Jain.

Civakan’s non-violent fight with

the rude hunters, and his controlling of the elephant
Acanivekam

without injuring it demonstrates the author’s spirit
of non-violence.
He is forced to introduce two violent battles for
the sake of the

story.

Civakan

fights

against

the

kings, who attack him at

Kattiyaiikaran’s instigation, and defeats them.
After the bloody
battle he expiates the sin of violence, which he committed on the
battle field, by making golden image of Lord Arukan, by celebrating a special festival for Him, and by generously giving alms to

poor people.”
1.
2.

Civakacintamagi,
Ibid

s. 1597
8. 820
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Immediately

after

Civakan

kills

Kattiyankaran

in

the

battle he throws away his weapons saying, ‘““No more of these violent

deeds”.
These instances batray the author’s abhorrence of violence.

Vv
Our previous comments on the epic have pointed out that the
author was strongly influenced by Tolkappiyam, the Cankam literature, Tirukkura] etc., and that he had a deep knowldege of them. His
knowledge of several arts such as music, dance etc., was amazing.
Healso knew how to make excellent ya/s and play them exquisitely.
He was anxious that humanity should be well educated and that the
higher attainments of life should be accessible to all. He
says,

‘“‘A man must not hesitate to spend on his education money,

which

has been kept for an emergency. Education is like a true eye; it leads
to the growth of true wisdom.
It supports us in times of sorrow.
Education alone is the true reality and it brings wealth and reputation”.2. This reveals the author’s keen interest in the education of
the mass of the people.
The author has some knowledge of state-craft which may

be

due to his study of Tirukkural]. Vicayai’s instructions to Civakan
as to the amount of tax which should be collected from the subjects
by a king, how a king should always be cautious of his enemies, how
he should weaken the enemy, the methods of spying to be adopted
by a king, the regard a king should have for ministers who are well-

versed in moral and royal codes and how he should carry out his
royal duties? speak of the author’s knowledge of state craft.
VI

(a)

The epic reveals the author’s deep knowledge of domestic
life also.
Our discussion on Social Life speaks of his keen observation of the people’s customs and manners.
His descriptions of the
1,
2.
3.

Civakacintamagi, s. 2323
Ibid
s. 1595
Ibid
ss. 1920—21
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preparation of medicines for babies at home. the way in which the
baby’s eyes and mouth are broadened and how its nose is made
more prominent, are unusual facts for a saint to know about.
The detailed descriptions show how conversant he was with household affairs.

VI (b)
The descriptions of natural scenery

in the epic

show

us

another fact of the author’s personality.
That the beauties of
nature had attracted him greatly is explicit in the epic. The descrip-

tions of the river,! the mountains,” desert land,? jungle,? mountain

streams,° groves,® the rising of the sun,’

the paths in the jungle,8

etc., bear testimony to his appreciation. He often expresses sublime
thoughts through
suffice here.

descriptions of natural scenery.

An instance will

“The mullai flowers on the path in the jungle through which
Civakan travels alone and unfriended, look like the teeth of a badly

behaved man which are exposed when they laugh at the sorrowful
plight of noble people:
i. e. , the flowers seem to be laughing at
Civakan’s miserable plight. The Kanta] flowers that wave in the
wind look like good people motioning their hands to others to
stop behaving so badly (mullai). The animals and peacocks that
gather there trembling at Civakan’s misery, are like his relatives.®

VI (c)
We have stated elsewhere that Tiruttakkatévar is an animist.
He believes that the trees and plants have souls. He reads messages

in nature as the above example shows.
1.
2.
3
4,
5.
6.
7
8
9

Civakacintamani,
Ibid
Ibid
Ibid
Ibid
Ibid
Ibid
Ibid
Ibid

ss.
ss.
ss.
s.
s.
s.
s.
ss.
s.

34—41
1603—08
1186—89
1201
1209
1566
1406
1208 & 1212
1227

He also imagines that the
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mountains are capable of emotion.
The mountain, with its flowing
stream, appears as if it is shedding tears of sorrow to see Civakan

wending his solitary way through the jungle in such distress.1
He imagines that the mangoes ripen when the ladies look
kindly at them.
He condemns those who refuse to believe that the

trees have souls and calls them mad people and devils.?
This explains that everything animate ot inanimate has a
place in his heart.
His boundless love extends to everything in the
world.
Asa saint his love is infinite.
VII
The Cintamani thus affords us glimpses here and there of
Tiruttakkatevar’s personality.
Although the epic is an objective

poem some of its verses give us an insight into the author’s mind.
He was a great scholar, an artist and a versatile genius.

Heis sucha

benevolent man that hewants mankind to havea full life of happiness
and enjoyment.
He is convinced that humanity should enjoy
and experience
this earthly life to the fullest extent so that
they may realise the illusory nature of this transient world, and
thereby achieve the sublime desire to search for higher truth. He is

a great saint, the embodiment of compassion.
His message is
“Return good for evil”. An avowed animist, he finds “tongues in
trees,

books in

running brooks,

sermons

in stones,

and

good

in everything.” The Civakacintamani which is the result of his
ardous labour and deep wisdom is a monument to his towering
personality.
Tiruttakkatévar is a lustrous
plendently in the firmament of great poets.

he is human
and

1.
2:

star shining
resThough an ascetic

to the core and therefore his work is still powerful

alive.

Civakacintamani, s. 1226
Ibid
8. 1907

Appendty.
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